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OIT Annual Satisfaction Survey
Results for 2020
OIT used questions developed for The Higher Education TechQual+ Project (https://www.techqual.org) to
measure satisfaction. The TechQual+ survey instrument consists of 13 items that are designed to measure the
performance of three core commitments:
•
•
•

Connectivity and Access
Technology and Collaboration Services
Support and Training

In addition to the core items, 8 additional services that are specific to the campus were included on the survey.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Official University Email - Office365, Gmail
Online@UT (Canvas)
UT System Services - ANDI
UT System Services - Cayuse SP/424
UT System Services - IRIS
Student Information Systems and Online Class Registration (Banner, DARS, MyUTK, Gradesfirst)
LiveOnline@UT (Zoom) virtual classroom environment support
Customized help with developing course materials and lectures for online teaching

There were 2250 people who responded to the 2020 OIT Satisfaction Survey. The sample consisted of 47.5%
students, 11.6% faculty, 40.7% staff and 0.1% who did not indicate their status.
The survey asked the respondents to rate each item on three factors: minimum expected level of service,
desired level of service and actual service performance.
One of the main goals of TechQual+ is to measure how well OIT is meeting the technology needs of campus
by calculating an Adequacy Gap score, which is the difference between expected level of service and the
actual level of service. A positive number indicates that perceived service levels exceeds end users’ minimum
expectations, a negative number indicates a gap between the perceived performance and minimum
expectations.
For each item in the survey, means are reported for the minimum level of experience (Expected), the perceived
level of service (Actual) and the Adequacy Gap Score. The results are presented for the campus overall and
broken down for students, faculty and staff.
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Overall Summary
Connectivity and Access - Overall

Connectivity and Access - Overall
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Connectivity and Access - Overall

Wi-Fi service that works
adequately everywhere
you need it

Cellular / mobile / LTE
service that works
adequately everywhere
you need it.

Expected

Expected

Actual

Adequacy
Gap

N

Internet service that works consistently every time
you need it

7.11

7.66

0.55

2226

Internet service that provides adequate performance
(speed/latency)

7.03

7.71

0.68

2223

Wi-Fi service that works adequately everywhere you
need it

7.09

7.31

0.22

2220

Cellular / mobile / LTE service that works adequately
everywhere you need it.

7.18

7.17

-0.01

2201
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Technology and Collaboration – Overall

Technology and Collaboration - Overall
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Technology and Collaboration - Overall
Online services that are easy to use.

Expected
6.94

Actual
7.34
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Gap
0.40

Online services that enhance the teaching and
learning experience.

6.82

7.30

0.47

2110

Online services that allow me to collaborate
effectively with others

6.84

7.43

0.59

2179

Systems that provide timely access to data that
informs decision-making.

7.05

7.40

0.34

2106

Classrooms/meeting spaces w/ technology that
enhances teaching/learning experience

6.85

7.16

0.31

2107

N
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Support and Training – Overall

Support and Training - Overall
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Support and Training

Expected

Expected

Actual

Adequacy
Gap

N

Timely resolution of technology problems that I
am experiencing

7.14

7.68

0.55

2195

Technology support staff who have the knowledge
to answer my questions.

7.29

7.90

0.61

2197

Receiving communications regarding technology
services that I can understand

6.95

7.61

0.66

2196

Access to training (self-help information) that
increases my effectiveness with technology.

6.65

7.25

0.60

2146
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Additional IT Services – Overall

Additional IT Services - Overall
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7.41
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7.30

Actual
7.87
7.44
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Adequacy
Gap
0.47
0.41
0.37
0.20
-0.25

Student Information Systems and Online Class
Registration (Banner, DARS, MyUTK, Gradesfirst)

7.06

7.17

0.11

1915

LiveOnline@UT (Zoom) virtual classroom
environment support

6.81

7.40

0.58

1738

Customized help with developing course materials
and lectures for online teaching

6.57

7.02

0.42

192

Additional IT Services Specific to Campus
Official University Email - Office365, Gmail
Online@UT (Canvas)
UT System Services - ANDI
UT System Services - Cayuse SP/424
UT System Services - IRIS

N
2224
1909
585
616
1051
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Student Summary
Connectivity and Access – Students

Connectivity and Access - Students
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Connectivity and Access - Students
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adequately everywhere
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you need it.
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Expected
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Gap

N

Internet service that works consistently every time
you need it

6.73

7.35

0.62

1059

Internet service that provides adequate
performance (speed/latency)

6.62

7.43

0.81

1055

Wi-Fi service that works adequately everywhere
you need it

6.87

7.18

0.32

1053

Cellular / mobile / LTE service that works
adequately everywhere you need it.

6.88

6.94

0.06

1055
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Technology and Collaboration Services – Students
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Technology and Collaboration Services Students
Online services that are easy to use.

Expected

Expected
6.64

Actual
7.23

Adequacy
Gap
0.59

Online services that enhance the teaching and
learning experience.

6.46

7.11

0.65

1058

Online services that allow me to collaborate
effectively with others

6.39

7.20

0.82

1050

Systems that provide timely access to data that
informs decision-making.

6.75

7.35

0.59

1008

Classrooms/meeting spaces w/ technology that
enhances teaching/learning experience

6.54

7.10

0.56

1045

N
1061
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Support and Training – Students
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Support and Training - Students

Expected

Expected

Actual

Adequacy
Gap

N

Timely resolution of technology problems that I am
experiencing

6.79

7.44

0.64

1037

Technology support staff who have the knowledge
to answer my questions.

6.96

7.70

0.74

1036

Receiving communications regarding technology
services that I can understand

6.62

7.49

0.87

1040

Access to training (self-help information) that
increases my effectiveness with technology.

6.18

7.05

0.86

1009
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Additional IT Services Specific to Campus - Students

Additional IT Services Specific to Campus - Students
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0.74
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Student Information Systems and Online Class
Registration (Banner, DARS, MyUTK, Gradesfirst)

6.95

7.15

0.19

1062

LiveOnline@UT (Zoom) virtual classroom
environment support

6.44

7.17

0.72

886

Customized help with developing course materials
and lectures for online teaching

6.45

6.92

0.47

86

Additional IT Services Specific to Campus - Students
Official University Email - Office365, Gmail
Online@UT (Canvas)

N
1064
1060
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Faculty Summary
Connectivity and Access – Faculty

Connectivity and Access - Faculty
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Connectivity and Access - Faculty

Wi-Fi service that works
adequately everywhere
you need it
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Expected
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Gap

N

Internet service that works consistently every time
you need it

7.55

7.92

0.37

258

Internet service that provides adequate performance
(speed/latency)

7.46

7.95

0.50

259

Wi-Fi service that works adequately everywhere you
need it

7.39

7.35

-0.02

259

Cellular / mobile / LTE service that works adequately
everywhere you need it.

7.34

7.33

-0.01

250
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Technology and Collaboration Services – Faculty

Technology and Collaboration Services - Faculty
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Online services that enhance the teaching and
learning experience.

7.23

7.20

-0.02

245

Online services that allow me to collaborate
effectively with others

7.08

7.40

0.27

240

Systems that provide timely access to data that
informs decision-making.

7.14

7.00

-0.15

226

Classrooms/meeting spaces w/ technology that
enhances teaching/learning experience

7.28

6.87

-0.40

247

Technology and Collaboration Services - Faculty
Online services that are easy to use.

N
248
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Support and Training - Faculty

Support and Training - Faculty
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Support and Training - Faculty

Expected

Expected

Actual

Adequacy
Gap

N

Timely resolution of technology problems that I am
experiencing

7.57

7.84

0.28

257

Technology support staff who have the knowledge to
answer my questions.

7.62

7.96

0.35

256

Receiving communications regarding technology
services that I can understand

7.18

7.58

0.40

253

Access to training (self-help information) that
increases my effectiveness with technology.

6.89

7.22

0.32

244
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Additional IT Services Specific to Campus - Faculty

Additional IT Services Specific to Campus - Faculty
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7.77
7.37
6.85
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7.10
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Gap
-0.13
-0.19
0.16
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251
238
105
147
215

Student Information Systems and Online Class
Registration (Banner, DARS, MyUTK, Gradesfirst)

7.33

6.77

-0.57

227

LiveOnline@UT (Zoom) virtual classroom
environment support

7.41

7.67

0.27

188

Customized help with developing course materials
and lectures for online teaching

6.64

7.08

0.38

105

Additional IT Services Specific to Campus - Faculty
Official University Email - Office365, Gmail
Online@UT (Canvas)
UT System Services - ANDI
UT System Services - Cayuse SP/424
UT System Services - IRIS
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Staff Summary
Connectivity and Access – Staff

Connectivity and Access - Staff
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Connectivity and Access - Staff

Wi-Fi service that works
adequately everywhere
you need it
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adequately everywhere
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Gap

N

Internet service that works consistently every time
you need it

7.41

7.94

0.52

909

Internet service that provides adequate performance
(speed/latency)

7.40

7.97

0.58

909

Wi-Fi service that works adequately everywhere you
need it

7.26

7.44

0.18

908

Cellular / mobile / LTE service that works adequately
everywhere you need it.

7.48

7.38

-0.09

896
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Technology and Collaboration Services – Staff

Technology and Collaboration Services - Staff
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7.52
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Online services that enhance the teaching and
learning experience.

7.18

7.57

0.39

807

Online services that allow me to collaborate
effectively with others

7.30

7.71

0.40

889

Systems that provide timely access to data that
informs decision-making.

7.36

7.55

0.18

872

Classrooms/meeting spaces w/ technology that
enhances teaching/learning experience

7.11

7.33

0.21

815

Technology and Collaboration Services - Staff
Online services that are easy to use.

N
899
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Support and Training – Staff

Support and Training - Staff
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Support and Training - Staff

Expected

Expected

Actual

Adequacy
Gap

N

Timely resolution of technology problems that I am
experiencing

7.41

7.91

0.51

901

Technology support staff who have the knowledge to
answer my questions.

7.57

8.10

0.53

905

Receiving communications regarding technology
services that I can understand

7.26

7.74

0.49

903

Access to training (self-help information) that
increases my effectiveness with technology.

7.11

7.48

0.37

893
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Additional IT Services Specific to Campus – Staff

Additional IT Services Specific to Campus - Staff
8
7.5
7
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5

Actual

Expected

Expected
7.64
6.96
6.85
6.78
7.36

Actual
7.94
7.52
7.30
7.14
7.17

Adequacy
Gap
0.30
0.54
0.42
0.35
-0.18

N
905
611
480
469
836

Student Information Systems and Online Class
Registration (Banner, DARS, MyUTK, Gradesfirst)

7.13

7.36

0.22

626

LiveOnline@UT (Zoom) virtual classroom
environment support

7.14

7.63

0.47

664

Additional IT Services Specific to Campus - Staff
Official University Email - Office365, Gmail
Online@UT (Canvas)
UT System Services - ANDI
UT System Services - Cayuse SP/424
UT System Services - IRIS
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Primary Affiliation
Primary Affiliation with the University
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
Undergraduate

Graduate

Faculty

IT Staff

Staff

Percent

What is your primary affiliation with the university?
Undergraduate
Graduate
Faculty
IT Staff
Staff
Unknown
Total

Frequency
714
356
262
83
833
2
2250

Percent
31.7
15.8
11.6
3.7
37.0
0.1
100
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College/Area
College/Area:
Frequency Percent
Herbert College of Agriculture
60
2.7
Architecture and Design
23
1.0
Arts and Sciences
342
15.2
Haslam College of Business
149
6.6
Communication and Information
62
2.8
Education, Health, and Human Sciences
115
5.1
Tickle College of Engineering
204
9.1
Law
25
1.1
Nursing
54
2.4
Social Work
52
2.3
Veterinary Medicine
24
1.1
Other
301
13.4
Provost
29
1.3
Student Life
85
3.8
Finance and Administration
123
5.5
Research
154
6.8
Athletics
41
1.8
Alumni/Development
10
0.4
Communications and Marketing
49
2.2
IPS
39
1.7
UT Foundation
25
1.1
UTIA
150
6.7
UTSA
43
1.9
OIT
77
3.4
System
14
0.6
Total
2250
100
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Comments
Consistency of the institution's Internet service
Consistency of the institution's Internet service
very dependable
Very few problems - quick resolution when problems occur
Poor service in random areas, ie Clarence Brown at times, others okay.
Austin Peay Building
The service is really spotty and it drops connection a lot.
Internet is fine.
I have never encountered an issue with the internet service.
It doesn’t work very good in HSS or it is very slow
I think the service is good.
Student Union Phase 1
we have excellent connectivity.
Some areas like the FS warehouse, or areas in the Student Union have no wifi signal whatsoever.
sometimes it goes out for no reason with no explanation afterwards
I was in the military for 32 years and at least twice a week for an hour or so the Internet would go down all across Base. Talk
about loss of productivity.
I feel that the connectivity at the College of Vet Med is exceptional.
I never have any problems
This is pretty good.
the local service is bad
slow; dicey in parts of the buildings
The internet service works great for laptops and computers, but not so well with cell phones.
Thompson Bowling Arena need WiFi again
Service I would expect to be impeccable no matter where but it seems many times to drop or slow especially near the library and
north of there.
Sometimes the Duolink text/push login doesn't work. If the signal doesn't come through to my phone, then I can't log in and
work......and have to sit here like a dummy trying repeatedly to get a push or text to log in.
I work from both central offices of IPS and virtually in the field with clients. Access is consistently good with PulseSecure
Student Services Building
Occasionally, the internet is not available/does not connect automatically to my phone. It generally always connects to my laptop.
We have network issues once in a while, but they're typically resolved quickly. (KPB)
I do not have any problems with the internet service.
Cut in and out of service a lot in the student union
the 2fa is the worst and very inconvenient.
It works good for the most part but I am in an old building and it goes out sometimes.
While the internt is mostly consistent and does work, there are certain areas that the internet is really weak in and sometimes it
does not work on the computer or in the library, for no apparent reason.
Haslam wifi never works
In the afternoon, I sometimes have to reboot my computer to get internet access.
I have never had issues with the service
Andy Holt Tower
I have Sprint for my phone service, so in some buildings, like Haslam Business Building and others, my connection is very poor.
Ut should have the best internet since they are wanting in the top 25.And there is a whole lot of dead spots.
Brehm has trouble connecting to the internet on some days
I've found that the internet seems to be pretty consistent throughout campus.
Sometimes the internet works very slow, sometimes are fine
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Consistency of the institution's Internet service
I feel like pretty often the EDUROAM internet goes out and it’s pretty annoying. And then my computer switched to UT open
which is significantly slower
The wifi networks does not seem to expand to the Plant Propagation Building but it does have reliable wired internet.
I have never experienced any internet issues in CVM.
Andy Holt Tower. Internet is constantly awesome.
My internet is randomly unavailable at weird times
Sometimes the internet cuts out or is weak, but it's overall very reliable.
I'm in a field office in Johnson City so we use a local provider and sometimes (rarely) it gets slow. Re-ooting the modem
sometimes helps
I have never had a connectivity issue in Austin Peay, which is where I primarily am.
Internet cuts out a lot in the library and never works on my phone
The consistency of the university's Internet service works well every time I use it.
Main Campus
Occasionally utopen is somewhat slow in Haslam Business Building
For my laptop, wireless internet access is reliable 90-95% of the time. For my desktop (ethernet cable), I have had zero problems.
For my cell phone, WIFI is less reliable when walking around campus.
I rarely run into an issue.
sometimes wifi doesn't work inside some bldgs
I actually have connectivity issues with my hardwired computer more than with the cloud.
For me, service is great. However, I only really use it in the context of Strong Hall.
I normally have great internet access, maybe not in Neyland would be my only comment.
Morgan Hall is a very old building. There are areas where I have difficulty even getting a full cellphone signal. Kudos on getting us
a pretty widespread, strong signal.
Frequent wired network outages and poor WiFi coverage, UTSI
Sometimes the internet in BU lags behind.
My internet always works in the computer labs. In addition, the WiFi for my phone always works in buildings on campus. The only
time it doesn’t work is when I am too far away from buildings.
There are infrequent outages.
Basement in Clement and 1st floor in Haslam
The internet is key to everything we do. This is one area where I feel we cannot make any compromises with.
Sometimes I get kicked off of the internet for no reason on my laptop (and it's not always in the same place) I also have trouble
using wifi when traveling on campus and it usually takes a few minutes to work when I arrive at my destination.
my rating when down because of limited access to the internet for my instructors and my personal device
There were problems when everyone moved in but were quickly resolved, and the other day in magnolia the WiFi did turn off for
a little bit but was again fixed quickly.
Toward TRECs and sometimes in hodges my connection is weak.
I have never had any difficulty.
I had a few issues when working from home.
STOP MAKING ME CHANGE MY PASSWORD.
Back corners of the library in hodges, namely the 3rd floor, sometimes can have spotty service. Still usable just not as good as the
rest of the library
I have had very few internet issues during my tenure here.
My experience with internet connectivity on campus has been consistently good in recent years.
very good
Sometimes won't connect to the internet immediately. Good service when connected.
Internet can stop working on occasion, takes about half an hour to start again. Internet can be slow as well.
It is splotchy in different areas. When I leave a building the internet is slow.
I guess it cuts out sometimes? It cut out more last semester.
My building is the Hodges Library. With the age of the building, the leaky roof, the repairs to the elevators and all the construction
on campus, the internet service is not reliable.
Certain areas of the Student Union Building, with which I work, have no cell reception or internet service.
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Consistency of the institution's Internet service
Periodic problems at Hodges Library (especially on weekends)
Also periodic problems when UT is closed (e.g., over Christmas break, when there were problems for several days)
I have never had issues connecting to the wifi on campus
It works most places just some places such as parking garages I lose service as well as my building in massey
I've never had any issues
I am housed in a newly constructed building and the technology in conference rooms and meeting spaces does not always work.
There is also limited cell service in several areas of the student union.
There are sites blocked, it takes a long amount of time for things to load.
The service works, there are some areas that have a low signal; the AMB building is one
Austin Peay building internet is inconsistent and weak at times
I’ve never had a problem with the internet.
Sometimes the internet is not as efficient. I live in Massey Hall and sometimes it works well and sometimes it does not.
The service at Clement Hall has always been available for me.
Overall, wifi on campus is very reliable. However, it sometimes disconnects in Laurel Hall.
Speed of internet is ok
Half the time edurom doesn’t work
great improvement in connection over the past 10 years!
Sometimes the internet can be spotty in buildings around campus, but it has definitely improved in the past few years.
There are a few moments where when I am connect to the WiFi "UT Open" there seems to be no transfer of packets that allows
for simple internet browsing to occur. This has been a bit frustrating at times. (Haslam Music Center, Room 133, and percussion
corridor)
I'm a distance education student and have never used the institution's interner service.
MOSSMAN
Random disconnects from internet. Spotty service in areas, TREC
Ayres Hall in graduate student offices - has inconsistent connectivity issues. UT-owned computer will generally remain connect
while personally-owned cell phone is always kicked off/will not maintain internet connection
The internet at our office in Fentress County works well. Every now and then it'll go out, but it's not very often and usually gets
fixed pretty quickly. Overall, I have no complaints.
Internet service seems to always be dependable for Morgan Hall.
MinKao has great coverage and outdoor coverage is good. Smartphones have gotten pretty good at auto switching to cellular
anway
In this day and age, internet service is critical. I think the service at UT is pretty consistent. Getting WiFi though can be an issue especially in Parking Lot 9 by the Stadium and Parking Lot 23 by the Music and Theater buildings.
Certain buildings don’t have great connection, like AMB and HSS
Not sure if this is possible or not, but having smooth service down ped walkway would be nice
Wifi is slow or stops and have to turn on/off to get reconnected A+A Building
Internet is bad in Neyland and occasionally goes out on campus
OIT in Hodges always goes above and beyond if I have internet issues and explains the causes thoroughly and what I can do to
change it.
Massey WiFi can be slow
Internet services / connections are very reliable.
Internet service on a University campus should be available 100% of the time from all locations on campus. UT is pretty good
about internet service.
I need frequent access to research databases
Ayres Hall
I never have any issues.
Honestly stability has been great for me across campus, even doing data-heavy tasks in outdoor places like the amphitheater
I think that the Internet service is pretty consistent. It's more inconsistent at the Laurel dorms.
Some buildings that are more "closed off" or it feels like you are walking through a tunnel (ex. AMB, Walter's Life Science) have
lower quality internet service.
The signal for the wifi is weaker at night
The ETREC Plant Science farm has spotty wifi service and none in the field.
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I sometimes lose my Internet connection if my computer is inactive for more than 30 minutes. Troubleshooting doesn't help. I
need to restart my computer to get reconnected.
the student services bldg. 1 floor I get no services
Lower levels of some buildings destroy connectivity. The internet service does a pretty good job until then.
If this includes the stadium, I get no or minimal connectivity in Neyland. Therefore my low actual rating.
slow login
It has been very consistent for me.
OIT should offer a cheap way to extend the network. Fraternities shouldn't have to shell out $1000 just to get wifi in their house.
sometimes my lectures won't download in class. but this is rare and they usually do after 10min.
I that sometimes in the outskirts of campus it can get pretty weak but overall i think it is decent
Sometimes Eduroam Network is spotty.
I only use internet at home...as I am a distance student. I do not think my response qualifies because of not being on campus.
The service always works
Connection can be spotty on first floor of UT Conference Center.
The connectivity us very good so far- McClung Tower
Internet service overall good... except for a few occasional dead spots eg. Hodges Library auditorium.
I live off campus, but I have never had a problem with internet connection on campus (specifically in BEC and Claxton buildings)
I have never had a problem being able to connect to the internet while on UTK campus.
No problems with internet service at the Facilities Services Complex.
Having consistent access to the internet is, unfortunately, a non-negotiable facet of teaching. We use it in class, Canvas, emails,
grades, etc. It is literally impossible to teach without it for any length of time.
there are places on campus where the wifi goes out in buildings out of no where
There have been times that service has been down Haslam Business Building and it is impossible to do my job without it.
Always works in Henson Hall
I am an a student that is not on campus. I rated my based on being to access the university website (AKA not being down or
having issues)
Things have been locking up and slow to respond lately. It's not just me, so we assume its a network issue.
wifii service at 1525 University Ave. is inconsistent.
The Internet service works well enough for my needs, and any lapses in performance do not heavily affect my productivity.
It is pretty consistent.
I can only recall 2 occasions when I could not get access in 14 years of service here.
I rarely have problems with the Internet services. I haven't run into any problems in specific buildings, but sometimes my phone
or laptop says that I am connected to the WIFI without Internet. This is an inconvenience, but it is very minor. I usually just
reconnect to the WIFI and then it works perfectly.
SMC G2 & SMC G4 are especially problematic
Internet Service is perfect
I do not live on campus but I have been involved in live streams and never had a problem accessing or being connected to
anything on the internet.
Occasional experiences with Internet not working on campus.
There are some outdoor areas that I have noticed have no/very low wifi signal. In particular, where I park, which is very near the
Communications Building and near the Nursing Building, there is no signal. This is a personal, not work-related, annoyance. I give
the actual service performance an "8" because it isn't perfect, but I'd give an 8.9 if that were an option.
Slow
Internet coverage outside of buildings is sometimes spotty, but much better than it was a year ago.
The UT services building on Volunteer Blvd is the only spotty area for my internet connection. Other than that, the general
connection is pretty consistent.
Metro Southeast Building, 1417 Murfreesboro Pike, Nashville, TN 37217
Sometimes I try unsuccessfully to access the internet.
clement has slow internet sometimes.
I haven't found the service to be down hardly at all.
Second floor of Hesler Biology can have spotty service
There are occasional issues as with anything.
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The wifi available in WLS is horrible and doesn't load anything. Also have to reboot my phone whenever I switch from wifi point to
wifi point which is annoying
My issues when using the internet are always in regards to mobile
Walking down pedestrian walkway there is not very good connection, which is where a lot of people walk between classes.
It is inconsistently fantastic or it wont work at all. there is no specific location where it is better or worse. I often don't have wifi
on my computer and 'UTOpen" will simply not work for awhile at least once a week.
Registering a new device/guest's device is a pain.
Service is slow and cumbersome - Dunford Hall
I have not had issues
The Internet service in CCI is consistent, but a very small percentage of the time the speed is slower, which I assume is quite
natural.
Always great service. Kingston Pike Building - 2309 Kingston Pike - Knoxville, TN 37996
The internet connectivity in the CVM printshop is inconsistent. This is especially frustrating when students are trying to download
notes or when there is a Zoom conference.
I have not had much trouble with internet service, but if I did I would be sure to contact OIT because of how important it is for
school.
Internet and cellphone connection in Haslam Business Building is terrible. I have missed several phone calls and don't receive
voicemails until days later.
Work off campus and not in UT controlled network
I've basically been connected to UT's wifi 24/7 since August. Nice work.
It does not load as fast as my home internet. At times in some programs the screen will freeze or scroll as if it is thinking about
loading.
We are an office main campus location.
The wifi on campus is frustrating in many buildings and transfer spaces. I turn my wifi off most days and use my own data if I need
to e-mail or research away from my desktop.Walkways, Student Union theater are with stage, Stokely multipurpose meeting
rooms
Response is terrific, timely and with knowledgeable staff
Internet is overall well connected, but there are some areas in Strong (4th and 5th floor) where the internet will cut out. The
same issue happened at the McClung Museum where internet can be spotty.
I assume you're asking Ethernet connection here because the following questions ask WiFi. I do not have a desktop, so I really
don't have any experience with that.
Internet is not a big portion of my job.
all the classrooms with in the veterinary school have poor internet access. on average it takes 10 minutes to download a lecture
I can always connect to it when I need and it always works well.
Very rarely having connection problems in JIAM and Dabney/Buehler
Internet in law building will occasionally go out or be very slow to the point of uselessness
Recently the UT-Open Wifi network in the 4th floor of the Burchfiel Geography Building has, at times, been unusable due to slow
speed.
Blount Hall, service occasionally slows with infrequent disconnects. Still functional, but often requires page reloads.
I usually have great service in the Bailey Education building, as well as the Facilities Services building off Sutherland.
Service is generally good in the buildings I'm in, mostly on the hill
Have never had an issue with internet services personally
I am always able to connect to the Internet.
The WiFi went out the other day (in Magnolia) for a while and deleted my homework but for the most part it is pretty good.
Sometimes it is pretty slow but for the most part it is good.
sometimes connection struggles in Stokely and near the strip by Clement and the HBC
There are some buildings where it seems like my laptop will sometimes disconnect from the internet and not get reconnected
(Strong Hall, HSS, parts of the Ag. campus)
I work in Perkins, and internet service is always exceptional. Even in outdoor common areas, it provides good coverage and
speed.
there is no access out side the buildings and also poor access when the number of customers are high
Spotty service, low download speeds
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WiFi dead zones--AHT 6th floor bathroom
my devices always are connected no matter where I am on campus
internet service on campus is excellent
Ayres
Works every time
It has improved when moving across the campus, but I still need to disconnect and reconnect ut-open sometimes.
Internet service works great almost everywhere on campus
I'm satisfied with the internet service provided
Devices disconnect and reconnect
Weaker WiFi signals once I am no longer inside a building
I do not get service in the old SU, in AMB, or in any floors of Hodges lower than the main level.
Sometimes the Internet signal in buildings is slower than in others which can be frustrating.
The internet is consistent in all building that I use (Mass Hall, Perkins, Min Kao). My internet has not worked maybe once. The
internet consistency is great.
OIT is responsive, having links on our homepage really helps.
It always seems to work when I need it.
all connections have been consistent so far
Min H. Kao Building, Room 538
Most of everything we do is online
The internet in meeting rooms at the Union is unreliable.
In some buildings the internet connection is poor. It still works but it takes some time to load browsers such as canvas.
Ayres's wifi is practically nonexistent, and in the residence halls, it is difficult to get connectivity strong enough to stream videos
needed for homework, or to have video calls required for group meetings.
I barely have service in AMB, BUEL, and strong hall
It doesn’t work in a lot of areas including dorm rooms which can make it difficult to do school work.
Internet service rarely ever went out if ever.
the wireless network is incredibly spotty, and i have to sign in again every time i move from one building (or even one part of the
same building) to the other.
For the most part, the internet is good on campus while in buildings. But in some locations, such as Thompson-Boling Arena, the
internet is constantly going in and out.
While It has improved since my freshman year, I still dislike the fact that in a number of academic buildings, the Wi-Fi is simply not
reliable enough on eduroam.
Fraternity park often has a very slow connection.
If I need the service than my expectation is it NEEDS to be there. I have occasional issues with wifi but I try to stay hardwired.
Often my email can be VERY slow at certain times of the day
Does not work on apple phones, have to turn WiFi off to use internet appropriately.
The provider provides high quality service.
I have issues with the eduroam network and sometimes Reese loses internet.
I spend most of my day inside of buildings and don't generally find any issue with the internet service in the buildings. Sometimes
I'll notice my phone has dropped internet connection walking around campus.
Hard-wired internet works fine. Cellular data is bad, and very spotty, as is cell reception for voice calls.
Only issues are in corners (as to be expected with wi-fi)
eduroam is spotty in McClung Tower
eduroam is nonexistent in HBB lower floors
no cell signal available in HBB basement, so lack of eduroam is a major issue
my printer can't connect to a 5GHz signal, so I have to use it wired because there's no 2.4GHz signal, which seems silly.
1610 University Avenue
Hodges Library gets a little slow with internet and cell service above floor 3.
It runs a little slow in the Cafe inside Thompson Boling Arena.
T-recs
There are several "dead spots" around campus that cause to me to constantly disconnect from the school's wifi due to lack of
strength.
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Sometimes the connection randomly stops working and can be spotty in certain buildings like Brown and sometimes the lower
floors of the library
The AMB Auditorium's wifi is sometimes bad.
During events or in certain areas the internet would not be as expected but much worse
Haslam has absolutely zero phone connection, especially when you are on the ground floor. Computer connectivity works fine,
but sending messages or scrolling on social media or trying to use safari is impossible.
So many dead spots on campus, especially in highly populated areas such as the Student Union; other areas (mainly offices) also
have periodic breaks in service
Connections are consistent
Sometimes when walking from different buildings. the internet will log off and when not turn itself back on. It usually happens to
me when going to the student union from somewhere else and my wifi won'y\t connect and I will have to manual do it.
connection is vital, hence the 7 minimum. "actual" is not a 9 because it is not always consistent
It occasionally "glitches"
Around campus on big events.
Brown hall cell phone service is awful. I have Verizon too so it should work fine
Most days it works pretty good. Some days I have repetitive issues with opening and saving PDF's, Excel sheets, and WORD docs.
I do always have access to the internet on campus, wifi is always working, and if I bring my laptop it is easy to hookup and use the
wifi.
It works well sometimes but it also lags and have places where the network doesn’t connect at all
Sometimes WiFi is slow to connect or poor performance upon connection. (Claxton Complex and/or Haslam College of Business)
When I am walking to or from classes the internet does not work as well even if I am right outside of a building. It is worse on the
Agriculture campus.
It's really good and significantly better than 3 years ago (Plant Biotech). Thanks!
My internet connection in KPB is great.
Some places wireless is weak for phones but pretty good
Some places is better than others. I know at some parts of campus the signal is garbage.
At this point it's a basic service, and there's no excuse for services that don't work well. It can be a confusing process to sign up
devices on the network the first time each year.
I'm not too picky when it comes to internet speed and UTK's interned speed works very well most of the time I'm on campus with
exception to a few locations.
Locations could be improved, but the internet speed and reliability are consistent where accessible
Sometimes wifi is slow or disconnects
It will be slower some days than others- not a massive issue for school work.
Somtimes buffers
It is slow on personal computer system and even slower in computer labs
Occasionally, the quiet floors in Hodges Library have wifi that is spotty.
Sometimes things are slow to load, and I have trouble with connecting between the two wireless networks on campus
Sometimes it randomly reboots or drops off my computer but its pretty rare, otherwise I've never had a problem
Wifi in buildings such as the student union, as well as in the lower levels of some buildings such as the music building is not good
at all.
it pretty much works every time I need or want to access it.
I work remotely, so it's important to have a reliable network/VPN so I can access resources that I need in order to work.
The internet service is decent
eduroam wifi had a weird thing where it just kicked me out for four months. And sometimes the wifi goes out for an hour or two
and I can't do homework.
I ranked the institution's Internet service a 7 because the service works very well the majority of the time. There are a few
buildings in which my mobile data will stop working, and I will have to switch to the institution's WiFi. The bottom floor of Haslam
Business Building is one of the few areas where I have to do this.
Tickle building, library
It is terribly slow in the afternoon
Sometimes the internet connection is spotty in Massey Hall and I have to stop using the internet for a few hours until it works
again.
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A lot of the time when I close my laptop and reopen it I lost connection to eduroam and have to disconnect and then reconnect
I don't deal with this a lot personally, but some peers have mentioned that they frequently and randomly get signed out of
eduroam. they said it is tedious to have to sign back in
Haslam Music Building, Presidential Court
Students have had issues with the wireless connectivity when working on their laptops in my office of Ayres Hall, 226.
WiFi is spotty at best
hss
The wi-fi network on campus is great. No complaints so far.
I wish Neyland Stadium and Thompson Boling had better service and wifi
I have never had an issue with the wireless network. It’s always fast and the speed is good. I usually get around 100mbps down
and up.
In vol sometimes the internet goes out for no reason. This is alarming because some classes insist on using lockdown browser and
don't believe in allowances for the low internet consistency here.
It just doesnt work all the time, and sometimes it's on my end man
There are certain areas on campus where the consistency of the internet is not consistent. I.e. sometimes on ground floors of
buildings
The wifi regularly cuts out on my various devices when I use it.
in some areas of campus, the wifi is slow and very spotty. Not very consistent
There are times that connection in NE building is slow.
The internet is not always reliable
It is awesome
The only problems I experience are with my cellular devices. Computer connectivity always is very good.
BEC
The WiFi isn't strong enough around campus. Sometimes it won't load pages at all or it'll be extremely slow.
It can be sometimes tricky to login to eduroam, especially when I first came here particularly since we have to use our emails as
our username instead of our netid. I did not know this for the longest time and had trouble using this network, so if you could
make that clearer I'd appreciate it.
I use technology every day in class.
For some reason the network kicks me off, and I need to disconnect and reconnect again. It does not seem like an issue with my
computer because it does not happen when I am on other Wifi networks.
It works well everywhere I've needed it
In some of the buildings that are closer to the fort or on the outskirts of campus, the internet doesn't run or connect all that well.
It has random periods of slowness and some places are better than others. Also there is sometimes no reception in certain parts
of campus. There is also poor speeds on game days and events
Internet access used to be slow in the afternoons, but now it's almost always decent.
Mostly fast but in some places slow
In fred brown hall there is a tendency for it to end my calls.
Inside the buildings internet access is great, however I have difficulty connecting sometimes when I’m outside doing school work.
Everything is on the ininternet. We have to have fast, reliable service to do our jobs.
I have had minimal problems with internet services on campus over the last three years. I expect it to always work and have had
maybe one time that it did not.
I’m a DE student so I expect to be able to access as needed.
I have never had a problem with the internet. It has worked perfectly every time.
works great ! Excellent service and support.
Service does not work well in thompson boiling, neyland, and I often have to go off the network in class buildings on the
engineering hill for pages to load
internet service does not work well in dippers
Registering devices through UT is not an ideal process to get to the UT internet service. On many work computers that for some
reason are not registered and so cannot connect to the internet, I register the device under my own name so I can access
eduroam, and when I restart the web browser or computer the registration did not work, because I still cannot access the
internet, and I am back to the initial registration screen. If I am doing something wrong on the end of the registration process, I
would like to know how to avoid these problems in the future. Perhaps you all can provide instructions at the end for what to do
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after registration and what to expect. For example, if I need to wait 15 minutes for the registration to "take", that is valuable
information. If I need to use a certain web browser, that is valuable. And if I need to restart the computer or just the web
browser, that would save time for me to troubleshoot every time after I submit a registration.
Sometimes my wifi connects me to the open ut network and that's when I encounter some problems
Almost always, my internet service is fast and reliable.
I go to school long distance, so I am working from home. So, my answers may not apply. But, I have no problem working in the
UTK system.
Sometimes it doesn't work that great and doesn't update and lags.
Outages are rare in Comm. Bldg.
There will be no signal when in the volshop under the bridge, and the mobile phone signal is also isolated.
Never had any problem with the WiFi in the law school.
The service runs well for the most part, but sometimes the internet will lose service for me
I never have any internet issues.
Aside from one point last semester where there was a power outage across part of campus and some areas (all outdoors) where
wifi connection is limited, wifi connectivity and speed has been really good
Internet connection has varied by location but overall it has always exceeded my minimum expectations.
Normally internet service on campus is great and very reliable, but within the last few weeks it has been really slow. I have had to
refresh pages multiple times to get them to load.
The art and architecture building has consistently good wireless internet connection. It only "drops" rarely and if the server is
understandably overwhelmed, e.g. when 10 students are downloading 6GB files at the same time. Otherwise I've not had a
noticeable problem. My second most frequented location on campus is the Hodges library (3rd floor and 2nd floor) and I have not
encountered issues there either.
On rare occasions, internet service only becomes available after briefly disconnecting and then re-connecting to ut-open Wifi.
Otherwise, internet is excellent at UT.
Seeing as most of our work is online, having a reliable internet source is key 24/7
Sometimes wifi is not always available such as at the dining area in the arena where it has been without wifi for several days.
I expect consistency and it delivers in my institution.
Internet connection is not really I problem for me but it has caused me an issue once or twice for being slow closer to The
Hill,Alumni Hall, and Mossman.
Bailey Complex. Never had an internet connection issue.
Sometimes at night, the wifi gets worse which is slightly expected but inconvenient for students doing homework. However, it will
also go down unexpectedly in the middle of the day either in dorms like Magnolia and Massey, or even as close as HSS.
The service that I'm using now is rated low as i was just disconnected and I lost most of the mater in the survey. You should give
the ability to backup.
Speed is good.
Ayres connection is spotty sometimes
Very good in North Carrick.
I have never had an issue, which is impressively consistent high quality service
I've had no issues connecting during class in Perkins, Halslam's, or Dougherty.
Service is excellent
Middlebrook's internet service is poor. The wi-fi is inconsistent throughout the building, and sometimes the wi-fi doesn't work.
Blount Hall, I have not had any difficulty with the internet service
Works in most places across campus but spotty in some buildings.
It was mostly last semester but eduroam went down multiple times in a short time period mostly in Buehler and Strong Hall I
noticed this
In the 27 years I've worked here, I can remember very few times the internet has ever been out
I occasionally have issues with eduroam not providing internet, but otherwise internet service is acceptable.
Compared to all other institutions I've been, UT is spotty and slow sometimes, but usually ok.
Surprising ability to just unplug a laptop and switch to wifi seamlessly.
Connectivity to internet sometimes fails in certain cubicles in our office, ground floor of Hodges Library.
mostly have it when need it. Of late it has been occasionally unavailable for not obvious reason
Morgan Hall - 2nd floor
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Sometimes in the dorms, I’ll lose connection or have bad connection while trying to connect a device
Connecting via personal device is not the easiest process and I often get kicked off.
all in all, very good. it would be ideal if there were fewer dead spots on campus, but these are not a big problem for my work
I certain level is necessary to accomplish work. Better than that is desirable. OIT (not counting wireless, I don't use) I believe hits
all the marks for performance for this location. I would expect a small differentiation in criteria from 7 to 9, not a large
difference.
Some buildings seem hard to connect via wifi
The wifi on campus always works correctly. (knock on wood lol)
It is sometimes quite difficult to connect to eduroam on the Ag Campus, more specifically at the UT Gardens.
If I need access to the server, I must be on EDUROAM and each time I teach in a different room and get back to my office, I would
have to reconnect to EDUROAM. Wish the EDUROAM stays on even when I am in the same building BEC. Why the connection
changes just because I am in classroom.
There are a few instances where internet is unavailable, but it is resolved in a reasonable amount of time.
Trouble accessing eduroam when needed.
For the reason that there is wifi everywhere that I´ve needed
Every once in a while the internet service will be down. Students need it almost all the time, especially since most homework,
quizzes and even exams are online now. Plus all of our study material for most classes is only on Canvas as well.
I work in Andy Holt Tower, and it is easy when in my office. It is hard sometimes to get connected when I go to other buildings.
I am getting my degree through distance eduction, so my access is entirely dependent on technology
The largest issue is on buses around campus.
I live on campus and never have a problem with the internet and during class I don’t have an issue with it either.
TBA and Neyland are still slow and hard to connect to
I have not problems with the internet service because each that I use it, it works efficiently and I do not need to wait to much
I've never had issues with internet service - either by wifi or ethernet cable
Some sites load much slower here than when I load them at home or elsewhere.
I'm located in a UTIA County Extension Office...most times our internet is great; every once in a while things happen and
connectivity goes down. But that's life.
1801 Downtown West, WiFi can have issues letting devices log on.
Some buildings such as Strong Hall don't have the best internet services.
Duo Security is a burden.
Internet service is great but sometimes Haslam's internet is not great
At times, the wifi will go out in the Alumni Memorial Building
The internet service always works when I am in the office. I have no issues.
Never had any problems but can sometimes can't reach where I am on campus.
In buildings such as in the McClung center or the Walters life science building the internet is a bit slower.
I haven't ever had any internet service problems - Greve Hall
Our WI-FI service on campus is not dependable. I am out in the field and the reception is not consistent.
My internet service has never failed. I am in McClung Tower - Room 301.
I have had some dodgy internet on my phone is the depths of the library
I am enrolled in the RN to BSN program. It is vital that my internet connection be strong and work consistently because all of my
work is completed online.
I don't have the best internet at home, and it is quite expensive. Providing fast, reliable internet is the least UTK can do, in lieu of
professors/courses requiring internet access for tests/homework/papers/projects/etc. So far, UTK has consistently met and
exceeded my expectations.
I think it is the age of the building and the placement of the Wifi devices that hinder my internet connection. My office is in
McMinn County.
Low connectivity outside buildings
humanitities
I find that the internet is pretty good on campus. As with any service that thousands are using, there are bound to be issues from
time to time.
Sometimes the wifi does not work on my phone when I need it to.
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I have occasionally had wireless connectivity issues. For a host of reasons, the wireless network is primarily what I use when I'm
at work, so it's particularly vital. However, I have not experienced regular or consistent problems, so on the whole this is working
fine for me.
This may be a server issue and not the internet. The scheduling program, Ad Astra, is very slow and kicks me out on a regular
basis.
My internet connection is stable and dependable.
HBB still has issues, and G2/G4 of SMC
I think on a university campus, the internet is one of the most important aspects, especially in terms of availability. It should
consistently be available no matter where you are on campus-- inside or outside.
UT has pretty good consistency when it comes to available internet. The only issues are in certain buildings (usually older ones)
where it gets a little finicky and the lack of availability outside.
The Student Union and parts of Haslam College of Business are dead zones. I spend a lot of time in these places and would like
better service there.
Neyland Stadium service tends to be spotty
While connectivity does sometimes drop, it is only for very limited duration and quite infrequently.
The institute does a great job of providing quick and ever present internet connections. There are just the occasional down times
or issues that are usually quickly addressed on the main campus in Knoxville.
library, SU, BEC
I have never had any problems (conference center building)
I've never had a problem with UT's internet, wireless or otherwise.
Last year I eagerly joined inwith the new two tier sign-in process, having been told that I was now free from the all too frequent
need to change my password. Everything goes along fine, and then, I am told that some glitch/possible hacking of some other
account necessitates I need a new password. Great. But now I cannot acces my e-mail on my phone, even though I changed the
password.
It is slow, it doesn't work in half of the buildings on campus, won't connect to some of my devices
I've never had problems with wifi
It is slow sometimes, like in the Library
It's been pretty good this year
Almost without exception, I have good Internet service in the music building.
Jessie Harris
193 Polk Ave. Nashville
Wi-Fi is spotty at best, and the "DUAL AUTHENTICATION" requirement is a complete joke!! Forget being able to sign in and look at
anything quickly EVER!
Seems to work reliably, with very rare outages. Has improved from previous years, when wireless was sometimes spotty.
Wired connections are consistently fine, but I almost never get a stable wireless connection when I want it. CoLaw and TREC are
my locations.
I expect to be able to have consistent internet at a minimum. I desire to have excellent service at all time. In reality, it has been
hard to get service throughout campus.
Poor wifi connection at times in Bailey
The internet has briefly cut out on me a few times this semester
It can be lag at certain times of the day - especially on my cell phone. The service in the union is terrible, and there are other spots
on campus where services is low
There are areas in the building that wifi does not work.
I find that I need to lose service and need to disconnect and reconnect to eduroam when I travel between the ag campus and the
main campus
I can always contact IT and they are always willing to help out over the phone, or make a trip over to my department. Strong Hall
It is actually pretty good in SERF - a few times a year Eduroam may drop out for some reason, but it isn't very common.
The internet has only failed me one time in my three semesters here. Very fast and consistent.
OIT office @ Hodges Library
The wifi is always working and is very fast
Everytime I close my laptop, the wifi disconnects. This only started after winter break.
It has reliability.
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This service works very well.
My computer does not connect to eduroam, so I have to use UT-open and it does not always connect immediately.
There are some days (like today) where getting information, or downloading files via the internet, is just painful.
When playing games, it always lags out.
I live on the west side of campus and the internet goes out frequently. Namely by the Tennis gym and by Fraternity park.
Usually works very well all over campus
It can run slowly at times
McClung Tower
Daily, hourly need for work.
Sometimes it just cuts out. I also wish I could reach wifi when parked on campus. Sometimes I sit and wait in my car in the TRECS
parking lot and I can't reach the wifi
Sometimes in HSS and Hoskins, I need to disconnect and connect back to the UT open internet to get it to work.
Blount Hall...I have not had issues with internet services in this building.
Have not had internet connectivity issues in HPER
The internet speeds are okay, but the coverage is incredibly lacking. Sometimes I can’t even connect in my classrooms.
occasionally I will lose connectivity in some of the meeting rooms
Sometimes it can be a little slow
Students have a hard time connecting to the internet in my office, Ayres 129. They sometimes have to walk out into the hall to
get their computer to load the online homework problems they came in to ask me about.
Never had internet issues that led to any late assignments. Typically dependable.
This service has always worked well for me. I would say that in some places that I still consider on campus but are perhaps not
affiliated with the university, the connection isn't as great. I particularly think of Golden Roast as an area where I think the wifi
should extend, especially because their wifi does not work well.
Sometimes, I have to repeatedly disconnect and reconnect to eduroam to have internet access.
Conference center bldg.
sometimes i just dont get internet on campus.
For the most part the network is up and running just fine. Great job to all those who work hard at keeping all working.
sometimes in HBB it seems to randomly stop working
Some areas will have almost no service. Not on the hill but like the base around it. I would walk from the garage along the street
and loss service
There are certain places where eduroam works better than utopen and vice versa so I have to change between the two.
The internet regularly, on both wireless devices I have, say that it "failed to connect". Simply tapping the network will make it
connect again. Also, connectivity is very poor in the student union.
Some areas in parking lots do not have internet connection
North Carrick's internet continuously is faulty. Many times during my day I have to turn off the WIFI and use LTE to get a better
connection.
Areas with bad service such as the student union
I am located off campus in a county building in Middle Tennessee.
I've only ever had a couple issues with the connectivity of internet here. Service is reliable 95% of the time, and has only ever
gone out twice as a result of the storms in Knoxville.
I can't think of a problem I've had with Internet service on campus
I usually am not on campus but when I am I rarely have a connectivity issue.
No/limited connection in Neyland Garage which is a hassle when you need directions.
Most of the time we have enough Internet access that is fast enough for me to do what I am doing while I'm teaching. Yay! I am
rarely streaming and I have not used Zoom during class however, which might be something we do in the future.
There are a few service blind spots on campus (on the pedestrian bridge and on the sidewalk by Hess hall, for example) and the
wifi is occasionally strained at busy times, but I have noticed significant improvements since I started at UT.
UT's internet seems to go out fairly regularly. For me it usually happens in Henson, but that is also where I spend most of my time.
The bottom floor in the Haslam College of Business (i.e. the first floor or the floor below Einstein's Bagels) has spotty internet
service at best. There is a fifty-fifty chance that my devices will connect to the internet when I'm down there.
Eduroam can cut out without warning sometimes, which is hard when you are doing research
Occasionally, the internet will just go out with no warning. This can be especially frustrating when trying to get homework done.
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The wifi service is generally pretty good, and I understand that it is impossible to guarantee that the internet will never go out or
be slower than the ideal. I think that the wifi on campus works well most of the time, but it still breaks down or is slow every now
and then. My ideal would be that it would be perfect all of the time, but that's unrealistic.
On the ground floor in Haslam, it has very bad cell service. Besides that, campus is pretty good with internet service.
I haven't had any problem accessing internet in my building (student union). The only time it might skip a little on wireless is
when I'm streaming while walking outside around the block
I gave it an 8 out of 9 because it isn't completely perfect. There have been a couple times I've had issues connecting to the
internet in my dorm (Massey) and a couple classrooms, I particularly remember it happening in Haslam Business. After about 5-10
and sometimes up to 15 minutes, I could get it to connect. It isn't the end of the world, and eventually I did get it to work, but it
was a little frustrating during those moments.
Often the wifi is either too slow, cuts itself off, or just loses service.
I love Eduroam
I work at KPB and internet connectivity is a requirement for me to be able to do my job.
At a facility like UTK (in any of the colleges and non-academic buildings), I expect full and reliable internet service and UTK has not
disappointed.
The Student Union formerly had horrible connection but it has since improved greatly!
Even though there are numerous access points, it seems that there are still dead zones. My computer will disconnect in certain
areas.
I don't always get service when i enter the student union bldg.
Sometimes it is difficult because we are in Crossville, but rely on tech support from Knoxville
I have never had any issue with internet connectivity in my job.
It can be difficult to connect to eduroam at times
For the most part I have adequate service throughout campus. There are moments when I am in the student union where service
is lacking. I also notice that if I am still on campus, but not in a building then my phone will continuously be trying to connect to
wifi that is weak instead of switching over to cellular data.
The internet is sometimes slow in the dorms, and grows weak between buildings.
Campus Wide
Strong Hall has very spotty internet, especially in the basement area. I have also ran into issues connecting to the internet in
hessler greenhouse area.
Clement, it is just slow sometimes. Honestly it is really good though.
Excellent service. Never had a problem
I currently work in the Student Services Building and experience routine difficulty in accessing internet service.
Depending on the structural integrity of the building, signal can be completely lost
I work in Andy Holt Tower, in one of the parking garage levels. I can usually connect to either wired internet, eduroad, or ut-open
wireless.
rarely have an issue
I have had no problems with internet service consistency.
Seems to be always available. Dogwood and Magnolia Residence Halls
University Housing -- Residence Hall Buildings (West Area)
I have never really had issues with connecting to the internet using the open network. My 1 complaint is the eduroam is
unnecessarily difficult/impossible to access with an Android device.
Microsoft Office - seems to say not responding alot when I want to print
I believe UT's Internet service works almost all the time, but is not perfect. There are occasional outages. However, that is to be
expected. Law college.
Hess Hall internet goes out or doesn't work occasionally.
Depending on the building, it can be challenging to remain connected to the campus internet.
Some outages but probably the normal amount
Brehm Animal Science Building, my internet service work consistently. The only time it does not work is when the university
server is down or my computer has to update.
Most of the work that is required on campus is via internet, it is very important to have internet service that works to ensure that
we can get our work done in a timely manner.
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I don't expect internet service to be perfect, but I do expect it to be better than it is. I lose connectivity frequently from my office
and sometimes have a hard time connecting to eduroam at all, especially on my mobile device.
Any classroom with large amounts of people using it at the same time has inconsistent internet. Specifically HBB and AMB. I don't
typically care unless it affects my grade. For instance, clicker questions in AMB are extremely time sensitive and if the internet
isn't working properly my grade could be lowered. This is unacceptable.
Not building specific
The internet works awesome in Min Kao; haven't had any issues so far.
My office has poor wireless connectivity.
Arenas and other large events
The service has been clear and consistent everywhere on campus I have used.
The internet service normally goes in and out on my cellular device especially when traveling throughout the buildings.
My primary internet access on campus is via the eduroam network on a Windows laptop or an iPhone. I've noticed some
intermittent issues with eduroam in recent weeks -- the service sometimes changes status without warning from "connected,
secured" to "no internet, secured" -- but I've mostly found my wifi connectivity in campus buildings to be pretty fast and reliable.
I tend to have no issues with the internet on campus. I can't connect to the faculty wifi but the other works consistently.
every on point.
It went off one time but didn’t affect me too much
Usually disconnects easily and takes a while to connect but overall pretty good
reliable internet is not available at RECs
It becomes slow every once in a while, but is fairly consistent otherwise.
Some of the buildings I seem to get dropped service. Last semester I was in Walters Science Dabney-Buehler buildings often and
the service dropped every time we needed the clickers. I've not noticed a problem in Strong Hall or Mossman. If I am outside a
building sitting at a table the service has been spotty.
In the A+A Building the wifi is pretty consistent. But, if I have to move to another building on campus, I have to reconnect the wifi.
Also it is more inconsistent on my phone than on my laptop.
There are times the service is suddenly very slow and takes forever to load a school page.
The wifi doesn’t work as well in a lot of the edges of the library, like at the desks.
In Stockley, Haslam, and the library I rarely have connection problems.
Horrible internet service...
Walking between buildings sucks
Randomly my internet will go out, and eduroam will kick me out and ask me to put in a password that half the time it doesn't
accept
some areas of campus do not have good service
My courses are online and I do not live on campus.
Sometimes in certain buildings or outside where internet service is supposedly available. The wifi goes out or doesn't connect.
When in my building we think maybe maintenance is doing something, or the construction around campus is messing with the
signal, but we never get an email for why it happens. It just goes out and we need to wait for it to reconnect.
I rarely if ever have an issue with internet service at UT.
The internet service is great in offices, but when walking across campus, the wifi is slow and pages/apps/emails don't load
(experience in Staff Lot 9, walking from the student union to White Ave Garage, up near the Torchbearer, etc.).
UTK Conference Center, fantastic network reliability and connection rate
Works relatively well. but there still are connection issues at times when moving around campus
I never have any issues.
In my experience I think our IT personal go well beyond what is expected of them. They are timely, responsible and great help to
me and the people I support.
Found IT/Internet service to be reliable on campus.
There are buildings that have no internet service or in and out service.
I almost always have internet/wifi service. There are some rare occasions however, when the internet is down for a short period
of time, which is inconvenient.
Thus far, I've experienced no negative issues regarding my expectations.
We recently upgraded and are able to operate daily job tasks easier.
I always have internet access in my work location.
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Austin Peay Building has issues with wi-fi often
The internet has never failed me for any needed purpose.
As long as I am in a UT building.
buildings are falling to pieces and technology suffers from either bad weather or bad wiring. Hss has issues with outdated
projectors, and half of the time either the audio or video is not working. In FER it's a nightmare
Only on occasion, I may have a problem with service.
1610 University Ave. I feel that our wireless at this location has always been fast and has good availability. Most devices work off
of a wired connection so this should free up the wireless to not get over crowded.
Sometimes the service is randomly very slow or won't connect to pages, and we have to reboot.
While I have experienced *some* issues, they are usually far corner cases that require our excellent network services staff to
intervene to resolve. General Internet availability has been consistently excellent.
I live in South Carrick, and in both my room and my suitemate's we do not have a wifi router. In every other room I have been in
inside Carrick they have no problems with wifi. It is almost impossible to have accurately working wifi in the room unless you are
sitting at a specific area. When is does work, it frequently disconnects during the middle of an assignment.
A few times each year the internet service is slow to act. This is a better situation than several years ago, when occasionally the
internet was just not available for several hours. Overall, its good to see things continuing to move in the right direction.
On my laptop, I rarely have issues with my connection anywhere on campus, however, my mobile device will struggle sometimes
in AMB but other than that it works quite well
I always have internet on campus
In some buildings on campus the internet seems slow - ex. Student Services building
I used ut-open in Claxton Bldg and has yet to be disappointed. It works even when my colleagues fail to connect to eduroam wifi.
The student union often has spotty wifi
I am not working on wifi. I occasionally take the laptop to a meeting and I have not noticed any problems.
UTCVM has terrible unexpected drops in service with on going construction and I can't make phone calls or search the internet in
some parts of the hospital that are literal dead zones
Sometimes the library, some of the rooms in vol
Can be lapses in connectivity.
Internet services don't operate at consistent speeds and connection can be spotty.
It is good in most places on campus, especially Hodges Library, but on the edge of campus it tends to be little weak. I've had two
instances where my laptop would not connect this semester, once in Massey Hall and once in HSS or the Humanities and Social
Sciences Building. I have had a professor experience difficulty in the Haslam College of Business. Other than that, the service has
been exceptional.
hard to connect wifi to phone
Andy Holt Tower
The service that I have is usually wonderful! However, occasionally I will have unexpected issues with the internet (this typically
happens when I have something important due). I have access to internet on my phone so for me it isn't a huge issue
UT Conference Center, Henley St
The wifi only works with laptops
Dabney Buehler 552
HSS and Several Areas of the Ag campus need better wifi connectivity
Internet service is spotty at best in Alimni Memorial, and I can never get my devices to cast or Airplay to anything.
I usually have no trouble with Internet in my office. (Greve Hall)
When I access the USC Shoah Foundation's VHA, which I need to use for the undergrad research assistant work that I am
employed to complete, the videos will stop working and the error message states that the error is due to my internet connection.
I do not have this issue when working off-campus.
It is required to give exams, zoom classes, conferences - it needs to work. We have had some slow connections and periods of
disfunction at critical times (i.e. exam downloads)
Sometimes the internet service lags, but overall works well.
I feel that I am always connected when I need to be except for the new student union cafeteria (chick-fil-a, qdoba, etc). My
connectivity always goes out on mobile there.
Whenever I change my password, I have trouble reconnecting with eduroam on my laptops (personal and work). The system tells
me "can't connect to this network." I try to delete the connection information and that does not always work. There is no
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information that I can find in the Knowledge Base about this error message. This is very frustrating, especially when I need to use
my laptop in the classroom. I do use UT Open, but that really is not appropriate.
ive never had issues
I usually get good internet service although at times it can be very slow.
The first level of Haslam does not get service most of the time and G1 and G2 also have very inconsistent service.
I use an ethernet port in my office; never any issues
satisfied with internet
consisted
I never have any trouble in Andy Holt Tower
I'm pretty much only in Min Kao and I've never had server problems.
The internet does not extend to where the buses pick up by Neyland stadium especially when students try to do homework on
the amphitheater while waiting on buses this is a huge problem.
I can only think of one instance where the internet was down during my time here. That's a good rate!
At Hodges Library, I need to be able to access databases that I use to do my job (i.e. OCLC, Classification Web, etc.)
Have trouble connecting to Eduroam/UT Open at times. Andy Holt Tower
Fraternity row is spotty from time to time
HSS, McClung, Helm, Dougherty
So far it has been more than acceptable.
Very well except in Haslam
I don't have any problem with the internet service.
It is important because we do a lot of video and vlogs for classes and lab at BEC
Service doesn’t work in certain buildings/areas such a as hss and doesn’t really work on the busses
Occasional wireless connectivity issues when many are on wifi in Strong B1
Database integration in Microsoft 360 and super
very resposbible and professional
Never had a problem with the internet not working in the Early Learning Centers at both White Avenue and Lake.
Haslam
Half the time you connect to the internet it doesn't work
Mossman
sometimes it works, sometimes it doesn’t
It always works on my laptop, but my not my phone. This wouldn't normally be an issue except when I need my phone to doublecheck sign-up lists or look something up during a work event (GTA).
McClung Tower has weak WiFi
At least 10% of the time I have to re-input my password to gain access to Eduroam
Slow server speed at times
Never have I experienced any connectivity issues
Sometimes in some of the buildings the internet is unusable. Especially on Ag campus.
I'm happy with service.
I get adequate Wi-Fi coverage in all the rooms I frequent - save for restrooms. I have had a few client issues, but most I can settle
myself.
I am fully informed of all outages and haven't had any major problems.
C.E. Brehm Animal Sciences Building
never had a problem
Sometimes internet goes out. Some rooms in Haslam get terrible connection and there are dead zones around campus such as
hss
I have occasionally lost my Eduroam connection when moving locations and been unable to restore it.
Sometimes eduroam be trippin trippin
Our administration likes to communicate via text and e-mail. some of us do not have newer devices that are easily supported do
to age and updates.
The internet randomly turns off (it did so on a weekday evening and lasted until the next morning), and no emails were sent
regarding the issue.
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occasional difficulty using in in Austin Peay
I usually have little trouble on my laptop, sometimes a mobile device is harder to connect to UT wifi
aht
During peak usage times (Registration, etc.) connection times and loading times seem slower than usual.
I have never had an issue
Internet service is not work in the toilet in the center of Hodges Library between Starbucks and Studio.
Works pretty consistently for me, sometimes I don't have access for a little while (doesn't seem to really depend on location).
The 5th floor of SERF has spoty internet access at times and can make it difficult to perform research in my lab
My Internet service works almost perfectly, but in some locations it is slower than others. My apartment complex, The Standard,
has terrible Internet service, but on campus it generally works perfectly. Some exceptions to that are the Student Union and the
AMB, where the service is slow from time to time.
the brand new mossman building has spotty service through the floors. Can't guarantee signal.
Sometimes the wireless is flaky and eduroam can be out in some places as well
I very rarely ever have any internet issues. The speed is always good, better than expected!
It’s very good all the time
For the majority of time getting internet service isn't an issue. There are times though when it does go down. Could be because
we're off campus or an issue has risen that we're not aware of. It's hard to check the status on the OIT website if you can't get to
it.
Except for a few crashes, consistently works.
Actual performance score is associated with where I might be on campus at any given moment. Certain spots in the Union seems
to be dead spots.
Ut-open seems to not work at random times when I need it.
because sometimes it does not work, but it is very rare
Good in basement
HSS
It is mostly reliable
Sometimes my iPhone won't connect to eduroam even though I have not changed any settings. Sometimes my laptop will not
connect to the printer over the wireless network. My Internet is slower on my UT computer than it is on my personal computer,
and both are Dells. The same large file downloads faster on my personal computer than on my UT computer and both are logged
in using eduroam.
I want a better service
Most buildings and locations have good internet; however, I have run into locations where the connection is spotty.
The wifi is extremely spotty.
I haven't had any issues.
I sometimes have to restart my computer for it to connect to the internet. A+A 215B
Communications building has no service in some classes
The internet services across campus work well almost everywhere except in The Golden Roast, and some parts of TREC.
Occasionally, internet service will be spotty early in the morning around 4 A.M.
I don’t use UTK’s internet
I update spreadsheets on a monthly basis that are stored on cloud storage. Some months I am unable to work with the
spreadsheet in the cloud and have to download it to my computer, enter new data, and then save it back to the cloud storage.
Some of the problems that I encounter are spreadsheets freezing up, being unable to save any changes, having to manually shut
down excel from the task menu.
The number of computers slows the system.
Internet services work well with my desktop computer.
work in the sub-basement of HPER, wifi can very from time to time, has improved since last year
It's always good, just takes a second to connect at times
Anderson Athletics Center
Often it's difficult to connect new devices or visitors. Internet is often very slow.
Every time I log into my work computer and go to the internet it works. But when I try to log on to the internet on my phone, the
reception is spotty and sometimes does not work. I am on the Ground Floor of Hodges Library.
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The internet connection can get very slow. Sometimes I can’t even load my homework during peak hours. I also get brief
interruptions relatively frequently. I’ll get kicked off of my game because the connection will get really slow. That’s the whole
reason I took this survey.
the wifi cuts out randomly for a moment, especially around the construction areas
fraternity park Internet sometimes goes in and out
We have multiple providers, so if there is a problem with one we rarely even notice.
I have not had internet access issues to my knowledge.
My provided technology consistently operates at a high level.
The connection in Min Kao was great for the past year.
It can be glitchy or slow at times but mainly only on game days!
Some areas have a weak connection, such as near Allen Jones pool, or it shuts off.
There are some areas that connection is bad like some parts of the SU, Haslam Business
There are few service interruptions/incidents involving unavailability of service
Internet is great inside buildings, but not the best while walking in between buildings.
I could move to a different floor in the same building and loose internet connection for up to an hour, which I think is pretty
ridiculous. I think I should be able to have consistent internet access throughout campus, especially when it's required for a
number of my classes. It is the worst (in my opinion) in hodges library and HSS.
I have not come across problems with Internet service other than issues of bandwidth. For example, in a lecture hall with 150
people, if we all were to attempt to take a quiz on Canvas simultaneously, the internet would be slower. However, I do not
believe that this presently is a pressing issue.
The C7 parking lot
Magnolia Building
Wifi often disconnects in Greve Hall 2nd floor
Network connectivity has never been an issue in NEB
Wireless is limited outdoors and in haslam/student union
I have had a good connection all year except for when it stopped working for an hour 3 times in a week
It would be nice if the busses and parking lots could access internet
My min expectation is high for networking access. My experience with access has been very good thanks to Network Services and
the work they do.
Discontinued service to the long used LOTUS NOTES service and could not complete commitment to providing an alternative -this is the ONLY failure, but a big one for me
We are housed in one single building.
I've only been on-campus once, but when attending orientation with the SIS, I had no issues connecting my device.
Has not failed me yet
often stops working, or i have to log in again
I get kicked off the internet frequently
Sometimes the internet goes out and works really slow in just some areas of campus
136B1, HPER
Thompson bowling arena
I am located off campus at the Middle TN AgResearch & Education Center in Spring Hill. Internet service there is fast and
consistent; I rarely ever have a problem. However, when I connect to video conference on campus (specifically Brehm Animal
Science), their end lags and freezes often and it is disruptive to meetings and presentations.
So much relies on connectivity these days that internet is a must have.
I have not experience inconsistency.
Cell reception is spotty in new buildings
My desired expectation is that of something I can easily and quickly connect to, has a fast internet connection, and doesn't drop
out while connected. The Universities internet lives up to those standards. My only issue which may be my laptop and not the
university is that when I am using the Windows operating system on my laptop, I have to reconnect to the internet every time I
open it.
Sometimes the Student Union can have rough service.
I'm always surprised when the internet doesn't work because it usually works very well. Plant Biotechnology Building
I cannot get internet with my T-Mobile personal cell phone in the Student Union.
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Neyland Stadium and Thompson Boling Arena do not have great service.
There are still areas/locations that we don't have access.
Hesler, Dabney
116 Student Services Building
Service at Neyland Stadium | Thompson-Boling Arena on event days is not optimal
Nielsen physics building
The internet is slow some times and my phone disconnects often
I access the Ag. Library from my home computer, and it is always accessible.
My wifi in Haslam (business) hasn't been working recently or has been very slow, but in past years I haven't experienced that.
Wifi is spotty in Volunteer Hall.
The internet on campus is fast, but some areas of campus like the student union and the edges of campus are not well covered.
problems connecting in some rooms of some buildings on occasions
The ut open wifi never works in the buildings along Melrose, towards the bottom of the hill behind the library to be specific.
It's a large network that has to cover lots of buildings but I know that some areas of campus do not work as well for others. That
may be because they overlap with privately owned and operated buildings but sometimes I can't get service for video calls I need
to make at the Catholic center on campus.
I always can find reliable and high-speed internet on campus which makes doing homework, projects, or papers extremely easy.
I am an online distance student, so I do not the service on campus that well.
C100 on the vet campus is notorious for internet being slow
The haslam and Hodges building have good consistency with the internet
wifi is bad in haslam, especially the basement
I don’t use on campus internet
There has been 2 or 3 times where the WiFi hasn’t worked for a period of time. This has happened in Brown residence hall
Sometimes it is spotty, especially walking outside
Everyone has always been very responsive to my calls for help.
As a distance education student, I use my own internet connection to access the University's electronic resources and services.
Art and Architecture; Hess Hall
S
sometimes the internet goes out when i walk across campus and i have to reconnect when i reach my destination. sometimes at
reese the internet is really slow and its just faster to connect to my cellular
Haslam
I recently had a problem with Duo Mobile and the switch to a new I-phone, and the service was rapid and very helpful. The
problem was alleviated in about 15 minutes.
Mezzanine on Dougherty is poor sometimes but overall the internet is always available on campus
Dabney
In the building (PBB) where I work it can be difficult to connect to the internet in conference rooms when several people are on
devices in the room.
I mainly use the eduroam WiFi network in SERF and the Student Union. Coverage and consistency is good, but I do experience
dips in coverage or sudden WiFi outages for maybe 30 minutes weekly.
The internet is not always consistent in my dorm
Neyland does not have wifi, even though it is one of the main attractions of the school
it's available pretty much all over campus, except neyland stadium
Not sure I understand the rating scale.
Student Services - excellent
occasional issues in slow connections, usually during class sessions
Never have any problems with connectivity.
The lack of consistency with the login name for eduroam can cause confusion with new folks and when disconnected after being
connected for a long time.
I dislike not being able to access internet when walking from class to class.
I work in a basement....Hardline is fine wifi sucks. stop using student techs
A reliable internet connection is critical for my services to be successful and we rarely see a drop in connectivity
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It is awesome
Loose connection to desktop at various times. Never have been able to find out why.
Outdoor Wi-Fi is variable based on location/proximity to buildings. Eduroam is not always available/reliable.
The wired connection in my office (Andy Holt Tower) varies: I plug in every day--sometimes it works, sometimes it doesn't. VPN
service is great. It works about 99% of the time.
Internet services are normally consistent except often there is no service when I am in the Food Science Bldg. on ag campus.
Bottom floor of the Comm building, where I work can be slow. Walking around on campus can be inconsistent as well.
our local service is poor.
I never have problems
North Carick wifi is inconsistent
I have never had a problem with the internet in my office. Thank you!
HBB and JHB struggle with internet
My internet connection seems to "die out" as the day progresses. By early afternoon I have to reboot my computer to be able to
access certain websites, Like UTM.
Internet dips on campus later at night and, when trying to make remote connections, this slows down my work
PBB
Stokely and AA
All Buildings I use have good internet collection, some outside locations lack internet service, but that is understandable
The wifi will occasionally disconnect for unknown reasons before reconnecting itself.
We have had various interruptions and slowed service for internet access. Since we need connectivity for doing business, this is
not as helpful as it could be.
There are locations within the Veterinary Medicine Building where wireless internet connectivity is dropped. Neyland Stadium's
connectivity is sketchy, as well, during events.
It is great until you walk outdoors then it is slow for obvious reasons.
Whenever I am on campus, I connect to the UTK wifi and am constantly kicked off while using it resulting in loss of connestion and
me having to reconnect often.
definitely being underground or on the bottom level of any building typically runs your connection away. same with being on the
highest level or the top of something
It occasionally glitches and takes quite a while to load even in my dorm (Magnolia Hall), but more so on Ped Walkway and
between class buildings.
Student Union
it will be more convenient
Depending on your where you are the WiFi is spotty. Also sometimes in the dorms it won’t work and I’m forced to use data.
Sometimes UTSI in Tullahoma can lose internet due to construction. It does not happen often though, but is quite inconvenient
when it does. Sometimes, the professors will go home to use the internet at home for online meetings, etc. when this happens.
Sometimes internet goes out in the second floor of the communications building
some days, Eduroam just doesnt work. it'll show a device connected to It but nothing load
Sometimes will disconnect unexpectedly.
Brown hall has super bad WiFi and connection
Haslam/Student Union/Stokely Management Center
I will randomly loose the eduroam wifi. It will tell me that I am connected, yet there is no internet, which I know to be wrong.
Also, I still can't figure out how to connect my phone to eduroam.
the internet seems to go in and out on campus
usually service is sufficient in most buildings
None
There have been moments when I lose adequate internet service despite being in an area that would likely be expected to have
better service. I think that this occurs mostly in the first level of HSS and I had experiences similar in the College of Nursing’s lower
level.
The only spotty place is the bottom floor of the music building and the corner of the library.
I live in Clement Hall. I receive 100Mb Down 20Mb up. Which for what I use is great, very fast and streams in high quality
consistently.
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Small dead spots on campus, and slow at times.
I always have access to internet on campus, it doesn’t matter where I am.
The kitchens in Massey Hall are very weak on service. Also, the student union barely had any service when I try to use it
I’ve never had a problem connecting to internet anywhere on campus
Sometimes the internet will just go down randomly so it is not perfect.
some areas of the library, dorms not as strong or would randomly disconnect from my device
Our campus is truly connected!
Good consistency around and inside buildings, though a bit slow to fully connect when moving between buildings
Sometimes it is slow, especially the more mobile you are on campus
Network is not consistent through campus
Clyde York 4-H Center - Crossville, TN
Because we are in a rural area, we pay an extremely high monthly rate for service that is hit or miss. Some days internet is
reliable, some days not.
The internet pretty consistently works for me.
Inconsistent across campus, especially in dorms.
We rely heavily on apps.utk.edu and T-Storage for my class. When the network is down we can't access apps.utk.edu nor can we
access the T-Storage. At other times there is some sort of network "hiccup" and we temporarily lose access to the T-Storage. At
those times students are unable to save their work using the same name as before the hiccup. Instead they have to do some sort
of Save As. Finally, we have tried doing 3D spatial work using data stored on the T-Storage but the network speeds are too slow
and we are unable to complete this type of work.
The further away from a building the harder it is to get a good connection, especially as my device tries to jump back and forth
between WiFi and LTE. Additionally, consistency in high population areas such as the library is not guaranteed.
I have 1 week’s worth of data when I was in the Haslamdg for residency program...always had internet while there, including after
hours
Very infrequently, in locations other than the Tickle Building, the reception is spotty
I live in Hess. It works sometimes and sometimes cuts out in certain areas and isn't particularly fast on the edges of campus.
UT conference center, have problems accessing internet in all local,also logging on to do Archibus is a issue from time to time.
cell phone service is sometimes difficult to connect
1840 Melrose Avenue
consistently, I struggle with staying on the campus wifi. Eurodam has provided issues at well. Once I am on it though, it typically is
fine and in the majority of buildings.
Never have problems connecting unless in an elevator
Eduroam never works on my windows laptop. I’ve visited OIT in Hodges, they helped me re-sign in. It never seems to last so I’m
stuck with public WiFi.
with the new security updates, I can no longer receive my UTK email on my iphone. I'm forced now to purchase a new phone
when I really do not want to do so. Additionally, I resent being tethered to my phone for two-factor authentication. Yes, I did get
the fob instead, but now I'm tethered to it. The amount of security we want should be left up to us and not forced on us.
We expect it to be there all the time and for the most part, it is.
The internet connection is good most of the time, but I have had issues with connecting when moving around campus.
Seldom have problems
Typically works great, sometimes I think Stokely Hall is not working but I would say 95% of the time it does.
Overall internet access across campus is good.
The music building has worse service and the buildings on the hill
Internet service is very good in Morgan Hall. I can't remember when we last had a problem.
Conference Center: internet connectivity work pretty well; there are time when it is lacking
Some places have excellent wifi on campus while others I struggle to get any service
I haven't had many problems on campus. I don't notice it in the parking garages, though. It's probably unnecessary there but it's
an idea for at least helping students save mobile data when finding directions to their next destination.
I'm in the Student Services Building. Typically during "breaks" such as Spring Break, Winter Break, and over the summer, the
internet service slows and pages/email take longer to load or I encounter more problems.
Separate from that issue, my dept I-drive disconnects multiple times a day regardless of the time of year.
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It is usually very reliable, there are occasional dead spots
The internet usually works and is consistent, but sometimes one WiFi network does not work on my phone, so I have to switch to
the other network. However, this is a rare occasion because the internet is usually reliable and works every time I need it.
Of course I desire and expect the best internet service, and happily I find OIT's service performance to be all that I desire and
expect.
The internet is fine at UT but it seems unsafe because it's easy to hack the devices through the internet.
sometimes we are not able to download lecture material as timely, usually do to multiple downloads happening at the same time
Sometimes the connection is bad in Humanities and Social Sciences and on the lower floors of Haslam Business Building.
The wifi connection is slow and spotty at best. Videos will buffer every three seconds or just refuse to play altogether. There is
absolutely zero coverage in Stokely so calls drop out and nothing will load even if you take your technology off of the wifi.
It is insanely buggy and slow. Just fix it.
The computer in my office at least two to three times a month some thing happens to it and OIT helps fix it.
Internet is very reliable
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Internet service that provides adequate performance (speed/latency)
great speed
things happen quickly
It can be really slow especially in the evening
Min Kao, internally everything is fine. When I remote desktop or SSH into the servers I have some major latency problems.
the connection is fast and I do not have any issues.
Internet is spotty in SU Phase 1. Someone came and tested it but it is spotty.
adequate for my job.
sometimes its really slow
I never have any problems
Again, for what I do, I don't have problems with speed.
our speed is slow getting broadband soon though
Speed is slow in certain parts of buildings
Speed is great for the computer and laptops but not that great for cell phones when connected to wifi.
Have not had any issues with performance (speed).
UT - Open is great, eduroam is not as fast
I think with so many students the service is performing well but could always be faster
Wireless in parking lots aren't as strong
From central offices and virtually at client locations
Student Services Building
Occasionally, speed is not up to par, but usually it is fast enough to get the job done.
As far as I'm concerned, the network is blazingly fast. (KPB)
Speed is great most of the time.
Load times can be very sluggish
it does not connect properly sometime.
super slow in haslam and the library at times
I have never had issues with the service
Haslam Business Building is mainly the only problem with speed.
the speed seams to be okay.
When too many students access it can lag
I am only in Jessie Harris and Bailey Ed most of the time, and the speed/latency is fine in these two buildings!
The internet runs pretty slow sometime, there were times it's disconnected and I have no internet at all
Andy Holt. Internet is super fast.
My internet is usually never slow or lagging
UTK's internet is pretty quick! I've no complaints here.
Sometimes zoom calls are sketchy
The internet usually has a consistent speed on campus.
Especially this semester it has been very slow
Main Campus
On the utopen network often things don’t load at as high speed as my phone would on data alone.
speed is okay
Again, the cloud speed is better than the hardwire. Overall, the university really needs to spend money on equipment and wiring.
No academic need for high-speed data transfer.
Sometimes the internet in BU lags behind
Because of limited signal strength of wireless internet the performance in Jessie Harris is poor in some places.
The speed is perfect in the computer labs. It works well on my phone too.
May be software related, but some days response is slow.
The internet is key to everything we do. This is one area where I feel we cannot make any compromises with.
my rating went down because of how much trouble my instructors have with connectivity
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Usually pretty fast internet with some minor bumps here and there- nothing out of the ordinary for the amount of devices that
are connected
Have not had any issues
Never had any issues with speed.
STOP MAKING ME CHANGE MY PASSWORD.
No problems
good
Can be slow when loading homework modules that have multiple parts
I don't think about internet services much which probably means they are just fine.
Hodges Library. Again the age of the building and current repairs in and around the building prevent the service from working
100% all the time.
At times, the internet stops working while entering documentation and attempting to utilize online applications required for
regular job duties.
The speed is fine when I am connecting with my own computer and device. However, when working on the lab computers, I've
noticed some sluggishness.
It’s not super great but not bad
There seems to be some lag time on routines that have zero lag on my home service
Clement hall doesn’t have “exceptional” speed, but it’s as good as I would request. Perfectly content.
Speed is ok
Don’t care if it’s no instantaneous. Just want it to work quick
Speed is great!
Any internet problems are usually resolved very quickly and issues do not persist.
It’s not perfect
The speed of the connection is great. (Haslam Music Center, Room 133, and percussion corridor)
* I am an online student
MOSSMAN
Again spotty, poor performance in areas
Our office has great internet. No complains here.
Our speed in Morgan Hall is always adequate and very important to our jobs.
my ping is always great
I think the speed is also critical. I do on occasion have to wait for the internet - am not sure if this is due to the speed or my
computer.
I don’t have problems with Internet speed
Can be slow at FabLab
Pretty fast
No issues with speed/performance.
I'm paying a lot for this school, so having good internet is definitely a priority. So far the WiFi has good latency, and the 100mbps
Ethernet in the dorms has proven fast enough and pretty low latency.
Internet speed is very good on campus.
If you are in somewhere like Hodges or the student union, service is very fast. Everywhere else is decent but Arts and Architecture
is lacking on the speed.
when I'm in my office in the student services bldg. I get good services
I pay for 1000mb down at my house. I sometimes experience latency and have to refresh pages due to other students using
bandwidth.
again, Neyland
Very consistent for me.
I think the overall speed is pretty good I don't necessarily have a complaint about it
I live off campus, but I have never had a problem with internet connection on campus (BEC and Claxton)
The internet speed is always super fast when I am on campus.
Internet speed in the Facilities Services Complex is great!
wifi can be really slow and lagging a lot of the time.
Always works well in Henson Hall
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5 is trying to be fair. Sometimes there are other factors that come into play (such as limits of service by area).
slow response lately
LAN networking and access to internet services works great. We've had issues with slowness. NWS been contacted more than
once over the passed three years and find nothing wrong.
Speed is fairly important, but so long as the connection is consistent, it does not affect me to the point of interrupting my
workload.
When taking online quizzes, the speed needs to be excellent as to not interfere with your grade. There was only one time during a
quiz that the internet quality was less than adequate
UTK does not a great job here.
I'm a computer science student, so I do a lot on my laptop. Sometimes things do take a minute to download, upload, or do
whatever else with, but this is usually due to large file sizes. As far as I'm concerned, the actual speed is adequate/decent!
I have had some issues with the internet being slow from time to time....
It is instant
I have not had to be on campus for internet services just live streams from my teachers. Never experienced any connectivity
problems.
Sometimes things take a while to load in Greve Hall
I do not know if the speed issues I have are due to internet traffic or to software capabilities. Banner, ADMIT, Graduate Blueprint,
and OneDrive often load more slowly than seems reasonable. Regular use of web browsers (for gmail, or search engines) is
usually extremely fast.
Metro Southeast Building
Sometimes the internet doesn't work properly.
Sometimes, especially when trying to stream videos in class (e.g., in 411 Austin Peay), the videos will stop several times in the
middle to buffer.
Our Internet service appears to be very fast consistently.
Second floor of Hesler Biology can have spotty service
Speed is good when there are fewer people using the internet
I have never had massive issues with internet speed, only minor things. however, I don't run large complicated programs on my
device.
I have not had concerns in HPER
Great service
The bandwidth of the printshop internet is not enough to support the Zoom meetings we are having.
For the most part, I have no had trouble with the speed of wifi, I have found that eduroam works better at time.
When I log into JumpForward, it takes a while to load. I'm not sure if that's an internet speed issue of that particular platform.
Wifi is faster than at my house. It's as fast as I've ever needed it to be.
It does not load as fast as my home internet. At times in some programs the screen will freeze or scroll as if it is thinking about
loading.
I have had no problems.
Laurel Hall
Everything always loads fast on my own computer and the computers in the lab
Internet speed has never been a problem for my needs on campus
Internet in law building and TRECs will occasionally be so slow as to be as good as out
Blount Hall, service slows periodically, requiring page reloads.
Bailey Education and Facilities Services: I have really awesome speed here.
Never experienced an issue with internet in Ferris Hall, Senter Hall, or in TCE building
Good speed.
In some of the study rooms, the internet is pretty spotty. Also in the student union, a lot of the times the WiFi does not work.
Stokely and Neyland have slow performance some days
slow access happens a lot
When you log on, you expect websites and downloads to instantly happen
everything downloads fast and easy
Ayres
Multi-campus communication is essential
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Internet speed is very quick
Provides adequate performance
Sometimes the internet runs really slow, especially at night.
The internet performance isn't the best, but it much better than I thought it was going to be.
UTK's network speeds are faster than my apartment's (that's not hard to beat), so I can't complain
Min H. Kao Building, Room 538
The internet connection lags at times especially in builds on the hill and and hss.
Internet is incredibly slow, even when using an Ethernet cable in my room. Our internet needs to be able to provide access to all
students and when it is so slow that I can't connect to do my homework, it is frustrating.
Could be slow at times, but for the most part was very good.
i have never experienced an issue with the internet speed
Does not work in Neyland Stadium or TBA.
This is 2020 - short of catastrophic events that may interrupt such I think it should be understood that a large portion of what a R1
University does depends on fast and reliable internet access.
The service provider is high quality focused.
Sometimes the internet loads very slowly but usually it's good.
I haven't had many issues with my internet speed in my office.
Speed of the network is good, however, I find the Haslam website itself is the slowest site I visit.
when connected, latency is fine. The problem is connecting reliably.
It runs a little slow in the Cafe inside Thompson Boling Arena.
T-recs
AMB Auditorium's wifi is sometimes slow.
Better than I expected for a college
I've had intermittent issues with speed/latency when connected to the internet in AMB.
speed is inconsistent; connections can be inconsistent
Sometimes in Stokely Hall I have moments of slow speed, which pass soon after
Nothing lags when using the internet.
it's not perfect, but it's good.
For UT devices: It occasionally "drags" though we're not sure why. We just keep our eyes on the computers and the software,
hoping they don't crash/need to be reinstalled. Stopping work to run diagnostics is time-consuming, though necessary. For nonUT: it's slow. With all of our visitors, I wish we could offer something more robust.
Campus on big events
Speed of the internet in Perkins is good most of the time.
It is very important to have fast internet, people get impatient and frustrated when a page doesn't load all the way or at all.
same as before
When I have an internet connection it is fairly quick. It is worse on the agriculture campus.
It is surprisingly fast given the mass of people on it!
Same as previous answer
It could be faster relative to my fiber optic service at home which is faster
There is one exception. The Haslam College of Business website is often slow to load pages.
During peak times, the bandwidth seems to suffer. There are times when the library/Haslam College of Business doesn't have very
good download speed for class material
Slow sometimes
When internet service is available, I am typically pleased with the speed and connection strength.
I find that the internet always works well and quickly where it works, far better than the internet at my house.
Works for me.
internet speed is average; could be better
I ranked the actual service performance an 8 because the WiFi service that this institution provides has very good speed. It
occasionally slows down later at night, but I understand why that can occur.
Tickle building, library
It can be very slow
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When connected to eduroam and not in between buildings/on PED the internet works really well
I don't have issues with internet speed
Speed is great from what I’ve experienced.
Overall the speed is decent besides in the stadiums
The internet here could be a lot faster. It certainly is in other institutions, so why can't it be here?
Because my own home gets better speeds
The internet has always been an adequate speed every time I have been connected to it.
It is not always fast
It is fast.
BEC
The speed for the internet is slow around campus, even when you aren't in a residence hall or the library.
Y'all's internet is very fast on your desktop computers. I am very happy with it. As for my laptop, it is slower but that is probably
just my processor.
I need it to work quickly and efficiently.
I often go to campus when I need a fast internet connection -- no issues here.
For the most part minus a few buildings (that are always full) I have relatively fast internet.
the speed via wireless is pretty decent, there is no loading latency usually and gaming is smooth for the most part. When hooking
up via ethernet, it gets exponentially better.
Wifi is sometimes slow in parts of the vet hospital
works great ! Excellent service and support.
I often have to go off the wifi for pages to load in engineering class buildings
I normally do not have to wait a long time for things to load.
Service is slow especially on smartphones.
Overall, not bad
internet in the law school is never slow.
It's pretty good for routine email and website access, but I have had reports from faculty that it is sometimes inadequate for their
research.
The service is fast most of the time with a couple incidents of being slow
The internet is always very fast!
Same as before; speed and connectivity are limited in some areas outdoors (where one would expect it to be), but outside of that
it does a good job.
Within the last few weeks it has been really slow. I have had to refresh pages multiple times to get them to load.
I live in Volunteer Hall, and the internet here works most of the time. However, during certain times of the day / week, the service
slows considerably.
UT Internet speed seems to always be very fast.
No one likes to wait
The internet service that I obtain tends to perform rather well with almost no problems.
Occasionally is slow closer to the Ag. Campus.
Bailey Complex. Service is more than adequate.
Latency may depend on what sites I am accessing, such as a browser vs Spotify
The service is not working very well at the moment.
When connection is reliable, speed is almost never an issue
The download speed is slow over wifi.
Sometimes its gets a little slow.
Wi-fi is slow at Middlebrook
The speed/latency of Blount Hall is exceptional
Speed is usually good
Happy with the performance
I haven't noticed any problems related to speed.
I'm very impressed by the speed and quality of internet in my office on the 4th floor in Claxton. I have never had an issue! (knock
on wood)
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The internet here is the fastest internet i’ve ever had so no problem.
It does seem to bog down at times, although I can't always tell if it's due to network speeds alone
There is always room for a little load balancing improvement, but overall, it performs well.
same as before
Its always perfect.
The biggest issues is uploading the videos within speedgrader, where I wanted to provide feedback in Sign Language for the
students to see their errors. The access to video takes longer and would require me to refresh or go to next student then come
back to gain access to the video recording.
I don't use the internet much, except for research. A majority of my work comes from working on a different server from my
physical location
The speed is really fast
technology sometimes acts weird; but, it is more likely to work than have issues
I have no problem with internet speed on campus.
The internet service performance is adequate. I used the apps and it take a short time to complete all the required steps to have
access to the programs.
Seems fast enough, of course it could always be faster!
Make sure that every wireless access point on campus supports 4x4 MU-MIMO speeds exceeding 300Mbit/s.
Some sites take way too long to load, or get stuck loading. Sometimes it's faster for me to look something up on my phone than
wait for a page to load on my computer.
It's probably computer related and not actual internet speed
Student Union doesn't have the best internet performance in regards to speed.
Duo Security is a burden.
again, Haslam can be slow
The internet speed is fine. It's not slow at all.
Never had any big problems really but sometimes it can buffer a little bit before loading web page.
Its is not a particular building its just on this campus when it is raining or when a buidling is busy the internet is slow.
The internet service is very fast and works, so I am satisfied! - Greve Hall
Being out in the field the reception is sub-par.
I am enrolled in the RN to BSN program. It is vital that my internet connection be strong and work consistently because all of my
work is completed online.
My previous comments apply here, as well.
so many people on it
The internet is fast on campus (ag campus)
I have not noticed any issues here -- I rarely use high-bandwidth services.
When it rains, the internet speed slows
The internet service works with zero lags.
UT's internet speed is pretty good. I can watch videos pretty easy. The only issue I can think of is that eduroam might be slower
compared to the public UT-open, which I feel should be the opposite. My phone or laptop will switch between the two every so
often.
In certain areas of SERF internet speed can be slow if you are using WiFi and not a hard wired connection
It could always be faster
again - no problems.
At times booting up my office computer is quite slow.
The internet is so slow its painful sometimes
Always fast!
Well it has been generally pretty good, but it was freezing up as I did this survey
The Internet service in the music building is consistent in my spaces.
Our Webcasting team experiences a number of Wifi-related issues throughout the year. While they are supposed to use hardlines
for webcasting events, that isn't always an option. Rooms often aren't equipped and getting hardline access in the room is either
too time-consuming or expensive, especially on short notice.
193 Polk Ave. Nashville
I don't notice any significant slowdowns, other than websites that are slow, not due to OIT.
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Perkins hall
Laggy in BEC and student union
There are times of day where download and upload speeds slow down. We do not have consistent rates throughout the day.
this has never been a problem for me, except when I needed to download SAS from a wireless connection which took a very very
long time
Internet always works great
Wifi is always fast
pretty dang fast wifi
This service is adequate and timely.
Connectivity is usually very good, however, the Ag campus library and the Casner computer lab (room 276 in particular) are
consistently bad, if not at time completely useless.
Again, my games always lag.
It is almost always fast
Vet school C222
Sometimes slow internet
sometimes it's slow
I've never had a problem with slowdowns
Blount Hall
Have not have issues in HPER
The speed is okay, but it’s still slower than my home internet speed.
sometimes have difficulty in meeting rooms
sometimes it can be a little slow
Slow loading for documents and some programs.
CVM basement mostly
When there are multiple people using it there are times that it can crash or provide a slower speed performance.
Cant remember specifics but rarely takes a few seconds to load
The WiFi generally runs pretty quickly unless a big event is going on.
Despite filing multiple helpdesk tickets, my speed has remained at about 25 Mbit/s despite checking multiple friend's speeds and
seeing them at around the 80-100Mbit/s speed. I know this isn't a device issue as all four of my devices suffer this issue. Every
time I talk with OIT, they say that they see a throttle flag on my account. And every time, they tell me that throttling is "not part
of their policy" and they promptly remove it. Within hours, I'm being throttled again and I'm yet to hear back on *why* I'm being
throttled. It's extremely frustrating and no one seems to be able to fix it.
In Haslam, the internet can be a little slow
I am in a county building, off campus with a small private Internet provider.
Internet works and connects almost perfectly. Occasionally though, I've had issues with the performance of the system. Gaming
consoles suffer the worst, but I don't suppose that they're on the top of the priority list.
Not recently but I remember there have been times where the speed is very slow
same as before
All students need this
I feel like HSS is bad sometimes, but that's probably just because so many people are in the building at once and trying to use the
network.
Sometimes, the wireless internet works, but does not always work as fast as it needs to in order to do my job.
I think that the internet here runs very well and it pretty speedy
The dorms lose connectivity. As a way to destress i play Dungeons and Dragons online. The internet often goes to slow or quits
working. This is the same with the distancing as well. if you are too far from any building, the wifi does not reach. In elevators it is
also not good as there is n9 connection
i need dependable service to do my job. we rarely have any problems in APB
UT internet is extremely fast when it's a good connection. I say the minimum would be 7/10 because I do not have time to wait on
the internet when I am doing homework that requires a new page to be loaded for every question
I work at KPB and having an internet connection with adequate speed is important for me to be able to do my job in a timely
manner.
It's seldom problematic. Sometimes it takes a really long time to connect/load but nothing horrid
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It has improved, but there are times we lose service with bad weather.....more so I feel than other locations
I don’t normally have many problems. I can do everything I need to with the speed provided
See previous comment.
Very little issues with speed performance
clement is slow sometimes.
No problems. Perfect
Even in locations that have good internet service, it is still spotty or disconnects unexpectedly
The internet on campus is very fast. Very few complaints. Mobile browsing is effective in many of the highly trafficked outdoor
areas between academic buildings on the main part of our campus
Speed is great
I have had no problems with internet speed.
Adequate for my needs. Dogwood and Magnolia Residence Halls
While canvas and other campus affiliated websites have decent speeds, some non campus affiliated website speeds are sub par
compared to other networks
When it works, it usually goes pretty good.
Depending on the weather, it can be challenging to maintain consistent connectivity and speed.
A fast internet service is better to make sure that students can turn their assignments in on time.
Any classroom with large amounts of people using it at the same time has slow internet. Specifically HBB and AMB. I don't
typically care unless it affects my grade. For instance, clicker questions in AMB are extremely time sensitive and if the internet
isn't working properly my grade could be lowered. This is unacceptable.
I might be connected to the internet, but the internet does not work. This is very stressing when I am taking sensitive quizzes,
uploading assignments, or submitting applications.
Always extremely fast.
My internet service usually is never slow.
it works very well
It works fast enough for anything I've ever used it for
When I am connected, it seems to work with reasonable speed.
Every once and a while there are days where the connection is slower than average but I normally don't have issues with
download speed. That saying, most coffee shops or my apartment have a little quicker speed for downloading.
The UT Health Services page is really slow and you have to reload it all the time.
I believe the speed to be pretty quick currently.
In the desks around the edges of the library, the internet sometimes lags
In my office setting I have no issues with speed.
Speed is dependent on the terminal being used for access. Is the terminal in a student lab, classroom, podium, or faculty office.
I expect very little and receive less than desired.
some areas are slower than others
Refer to previous answer.
Speed is great as long as the internet is working
I never have any issues.
The internet service is great in offices, but when walking across campus, the wifi is slow and pages/apps/emails don't load
(experience in Staff Lot 9, walking from the student union to White Ave Garage, up near the Torchbearer, etc.).
UT Conference Center, never had issues and the speed is even better since the upgrade
ANDI and IRIS sometimes have their quirks, but when they do they are usually resolved quickly.
Both speed and performance are more than sufficient for my needs.
As long as I am in a building, my service is great.
Sometimes the speed could be bumped up a bit.
We generally have wired access for most of our PCs. However, we are starting to have a number of devices that will only worked
on wireless. So we find this to be a mission critical service.
Sometimes the service is randomly very slow or won't connect to pages, and we have to reboot.
KPB
While I've managed to time out and top out our network connections on occasion, most of the time it is the remote host having
an issue - usually verified by our Network Operations Center staff.
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South Carrick dorm rooms
The load time is reasonable everywhere except for AMB sometimes
UT wifi works well on campus
Due to multiple laptop failures I had to download large files to install software. WiFi worked flawlessly.
Same response as previous question UTCVM
Most of the time, when my devices are connected the internet connection is wonderful and reliable. Sometimes it is evident that
it is lagging, but easily corrects itself.
always fast on laptop
Dabney Buehler 552
Speed is good...never have an issue there.
When I access the USC Shoah Foundation's VHA, which I need to use for the undergrad research assistant work that I am
employed to complete, the videos will stop working and the error message states that the error is due to my internet connection.
I do not have this issue when working off-campus.
When it does work, the internet is quite fast.
On computers, the internet service is quite speedy, but can lag on a cellular device.
I feel that my internet service on campus functions as it should, when it should except for the new student union cafeteria (chickfil-a, qdoba, etc). My connectivity always goes out on mobile there.
never had issues
No concerns noted with internet download speed for large data files, etc. Interestingly, the Haslam web pages are the only thing
that take a LONG time to load (sometimes never load). Has anyone checked into this?
Min Kao is usually fast with little interruptions.
There are times that the internet lags a bit, but it's generally very good. SMC
HSS, Dougherty
I have no issues with the speed of our internet service.
It is important that it is adequate!
internet slow to start
good
Really slow sometimes especially in sorority village
Always capable of getting what I need when I need it pulled up on the computers thanks to a fast, stable internet connection.
Haslam
It lags
Slow speed for video streaming at times
Good
I have never had problems with speed.
I've never had internet speeds this fast before, I came from a small town in middle TN and we were still stuck with dial-up. Huge
improvements.
Even better than I get at my apartment in Knox!
C.E. Brehm Animal Sciences Building
bowels of some buildings
When connected the speed is pretty good
Speed is more than adequate to my straightforward needs.
Its pretty fast but I KNOW yall can make it faster
Wi- Fi is good in the Clarence Brown theater. Verizon service is bad around most of the building.
This is important for trying to do homework
KPB
AHT
Student Services
The internet does slow down sometimes, or my the connection to my laptop will drop randomly
C100
Internet speed is pretty good.
Speed is acceptable in almost all areas
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My Internet speed works almost perfectly, but in some locations it is slower than others. My apartment complex, The Standard,
has terrible Internet in general, and therefore very slow speed. However, on campus it generally works perfectly. Some
exceptions to that are the Student Union and the AMB, where the speed is slow from time to time.
It’s very fast
sometimes it does not work, but it is rare; typically happens after breaks from school
sometimes slow downloading
Min koa internet is slow
Zoom meetings and presentations
The Memphis IPS office. The same files download slower on my UT laptop than on my personal Dell laptop.
Ok
No issues
The Golden Roast, parts of TREC
Internet speed on campus is generally good but can vary based on my location. For example, I feel that the internet is slower in
my classrooms compared to in my dorm, Dogwood.
I only use the internet at home
Again, it seems the number of people using the system at times slows it for everyone.
Morgan Hall
traditionally do not have an issue with speed and performance, work as it should with minimal to no lag
Sometimes there is a lag in using certain web-based application, Banner, MyUTK, etc. This can be problem when trying to review
student account. Also, when my phone or tablet actually is online, it can be slow.
I expected a higher internet speed at a research university when I came here. During peak hours I can’t even connect to some of
my games because the latency will get so high. The download speed also varies widely. Last night I had a download speed of
0.5mb/s and an upload speed of 20 mb/s. Sometimes it gets worse than that. All that being said, the connection usually works
during non-peak hours, albeit at a slower speed than I’d like.
when the wifi isn't cut out it works pretty fast
I think our service is very good. You can ALWAYS have faster, but at some point you stop being able to tell.
intermittent slow speeds - Blount Hall
Speed is very good.
Internet speed is fast.
Always super fast almost everywhere on campus!
in Neyland it is slow, but everywhere else it is normally really good.
the internet sometimes cuts off
The speed is generally excellent. I am no longer connected to a T1 cable, but it was pretty close to perfect in that environment.
I grew up with slow internet, so I have been pleased with the fast Internet on UT's campus.
I specifically have problems with this in Hodges library and HSS.
I think for the sheer volume of students using the Internet at a given time UT provides Wi-Fi with surprisingly adequate
performance.
Magnolia Building
I get throttled speeds most days
Don't really have a need for high-end performance. I've been pleased with the service in NEB
Speed seems to get worse with less people around
I have had no problems with the internet speed
Buildings on Ag, Strong & Stokley
The network works great, it is the website on the other end that is slow.
We always have fast, dependable, internet.
kinda slow
Sometimes the internet is just really slow and nothing loads in Magnolia Hall
136B1, 340 HPER
See previous.
no problems
My desired expectation for internet speeds is gigabit which I don't believe is available for the WiFi or Ethernet on campus.
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It can be slow at random times, but overall good
The Ethernet in all of the buildings I use is superior.
My issue is the performance of the wired network rather than the internet. Many buildings are still on 100 Mbps networks which
should be fully unacceptable for a major research university in 2020. The wireless network in my building (Burchfiel Geography) is
nominally faster at 130 Mbps than the wired network for which we are charged a monthly fee per port. The network bandwidth is
a constant limiting factor for courses in our computer labs where students would like to use their T-storage but working over the
network is miserably slow. This is something that we have mentioned in this survey in previous years but disappointingly seems
not to be a priority.
Hoskins Library
116 Student Services Building
Internet connection in Jessie Harris Building is typically pretty fast; however, there are days when it takes longer for pages to load.
Neyland Stadium and Thompson Boling Arena
Nielsen physics building
Better speed
occasional slowness
It may be that there are so many people trying to use the internet at once but occasionally it's slow.
As stated in the previous response, I can always rely on UT's network to be high-speed and reliable
Our internet speed at the Clyde York 4-H Center has improved since the installation of fiberoptics throughout, but we find that
the speed still limits uploading and downloading on computers and when needing internet for streaming shows for our guests.
Haslam and Hodges
speed is okay but slow in haslam
I don’t use on campus internet
Overall pretty good
everything is good
sometimes it doesn't run fast when i have a lot going on
Haslam/Library
UT Student Health. There are problems with speed on my occasions.
In my 6 months at UTK, internet speed has been excellent.
Overall it is pretty good though I experience a bit of lag in Strong hall sometimes
The speed doesn't always perform consistently inside my dorm
Everything seems to be fast enough. The bandwidth is not bad
Speed of internet service is what I expect it to be.
Works quickly most of the time, leaves room for improvement.
It is awesome
Speed/latency on the UT internet services is very reliable and very fast.
Internet speed is adequate for most applications, except when using SUPER2
our local service is poor
Works better than home
My internet is always very fast in my office. Thank you!
load time is solid on eduroam
PBB
All Good
UTCVM- slow internet for many computers.
Our internet speed is lightning fast. It's amazing, and it's awesome.
Speed is usually fine.
it will be more convenient.
The internet speed is satisfactory when the internet is working.
Again, sometimes its just sooooo slow on parts of the hill
I have had no problems with my internet speed. It has been consistent with performance.
it just doesn’t connect at times
None
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Generally serviceable, internet speeds vary wildly depending on location and the number of users in an area.
Same as before, I live in Clement and I receive 100Mb down 25Mb up with a wired connection. This is the min that I expect and
because I receive it I'm content with what I receive.
Depending on the time of day, the speed can get a bit slow.
I’ve never had an issue with the speed of campus wifi!
Overall pretty good
I have no problems with the speed
Everything loads correctly and quickly
Student Services Bldg is fine. I remember when I had to dial in from home on a dial in modem. UTK has come a long way.
Morgan Hall, sometimes it us slow with zoom and video conferencing
Loading takes a while sometimes in library and by the hill
Clyde York 4-H Center - Crossville, TN
It seems that when it rains, speed slows down. For the amount of money that we spent to have fiber put in a few years ago, we
should be getting a faster speed. Sometimes it takes a couple of minutes to log onto the internet.
The internet is pretty fast most of the time.
We rely heavily on apps.utk.edu and T-Storage for my class. When the network is down we can't access apps.utk.edu nor can we
access the T-Storage. At other times there is some sort of network "hiccup" and we temporarily lose access to the T-Storage. At
those times students are unable to save their work using the same name as before the hiccup. Instead they have to do some sort
of Save As. Finally, we have tried doing 3D spatial work using data stored on the T-Storage but the network speeds are too slow
and we are unable to complete this type of work.
On certain parts of campus, like in my dorm Stokely, it takes a while for things to load because I'll only have 2 or 3 bars.
There are many locations on campus in which the level of service is not as fast as preferred. For example, the Howard Baker
Center is often slow, especially when in movement, however, when settled into a classroom, the connection is usually fine.
Haslam
Perhaps it is my computer speed (MacBook Air 2019), but it often lags or is slow to connect and keep up with OneDrive syncs
It is faster in some parts of campus like the library but tends to be slower on the hill.
UT confereance center, heavy use of internet in the building slows internet system down.
cell phone service connection
If wifi could cover the whole campus.
, it will be perfect.
Honestly, speed is pretty darn good for the most part. If connection is there, usually speed follows and there is little issue.
Personally, my internet has always been pretty fast at UT, but I have friends whose computers are always running slow on
eduroam.
When I am able to connect to the wifi it usually runs very fast and smooth.
8.5 It's usually very fast but it has been running very slowly recently.
Good speed, no complaints
I'm in the Student Services Building. Typically during "breaks" such as Spring Break, Winter Break, and over the summer, the
internet service slows and pages/email take longer to load or I encounter more problems.
Separate from that issue, my dept I-drive disconnects multiple times a day regardless of the time of year.
Usually pretty fast
The internet is usually moderately fast, but I do notice a significant difference between the speed of utkopen and eduroam, with
eduroam being much faster. Because of this, I usually use eduroam. The speed is fast enough, but sometimes I have to reload a
page because the server stops responding.
The speed is good.
The connection is slow in the Student Union (Phase 1).
The connections in HSS, Stokely, AMB, and Haslam are extremely slow and sometimes don't work. The bottom floor of HBB is just
as much of a dead zone as Stokely.
Bandwidth is good
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Wi-Fi service that works adequately everywhere you need
Again it is really spotty
Min Kao, everything is fine.
I do not have any issues connecting to the WiFi. Nor do I have nay issues with my devices staying connected.
Difficult to work in Neyland Stadium or Thompson Boling Arena
WIFI is difficult to connect to and remain connected. I use it for my UT cell phone and it's is usually on LTE because of this.
Once inside Stokeley Hall and in some other areas, I cannot connect to the WiFi or get a signal.
Some areas on campus have no wifi signal at all...The bottom of the student union for example.
I never have problems
Art & Architecture
Have not had any issues with Wi-Fi performance.
As previously stated it seems to have times where it is slow out towards Brown Hall and Magnolia
Student Union
Student Services Building
Sometimes does not auto connect to my phone or becomes unavailable; generally always works for laptop.
Never have problems with wifi. (Mostly KPB, occasionally other buildings.)
Used to loose it in my building at certain spots - not sure if this is still a problem.
Not always available when I need it.
Wifi is presently almost everywhere I go
I can never get Wi-Fi to work properly at the arena.
It is not accessible everywhere on campus, in some places it works better than others.
it works okay
The Wi-Fi on my phone always works and is fast.
I have never had issues with the service
still have lots of dead spots
When you walk outside of a building (within 10ft) it will drop suddenly
Everywhere I have been on campus, the Wi-Fi works great!
My office has poor wi-fi.
In my office and some buildings, the wifi works pretty well, but it has quite some blind spots like the bus stop (Stadium gate 21)
Still have issues in some places on campus. Neyland Stadium, Student Union, VolShop, etc.
Wifi does not seem to extend to Plant Propagation Building
I rarely use wi-fi in the building.
Good wifi everywhere on campus
There are some weak spots, but I either A) know how to work around it, or more often B) don't often have to work online there.
Again, being out in the field in the 12 most northeastern counties, I sometimes have poor mobile service which makes my hotspot
worthless.
The wifi across campus can get spotty.
Doesn't work on my phone and is shotty on the 4th floor of the law library
Main Campus
A little tougher to connect when working outside like in the HSS amphitheater or outside the student union
Same as my first answer
There are some dead spots, especially around the library.
My computer consistently disconnects from eduroam when I go from Morgan Hall to the front conference room at the business
incubator. Otherwise, great service!
Wifi is no available on my phone sometimes and its hell to try and get your laptop to connect to it in certain areas of the hospital
Poor speed and coverage at UTSI, but WiFi is not a critical service.
Jessie Harris has limited wireless access on the east and west ends of the building.
The WiFi is perfect for me.
The campus is more mobile now than ever before and we should have top notch wifi access.
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again, the wifi on my computer never fails, but my instructors have constant issues.
Things do get spotty here and there when walking around campus but it’s understandable
No trouble
There are a few spots where the Wi-Fi is lagging.
STOP MAKING ME CHANGE MY PASSWORD.
There are a few places here and there where the wifi is spotty, but it's random corners
Sometimes have trouble between buildings with my phone connection
very good
Doesn't work in some area of TRECS or in some common areas outside around the student union
This service
The wi-fi does not connect in the older part of the student union, in the Music building parking lot, in the Stokely garage and in
Neyland Stadium during games.
I get dropped every once in a while. This is usually outside, though, so it isn't a huge deal.
Outside of many buildings WiFi is very sketchy (e.g., Hoskins, Hodges, Vet Med, JHB)
Eduroam is spotty and doesn't always work when I'm in class
Y’all have great wifi
i am not reliant on Wifi for my job functions
I wish we could get internet connection in the parking garages because sometimes I like to study in my car, as a commuter.
There are a few ares where I might temporarily lose WiFi or have slow service on my phone, but overall there is impressive
coverage.
Wifi is ok
Same as the internet question
works everywhere I need it on campus! Even in the parking lot.
With the state of technology today, having ready access to Wi-Fi across campus is a must for a variety of technologies. Wi-Fi at
the university is usually good, but sometimes it will be spotty when many people are using it during events like graduation, etc.
It’s everywhere
(Haslam Music Center, Room 133, and percussion corridor)
Laptop/cell phone cannot find internet connection in all buildings and outside the buildings. It would be nice to be able to work
on the lawn behind Ayres, but internet connection does not hold.
Sometimes it is hard to connect to the wifi in our Fentress County Office if you go too far from the box, but usually it works where
we need it.
We really do not have issues with Wi-Fi in Morgan Hall in my opinion.
the outdoor coverage around the SU, ferris, amb, are all great.
min kao outdoor patio can be hit or miss though
I find WiFi drops in Parking Lot 9 by the Stadium and Parking Lot 23 by the Music and Theater buildings.
It works everywhere for the most part
Some of the spots outside don't have good service
WiFi occasionally goes out
Sometimes if you are deep within a building, WiFi doesn't work
My iPhone will not work using WiFi on campus; I have to turn the WiFi off to have access to e-mail.
Ayres Hall
No issues with wi-fi.
WiFi is ridiculously important and you've done a great job, I really can't find anywhere on campus I would need it that it doesn't
exist.
It was worse Fall 2018 than now, especially when you are not in a building. I think it could be better in outside high traffic areas
like the tables next to Volunteer Blvd on Ped Walkway
I don't use wi-fi much at work
so the if I need to look up something because my ipad do not have wi-fi
being on the road, down towards the frats, or in any lower level basement/first floor will almost entirely eliminate your data
connectivity.
wi-di doesn't pick up in every building
Wi-Fi is still not available in all areas but is improving.
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I think it is great
When entering Stokely Hall, the WiFi icon remains visible on the top of the screen, but unless you disconnect and reconnect, any
browser you open will say you are offline, iMessage will not work, etc.
This is also true for the Natalie L. Haslam Music building.
Parts of the basement in Strong Hall (Rock Room with saws) doesn't have great WiFi.
I am a distance student. Without stable internet, I could not participate in classes.
In-building service is subpar unless one is in the room with the wireless router; UTIA guest access is touchy
I spend 90% of my time on campus in BEC and Claxton, wifi availability has not been an issue
I do not visit most of the buildings on campus, but for the buildings that I do frequent, to include Hodges Library and the Student
Union, I have had no issues accessing Wi-Fi.
there are places on campus where the wifi does not work, especially in the library on the 3rd floor in one specific corner.
Wi-Fi works moderately well in between my major academic building and Lake Ave.
Wi-Fi is something that can be affected by having a really big space that does not have enough signal extenders or to many people
on it (or one person that decided to download a movie while playing video games and hearing spotify music). So ideally you want
it to work and be great but you realize there might be outside factors out of the control of IT affecting it
Issues with wi-fi at 1525 Univ. Ave. sometimes not always.
I never have issues with locations for internet service.
The only places I really use my laptop are in Min Kao, Perkins, Brown, or another campus building. I use my phone other places
around campus, but even with that I have not run into problems more clustered at specific locations.
SMC G2 & SMC G4
There is an area of Morgan Hall (104) and in the BESS Office Building (Reference Room) that has internet connectivity issues. Our
department utilizes Zoom meetings frequently and we have to be careful of the room that we schedule Zoom meetings in if the
usual conference rooms are not available. I have also seen some hiccups as far as the speed of the Wi-Fi.
I have never had an issue
WiFi on campus tends to get busy in high populated areas, which slows it down.
This question really doesn't apply to me as I do most of my computing from home.
There is no service in the restroom in the CAPS Outreach Center (HPER 25).
Its pretty great for me, but I know others struggle
Student Services
Metro Southeast Building
Mostly accessible
I think I get WiFi access pretty much everywhere I need it on campus.
I've found our Wi-Fi to work everywhere I've needed it.
Second floor of Hesler Biology can have spotty service. also parking lots
Wi-fi does not seem to work to well at times a lot of different places on Campus.
It works well enough in all of my classes and dorm
there are so many dead spots its frustrating
I have not had issues around campus
The campus WiFi is adequate in most places. Some more centralized rooms could have better service.
It tends to work almost everywhere and when it does not I can normally connect again and it works. Dorms and apartments do
not work as well because of the amount of streaming, but it would be nice for it to work every place on campus.
In some building on campus, WiFi is unreliable.
Student Services Building - It goes in and out in the basement of this building.
Steam plant hill
In certain buildings the WiFi signal does not work in lower levels.
The wifi on campus is frustrating in many buildings and transfer spaces. I turn my wifi off most days and use my own data if I need
to e-mail or research away from my desktop.Walkways, Student Union theater are with stage, Stokely multipurpose meeting
rooms
I work in the Psychology Department and sometimes I have very slow internet connection on the 2nd floor.
I have had no problems.
Laurel Hall
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it takes multiple attempts to connect to the internet on my phone even when i am inside school buildings, the internet randomly
cuts out when i'm connected on my laptop as well
I can always connect to it wherever I am on campus without any trouble.
It works everywhere in JIAM and Dabney/Buehler.
It can be difficult at times to get adequate Wi-Fi in Student Services Building.
Some sidewalks between buildings and the TRECs will be so spotty/slow to be as good as out
Often kicked from EDUROAM, UT Open is too slow
I used to have problems with it a few years ago, but I believe it has drastically improved.
Good Wi-Fi service
The student union WiFi is not very good
usually bad connection in Neyland on game days
no access in student union
We really need better WiFi in Neyland. Other major universities can serve up Wifi in their stadiums, UT should be able to as well.
Decent, but can be way better
I am always connected everywhere on campus
Site visits to observe campus construction projects.
Distribution of signal strength could be more spread out and stronger
I do not get service in the old SU, in AMB, or in any floors of Hodges lower than the main level.
The internet seems to not work as much in the older engineering buildings and some rooms in HSS
I can connection to Wi-Fi in any building I need to go to.
Graduate School - 111 Student Services Building - sometimes sending texts and receiving messages on IPhone do not go/come
through
when walking outside from building to building, the wifi gets really patchy and jumps between disconnecting and connecting. This
is mostly an issue when walking past several buildings in a close vicinity, causing my phone to hop around the networks in an
attempt to find the strongest one. Often times I can't even send a text or snap.
Overall the WiFi is good and reliable
Wifi of course isnt accessible outside through out campus, because that just isnt practical, but when it drops within buildings it is
frustrating.
It works pretty well but could be better
Wi-Fi is available pretty much anywhere you would expect to have wi-fi.
The number of times Wi-Fi in my dorm (Laurel Hall) has been inaccessible is unacceptable.
It would be better to have some WIFI series in Leyland stadium on game days.
It usually works in classrooms in Hodges.
If I need the service, I'm expecting it to work everywhere I need it.
I have never experienced a bad day with the new system.
I have problems with the eduroam network.
Generally, the wi-fi is pretty good indoors, but I do have it drop off sometimes walking around campus. For me, that's not too
worrisome as the work that I do is indoors.
Connection becomes less stable as you move between buildings
McClung Tower has limited access to eduroam, so I connect to an unsecure network which is suboptimal.
It runs a little slow in the Cafe inside Thompson Boling Arena.
It works in all of the buildings that I have been in.
WiFi sometimes cuts in and out
The wifi on campus is perfectly fine for me 4 out of 5 times. The only time it doesn't always work is outside.
Haslam has terrible wifi connection to phones
Again; the WiFi isn't consistently available in various buildings or areas of campus
The wifi will turn itself off when walking around campus, even though I am in range.
I feel like there are some spots where it gets rough but it's not a consistent plaxe.
Works ok with my carrier. Not as well for others
Campus during big events
WiFi service is very spotty around campus
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I personally have not had any issues with Wi-Fi
I have never had a issue with the wifi/ internet on campus, in the lib. or other buildings. Very reliable.
Wifi is absolutely just touch and go at best on this campus.
same as before
Difficulty logging into ut-open or similar services
Some difficulties within the UT Conference Center getting WiFi, particularly on phones.
There are too many dead zones on campus, including in buildings.
I consistently use the UT-Open WI-FI
Sometimes the wifi doesn't work as well in certain spots
sometimes I have trouble connecting to wifi in the new part of the student union
Same as previous answer
Variation on connectivity across UTK and UTIA
Service performance N/A - distant student.
internet goes out in magnolia hall alot
Make it easier to add new devices to the eduroam network
Access, although greatly improved in the past two years, is still problematic on some devices.
There are inconsistent areas where internet is not available that I think it could be possible. The wifi reaches most areas of the
campus, but for some reason it is not available in the parking lot in front of the library. That seems like a place (considering it's
between so many active spots) that it should be available.
Lots of dead zones on campus
library is sometimes not great.
In the 11th Avenue Garage and Neyland Garage and some outdoor areas, there is no internet. I am impressed by the fact that the
University Gardens do have wifi.
Wifi in buildings such as the student union, as well as in the lower levels of some buildings such as the music building is not good
at all.
There seems to be some dead spots. Like the Student Union
G10 parking
There are two "blackout" zones in front of Hess/Church Row and in the foyer of Stokely
I ranked the actual service performance an 8 because the WiFi service will continue to work even when I leave a building. It only
slows down or stops when I move far away from any UT building.
I am impressed with how far the Wi-Fi service works around campus
There are some areas on campus where the WiFi is not super strong.
Only while walking between buildings/ on PED do I prefer to be on my cellular service than eduroam
there are no buildings where I lack wifi
Wi-Fi is hard to connect to in bottom of Haslam, and several of my students have wi-fi interrupted when working in my office in
Ayres 226.
Spotty WiFi
The Student Union
Haven’t been anywhere that was lacking.
Neyland stadium and Thompson Boling have poor wifi
Sometimes the wifi just won't connect to my phone. Plenty of other people have this issue too. It gets taxing worrying about using
up all my data in a month just because the wifi here isn't up to par.
1st floor of Haslam there is hardly a strong wifi connection on your phone
Though on some places on campus, the wifi service tends to lag or not be up to par, the wifi has always worked for me
See my previous comment on internet.
Because of mobile technology I think the Wi-Fi needs to be better in UTK parking lots and outside buildings.
WiFi is normally slow or unavailable
On the whole campus
Good
I personally don't have any issues/complaints about this.
Works!
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Wi-Fi on campus is spotty outside of the buildings. There are times when I have been near a building but had to go into it to get
coverage. It would be nice if the entire campus had coverage.
the WiFi always works when I need it to.
i can think of many places that have bad or no service (elevators of a lot of dorms [vol hall, stokely], stokely dining/lobby, my
dorm room in vol on occasion, etc.) If its a game day, there is horrible connection just about anywhere (more than likely due to
overpopulation of bandwidth)
Does not work on joe Johnson next to animal science building
works great ! Excellent service and support.
At this point, may laptops do not even include an ethernet port, and I use a laptop as my primary work computer. I do believe
resources at UT should be focused on wifi connectivity and service compared to ethernet service for every day use.
Sometimes if I am walking around campus, it will not consistently be fast. However, most of the time, it works fine. (Walking from
the Jessie Harris Building to the strip)
Sometimes there are issues connecting to the wifi on mobile devices.
Wifi doesn't work everywhere on campus.
As usual, there is no wifi in the volshop under the bridge, and it is also isolated from mobile phone signals. The exact location is in
the ATM area.
the wifi has worked in more locations than I expected.
Depends where you are. Generally, it is very good, but there are a few places across campus with wireless problems. I move
across campus a lot in my job.
Some of my classes struggle to keep a WiFi connection
My wi-fi always works where/when I need it.
Assuming this is kinda the combination of the last two, againly-again, outside of when the wifi (and in fact, the power and cell
service) went out once and when outdoors, it works well.
No service in stadium
Lately the Wi-Fi has not been working very well in any location on campus.
Edge of wifi zones (sidewalks, courtyards...) get a little tricky. The low connection in those points are very obvious but it is
expected.
Greenhouse #10 on the Ag Campus usually has poor/no Wifi reception. There have been several times it would have been
convenient to have Wifi access there, where I and several others work. Otherwise, signal is usually good for all classroom
buildings.
We need to know it will work all over campus
I have had recent problems with wifi at the arena dining location.
Interruptions from time to time, but overall meets expectations.
even though the outdoor space is touted as having wi-fi access, there are still spaces on campus without it
Isn’t the best in certain elevators and causes me to disconnect.
Stronger service in parking and a few other communal areas would be great.
Tends to only favor hotspots or places of high traffic, except in places like AMB.
Works just about everywhere.
Wi-fi at Middlebrook is not very reliable.
Sometimes the Wi-Fi service in blount hall drops the connection
Works most everywhere but spotty in some buildings
student services building can be a bit spotty sometimes
Parts of campus, the wifi is extremely slow and/or weak signal and it's kind of inconvenient
The wifi is rarely off in my building/office
I have issues reaching internet in the lower floors of the SU as well as a few other buildings.
There are dead areas in the student union; the stadium is a wireless atrocity, and sections of the student services building are
dead zones.
Wi-fi is spotty in some areas of Hodges Library, specifically ground floor.
Like I said before, specifically in the dorms it seems like I lose connection when I am in certain rooms.
pretty good service available where I work, but there are dead spots that would be NICE to fill. there are times when I have
trouble authenticating with eduroam that no one can figure out, but these are few and far in between
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I don't use wireless much now, but when I did, there was room for improvement. It may be better than it was when I switched to
hardwired only. I don't have knowledge of that in this location now.
see before
It works really well.
It would be very helpful to have really good access to WiFi throughout the entire UT Gardens.
See my comment in the first question
in between buildings
There are areas in which both my laptop and phone struggle to receive or connect to campus wifi, specifically upper floors and
classrooms in Haslam College of Business.
It shoul be implemented in the UT buses
nothing wi fi seems available in Student Union food court
I'm not on campus at all, so this question is hard to answer
Between Brehm and the Plant Sciences and Technology Building often does not have WIFI. Further, we have lost WIFI numerous
times in the Plant Sciences and Technology Building. Additionally, if you walk two steps out of Brehm, there is no wifi.
I no issues with connecting to the internet even when living on campus
see 1
In some places of the Campus sometimes it takes a little bit to have access to the internet. If I am working inside of a building like
the library o my office I do not have any problem.
HPER subbasement sometimes has issues with Wi-Fi
I've never had any problem with this.
We do not have Wi-Fi in the area we mainly work
Duo Security is a burden.
Again, the Alumni Memorial building can be spotty as well as A&A
The wi-fi is fine in the Western Region Office.
Never had any problems but can sometimes can't reach where I am on campus. (From Magnolia to Orange, the walk to and from I
find that the connection loses.)
The Wi-Fi has not bugged out on me too bad
WiFi is always a need, especially being remote on campus at times. I have found that for the most part, the WiFi connection is
great. Sometimes pending the building, I find it hard to connect. But I know there is process in the midst with that issue!
It is not dependable out in the field
I am enrolled in the RN to BSN program. It is vital that my internet connection be strong and work consistently because all of my
work is completed online.
You can lose internet connection in some buildings and if you walk into some garages. I will sometimes lose internet while leaving
Andy Holt Tower on the lower floors and definitely in the garage. This can be annoying if you are completing a work email/text
while going to your car. I am unsure if a transmitter/receiver (unsure what is used) could be put on the garage levels to boost the
signal.
My previous comments apply here, as well.
I use my phone to send messages to clients and the Wifi will not connect automatically to my phone. So I have to put in the
password again and again.
Wi-Fi is my primary source of internet access at work, so my expectations are very high. I've had a few minor connectivity issues
(across Dunford, Greve, and some other buildings), but nothing serious or pervasive.
I think more/stronger routers could be installed in the buildings.
212-B Jessie Harris Bldg. In this older building the Wi-Fi works consistently, reliably and quickly.
I have issues with eduroam at TRECS 3 out of 5 days per week when moving from the level 1 to level 2 "track" and either have to
disconnect and reconnect to eduroam or disable wifi and re-enable it
This is my main gripe about UT's internet; it should be available no matter where you are-- inside or outside. In the future, I would
love to be able to have access to WIFI no matter where I am.
UTMC has inferior bandwidth
The Student Union is a dead zone for WiFi.
do not have access in SSH
works perfectly inside the building but seems to vanish as soon as I step outside
See earlier comment about the problems with the two-tier sign in process.
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Wi-fi will not work on my phone.
If there are a lot of people in a building or the library is busy the internet is noticeably slower
It works where it's supposed to
I have good Internet service in the music building and/or I use AT&T on my cell.
Jessie Harris
There are many dead spots in Hodges Library first floor, Greve Hall (east face), and Haslam Business Building first floor. I
consistently miss calls or texts due to this and it presents problems. I can't effectively communicate with my team when I'm in
Hodges because I can't send / receive texts or calls. I'm on iOS which uses wifi for those, but for the Android users in our group
the texts often don't go through.
193 Polk Ave. Nashville
One of my colleagues teaches in a room where wi-fi isn't accessable so recording with an ipad and uploading can't happen during
class, it happens after due to lack of wi-fi in classroom. in comm building.
Perkins Hall
I have had the wifi briefly not work on a few occasions in Ellington Plant Sciences
poor service in union.
I've never had an issue with wifi
I only use campus internet through a wi-fi and do not believe I have access to ethernet connections so my ranking are the same as
Q1
Sometimes it does not work in the SU around chic fil la area.
I live in Pennsylvania so I am rarely where I need UTK WIFI access as I think you're asking about it.
Wifi is good
HBB 1st floor, elevators
I have never NOT been able to access the internet via Wi-Fi.
I don't count on Wi-Fi actually working everywhere, always pleasantly surprised when I can actually get connected.
I think that the wifi is pretty prevalent everywhere, but just very slow.
Haven't had trouble connecting before
needs for work both inside and outside of UTK
Blount Hall
Some spotty Wifi around edges of campus (i.e. Laurel Hall)
Wifi works no where outside buildings and sometimes not even inside buildings. It makes it difficult in classes that require you to
have access to the internet.
again difficulty in some meeting rooms
Wifi works pretty much everywhere i go on campus
See the comment I gave for the first question about internet service. It relates specifically to wi-fi internet in my office.
Certain areas have bad wi-fi connection.
I wish my phone stayed consistently connected to wifi as I ride the busses on campus.
Right when I leave my dorm the internet cuts out. So, if I would need to have access to the internet to check the bus routes I
would have to go inside a building instead of at the bus stops.
library and north carrick hall
At work in Morgan County Cumberland forest wifi only works in the vicinity of the office. County wide cellular service is spotty
laptops required for program...including testing. Must have reliable wi-fi to do program!
This ties back into the first question because I have to change between networks.
As I said in a previous response, it lacks connectivity in the student union and I find that it will regularly say it failed to connect
despite zero obstructions, and immediately successfully connect after manual selection of the network. Peers have said they have
the same behavior on their devices, with no rhyme or reason to the activity
whenever im not in a building wifi seems to not work as well. the parking lot of animal science, and Thompson boling arena
garage (garage I understand weaker signal)
In a county office...metal building.
I've yet to find a dead spot on campus.
Over near Terrace Ave Parking Garage, there's no WiFi
Limited connectivity in parking garages which makes it hard to look up directions/information.
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It never seems to work on my phone when I am in the Student Union. I can't even get data on my phone. I don't know if that is
building interference or my phone itself, however.
NEED
It's hard to find wifi when you're on campus, but outside
Hard to connect to WiFi in the outdoors areas of the campus. Major problems when we are hosting job fairs in Thompson-Boling
Arena and employers need WiFi.
I would say that most of the time, the wifi works adequately in all of the places that I need it, but there are still times when it
breaks down or gets really slow.
Also, adding a better wifi network into Neyland would be nice, but that might be an issue for the Athletics Department.
There are still areas of campus we do not have good wifi connections
as I mentioned earlier, streaming music on wifi while walking around the block- sometimes it skips like it is fighting between wifi
and LTE
The Wi-Fi has definitely improved, but it is very spotty in some spots on campus.
The WiFi has worked everywhere I've tried to use it on campus
Again. It does not connect in elevators or certain areas of campus. It needs to be able to work for students who have to do
research in classrooms or when walking.
seems to work anywhere i need it
My expectation is that anywhere that is considered on campus, the Wi-Fi service (eduroam) should work adequately
I work at KPB and being able to access wifi from any location within the building or on campus is important for me to be able to
do my job effectively.
It works mostly everywhere. The new Student Union has *some* gaps but again, nothing horrid
UTCVM and surrounding areas, like the UT Gardens
I have T-Mobile and my wifi doens't always work in the area around Haslam and the Student Union
There have been some problems with service at the outdoor classroom/pavilion
There are areas where Wi-Fi has issues - Student Services building and Neyland Stadium are the main ones I have noticed.
A little more service right outside the Baker Center would be nice (there are seats there to sit and work on nice days)
As previously stated, wifi is lacking in some parts of the student union and then also when walking outside of a building.
See previous comment.
Found areas in certain conditions that I lose connections. Football game day for one.
Neyland stadium
It turns off on my phone when I turn my phone off. This means I miss some turning point questions because I have to go and wait
for it to turn on before I can answer a clicker.
never works in stokely
No problems with wifi. Very happy
sometimes disconnects unexpectedly or does not work at all in some buildings
I take my laptop around campus and have not had an issue with wi fi
I have had no problems with WI-Fi except in stairwells of the Tickle Building.
It adequate for my needs. Dogwood and Magnolia Residence Halls
I have never had connectivity issues when connected to the wifi. The only place I have issues is the parking lots, but that is to be
expected.
Parking garages
Service does work well in most areas. There are specific areas it is a bit slower such as certain conference rooms or basement
areas. Law college
I can get wifi at very unexpected places on campus.
Depending on the building, it can be challenging to maintain connectivity.
Sometimes I get kicked off the Wi-fi network for no reason on one device, but another device connects and stays connected with
no problem (Blount Hall)
Only when the university Wi-Fi is down.
College students rely on internet and so do professors. Everything is digital these days.
Some areas outside on campus do not have good reception
Do 209 has poor wireless connectivity.
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Does not work consistently all around campus. Outside areas and weak by buildings when not inside
Everywhere on campus is accessible to the internet.
Bathrooms have bad wifi connection in dorms, and sometimes the student union connection is low.
I find it hard to get a wifi connection on a smartphone when I'm outdoors in McClung Plaza, near HSS and McClung Tower, but I
recognize that other areas on campus are a higher priority.
It is always connected and helps a lot
I'm only ever in Claxton, and it works perfectly in every part of the building.
I haven't experienced an area on campus where there is inadequate wifi
Overall, the wi-if service has gotten so much better over the years especially in Neyland Stadium in game days.
It doesn’t work well in Thompson Boling
I can't expect Wi-Fi to exist in all campus locations.
Cover the entire campus
some better than others
I have only visited the library five times. While I have been there I have not had any issues or concerns.
I wish guest WiFi was more reliable in the Haslam building and Student Union Ballroom. This has been a consistent problem each
semester for our employer events in both locations.
Particularly when outside, the wifi supposedly is supposed to be available everywhere. And yet it doesn't always connect.
No issues.
The internet service is great in offices, but when walking across campus, the wifi is slow and pages/apps/emails don't load
(experience in Staff Lot 9, walking from the student union to White Ave Garage, up near the Torchbearer, etc.).
UT Conference Center, great connection throughout the building, no issues from any of my users
I only occasionally have wi-fi issues in the outdoor entrance area to the McClung Museum.
I have not had any problem with the Wi-Fi. The reason I rated this as an 8 is because weather, traffic accidents and all sort of
things can effect this service.
I have lost a signal a couple of times and lost he cloud-based work that I had done and I had go back and repeat it.
I have never experienced problems with connectivity, etc.
Areas within our facility have a hard time getting wi-fi.
As soon as I leave my office in Blount Hall, I lose wifi connectivity. I never have a connection to UTopen or eduroam while walking
around campus.
HBB does not have service downstairs, neither does the building of music
The wifi connection is terrible in the Student Union and also on the outside of campus. We collect data from our events and can't
do it with the programs we have due to no wifi. We have to be creative in getting this information.
Our building is more unique in that we are located in a residential type area. So having access to wireless outside our building
might present unique challenges. I am also not certain that it is necessary. We seem to have access to wireless in every corner of
our indoor space which is excellent.
KPB
Outdoor coverage is getting significantly better, but not 100% yet. Plenum and utility spaces tend to have spotty coverage, but,
again, these are corner cases. It is relatively rare that I need a network connection while working in these spaces.
sometimes no access in unexpected locations (like in a random building on campus)
South Carrick, my residence hall. Everywhere else on campus I go to the wifi works well.
Multiple areas in various buildings have poor to no internet service. Fortunately, most of these are not in extremely high traffic
situations. This is another example of the situation continuing to improve, so thank you to those making it happen.
Wifi outside of a building while sitting at a table outside doesn't always work
Always have wifi on campus
It always says that the UT Wifi has a problem
I used ut-open across campus and it worked even outside of buildings
it is nice to use my phone at lunch in one of the food court areas as I enjoy searching or reading on the web on break
UTCVM and Tickle SA hospital has the worst service
Dead spots on campus that result in poor Wi-Fi.
I mostly stay on campus, so the wifi is connected in most places that I go to. However as you get to the edges of campus, it is
evident that it is a bit lackluster in those areas.
works well everywhere on my laptop
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In Strong, my internet doesn't always work the best
Dabney Buehler 552
VR and gaming do not do well at all in any area I try it in.
The wifi on campus works rather well compared to my wifi at home.
Sometimes as I am traveling from building to building I lose service and wifi does not work in the student union.
I have had wireless connection issues on the 6th floor of Dunford Hall.
never had issues
Hodges Auditorium in the Library does not get good service
Your getting there
I've never not gotten wifi signal
Near the buses by Neyland and around the amphitheater by neyland.
In SMC it's generally OK, but there are times I switch over to data because of lag. When I'm out around campus, it's a toss up
whether it will work or not.
Not always able to connect to Wi-Fi.
Outdoors is hit or miss
I have not personally experiences any dead spots for wifi and eduroam.
It seems overburdened (slow) at times
Anywhere else and outside
satisfied
Doesn’t always work right in sorority village
Always able to access and use the WiFi!
Haslam
Sometimes doesn’t connect
Even when connected to wifi, I sometimes have issues in the library (again, this is referring to cell phone use during work events).
McClung Tower, Student Union
Wi-Fi has improved
Works from my vehicle on campus
Good
The WiFi in the old buildings on ag campus sometimes sucks. Like in the BESS building or in Ellington.
In most outdoor area have no WiFi covered, and in some building like Student Union would always have problems with
connection to internees
I can use spotify all throughout campus while I'm walking or on my bike, with mobile data turned off. Amazing!
Lot 9 frequently doesn't have wifi.
Inside buildings seem to be fine, but walking around it tries to connect and doesn't always work.
C.E. Brehm Animal Sciences Building
Not sure but my two Bld doesn’t have good wifi
again, bowels of buildings
Hss courtyard, some rooms in Haslam, and random spots on campus the WiFi goes out
Again it be trippin sometimes but most of the time its good
Whenever I am in the Stadium, it works terrible
KPB
AHT
The wifi doesn't work as well in some buildings
in a toilet in the center of Hodges Library
Sometimes have no Wi-Fi connection, but rarely.
SERF access to Wifi can be spoty
My Wi-Fi works almost perfectly, but in some locations it is slower than others. My apartment complex, The Standard, has terrible
Wi-Fi, but on campus it generally works perfectly. Some exceptions to that are the Student Union and the AMB, where the Wi-Fi is
slow from time to time.
the brand new mossman building has spotty service through the floors. Can't guarantee signal. Also when walking through
campus, it drops half the time in the most random places, including the brand new Student Union
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I need WiFi wcertewheee, it gets job done
Actually don't use the Wi-Fi service. From our location, it's a hit or miss (mostly a miss).
because it sometimes does not work, but it is very rare
Not good in buses or walking around
Top of the hill has some dead spots
I cannot always connect to eduroam on my iPhone even when I have a good signal strength indication.
Fine
At some large events in the Arena / Stadium, wifi is unavailable.
Great throughout the campus
I cannot connect to the Wi-fi when I'm at the staircase at the corner of MinKao building.
Some buildings across campus have less service than others
Golden Roast
Specifically in Dogwood, my wifi connection is cut off in the elevators. Most everywhere else on campus has fairly reliable wifi.
This seems to be where the system works best.
Morgan Hall
typically use a hardwire connection so rarely on wifi, wifi can struggle with older generation iPads that may not be able to keep up
from time to time
Wi-fi is 50/50 unusuable in my office. I am located on the Ground Floor of Hodges Library.
Sometimes the signal will get low in certain areas between routers, and in some of the dorms the router placement really limits
connectivity in the rooms. Overall there hasn’t been a place where I’d expect to be able to connect that I couldn’t.
the wifi again just cuts out sometimes, and because of the construction around brown i sometimes don't have wifi in my dorm
room
fraternity park
The service in the Law building has gotten much better over the last few years. You have to try hard to find a slow spot now, and I
haven't heard of any dead spots in a long time..
Have not run into many issues except for when walking from Greve Hall to the Communications parking lot. Not sure if this is still
an issue though.
works everywhere always
The wifi works for me generally everywhere. It does disconnect sometimes when I am in my dorm but I can instantly reconnect.
some outside places where there is no wifi
i have to manually reconnect to wifi on my phone every time i leave the room i'm in
I am generally always using Wi-Fi, and the connections typically are easily made and the speeds are very good.
WiFi works well here on campus. I wish we had campus WiFi access in Thompson Boling Arena, but I understand why we don't.
I have trouble sometimes getting connected to the internet when I initially enter a building. But what I find more often is that if I
spend more than an hour in a building, I will lose internet and have to reconnect, which I think is frustrating.
The only time I can remember the Wi-Fi service working inadequately is while I am walking to class. There are some places on
campus that the Wi-Fi does not reach well. The location where I seem to have the most trouble is along the front of Neyland
Stadium and AMB/Student Union.
Magnolia Building
Wifi often disconnects on the 2nd floor of Greve Hall
The wifi is spotty in my office (A102). Often my phone randomly loses the wifi while i'm at my desk and i have to manually log
back on.
Again, no issues in NEB
Thompson and student union don’t always preform
It’s important to be able to access the internet from anywhere in today’s current state
Sometimes I'm needing to access internet in the parking lots on AG, it's not possible or on the busses
AHT
Connection can be choppy on wifi (most noticeable when used for personal business on breaks), usually use mobile data. For
work and wired connections, speed is fine. KPB.
typically only have wifi in class or in my dorm room
its pretty good in all locations
The wifi is consistently reliable at the Hodges and other common places so usually, I will go there to work on assignments
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136B1 and 340 HPER. My old office upstairs (340 HPER) had almost no wireless signals. My current office in 136B1 had minimum
wireless signal.
I have difficulty connecting to the eduroam wireless network on campus.
some area in and around our building it does not reach
The spaces outside of buildings like Greve, Baker Center, Strong Hall often don't have reliable wifi.
My desired expectation for public WiFi is that it have a wide area of consistently being able to connect and have a stable
connection. The WiFi service at UTK mostly gets that done. There are only a few spots on campus in which the internet seems to
be inaccessible. An example is the Dippers restaurant within Hess Hall. Once inside Dippers I can't connect to any WiFi nor does
my phone have signal so, I have no access to internet.
Everything usually works pretty well
The Wi-Fi however is frequently very slow with lots of buffering. This is particularly noticeable in HSS, Ayres Hall, and Hodges
Library. There are connectivity problems with Wi-Fi in Ayres because of the stone walls. Speed and latency is a problem in HBB
during change of class times particularly lunch time near Einstein's.
On the other hand, the WIFI works pretty well most of the places I've needed it.
I often don't notice when wifi is bad because I automatically switch to data. I pay for data, so I don't like it when I switch over
My WiFi is usually great except Neyland or TBA
Some plot areas will not have service.
116 Student Services Building
Haslam college of business the basement or bottom floor has no WiFi service
From my experience, Wifi is difficult to connect to at Hodges Library
Neyland Stadium and Thompson-Boling Arena
Nielsen physics building
I can get internet everywhere
The internet on campus is fast, but some areas of campus like the student union and the edges of campus are not well covered.
the student union... when I'm in there the WiFi doesn't work and I also get no service. I don't hang out in there so it's not a big
deal but it always seemed weird to me
Wi-Fi has not always worked in my office for my printer
Again, the buildings around Melrose area.
See the first comment I made. It's important to have wifi everywhere because the majority of our work is online through Canvas
and we need access to the internet.
Haslam and Hodges
HASLAM needs help with wifi
Same
Some places around campus, the WiFi is not the best.
spotty outside
Off-site connectivity can be a problem at times.
Hess Hall; Art and Architecture
i am able to connect to some sort of wifi wherever i am on campus so that is good
Haslam, library, common areas
I have not had good experience in dealing with Wi-Fi service on my I-phone, but it is probably related to my limited experience in
using Wi-Fi except on my home computer.
Wifi is incredible on campus and i have no complaints
There are wi-fi gaps across campus.
Seating areas along the east side of the Student Union occasionally have poor coverage.
The Wi-Fi is good but sometimes it can cut in and out in certain parts of the dorms
Again with Neyland, as well as near PCB
The Stokely dining hall is terrible and seems to completely cut off cellular service.
Again, dislike not having connection when walking from building to building
It is awesome
Access varies in different parts of my building (Andy Holt Tower) depending on location
in rural areas, we don't have service in many places
I have had no issues with wifi on campus. Thank you!
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Unable to access while working in Neyland Stadium.
HBB,JHB, and HSS wifi doesn't work that well
UT wifi is not good, at least on the engineering side of campus.
I always load stuff on data cuz the wifi for my phone is horrible. Works for computer, so i set the rating higher than I normally
would.
PBB, PSB
All good
The veterinary medicine building has areas where wi-fi service disconnects. Neyland Stadium, during events, is still lacking access.
The wifi doesn't always work when walking around campus. Hardly y'all's fault
AMB hodges
It's usually consistent, but it occasionally phases out.
it will be more convenient.
Doesn’t always work
Sometimes out in the labs, I do not have internet when I am trying to contact a peer or a professor. The computers out there
usually run on ethernet.
Sometimes when moving to different buildings or even classrooms I have had to disconnect and reconnect wifi so that it will fully
connect.
Brown hall
I expect the wifi to be touchy walking between buildings, but it still makes me sad when a call (over wifi internationally) is
dropped just because I walked between buildings on campus.
connection is not as good in Bueler
Rather far reaching Wi-Fi signals are commonplace on campus and I don’t think many places on main campus have a problem
with Wi-Fi reception, but the quality thereof is what is variable.
Wi-Fi in Clement hall is okay. Recieving around 60-75Mb down but having 60Mb up is very weird.
Dead spot between cumberland and the library close to Strong hall.
The wifi on campus works everywhere truly
WiFi connects to all my devices in all the buildings I need it to
Sometimes when outside in some areas the wifi isn't strong enough. Like outside HSS
Too many places without strong wifi. Comm Bldg, specifically the dungeon.
ut-open wifi could perform stronger as it's often lacking compared to eduroam.
Morgan Hall my outlook is not always connected and sometimes lags
Wifi is available in every building
Clyde York 4-H Center - Crossville, TN
One of our main access points has been down for several months and we cannot get WiFi in our dining hall. Our business centers
around having customers on camp and WiFi is very important. Everyone wants to be connected and for the business groups that
we host, it is essential.
I am able to get WiFi almost anywhere I need it.
Wifi access is great within the buildings I use and even works outside in many locations. For times when it doesn't, I just tether to
my cell phone.
I appreciate having WiFi service anytime I am indoors, as that is primarily when I will be using my laptop as opposed to my cellular
device (which can connect to the internet in other ways). I am not always able to connect to the WiFi when needed. Specifically,
the library is often hit or miss. I realize this is likely due to the large number of students connected at or around the library,
however, there have been times when I have not been able to get a stable connection when needed.
Haslam
I have no way of hooking in to ethernet or other service with my computer, without buying ANOTHER dongle connector
Wifi works fine but cuts out in certain areas of campus. However it works better than my LTE service.
It is unavailable in stadiums
UT conference center, basement area, specially after new department building construction was completed.
cell phone service connection slow
Outside the building, there may no wifi or weak signal to use. Nearly whole campus.
sorority village struggles big time with this. Considering I live there, it is frustrating when I am doing my work at home and the wifi
is being difficult. On campus though, it is typically fine once I am able to get on wifi.
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Athletic Facilities and in the stands.
There are dead zones within the university
Like I said before, sometimes there are issues when you move from building to building.
My mobile devices constantly lose the connection with eduroam
A lot of campus buildings lack sufficient wifi, some buildings only have specific rooms or locations where the wifi works for me
As soon as I leave a building, even if I'm standing right outside the door, I lose Wi-Fi. This happens throughout campus. Given that
there are many outdoor common spaces intended for work/study, I'd expect to have Wi-fi outside.
Additionally, I've experience very poor and inconsistant WiFi in the Student Union.
The WiFi works adequately in every building I am in, but it often does not work well between buildings, such as near Neyland
Stadium. It also does not work at all in parking garages. I am a commuter, so I park in G10 every day. I often want to check my
email and canvas announcements as soon as I arrive on campus, which is in a garage. Because there is no WiFi in the garages, I
cannot use my iPad in my car, so I have to go to the nearest building or use my phone’s cellular data to access canvas and my
email. As a commuter, it would be very beneficial to have WiFi in parking lots and garages.
The Wi-fi is everywhere in UT campus
some lag in between different areas i believe
Sometimes my wifi disconnects in Haslam Business Building
There are places in the Communications Building where Wi-Fi doesn't work--some hallways especially.
Same as previous statements
Easy to connect to WIFI
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Cellular / mobile / LTE service that works adequately everywhere you need it
no dead zones
I do not get cell phone reception in my office
I have not encountered any areas where issues have been noticed.
No problems at all with my cell service on campus.
Again spotty at stadiums.
I don't get cell signal in my building.
Hard to connect and remain connected.
Inside Stokeley Hall and other areas, I can receive messages and phone calls but cannot send texts or calls.
I am often unable to answer calls on my cellphone when I am in my office, or calls are dropped in my office and building - I have
to go outside to call.
Need to stand by windows or odd areas to get service.
Art & Architecture
Excellent service when it comes to LTE
No issues with service.
Ground floor of Stokely is terrible with phone service
Calls seem to drop a lot near the library and heading towards Brown Hall and near Magnolia
Student Services Building
Random dead zones happen, but not very often.
I've never had a problem with cellular service. (KPB currently, and in the past Greve, Hoskins, Dunford, Hodges)
Cellular reception in the CON is below average.
Most places in Haslam it is hard to get mobile to call the office
No issue with LTE
does not always work properly or connect properly.
i think my LTE works everywhere except haslam
My data is sometimes slow to load.
Calls often drop inside buildings, difficulty sending/receiving texts in some areas of buildings
I have never had issues with the service
most mechanical rooms has no service and buildings with basements underground has no service.
Sometimes the cell phone service in Jessie Harris can be inconsistent. It typically works, but I will occasionally have trouble
sending/receiving texts and calls.
I have Verizon so I aways have service
Still have some issues in the Student Union, Neyland Stadium, and VolShop.
Cell service is never a problem.
I guess there's nothing that can be done about these spots in particular, just because of where they're situated, but because of
their locations, reception &/or service is kind of poor in restrooms, elevators, and stairwells.
I have good cell service mostly everywhere on campus
Again, some cold spots, but generally fairly reliable / adequate.
See prior comment
In some buildings, it's very difficult to get cellular service.
Never have wifi service on my phone
All over
Some rooms in HBB drop to 4G on the 3rd floor
In, for example, the bottom floor of the Business building, it is common that I don't have cell service in classrooms. In HSS, cell
service in classrooms is hit-and-miss. I would like to reliably have cell service or some kind of phone service in classrooms in case
of an emergency or in case I need to call OIT.
It is hard to send text and have a phone conversation in Mossman.
Morgan Hall ... again
walters life science building
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(UTSI) Very poor reception, sometimes none, but can be expected for the location.
I usually have lte, but on ag campus I usually don’t.
Still a few dead spots around campus such as P1 in AHT.
Cell service around campus has improved dramatically over the years. There are places in Hodges, especially on the first floor
where service still seems bad. Football games are also still especially problematic.
Student Union's lower levels have bad service, as do the lower levels on some other buildings
my personal device can't always connect
I’ve never had an issue with my data anywhere on campus
No trouble when on campus
I think UT does a fantastic job of MAKING ME CHANGE MY PASSWORD FOR NO REASON.
LTE service is definitely spotty at times. Depends on where on campus you are, but areas between buildings or when large
numbers of people are on campus (i.e. gamedays)
Access times in Arena, stadium have gotten much better but still experience lag and lack of connectivity some events
Sometimes have trouble between buildings with my phone connection
No data in HSS at all. Some parts of TRECS are also dead spots
I'll be honest. This is kind of terrible while walking on campus. It is especially terrible/non-existent in the Student Union.
That's iffy on some upper floors of the building but I don't use my phone very much.
Doesn't work in the Student Union, Neyland Stadium, Music Building parking lot or Stokely parking garage.
Parking garages typically have bad service.
1331 Circle Park
Out in county in middle tn.
It’s actually very good here on campus
I still don't get great service in some areas on campus or in fort area where I live. I have Verizon, so you'd think it would be better.
I have had no issues with cellular service on campus
It always works!
HBB doesn’t have the best service
I haven’t used mobile service much around campus since the WiFi is almost always available, but I haven’t noticed any issues.
Cellular signal is ok
Personally use wifi for browsing.
Cell service is fine in the majority of places. However, cell service is spotty to non-existent in the student center, especially on the
lower floors where restaurants and the vol shop are. This can be very frustrating at times.
In some places it doesn’t work
Downstairs of the Haslam Music Center can start to get spotty connections. (Haslam Music Center)
Crowded areas, TBA, does not work
Cell phone will not remain connected to internet. Cell phone service is intermittent on campus - many callers cannot hear what I
say like a dropped call.
I don't always have the -best- service here, but it's adequate.
Having cellular service is imperative - especially if we had an emergency.
Coverage is generally good on campus, but the SU is a total deadspot for Tmobile.
I have had cellular issues in McClung Tower, Clarence Brown Theatre, and various Parking Lots. Having cellular service is highly
important.
I have trouble making calls in HSS
Need cellular network in Union
Absolutely no service in Volshop this has been a huge issue with me trying to get something done in the tech area.
Poor in neyland
Sometimes doesn't work deep within buildings
Ayres Hall
No issues.
I get that a lot of the buildings are older and not designed for cell service, but in some lower areas (HBB) signal drops pretty much
entirely which can be frustrating.
In Stokley, it's common to lose service or have calls fail.
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The older buildings have the worst service! My LTE is not great in the music building, nor is it good in Buehler or WLS or AMB
The Student Union needs work for cell service.
some time your data does not work you will need wi-fi
Cell phones stop working in lower levels of AMB, Haslam, Student Union, Austin Peay, etc.
most building depending on service doesn't get reception
Still improving
Pretty much a provider-based thing if you ask me. For example, my T Mobile is better than my Sprint ever was.
I think that the service is pretty good
When living in Stokely, there was no cell service in the lobby, and up in the actual rooms you could only get service in very specific
locations. Even then, the service was shaky and would drop unexpectedly.
At&T not great in Knoxville
My cell phone doesn't usually have any issues.
my cellular (t-mobile) is horrible in Austin Peay Building and near the student union
Cellular isn't necessary if Wi-Fi is available.
Some classrooms are deadzones, but that may be a function of my carrier (I use an MVNO on T-Mobile)
No problems. My phone service works all over campus.
i loose cell service all the time in the Music building by TRECs and outside of it too. I have Verizon so dont know why I loose it
I do not have quality service in my office. HBB 318
Always have had LTE service at least in most buildings around campus
I am a little more expectant of a cellphone to work better because most people now have cellphones and not actual landlines.
Cell service can be spotty at times, but it is to be expected in areas such as lower levels in buildings.
I am usually on WIFI, so this is not a common thing for me to pay attention to. I have noticed that on (football) game days, cell
service is terrible and sometimes nonexistent. Other than that, the only times I haven't been able to use cell service is in elevators
or stairwells, which is understandable.
Cellular data does not work in elevators and especially the Student Union. I feel like entering the Student Union is a cellular
blackout, I cannot use any data while I’m in the building (ATT provider).
This is usually always better outside than inside buildings
No issues whatsoever.
Some spots on campus have poor LTE service.
There is no service in the restroom in the CAPS Outreach Center (HPER 25).
I use Verizon. There are dead spots in and near Massey Hall and Hess Hall that are very annoying when I need to speak to my
husband, who also works at UT, and is frequently in those buildings. I am very pleased that cellular service has recently been
improved inside the SSB/Communications Buildings. I rate the minimum expectation at "9" because of safety, and the need to be
able to call for help in any location.
LTE service says it is strong on my phone, but the service speed or connection is hit or miss on campus. This is only a problem
when wifi service isn't available, so really just outside or in Neyland/Thompson Boling events. Cell service doesn't work at all then.
Metro Southeast Building
Not always accessible
My cellphone works everywhere I need it.
It used to work well throughout WLSB, then got much worse a few years ago. Service is very spotty in Mossman.
There are blackouts in some building (Haslam from 5th floor) and classrooms (the amphitheater in the Spam Can)
Sprint is terrible
I have AT&T and they always work. I only experience dead spots when in at football games and there's too many people there.
when the WiFi isn't working, I just use my data because its very reliable.
I have not had issues in HPER
Service is often lost in CCI offices.
There are some classrooms/offices in the CVM that have worse reception than others.
For the most part, my service works but I really only use it when my wifi is not working and I need to connect to cellular instead.
The only trouble I have had is in older buildings, basements, or during game days.
Student Services Building - I usually have to rely on WIFI because the cellular/LTE service is very spotty in the basement. I have to
step outside to make/receive phone calls on the cell phone.
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When in Stokely dining and residence hall, I often can't send text messages, load messages and pictures, or make phone calls, and
when I can make phone calls, they fail in the middle of a conversation.
Work in rural territory, service can be spotty
Cuts in and out in parking garages
Cell service is not always great but I don't really need it because of wifi
My mobile phone signal drops around areas or does not work in lower levels in garages and certain buildings.
There is no choice in your survey N/A. This question is strange. Are you talking about my own cellular service provider?
I lose my mobile service connection in Austin Peay, in HSS, and sometimes even in Ayres.
I have had no problems.
Laurel Hall
Student union does not have cell service
If I don’t have WiFi, my phone data always gets the job done.
Reception is OK in JIAM and Dabney/Buehler except for the basement floors. Of course, this is mostly mobile carrier-dependent.
Again, difficult at time to get service in Student Services Building. Probably has to do with all the concrete walls and/or what floor
level you are on.
The basement of the law building will occasionally have limited/no service
I usually have great service, but I lose it often in random places throughout main sections of Knoxville.
I mostly use wifi for cell service on campus and have no problems with that
Cell service in John C Hodges Library isn't great, I have AT&T
cellular service is not great in the buildings on the hill
I have Verizon so it works pretty well everywhere except the student union lower floors
I rarely can make a phone call in Brown Hall that doesn't cut out.
again in student union there is no bar for at least for At&t carrier
Cellular service is still terrible during football games
I have zero signal in some areas on campus
There is always good service on campus except for game days
Cellular/Mobile/LTE service is frequently not available in Fred Brown Hall. Not even in the hall lobby. I have to go outside or in the
vestibule at the front door to have service.
Communication with campus representatives not on site.
Verizon is very good at this.
Some buildings do not have good cell service, the geography building for example
There are a few buildings in which the cellular service disappears, which is less than ideal, particularly in emergency situations
I do not get service in the old SU, in AMB, or in any floors of Hodges lower than the main level.
I have T-Mobile which doesn't work well on campus
Service in some buildings like Student Union is restricted to certain carriers.
In most buildings cell phones do not get service. For example, Magnolia, Aryers, and AMB
In a few buildings, I don't have cellular connection while standing at a certain spot, but I can easily get to somewhere where I do
have connection.
Any below ground level room has almost no service, specifically in the business building. I understand that's how LTE works, but
y'all have done a great job of providing strong wifi connections in these areas to make up for the lte connections so i dont have
any complaints overall. the actual cellular service in these areas is still poor, though.
Service is better when LTE is off
Only Verizon works in the Student Union and I use AT&T
Loss of reception in some areas of the Veterinary Teaching Hospital
Service on campus is relatively good
My LTE drops in almost every building I am in. If I am on the phone, half the time that I walk into a building, I drop the call.
the same building as previously stated
TBA, Football Stadium, Baseball, Soccer,Softball, Tennis, Alan Jones, T Rec, HPER, Football Complex and Facilities Services
Haslam first floor has the worst signal on campus that I have encountered so far, but it could be worse.
does NOT work in Student Union
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Outside, LTE service works fine. But in some buildings, for example, the Haslam Business Building and Fred Brown Hall,
sometimes there isn't any service at all. When there is, it usually isn't consistent.
I have no problems with my mobile service (in fact, I use that instead of Wifi as it is much more reliable than Wifi on campus) but I
am unsure how that relates to services provided by OIT?
The density of a lot of academic buildings makes it very difficult to use my cell phone. The ABSOLUTE worst building on Campus is
the Student Union Phase 1.
my mobile phone often won't work in the basement area of the Student Union or Business building
I have an old cell phone which is outdated and inadequate for current programs.
I rarely have mobile service issues.
I have only found this to be a problem in the parking garages or in inner rooms in buildings such as the Physics Building when
there aren't any windows.
Haslam building cell reception is very bad, as is that of the Student Union.
Except in bunkers like HBB, Verizon works well on this campus.
Hodges library gets horrible service above the 3rd floor.
lack of T-mobile connectivity in several buildings; most prominently: Student Union
I'm on the first floor of my building and my calls drop frequently
Verizon is garbage in nearly every building.
I have never had trouble with cellular service here.
Service cuts out when inside rooms of buildings
I've had issues with cellular service primarily in the bottom floor of the Student Center as well as the bottom floor of Haslam
Business.
Haslam college of business, I usually get no service on the very bottom floor.
distance learner
Haslam has terrible service for cell phones
Eduroam comes and goes; can't make phone calls in certain buildings
Knoxville is a big city, so having a cell range/data will occur.
No work at underground at BEC
in the lower floors of haslam, lower floors of HYPR, Bueler/Dabney
I don't think I'm ever out of service
We do not have cellular service on the Ground Floor which is mostly labs. This is a huge safety issue IMO - especially when there is
a spill or alarm going off. It would not be safe to go into the lab to use the land line.
Neyland Stadium during football games
Brown hall is awful. I live in laurel and my phone won’t get phone calls when I’m in the building, but when i leave the building it
shows the missed call. No other buildings have done this for me. There also is no cell service in net land on game days for me.
Sometimes in class a professor will allow you to use your phone for academic purposes. Bottom floor of Haslam wifi does not
reach. Cannot use the internet on my phone whatsoever, casually annoying.
Stokely Hall has no service
Not enough networks
I generally don't go talking on the phone but the few times I have it has been good.
Some difficulties with service/data within the UT Conference Center - for example, I often can't use two-factor authentication
using the push notification on Duo Mobile bc my phone won't receive the notification. So I have to open the Duo Mobile app and
use a passcode, which Duo Mobile scolds me for because it is apparently less secure.
Again, too many dead zones.
Not good in some buildings such as Mossman, WLS in corridors, etc.
At the most random times, my 4G LTE will just not work. There is no rhyme or reason.
Certain buildings (Haslam) reduce service significantly inside the buildings. It's frustrating.
Same
Cellular service is limited in the Mossman Building.
Service performance N/A - distant student.
Smc data center service is bad unless you use verizon
My phone goes dead every single time I walk past the College of Nursing toward the Torchbearer. My LTE/phone service doesn't
pick back up until I'm outside of McClung Museum. It happens everyday and is super frustrating.
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The basements of buildings seriously suffer in terms of cell service. The music building especially never has any service
The first floor Haslam College of Business has absolutely no phone service available, and that is a major problem for parents who
attend classes there. There was a situation a couple of weeks ago where my son's elementary school was trying to reach me to
pick him up from school due to flooding, and I didn't receive the message until an hour after they tried to call me. This caused my
son to be the sole student left in the school waiting for transportation home, and I had no idea.
Lots of spots where i lose service
Ag campus cell service horrible
Certain elevators in teh CON, Hodges, lack service
Inside some buildings (lower CCI, hodges) my cell signal is poor, and I can access all functions of my phone via wireless.
The lowest floors in AMB and HBB there is no reception.
I experience issues with cellular service in the same areas that i have bad wifi connection.
The Student Union is a problem
blackout zones in Stokely and in front of Hess/Church Row
I rated actual service performance an 8 because my cellular/mobile/LTE service will work almost anywhere on campus. It does not
work in the bottom floor of the Haslam Business Building and a few other areas.
There are some areas that do not get great cell reception.
Verizon works well here
I didn't get service in the auditorium of the library, which was very frustrating. I typically don't connect my phone to the school's
WiFi so I rely on cell phone service. However, it was difficult to verify my accounts on Duomobile when I had class in the
auditorium. I always had to leave the auditorium and walk until I got signal to verify the accounts I was trying to log into on my
laptop.
On the inside of a lot of buildings, I do not get service. Inside Brown, especially the third floor, I do not get service to AT&T,
however, they offer wifi calling so it isn't terrible, but I still do not get traditional cell service
I have AT&T, and some locations like Brown I do not have cellular. However, I rarely go there, so I barely notice it. This seems less
a university issue and more of a provider issue, though.
Does not work well at all on the bottom level of Haslam.
The Student Union's service is really bad
Of course, this is impossible to get perfect. The Student Union has awful reception, though.
I have cellular in most places
In Thompson bowling arena during basketball games my cell service is not very good.
That's not really in your jurisdiction is it? I have AT&T and it sucks honestly.
Yeah, not on you peeps
1st floor of Haslam there is no service
There are times where my mobile data does not work at all. I.e. bottom floor of AMB
Having the ability to make calls is imperative in 2020 for my work, life, and safety.
See previous question/answer
Some places on campus my service isn't good
The student union
Pretty good
Only experiences problems on game days and while in Neyland stadium
I understand that certain buildings on campus block cell phone reception. I don't believe that it's anyone's fault for the low LTE in
certain places on campus, i.e. Volunteer Hall, Hess Hall, and others.
2nd floor of Austin Peay doesn't have LTE
Basement of Natalie L Haslam is low on LTE
cellular service does not work in the Union or Stokley
Cell phone reception inside Haslam and Stokely is horrendous. It's actually quite inconvenient because I need to leave the building
to take a phone call on my cell phone.
In thompson Boiling at the bento and which which the service is HORRIBLE. I also don't get service in most of the garages which is
kind of scary being female. I usually call my friends or mom when I'm trying to park at night and when the phone doesn't work its
kind of frustrating.
Again, places like elevators and lobbies have bad reception (as mentioned)
Cellular service is very good most places on campus
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I work in the music building and our cell service on the first floor is awful. Many areas have no service. This is frightening to me
since I worry that there might be an emergency and I could not call someone.
works great ! No problems.
I didn't even know this was a possibility of not having this.
Now, I do not have a problem with it. However, when I lived in Stokely on the 8th floor, I had a difficult time get a phone call to
not cut out.
Doesn't work hardly ever and is super slow when it actually works.
My students sometimes have issues in very large classrooms in which they are using phones as response devices with the Turning
Technologies app. Locations vary.
Everything seems to work except for the ATM area under the bridge
lte works where i expect it to work.
Basement of haslem building
Basement of Nielsen and inside Natalie Haslam music center need improvement.
Does not work inside the library or inside student union
I always have adequate to excellent service over campus
In some of the newer residence halls, the LTE service in the building is absolutely terrible and I am unable to receive phone calls.
Sometimes in my office, there is limited LTE.
8.9 for actual service; that works well even outdoors, and outside of the time the power went kapoot, never had a problem with it
anywhere on campus.
No service in stadium
The main problems on campus are in elevators and stairwells and the ground floor / lower floor of Haslam. most outdoor areas
and ground and upper floors of most buildings are fine.
I have heard that Neyland stadium is bad but I never go to football games so that has never been a problem for me.
Thompson Boling Arena
Cell service is usually good everywhere in Knoxville.
I think in the matter of school dangers (ex shootings) our phones need to be able to be connected to wifi and work all around
campus as well so 911 can and will be available at all times.
I have had rather good cellular service and I find it rather important for this just in case if there is an emergency.
there are still buildings on campus that are considered dead zones, some of which are offices, that make it difficult for parents to
get messages about their families without registering devices to use campus wi-fi
Near PCB and the Ag. Campus it is hard to use my phone if I don’t have WiFi on.
Unreliable to a T, and can't even depend on GPS or music platforms to perform as wifi will disappear for weeks on end on a
mobile device.
Connection around the edge of campus dips to 1 bar if indoors about half the time
I have Verizon ans never had an issue.
going from building to building in work area service drops off and i have to reconnect to wi-fi
No signal in lower levels.
There are some rooms in buildings that have very little cellular/mobile service.
No problems at this time
My phone has issues picking up anything when I walk into any of the buildings I'm normally in
thompson boiling arena
I have hardly any signal in Buehler or anywhere near the circle which is where I am 90% of the time
As before, I have had issues with cellular service in the lower floors of the SU, as well as a few other buildings. It has made a few
meetings more complicated than hoped.
There is little to no phone service inside of the Student Union. My phone can be switched to wifi calling, but has to be switched
back to regular when leaving the building. We have Sprint. Latest Samsung Note 10+.
T-Mobile cell signal is virtually unusable almost anywhere on the ground floor of Hodges Library.
I have at&t and never really find the service lacking.
i know this is a ridiculous expectation, but it would be nice if we had service in spots like basements, parking garages, and
elevator shafts. outside of those areas, the coverage suits me very well
I only have 2 bars on my Sprint service inside OIT KPB.
It works really well.
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For some reason, cell service at my location (UTHSC) is slow. I figured that had something mostly due to the carrier and being
congested. Also, some of my travel will cause my service to drop calls making it difficult (sometimes) to perform conference calls
during travel.
Really good everywhere
Why is there no service in the library??? That's where students study the most, and they have no communication in there!
Even during events at Neyland, the service is still lacking.
doesn't work well in basement classrooms such as SMC G2
In certain buildings I have no service even when I’m on ground level like the student union it parts of the college of business
There are some basement areas and particularly garage areas where cell phone service drops. As a female, I sometimes worry
about cell service in the garage. However, I have never been in a threatening situation on campus.
I do not use much the cellular phone to have access to the utk internet services. I prefer my laptop.
HPER SubBasement area has very low signal for T-Mobile
Little to no cell service in the library (especially in the reading room), no service in the student union, and little service in Austin
Peay.
My office has weird issues and I can't always get good reception for cell phone calls there
Haslam bottom floor has no service.
My cell phone service is not great in Haslam. Sometimes I have to go outside to get a signal.
Being located in a county office, ESPECIALLY in rural areas - signal drops. I don't mind...it's part of why I love where we live; but if
work continues to expect us to have service everywhere that's going to be an issue.
Sometimes cellular service drops out in Facilities Services Complex and my phone reverts to Wi-Fi calling.
I do not use this on campus since wifi is generally available everywhere and I do not believe that ensuring access to cell service
should not be the responsibility of the university but should be left to the private companies that provide the services
Duo Security is a burden.
in Brown residence hall, sometimes my calls become disconnected
There are some dead spots throughout campus. Especially in A&A, walking around campus along PED and in some classrooms in
the Student union
I get pretty good service when I am in the office. My issue is mainly with the landline service.
Never had any problems.
At the bottom of the McClung center there is not a cellular signal.
Again, the cell service is very important to be able to call and access connection for emails, emergencies, online accounts/classes
When I am in garages on campus there are dead zones and the service is not dependable.
I am enrolled in the RN to BSN program. It is vital that my internet connection be strong and work consistently because all of my
work is completed online.
I have no cellphone service in the Student Union, on the 1st/2nd floors of Bailey Education Complex, the basement of Strong Hall,
or South Stadium Hall. Thankfully, I have WiFi. I have ATT, 4G LTE, so I don't understand why it's an issue. I expect better
regardless, either on behalf of my provider or on UTK (depending on whose fault it is).
Frequently no connection in parts of campus, outside Baker center
I only get cell service outside, never in any building. Shouldn't be happening, I have Verizon unlimited so it isn't my carrier it is the
school buildings.
I have not had problems with cellular service on campus
This is a building issue. Certain building locations just can't get a signal.
I am on sprint and there is no DAS service for that carrier so I have to rely no wifi when cell data is not LTE
No qualms for cellular/etc. service from me.
There are still places on campus where cell service is poor. WiFi calling mitigates this to some degree.
never had issues on main campus, Knoxville
no problems in or around our building
No problems
Absolutely no service in HBB
It works where it is supposed to
On campus it's good and has certainly gotten better in Neyland Stadium.
Iffy in parts of the Comms building basement.
Occasionally but consistently works from my office in Claxton, using T-Mobile.
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Perkins Hall
Law library, circle park, and some interior classrooms have weak signal sometimes.
College of Nursing
Jessie Harris building and mossman
Student union
I am blown away that a university with millions of dollars is unable to provide me with coverage in multimillion dollar buildings
like the Haslam and the student union. Calls are frequently dropped. Its VERY annoying.
This may be my phone provider's fault, but I have spotty reception in my office in Ellington Plant Sciences. I do not have a
problem in Knoxville in general. I have been using Credo Mobile, but will likely be changing providers soon.
poor service in union/BEC
If we have good wifi, I shouldn't be worried about this.
I've never had any problems with this service
I have no service issues with my Apple IPhone
It isn't unusual for me to fail to receive a cell phone call in my office in SERF. I may an hour later receive the callers voicemail, but
their call does not appear on my phone's received/missed calls list. This is a little surprising, since my phone should be also be
able to receive calls over wifi. This has occasionally led to missing important phone calls.
Service is usually pretty good
service is awful pretty much everywhere on campus
I have always been able to access the internet with my cell phone with Wi-Fi.
In my office and building, I very often have no service and cannot use my phone. I cannot make phone calls from my cell in my
office.
I can use LTE almost everywhere. In fact, I often turn off school wifi and use personal hotspot from my phone just because the
wifi here is so slow.
It works fine, but I wish that I had service in basements of buildings on the Hill
the office phone is redundant. cell phone is the most efficient option. Besides, the office phone 99.9 percent of the time are sales
calls.
In AMB and the library, sometimes it is hard to get service.
Blount Hall
Usually have no problem with cellular service
My LTE works around campus, but my overage charges due to lack of WiFi are getting out of hand.
The cellular service I have does not work in some buildings
Dropped calls and unsent texts sometimes occur
The lowest floor of Haslam Business Building does not have any cellular service. Usually wifi works and that's enough though.
SMC G2/G4 do not have cell service at all.
library
I work on some farms where we do not have service, but it is better than it used to be.
The student union has bad service
There are a couple of lecture halls like PHY 415 that don’t connect well.
Again, student union has very poor connectivity. With LTE, I find that it's literally zero signal from almost every corner of the
building. I use T-Mobile. Everywhere else on campus is fine, but the student union seems to act like a Faraday cage.
Haslam has some areas where LTE does not work
whenever im not in a building wifi seems to not work as well. the parking lot of animal science, and Thompson boling arena
garage (garage I understand weaker signal)
There is areas with very bad service
LTE service is made almost completely unnecessary by the eduroam and utopen systems, but where I've had to use I've
experienced very little issue.
I remember last year I wouldn't receive calls in certain parts of campus and I wouldn't be able to make calls either but I haven't
noticed any problems recently
some issues in basement of student union
I can't use my phone in the Student Union.
There are places around campus where you can't get cell signal, such as the basement of the business building.
wifi can make up for this
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Experience bad or slow connectivity in Arena and football stadium. They say they have boosted those areas but I see no
difference.
This is specifically an issue that I experience in Neyland and Thompson-Boling, but that's just because there are so many people
using the network all at once. There were improvements made last semester, and that was really nice, but I've been in those
facilities when almost no one else was there and the service worked great. It's just on game days that the service is so bad.
Ground floor of Haslam has bad cell service
There are many parking garages where you lose signal
I now have 5 bars in the student union basement area so marked improvement from previous years
Ground floor of the law school library means a lot of having to get up and go into the stairwell to waive my phone around until I
get a signal. Some days I can place it on a high shelf at a study desk in just the right position, but otherwise, no signal at all.
Overall, it's pretty good. But some areas on campus are worse than others. It still needs improvement in Neyland Stadium and
Thompson Boling Arena, especially during game days. This would significantly improve my ability to create and post content.
I'm not that concerned with mobile Wi-Fi because I can use data. The Wi-Fi on my phone does run slow sometimes or doesn't
work too well in some areas (I've noticed particularly around Greve). It doesn't really bother me though because I can just log out
of it and use my data
Newer buildings like Haslam BB are constructed with little thought to cellular access. Boosters help, but too often they are
inadequate and only boost one carrier. More thought should be given to access during the design phase of new buildings and to
adding generic boosters in older buildings.
A lot of places have no lte service at all.
Laurel hall basement
Hss and hss elevator
FSB
AMB
The Fort Bus system
Stokely Hall fresh food
works fine
Verizon service is very poor in the lower levels of the Student Services Building, Neyland Stadium and Thompson Boling arena
Obviously, I'd love to have service anywhere. I feel uncomfortable not being able to contact someone in the event of an
emergency. Neyland is a big issue, and a common place to get split from others, though I do think the texting at least has
significantly improved.
I work at KPB and being able to authenticate using duo is important for me to be able to log into the network and do my job.
Ground level of JIAM spotty service
The Student Union has some black spots for cellular
Service is pretty good here, probably better than expected. Sometimes it will be quirky, but that may just be my phone.
Same issues with Wi-Fi in some areas of the Student Services building and Neyland Stadium.
Can be a little hard to get service in the terrace avenue garage but I don’t know if there’s anything that could even be done about
that. No other problems.
As previously stated, my phone will have difficulty deciding between wifi or cellular data when I am walking outside of a building
or between buildings.
I work in a basement with no cellular signal. I feel this presents a safety risk.
Cell service dies in the lowest level of the Haslam Business Building.
Have issues at Mossman without using wi-fy calling and also issues Neyland Stadium under certain conditions.
coverage in Neyland stadium
It doesnt work in the student union.
never in stokely
I know exactly where when I am walking on campus when I lose reception. Typically in the union, on elevators in particular
building, and going between buildings.
I use Wi-Fi calling in the building I work in, mainly because I work in a parking garage and have a single bar most the time. I often
go outside to take calls or get reception.
Some building dont pick up well
I have had no issues with cell service
I am in a area in the basement of Dogwood Hall G004 where cellular and motorola radio signal is very weak or not usable most of
the time.
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SCM G2 (due to the fact I can't connect to eduroam, I usually turn off wifi on my phone to access content online for class, but I am
unable in this class room)
Cafeteria near Chick-fil-a
Haslam level 1
I understand that the subterranean nature of these locations causes problems, but I am under the impression there is technology
capable of helping with this.
Parking garages
I have Verizon and expect it to work in most or all places, but there are some corners or buildings it just isn't perfect. The Hill can
be patchy.
No phone service in some buildings on campus- definitely a safety concern
When I lived on campus and would walk back to my dorm at night, it would be reassuring to know that I had cell service. When I
did not have working cell service, I was scared and paranoid that something would happen to me.
It is dangerous to be on campus alone without a reliable cellular connection. I had to switch to Verizon because my old service (US
Cellular) didn't work in areas such as the student union.
Signals seem to go away in certain areas inside the campus
Blocked in neyland and TBA
My wifi works perfectly on campus but the moment I disconnect, my phone has no service.
It normally goes in and out.
I am always connected
The first floor of Haslam is one where I do not have good LTE connectivity
I tend to drop calls or have worse service by the HSS plaza. I actually have to avoid the area if I am on the phone. There are also a
lot of inconsistencies in the AA
The business building is very spotty.
Overall, pretty good. There are some dead spots in Haslam and I’m over there some for work occasionally.
I have T-mobil and it often doesn’t work on campus
The student union, Hodges,and the basements of buildings I have no service
Cell service varies depending on the type of building you are in.
If there had been a N/A I would had selected it. I don't use a cell phone.
In older buildings on the hill such as Dabney, it is hit or miss whether or not I will have cell service. I also do no have cell service in
the music building on the bottom floor at all
student union is bad
Many buildings have poor LTE connection, Brown Hall for one
Cell signal in the Haslam building is not always strong, especially on the Mezzanine level.
I've learned that in certain areas of my building or on campus, cell service will go out. Most of the time you can't do anything
about it (i.e., in the basement of my building), but sometimes the call will be dropped for no reason.
Good Service.
I usually turn off wifi and use my LTE service when walking across campus because it works much faster.
Never any connection issues in the UT Conference Center
I have At&T and do not have service in the Student Union Phase 1
Poor reception in many buildings, especially the student union. Also, The entire campus on gamedays in Neyland.
There are gaps in coverage and slowness at times.
Mobile devices do not work well in our office and many calls get dropped.
Again Austin Peay's lower levels have issues with LTE/mobile service
Cellular service simply does not work in the Old Student Union building. This has caused significant disruption many times.
I don't experience a blackout anywhere on campus -- for mobile data.
no service in most places on campus, especially inside buildings like HBB, Hyper, and AMB. Oh my gosh, AMB is a nightmare!
Again, with this being a college, I would expect superior performance with wifi service. We lack this ability. We need better wifi
services throughout our campus. The Student Union is terrible! I cannot get cellular service at all in my office.
1610 University Ave - we probably do have some areas of the building that are a challenge for LTE service.
KPB
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Lower levels, basements, and other areas surrounded in concrete and below surface level tend to have terrible reception. But this
is expected behavior.
Some "dead spot" areas exist particularly in some buildings
My mobile consistently disconnects from the wifi or will not load things sometimes even when connected
Always have service
I have AT&T so it's not UT's fault I have bad service
Delays in the vet hospital via text is common, and I have dead zones down in the clinics that I can't make calls to clients
Vol Hall, the Student Union, and the Business School always give me trouble with accessing my cellular data
Dead spots on campus that drop calls - especially by Architecture or Music building.
I have my own phone plan and thus typically use LTE, I find that it is good almost always and rarely have any issues.
gotten better. spotty service in student union
Several building my phone service will not work at all in, including strong
Zero service in Haslam or Neyland Stadium. I have no Cellular service sitting at my desk on the 6th floor of Haslam.
I pay for my cell service so I expect to be able to use it instead having it blocked by the university
Dabney Buehler 552
I never get a signal in any building I try to use cell service. I have to wait until I get off campus to have good cellular service.
Hodges. This is to be expected, as the center of Hodges is not going to receive good service. On the other hand, people are always
talking on the telephone or facetiming in the library, so maybe the cell service in Hodges needs to be worsened.
It does not always connect inside buildings in basements or other protected areas.
I always have service.
It works most of the time except for the new student union cafeteria (chick-fil-a, qdoba, etc). My connectivity always goes out on
mobile there.
not sure how this relates to OIT services
Alumni Memorial Building - I would not have reception most of the time
I cannot get reliable service inside the student union building. I often cannot get calls/texts in and calls/texts out do not always
connect fully (I can talk but they can't hear me)
I get TERRIBLE reception in Haslam and in the Student Union; makes me feel very unsafe if we ever were to have an emergency.
Neyland can be improved
It makes sense that cell service is blocked in some areas of the garage.
Occasional service loss
Verizon connection is horrible!
SMC
No problems.
If internet isn’t available then good place for PTE will be great
slow in Middlebrook building
satisfied
Sometimes lte just goes out
Never missing service while on campus!
Haslam
Sometimes connects but sometimes don’t
Terrible service in some areas but I don't know if that can be helped (parking garages, lower level of the library, etc.). It can be
difficult to get assistance in the Lindsay Young Auditorium for example because you basically need to run down to the desk every
time there's an issue. Phones don't work.
Some places within the building I have no cellular data.
Lots of dead zones within the Natalie Haslam Building
No issues with reception
Good
The service needs to be good all the time. We constantly use internet and technology in the class room and to not have it is
detrimental to learning.
I don't have a work cel phone
There’s literally no phone signal in so many buildings, such as Student Union, and low signal in library.
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Cellular/LTE service is poor in most of the Student Union
All the places I could think that I need cellular and don't get it; I'm covered by Wi-Fi
Thank you for improving cell service in ALL parts of the student union!
C.E. Brehm Animal Sciences Building
Ips foundation
some parts of the world are pretty sparsely covered
Even not on WiFi there are dead zones in some areas
I understand some buildings will not afford good service. I have some classes in lower levels where service suffers but I don't
mind.
My service is just booboo so idk
Mobile service doesn't work in Student Union Phase 2
Most of the Clarence Brown theater with Verizon
A &T does not get signal on the first floor of Austin Peay
When in the student union or basement of Haslam, my LTE service not as good
KPB
Sometimes the signal is bad
SOME AREAS OF AHT WILL DROP CALLS OR NOT SEND TEXTS - P1, GARAGE, ELEVATOR
Service is slow and not very strong in some parts of the Student Services Building.
My LTE does not work well on campus
Exterior rooms have adequate access, but the interior rooms of SERF does not have good access to Verizon LTE.
My cellular LTE works just about anywhere.
it is difficult to have phone service in dogwood when you are on ground floor.
the brand new mossman building has spotty service through the floors. Can't guarantee signal even with a brand new phone. My
cell phone has gone straight to voicemail so many times when my phone is right in front of me because the callers cannot connect
the call and I am unable to get a signal out without playing the "can you hear me now?" game.
I can call friends on phone
So far, I have not had any issues with cell service but I am not umbilical-ly attached to my phone. My phone lives on "silent," so I
might not be the best person to answer this question.
I
It's a little bad between the library and haslem
Football/basketball games. Student Union and library coverage is lacking
It's good
I've experienced a few odd dead zones, but I don't recall where.
Several counties I work in have poor coverage.
When I lived in Stokely, it was difficult to get cell signal.
If LTE doesn't work I can always use WIFI
Office of Research, ground floor, office with door- no sevice
I don’t receive cell service in a lot of buildings across campus
My LTE service is fairly reliable regardless of where I am.
I do most things through email
I am working in a newly constructed building, Mossman, and there are areas in my office that have zero service. For a brand new
building I feel there should be no areas at all that have poor service.
There are still "dead zones" either due to equipment nearby or no coverage.
I have issues with cellular/mobile coverage all over campus. It's slow and doesn't work well
Pedestrian walkway along the way by HSS is always spotty and dropping calls. Some buildings are spotty
cellular service struggles within the HPER building, I need my mobile device for contact with my program's participants (ie text)
and most days phone will routinely drop calls
Service is actually really good. Not a fan of the Galaxy phone though
North end of Greve Hall when on the lower floors. Elevators in most (all?) buildings.
My office and lab is in the Plant Biotech Building on the Ag campus. Sometimes, in the lab, we don't the get the cellular service on
our mobile phones.
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There is minimal to no service at the police department in the basement of G13. It's just enough that wi-fi calling won't pick up,
but not enough for calls to come there. I miss calls all the time and suddenly have voicemails without a missed call.
I don’t know if it’s my wireless provider or the area, but even when I’ve got a good connection it can get really slow. I understand
the difficulties of providing service during sporting events, but it would be nice to be able to look at websites during football and
basketball games.
Student Union, Basement of Haslam Business, Residence Halls have bad service
it doesn't work very well around on campus, i don't know why
I use Verizon. The coverage is very good here on campus.
Verizon what can i say it’s in and out
My LTE doesn't work on campus and I wish it would, especially South Carrick.
My connectivity on campus is generally good. At football games, not so much so.
Improving, but still occasional lulls; sporting events have improved but still slower than desirable
you can do everything everywhere EXCEPT THE EXPENSIVE STUDENT UNION IS THE PITS on SERVICE and you have to go to the
front desk to call your office if you need to ask a question about something you were going to buy and they do not have it...I
should be able to TEXT my boss from my personal phone...in 21st Century...this is unexceptable and I know all about the
WINDOW Screen Filters for HVAC efficiency
Knoxville is a big city, so I expect cellular service to be high here.
There are many spots, particularly in hodges library, that I dont have any cell service and my only opportunity to connect is the
wifi, which I often lose on my phone after about 20 minutes
I spend a lot of time in the lower portion of the student union (Chick-Fil-A, Panda Express, Qdoba) and this is the only place on
campus I can ever recall not having cell service. Some days it is okay, but other days I have no service at all.
Haslam ground floor has no service
Magnolia Building don't have service in some areas
I usually tend to have service, but sometimes it drops to 2 out of 5 bars. When moving around the veterinary medical center i
tend to get spots with no service.
My provider is ATT, no issues seen on campus
No service in student union and varies in haslam and hypr
The LTE service is adequate
The lower level of Strong is bad for reception. Oft I don't receive texts or emails on my cell until 10 minutes after I've left the
building
VetMed's DAS helps a lot with cellular voice usage in the Vet Medical Center.
Student Union
AHT lower floors
G-3 Garage
cell service in the bottom of halsam and in TBA could use some work
The LTE barely works on campus. I think my provider T-Mobile just doesn't have good service here
136B1, HPER
Dead spots
spotty reception in new buildings
My cell phone works everywhere is should. The only place I can think of on campus where my phone cannot get cell service is the
Dippers Restaurant within Hess Hall.
I am satisfied with my cellular service
The cell service is often not available inside buildings (all I am usually in) but wi-fi is so it doesn't matter to me that much.
I cannot get cellular service on my T-Mobile personal cell phone in the student union.
116 Student Services Building
Haslam building has poor service on the bottom two floors
Neyland & TBA
In some locations I do not have cellular data
The cell service on campus is generally pretty good, but some areas of campus like the student union and the edges of campus are
not well covered.
the student union (see previous question)
AA building has poor connectivity in some areas
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Mobile service can be spotty in a lot of places around campus, such as the vet school, certain residence halls, buildings on the hill,
etc.
I have old people cell phone service so sometimes my phone cuts out or can't text people. The worst place though is the old
student union with chickfila and panda express. If you don't have wifi there and/or an iphone, you can't text people.
Since I do not have unlimited data and I share 3GB with my family of five, it's hard to have LTE and use it whenever I want
my personal cellphone works great at the 4-H Center. It is useless once we go inside buildings here since we have metal roofs. We
often find that we could benefit from cell phone boosters so that our guests can utilize their cell phones inside.
The Food Science Building, Haslam Business Building, and some parts of the Student Union do not provide good cellular service
Mossman has awful lte reception and so does parts if JHB. It is also bad on game days but that is to be expected
All over
my LTE does not work in some parts of the lib and haslam
Same
Overall pretty good
especially during football games and during peak class hours
Stokely Hall; Hess Hall; Art and Architecture
my cellular goes out a lot and it is not reliable
All campus
Lte works fine everywhere
In certain buildings there is no wi-fi service in the lower level floors, e.g. phytotron room of PBB.
Parts of SERF have limited cell service, but that is to be expected in a building where some rooms are radiation shielded, etc. It is
more inconvenient that there are dark spots at the Student Union, particularly on floors G2 and G3 by the shops.
My cellular service is usually good, I just don't use it lot cause I don't have unlimited
Again near Neyland and PCB
The Stokely dining hall is terrible and seems to completely cut off cellular service.
Works perfectly in my office.
I've heard that students in the music library and some other areas of the music building such as practice rooms don't have cell
service (or much of it) which creates a safety concern.
I have also heard that some offices within the Office of Communications and Marketing have poor reception. I've only had issues
in the hallway outside of 91 Comms
AT&T provides adequate connection
It is awesome
I have one bar in my office (parking garage level) on my cell phone and need to step outside or walk up to the ground floor to take
personal calls. I also have Wi-Fi calling set up on my device for emergency situations
I use mobile devices quite often during meetings and events for work-related purposes and have come to rely on the convenience
of using email and sending text messages when I don't have access to my work station.
phone service is limited in rural areas
No problems
Newer buildings are not planning for adequate cell service (DAS).
I have no cell service in my office. I miss important phone calls, cannot make calls, and often cannot send messages.
almost nowhere foes it work, but especially not HBB
UT doesn't impact the coverage of my cell phone provider, so why is this question even in this survey? This doesn't feel like a
good survey question for assessing UT.
Hodges Library
Many buildings, including stokely have big issues with internet connectivity when I have to switch to that so my stuff can try and
load faster than your WiFi
Verizon Wireless has low quality coverage of many areas on campus
I have Sprint lol
The veterinary medicine building has areas where calls are dropped.
cellular service has continued to decline over the past year...just about everywhere I go I struggle to have adequate service
available.
There's no cellular in Stokely
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The library, gym, and the student union have terrible cellular data. Especially the student union.
buses
I have trouble in most buildings sending it receiving texts/phonecalls ect
My carrier is typically adequate, just overpriced.
Ground and first floor of the UT law building has very spotty service
it will be more convenient.
Works pretty good
The cellular service out in the labs is getting better. UTSI is sort of in the middle of woods anyway, but the service is starting to get
better with the implementation of more cell towers.
Sometimes I don't have LTE in buildings on campus
doesn't work in some of the big buildings like the student union and the library.
Some range in certain places I have not been able to use even my LTE. Not a frequent problem but I wish there was some
improvement.
Brown
Several buildings are steel buildings with poor cell signal like HBB and Stokely Hall.
Most Service with cellular/ LTE is slow with Verizon due to the mass amount of people in this area, I know without WiFi I can't do
anything
connection is not as good in Bueler
Few locations on campus are without cellular reception or LTE service, I think the only one I have experienced is in the first level
of Stokley.
LTE works everywhere, except the elevator shafts which I don't expect it too. LTE works plenty and I believe doesn't need to be
improved that much.
LTE just about everywhere other than the basement of the music building, but i spend a lot of time there.
Sometimes Verizon LTE doesn’t work great everywhere, especially in rural areas but overall it is great
Sometimes i don’t have any service, such as the student union dining area
I have some problems with cellular connection is HBB
I always can have good service when I need it
lower level building floors especially in dorms or HSS
Bottom floor of Communication Bldg needs cell access! I can't take a call or be on a dial in meeting in the PhD student rooms (the
dungeon) because all of the cinderblock removes access to cell service. NOt cool! I have to stand by the double glass doors to
make a call.
Cellular signal gets weaker inside SERF such as around the labs, where it should arguably be stronger for safety needs.
verizon
Morgan Hall switching on and off the wifi to save celluar data is sometimes not done.
There are places where no service occurs
Clyde York 4-H Center Crossville, TN
Our cell service is pretty good at camp. No big complaints. There are some more rural areas of camp that are low lying where
service is hard to get, but overall we are happy with cell service.
Service is very questionable in certain places, especially in dining halls and lower floors in buildings.
There are some buildings with basements (like Haslam) where cellular service is non-existent. However, wifi access is strong some
I'm still able to use online tools like Turning Point.
Buildings like the Haslam Business building, I get absolutely no cellular connection on the first floor.
I expect my cellular plan to work well on campus, and many times, I am stuck constantly trying to load a page to and from my
walks to class. Primarily, this is noticeable around my walk from the Lake Avenue Garage to the Howard Baker Center. I
understand this is right on the border of campus next to the strip, however, not having reliable service in that area is where I am
impacted the most.
For my carrier I had decent cell reception consistently
There are several spotty locations outside and always in the elevators
My LTE service tends to be consistently slow and cuts out.
UT Conference center, building has multiple dead zone.
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Recently this has been horrible. The majority of my apps do not load and work on the wifi and it is very aggravating. Both my
social media apps AND my educational apps (such as turning point) are NOT loading on the campus wifi. Very frustrating when I
am in class trying to answer clicker questions. AMB is a main building where I struggle with this but it is basically everywhere.
Dead areas in front of Thompson-Boling at the street level and around the south side of Regal Soccer Stadium. Inside Athletic
Venues other than Neyland Stadium and Thompson-Boling Areana.
There are dead zones within the university campus, especially inside buildings
I know that in Fred Brown RH it is really hard to get cell reception without going outside. And I have Verizon, so I don't think that
my carrier is the issue.
Certain buildings have absolutely no service which is frustrating.
Cellular service cuts out frequently.
The service is not the worst but there are often a lot of times when I will only get 1 or 2 bars of service.
Once in a while, my cell service will be slow on campus. This would not be an issue if the Wifi was reliable. I expect cell service to
be top notch on campus. I would appreciate not having to use it though if Wifi was available!
Dead zones near HSS
However, no one has been able to help me get the secured wi-fi connectione through my phone. will use the ut-open option, but
it's not the secure.
I have adequate cellular service almost everywhere I need it. There is service in the main floor and above for all of my classes
buildings as well as in parking garages and between buildings. However, there is no cellular service on the bottom floor of the
Haslam Business Building. There is WiFi on the bottom floor, which is very helpful, but there is no cellular service. The cellular
service on the main floor (second floor) and above is adequate, but there is none on the ground floor, where I have a class.
Usually connected
I have bad reception in Humanities and Social Sciences.
Near Neyland, there is no coverage or data usage. This happens in Stokely, HBB and AMB as well.
I just use my phone. The internet on campus is ass.
I use my cell phone through Cricket Wireless
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Online services that are easy to use
Everything is pretty self explanatory with links pertaining to everything
Archibus is terrible...
We have such a crazy patchwork of DBs and information seems to be scattered all over the place.
As I am new I am slow finding what I need at times.
Archibus
The old website worked better than the new set-up. Now, I click four times as many things to get to what I want to see.
In general, I'd say all our websites are pretty darned good, but not perfect. On the other hand, the search function works really
well, which ameliorates most minor defects.
To much that is intuitive isn't for me -platforms that UT uses - don't get me strarted
Some of the website are hard to find the information that you are looking for. I was trying to find graduate fees and it took me
five minutes. I have worked here for 28 years and I know what to look for, but it doesn't always work.
navigating the UT website for simple information is a nightmare like most universities
There are many different services and it is not easy to find them sometimes. An aggregated location would be welcome
when connected properly, the online services works pretty well
Some of the programs that we have to use are outdated
The IRIS Web service is at times counter-intuitive.When you log in, there are two places to select "Employee Self-Service," but
only one actually takes you to self-service.
I have never had issues with the service
Navigating websites is certainly confusing at times
Some are a bit less user-friendly than others, but I also acknowledge I don't read as carefully as when I was younger.
Sometimes websites aren't as user friendly and straightforward as they should be.
Pretty easy
Email
I like apps.utk.edu
"Online services" is a pretty vague category, but most of the computer applications on campus are horrible.
Mandatory 2FA is overbearing and unnecessary, recorded lecture interface is poor.
It works but some things are very difficult and not clear.
I believe for the most part, our services are relatively easy to use.
it is likely part of my job to discover new online tools that could make my work more productive
Sometimes things are put on websites are not what is true, I called housing the other day based on what was posted online and
was told I needed to send an email instead
Some sites are not as user friendly as others.
STOP MAKING ME CHANGE MY PASSWORD.
I was looking forward to Canvas but it is proving very frustrating.
very easy
we use too many online platforms (canvas, UT Law Portal, TWEN, Lexis Classroom/Learnn, etc.)
Online services are only helpful with a select few issues
Some applications require extra steps with my cell phone to log in each time-- that's an issue if I don't have cell phone service.
Also, the UT College of Law website and the Law Library website aren't that intuitive
IRIS and Banner are not intuitive.
The OIT knowledge base sometimes is out of date, and it is hard to find desired info.
Online is quick and fast here which I like
Some services seem to be lost in a deep click tree
I find a lot of redundancy in the applications and online services available which makes things even more difficult to navigate.
Hospital Computer System, CPRS and the way we use the PACS systemes are outdated.
Overall, the online services are very simple.
Online services make work easier. Canvas snd OIT website for example
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Most of the online services are easy to use, but for the few that don't have it, an example walk through to help guide the user can
be extremely useful.
Have not used many online services, but the library systems work well for searching/reserving books.
The Inter-library loan system needs to be updated, it's quite clunky.
I'm a staff member, but I'm also taking graduate classes online. So far everything is working very nicely and I've not had any
trouble with zoom or canvas. I think the online zoom classes are wonderful. Having all the technology you'll need available for
download on one page was nice. Also, I would suggest putting a link to Office 360 on Canvas somewhere for students.
I appreciate having these services to do my job.
Online services are usually user-friendly, such as the library’s website. That one is very accessible.
the main utk website the student page is too hidden in the panels. difficult to get to and favors the prospective students.
Alot of UT's online services aren't very easy to use: Cayuse, Taleo, K@TE
I'd love to have Dropbox for Business
No issues.
Canvas is okay, but the 2FA could use some more work. It's fast enough, but little things can mess with it working (Like using the
1.1.1.1 DNS + WARP thing from Cloudflare) and you need to set exclusions. It's not a huge issue but still a little finicky.
I like play my games on it and if not wi-fi I can not play it on my break
Navigating the UT webpage and finding out who to contact and when things open and close is difficult. Many pages havent been
updated since 2018. There are no in building maps available online.
I have been completely amazed at how everything is well-organized and strategies for students. Particularly because I am a new
student, but also because I am returning after a gap and am a distance student, this has been incredibly supportive. Every facet of
UTK, from the library to the One Stop and OIT, each help me feel that I can succeed.
Many sites are in need of updating or overhauling for a streamlined experience or user friendly layout. IRIS Help sites are
improving but very slowly; information and how-to pages are in dire need of updating for example
Online services consistently excellent.
Canvas can be overly complicated, but it's usually workable
Students do not have a lot of time to spend figuring out how to use an internet site or finding what they are looking for online.
The UTK online services are pretty straight forward and easy to use.
The library data base is very hard to navigate, online help i awful, no help at all when its robotic. only helpful when its on actual
person.
the UTK website is even worse to be able to find anything, especially when trying to find scholarship applications or even a quick
link to canvas for students. for canvas, you have to click on two of three links to take you to where you can log in
duo-authentication, lags a lot
on-line trainings have had trouble properly recording
Ease of use is important to me when handling things like loans, tuition, and course content, and UT handles these things well.
Online services move around often and can be hard to find
Most UT online services are both accessible and user-friendly. Sometimes they are harder to navigate or get to in the first place
though.
Some UT websites are confusing as to where to find specific information -- not always intuitive.
It is exasperating at times trying to log in and view email attachments... I need toog in and then authenticate twice usually.
I switched jobs and have bugged them consistently. They are awesome.
I am old and not intuitively tech savvy.
I have used online services to get assistance with writing papers and it was very simple.
As someone interested in technical communication, many of UT's website links and pages are not organized as well as they could
be. They're serviceable, though.
Canvas is relatively easy to use
I think many of our websites (including Departmental websites, the IRB website, HR websites) are outdated, hard to navigate,
unattractive, and not user friendly.
I haven't had any problems.
It's very confusing, but what can I expect
I never know what browser will work - using IRIS on line help / share point/Kate opening the files is a guessing game ... so
frustrating
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I have not had issues with online services!
Canvas is routinely not user-friendly. There are several instances where files cannot be found on the site.
Most everything is easy to use besides the housing portal. It is always glitching and you have to refresh and sometimes it messes
up to the point you are unsure what you did.
Market Place can be cumbersome.
A lot of the UTK websites are hard to navigate, fail to load, and don't include enough information. I commonly struggle with trying
to find names, emails, and addresses for people/offices on campus that I need to contact for my education needs. I also struggle
to find ANY detailed information on the scholarships, fees, and other financials that are VERY important. I then end up trying to
email someone to find more information, but can't find a related email.
Some websites take some navigating. 2-Factor is consistently the most annoying part of my day/week. It serves no purpose
(unless you can provide evidence of widespread myutk account hacks), is inconvenient (sometimes I leave my phone in my dorm
so I can study with no distractions, but I can't do that anymore), and just generally frustrating.
Some UT sites are hard to navigate. The OIT site is one of them, it would be helpful if the main page had a tile to click for
password management or equipment certification. A tile that would be easily noticed.
I have had no problems.
two factor authentication greatly hampers my ability to access online services because I always have to have my phone with me,
on, and charged. it seems like utk it making multiple new websites and portals in which to access our student information, so it is
very difficult to access our information
The ones my classes use are fairly simple.
No problems so far logging into UT's system, making room reservations or looking up specific office locations on campus
OIT website is disorganized. Support for Mac is limited, although the platform is increasing in use and more stable than
windows.
I think UT provides great online services.
The website is not intuitive and it can be very difficult to find things. Many sites are not updated regularly with the last update
from several years ago
No problems with Canvas/Gmail
Sometimes you have to go to several sites to find what you want
self-explanatory services
I like canvas and I believe it works pretty well. Sometimes it deletes some things but not usually.
I despise having to keep my phone out and available for all of the two-factor requirements, push codes, etc.
Most websites are easy to access, but if it falls in this category, iMedris is rather difficult (for IRBs).
for example, 24/7 online customer service is not available mostly
Inter connectivity is atrocious
everything is easy to read and understand
easy access
I have never really had issues figuring out how to use online services
Online resources are not intuitively organized and the required usage of 2-factor identification is a hindrance to easily usable
technology.
All website that I need to use are fairly easy to use.
oit's website is easy to navigate. thats the only online service i really use from yall
There are so many websites that it becomes too complicated to actually find the resources and information I need.
Sometimes it is confusing where to go for what.
Duo security
Unsure how to answer this question as there are a wide variety of "online services." I would strengthen this survey by specifying
the types of "online services" you would like me to evaluate. Some "online services" are great - myUTK and Banner access, for
example. Some are frequently non-functional, like IRIS for travel, or reserving a UT car, or reserving a room - pretty constant error
messages when trying to use these.
As far as OIT services, I have had an okay experience, although it feels like there have been an excessive number of security
changes that have made using my university accounts very frustrating.
One Stop does a great job. The technology help center is very clear and timely on questions
I feel like there are too many different websites for things associated with UT, and none of them are very easy to navigate.
Our programs work well with web browsers such as Chrome.
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No problems here, except I haven't used it too often.
Easy to use but info is sometimes confusing
Myutk is easy to use and always accessible!
So many platforms that don't communicate with each other such as ANDI and Banner
The library search engine lags but still works.
most online services work very well!
Two factor authentication takes forever and is such a pain
IRIS-SAP goes shuts down periodically for no apparent reason. I will be logged in and working in it and it shuts down. Perkins
Online services should be as easy to use as possible, people have an agenda and things to get done.
same as before
You fucked up myutk
much harder to find what I need to in a timely manner like finding my dars or something else and this makes it hard to have a
useful online service
I have a class where I have to find scientific papers and I was told to use the Web of Science thing through the UT Library. I use it
but it odes not work so well because when I search for articles it gives me articles that are unrelated to what I am searching.
UTKs online services have always been extremely difficult to navigate. There are too many ambiguous links and words that's I
have to read so much on every page to figure out what I even need to know or click. Whoever designs UTK's online sites obviously
has no previous experience doing so because I'm sure maneuvering the sites when YOURE the one who created it is a lot easier
than to someone who knows nothing about UTK and doesn't even know what they're looking for.
Some challenges arose due to being a first time user - such as locating username, activating Canvas, etc.
They are ok
CAnvas is unreliable and half the staff does not understand how to use it
Some services are great: Canvas. Zoom, UT app,
Some are awful and NOT user-friendly particularly IMedris for the IRB.
Some services like cengage and webassign are just a pain to use, and though they can often times make assignments go faster,
they can also make some assignments a lot longer or more difficult than they need to be.
I ranked actual service performance an 8 because almost all of the institution's online services are easy to use. The website can be
hard to navigate at times.
UTK websites are pretty easy to use
All the online services are pretty intuitive, except maybe there could be a better search function on myutk and also a more userfriendly class registration application.
Interfaces are fine for the most part. Some things are hard to find.
Overall everything that I have used has been pretty easy to use
Seriously, a lot of UT websites are a pain to navigate. They need to be reworked.
Your surveys suck, everybody's surveys suck
The 2-factor authentication is frustrating. As a working adult who often is unable to have my phone due to work constraints, I can
no longer email with fellow students or professors during down time during the day.
It is accessible
Awesome
Good
MyUTK is cluttered and hard to navigate. For example, it no longer shows me my registration date and I do not know where to
find that information.
A lot of services, I feel, are included in our technology fee.
I dont use many of the online services/am unaware of them. the housing services on selection times are always slow and
unresponsive.
I haven't had any major issues using the services.
Most online services are fast and easy
works great ! Easy to use
most online services are easy to use on mobile devices and laptops
UT's website keeps changing so often it becomes difficult to know where to find things. AND the search option on UT's website
will pull up search results of webpages that are no longer current in time. For example, I have searched for something like
scholarships for graduate students, and the search results on UT's website pull up things from 2014 that are NOT helpful.
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I enjoy using canvas and the library website.
The system doesn't seem intuitive. And it is very frustrating now that the vols email isn't an option to click on when you go to
myUTK. It used to be there until recently. Now I have to put it into search to get to it.
Having to reset passwords and duo login is inconvenient and does very little to actually help.
I don't think this is in your domain, but the Edison system has the worst interface I've ever seen. What OIT provides works really
well.
In fact,I don't see particularly many online services, except for libraries.
Its hard to find what i need with so many systems and the systems are not all that intuitive.
Some services such as UTK libraries are complicated and the search for scholarly articles is not the greatest.
There are some big challenges in using UT online services. For example InfoReady, the UT website search engine (abysmal), the
UT website directory (abysmal), etc. When looking for items on the UT website, I use Google.
All the online services at UT are super easy to use
Canvas works well, and better than it did for me in high school. Some textbook thing last year worked alright except when it
didn't for my Geography 131 class. Cengage is canvas but we have to pay 80-100 dollars for a subscription to it.
I'm pretty literate to computers so websites that are difficult to navigate (old reddit an obvious example) are more comfortable. I
despise one-column-scroll-facebook-clone websites (new reddit).
I have no complaints about online UT services.
D2L is super hard canvas is so much nicer
The online services I have used have been rather easy to use.
There are too many different websites and pages and it’s annoying to have to navigate between them. There shouldn’t be so
many different departmental websites (eg ut dining, ut housing, etc.) For actual academic work, we have to use Gradesfirst,
canvas, myutk, and a host of other websites and it’s not always easy to get from one to the other. And when you google “utk” the
first result is a site that doesn’t seem to have a link to the my.utk website that we use.
OneStop and Student Health Clinic are ridiculous with how confusing it is and how unavailable they are.
Most online services can be inferred through multiple sources, like their main sites or a google search.
Usually the performance is pretty good. Not tonight.
The websites are a bit clunky.
I'm new to UTK, so it takes some time to get used to.
Our applicant tracking system and ERP are outdated and don't work well together.
The utk.edu website is not the best, but it is serviceable. The search bar isn't very helpful. Accessing online textbooks is also
unnecessarily inconvenient.
Departmental web pages are sometimes very slow to load, and the format of the site with a menu to the left almost universally
doesn't work well on a mobile, despite my understanding that being used on mobile was the rationale for the redesign of the site.
At One Stop, we use a multitude of online services to perform our duties. Often times, regarding a service that we believe would
allow us to perform our job more efficiently, we are told that such services are not possible from a technology standpoint (despite
peer institutions having such abilities; example: students being able to access via their MyUTK account certain enrollment or
academic standing letters that we are able to print directly from Banner).
UTK’s online services have never given me trouble.
UTK is WAY behind the times when it comes to online services... Most of the forms/web pages I have had to access are not up to
par with other universities I have worked at and are often very confusing. Online training modules are also typically not the
easiest to use.
Performance is good overall across apps, always room for improvement. Help Desk Reporting Analytics after upgrades have
decreased in speed of access greatly. When you click first drop down to reporting, it takes a VERY long time to list the reports. It
does improve some after that, but still pretty slow to get to specific report. Improvement to performance levels we had, would
put score back at 8.
Not a fan of the new myUTK layout
The con is the access to provide feedback in sign language within the student's assignment using "time stamp" that does not have
the feature. Otherwise, it is easy for me to use.
Good enough
I have no problem with online services and if I did oit is very good about helping the situation
I use the online services of My Library to search for articles and books and the services is easy to use.
Maybe I'm just using strange search terms, but the OIT website search doesn't seem to find the information I need
Most of these services are quite intuitive.
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Online services from UT are often hard to navigate and/or they change about the time you figure out how to work the program. It
would be nice to have consistency or easier navigation of some of the old website.
Duo Security is a burden.
Sometimes I have trouble with myUTK but OIT help desk is always helpful
The online services are very unorganized and difficult. Information is muddled and printing information especially is hard to find.
The online services are very easy to use.
I do not really use that much of online services to comment.
With having so much information provided, sometimes I find it hard to navigate the right terminology to help with some needs.
Overall, the service performance is good.
there seems to be an over design, where you can only get to certain portals that are useful deep within other links
I am enrolled in the RN to BSN program. It is vital that my internet connection be strong and work consistently because all of my
work is completed online.
Please replace AdAstra with an application that works and is easier to use. I have never been able to successfully schedule a room
and there is no indication as to what went wrong.
I think they should be easy to use, reliable, and clear. I think they are somewhat "user-friendly," but they are not perfect.
Example: I constantly have to use the search feature to find pages I need because there is no easy thread of links/sections to get
to them. I also have to search through the results to find what I need. This happened recently when I was trying to find the page
for Disability Services.
I think it is important for all online services to be user-friendly, especially for a university because students are frequently
accessing/using these services for school things. Most of the services are easy to use or it is easy to find help guides. One example
of an issue I had was when I was trying to figure out how to get to documents on my laptop while using Citrix. It took me almost
an hour of searching and downloading various applications before I realized I just needed to go through my C drive. I think user
guides on simple issues for programs such as Citrix could be improved.
Occasionally troubleshooting or instructions documents are not as directly relevant to issues I've experienced than I'd like, but no
specific site or source has been so problematic that it sticks in my memory...
I am a desk jockey, it's important to be able to work easily. The online services are very easy to work with.
UT's websites are not bad by any means, but they aren't the most intuitive and finding things can be difficult. Instead of going
through the website, I'm much better off Googling whatever I need, followed by "utk".
Entering grades in Banner is terrible. It's hard to find the correct class. If your browser window is not wide enough, bad things
happen. I find it far worse than the previous system.
UT search engine could be more efficient. Usually use Google to find things faster.
Everyone at UT seems to use a hodgepodge of MS Teams, OneDrive, Google Docs/Drive, Sharepoint, and Vault for
collaboration, so I feel like I have to relearn each new service depending on with whom I'm working. But they all seem to
work pretty well.
I rely a great deal on DMS. They are AWESOME.
Its really hard to figure out how to do things on the university websites and services
The secondary log in system is irritating and makes logging in online twice as long, especially when doing something like printing
in the library.
We have too many websites
Zoom video conferencing is core to several of our classes. Except in rare instances, it has been dependable. It helped that I
received an instructor(?) status so that I can stay on longer than 45 minutes.
We do have good technology services. I like canvas, OIT site is helpful. What would help out SO much is to have more tools to
enhance and streamline communication, and I wonder if that could include functionality with myUTK site.
I get inundated with emails - newsletters, events and updates, important academic dates, a million reminders and detail
modifications, assignment updates, letters from the president and Dean. It is a lot for most to manage, but especially with
my organizational challenges. Is there any way to add organizational structures to simplify how all this gets communicated?
Generating an events system in myUTK? Creating a way to collect and blast similar weekly updates and newsletters?
Maybe even training and implementation on a service such as Slack? Just thoughts.. Any enhancement would be so helpful!
Thanks.
Office 365 is great for collaboration but their web interface is frustratingly slow sometimes.
193 Polk Ave. Nashville
Again, Dual Authentication garbage is just that......garbage!
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THIS WHOLE FREAKING SURVEY NEVER ASKS ONE QUESTION ABOUT TWO-FACTOR AUTHENTICATION WHICH IS WITHOUT A
DOUBT YOUR OFFICE'S BIGGEST INITIATIVE OF THE LAST YEAR. YOU TOLD STUDENTS IF THEY ENROLLED AND IF THERE
PASSWORD MET CETAIN CRITERIA, THEY WOULD NEVER HAVE TO CHANGE IT AGAIN. SO YOU MADE US CHANGE IT JUST ONE
MORE TIME.
THEN, YOU WERE COMPROMISED AND MADE US CHANGE IT AGAIN. I AM NOT ANGRY THAT I HAD TO CHANGE IT AGAIN.
(ALTHOUGH IT IS A BIT CONCERNING THAT ONE OF YOUR MAJOR SERVERS WERE COMPROMISED.) WHAT I AM ANGRY ABOUT IS
THE FACT THAT I WAS TOLD THAT I WOULD NEVER HAVE TO CHANGE IT AGAIN, AND I HAVE.
MOST IMPORTANTLY, YOU DIDN'T HAVE THE GUT TO ASK ONE QUESTION ABOUT IT IN THIS SURVEY?!?!?!? WHY? THIS IS THE
ONLY THING YOUR OFFICE DID THIS PAST YEAR THAT STUDENTS TALKED ABOUT, AND YOU DIDN'T ASK FOR FEEDBACK ON THIS.
WHY? PROBABLY BECAUSE YOU ALREADY KNEW WHAT THE ANSWER WOULD BE. DON'T MAKE PROMISES TO STUDENTS YOU
CAN'S KEEP(IE YOU WON'T HAVE TO CHANGE YOUR PASSWORD AGAIN), AND HAVE THE GUTS TO ASK FOR FEEDBACK. NOT ONE
FREAKING QUESTION IN THIS SURVEY ABOUT TWO-FACTOR. YIKES
I created a thread that was never processed. I created another one that went through but got no response. Waiting in line at
Hodges, my name was never called. I got up and barged in and asked, they said sometimes the number does not get called, and
that I would have an answer by email soon, which was to talk to someone in my department. Horrible logistics. I got scolded by
my advisor for taking so long to get the job done.
Duo login is rather annoying to someone who doesn't always have his cell phone right next to him
In today's world we've just come to depend that pretty much everything is "online".
Websites are fine
Some of the programs, like K@te, are hard to access.
UTK site is not always user friendly--things are hard to find
obvious question
UT's websites are easy to navigate
Online services are okay.
sharepoint is often difficult to use and find things
It is hard to figure some of the online services out
Apps@UTK has awful input latency, especially AutoCAD. It also doesn't always register the middle mouse button, which is an
important input for AutoCAD (panning).
Good internet services for the university. Love my.utk . Still some room for improvements with certain online resources though.
It's hard to navigate UT's websites because it sometimes feels like pages have no "home"--unless you look them up individually on
google, you can't find a link to them elsewhere? + the myutk website has SO many links; they're organized now but I want a user
face that's more intuitive.
The new housing portal is absolutely terrible.
IRIS/employee self service is badly outdated and incomprehensible. It works though.
I have had a hard time navigating canvas, and understanding the differences between myutk, volmail, canvas, and the random
other sites I have to navigate. I've heard professors have access to help from OIT, but maybe more of them should use it. Going
back to school as a non-traditional student, the hardest part has been trying to navigate online services
I do not use often
I feel like Canvas is pretty user friendly for students but teachers often get confused.
Not bad, not outstandingly good. It's just there.
Canvas is somewhat confusing. It is overall hard to find things in my classes, and it seems somewhat disorganized.
All instructions for setup are clear, and the UI on UTK's websites are usually easy to navigate.
No issues
students alwasy reference websites
When navigating the OIT website, or UT websites in general, the layout is difficult to understand. I do not know clearly if services
are for students or faculty, and I often need to search a while to find the right service I want.
My caveat for this is that I am currently studying abroad in Wales, and accessing some of the websites that I need for UTK things
has been really difficult since I've been here. I don't know if it's because I am overseas, it might be because the wifi and internet
here is bad in general, or maybe it's some other issue, but logging into MyUTK and the new housing website have been extremely
frustrating.
IRIS is slow and cumbersome and confusing.
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I think it is important to have easy access to online services and them be easy to use, because I don't have the time to spend
trying to figure out online services. I think UT does a great job at organizing websites to make them user friendly and have the
information be easy to find
Myutk is hard to navigate still
I have used several services including Linked In Learning, Zoom, Canvas, OnBase, 12Twenty, Data Central, Footprints, My UTK,
Duo, Microsoft Online, Qualtrics, SAS, Argos, Account Management.
Occasionally things feel more difficult or convoluted than they ought to be, but most of the time the online services at UTK are
easy to use.
The OIT website is incredibly helpful for troubleshooting
I personally don't have a lot of trouble, but visiting Master Gardeners and class attendees seem to struggle at times
Apps @ UT can be confusing and a little hard to get to work correctly at times
Some online services are not modern or user friendly so they can be difficult to use. In addition, a number of things that should be
available online are not.
Canvas is relatively easy to navigate, depending on how the professor makes use of the platform. The UT website is a bit
cumbersome to navigate, but relatively intuitive.
I dont know why you have to go through several external links to get to MyUTK if it signs you out.
majority of my job is finding online resources for students
I use google drive shared drives in addition to shared Microsoft office files though one drive. Both are effective and easy to use.
Zoom is also useful.
Training classes via K@te
Instruct individuals as if they don't know technology - yes, every little step matters
In general I can navigate all online services. Occasionally it takes some extra time to figure things out because the site is a bit
confusing.
Some of the MyUTK pages are links to nothing or just don't work. And sometimes the pages are jumbled and make no sense.
If things are not easy for me to understand, I tend to get frustrated with them.
Dual authentication is an unnecessary boundary that slows work.
Difficult to navigate some websites such as MY UTK.
great step-by-step instructions and resources
I always can call OIT if I have any questions.
it is perfect for me
Finding information on the UTK website sometimes is very difficult. I also am including iMedRIS here (but I am not sure if OIT has
a role in that system). It is extremely opaque and "clunky." Canvas and library systems are a bit better.
emails related to myutk account are not always easy to address, i.e. tax form 1098
UTK's website is hard to navigate.
All of UT's websites and services are super easy to use. Whenever there is an option to "start a real time chat" with a department
it is ALWAYS so convenient and helpful-- especially the library
There are some services that you have to go through many steps to actually get to what you’re trying to get to.
My utk and canvas are very user friendly and the search bar is very helpful
Online services work well.
I still find to many online sites that are difficult to navigate. Finding the topic I want or the correct term to use in a search can be a
bit of a trial and error.
everything is good to use
I have used Google Docs on campus.
Overall no complaints.
Canvas is temperamental at best, not working consistently with all OS's. In some versions of Android, it won't load attachments
full-screen. Class names area also too long to be able to distinguish, since they all begin with the semester / year. Also, the new
duo authentication has caused severe issues with needing to speedily access my accounts between or during class. Security now
exceeds usability. That's a fundamental IT argument. A service is useless, if it can't serve its purpose as intended. With only 15
minutes between classes, a timely turn around is necessary for access. Furthermore, in class, while laptops are often permissible
for note-taking, phones are frowned upon. It is infeasible and can result in an adverser reaction from professors to have to pull
out a phone. Inaccessibility renders services effectively useless.
No issues.
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The changes to be able access the iDrive off campus are prohibiting a more flexible work environment. If there are other options
available to access the iDrive off campus since access.utk.edu has been removed, they have not been adequately communicated
to staff in need of the services.
All of the OIT services that I use are easy to use and access
If applicable to the question, finding information or easy links to IT features is difficult on the university website.
I am unable to access certain areas needed for class (such as google docs) due to my email address being associated with another
campus in the UT system.
Document Search does not effectively provide appropriate content.
It's probably more operator error, but every once in a while I have a hard time figuring it out.
Services provided are user-friendly and meet my needs and exceed my expectations.
Having online services readily available is an asset when with a client or trying to reference data. Having to enter multiple
databases, blocked areas, unable to retrieve actual attachment makes it hard and may not always appear professional to our
clients we serve.
The website (MyUTK) has only recently been made adequate. Professors are not consistently made to use Canvas. The 2FA
system is irritating and unhelpful.
Canvas is not ideal, for a foreign language it is not a ggod tool, it still cannot spell a font that will distinguish an l form and i
(capitaliaze I)- as you can see with this font here too. In a foreign language this becomes an issue
So of our online services is hard to find what I am actually looking for. They are not user friendly.
Most of our services are easy to use. There are a few users who do not understand interfaces and present problems to me. Some
of these services are unavailable to me, and I have to figure out the interface in person, real time with the user.
Would like to see more coordination with single sign-on. Sometimes I'm logging in multiple times a day
We pay too much for shitty online services... For example, 2 factor authentication is a good idea in theory but in practice it is
terrible all the time. Changing from one phone to another is nearly impossible. Using 2 factor during online exams causes trouble.
It should not be required. It should definitely be optional. Most all students I know hate it too.
My job requires that I work online behind the scenes but also check what the student encounters when using library purchased
services. It is very important that the student/Faculty be able to use the services that we are providing.
OIT helpdesk and stats consult would work a lot better if there was a web form that could be filled out.
Most things are easy to use such as myutk and canvas (once you get used to it) however one-stop and the student union room
reservations(if that even exists because I've never seen it) are a few examples of hard to find or hard to use online services.
Interfaces are not always intuitive
I HATE the duo app, considering I don't always have my phone, especially in some classes, like my lab, where I am required to take
quizzes on my computer, but can't have my phone out.
The Duo security system is obnoxious and a waste of time. My tuition better not be being used for this shit because its a waste of
my money.
Dabney Buehler 552
Outside of Canvas and Zoom, I find other services to be laborious to use
A lot of links are dead/have old info.
Zoom is fairly useful but not as comprehensive for online delivery
I am happy with my online services.
There are several UTK systems that are hard to use: Elements and HR are the most confusing.
At times, connection is difficult.
They are all acceptable.
Our website has had incorrect information, lacks information and is not user friendly.
Our on-line services are fine.
Other options are always great!
good enough, I learn as I go along
Ms360 and super
The online services are always accessible.
Oit
The online services are pretty much unusable half the time
Yes
The registration section of myutk can be sort of clumsy.
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Any time one of the Apps programs is not working, OIT fixes it soon after I report it.
Hyper links you can click when making password changes would help
Good
e mail, library
some issues with document sharing in Onedrive
Duo security was a pain to set up
I find most of the online portals cumbersome and unintuitive, albeit functional once you get it figured out.
My utk is cool and easy just not at first
KPB
UT has wifi everywhere except for some places far from buildings
ALL ARE FINE
I think accessibility is very good. Problems are usually due to problems with sites off campus.
some things can be confusing
UTK has excellent access to software downloads that help with my research
My online service works just about perfectly anywhere I am. My apartment complex, The Standard, has terrible Internet service,
so it is not the best there, but on campus it generally works perfectly. Some exceptions to that are the Student Union and the
AMB, where the service is slow from time to time.
A lot of things in Canvas are harder than they have to be
Very good online services
Matrix algebra website is terrible
Faster network with a wide coverage
SAP GUI and D2I are not user friendly and hard to navigate. I use SAP infrequently and it takes a long time to determine the
necessary path I need to submit travel reimbursement.
Enjoy classes to help me learn
Some of UTK's online services can be clunky, especially on mobile devices.
There is a delay when using UT's A-Z service. In previous versions clicking on an alphabetical number would produce the new
screen at a faster speed than the current A-Z site. It would also be helpful to have the directory and A-Z links back on the main
page like they have been in the past.
I can't always find what I'm looking for on the OIT pages
County websites are inconsistent and not frequently updated. They are not available in Spanish which is needed in our county.
Every once in awhile it seems like things are not in the easiest to find places, but I get there eventually!
Ad Astra is not user friendly or easy to use.
I can figure out how to use Canvas pretty easily.
a lot of useful links on the ut sites lead to dead ends or an "oops!" page, and it's very hard to find deadline information sometimes
The OIT knowledgebase is pretty useless, but otherwise everything is pretty good.
I would give this a higher score except for ad astra which is not very user friendly
For the most part things are easy to use.
While the services are there on the OIT website, it would be better if they could be better organized.
Online services always work when i need it to, never had an issue while at ut
i have not had any trouble using online services.
I have been pleased with the online services like Canvas here at UT.
Online services are mostly easy to use. I have no complaints.
Magnolia Building
Access and speed aren't a problem. Navigation usually isn't a problem, but minor problems in that area occur depending on the
service. Nothing serious. The finding information you need in the catalog can be difficult
Canvas is pretty easy to use and so are most of the other sites
As far as using most services, I don't have any real trouble. However, Duo Sign In is a chore, but I understand the necessity. On
the other hand, timed sessions that are &lt;= 30 minutes are frustrating and seem excessive and interrupt workflow. An hour
would be much better in most cases.
The online services are easy to find and easy to understand
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Full text of journal articles, through a web browser and Endnote search function. Sometimes even though we have the full text
assess to the journals in the library, I cannot retrieve the paper through the full-text search function inside Endnote. Also when I
work at home, the service is even worse.
I might not be interpreting the question as it is intended, but I think we could use online services to reduce the administrative
drag associated with many components of our current system (i.e. reporting and purchasing). I think online services, while
beneficial for distributing administrative tasks, actually slow productivity by distributing tasks that would have previously been
centralized to staff that are tasked with administrative duties who can accomplish them more efficiently to increase time faculty
spend on creating value in their discipline.
Picture quality and sound could be improved in some instances
The University has a large variety of online applications at students disposal and all work pretty flawlessly in my experience.
Having things like Microsoft Office and Google Drive are great.
All services are easy to use
Canvas has issues with not dropping students who have dropped the class.
Pleased with most of the online services like the software distribution site. I'd like to see additional online services (especially
timesheets please!). Would also like to see some of the services work together better such as being able to sync room scheduling
calendars in Ad-Astra to our Outlook calendars.
I always expect to be able to find the information I need from a website. It should be mobile accessible too.
A few weeks ago OIT informed everyone that Outlook would have to be removed then reinstalled on any personal devices. I
found the directions on the OIT website difficult to follow and not helpful.
Pretty easy to use but confusing to find some things
I wish the h-drive was more user friendly when trying access it remotely.
I'd like one sign-in for all online systems. Some times it's hard/impossible to do things at home.
I don't want to spend hours trying to do research about what I need to do to graduate so that I'm not surprised by an email
stating there's something I forgot to do. Things need to be clearly marked and easily accessible on websites that are important.
I had problems with the linkedin classes getting started
The SONA
Somethings are confusing at first, like where to locate some information in myutk but I learned over time
Accessing Canvas and email
Availability of online services is outstanding.
The technology tools that I use regularly - Zoom, Canvas, and MyUTK - do not require much training to use effectively. A simple
orientation to these software applications should be sufficient for gaining proficiency.
Lead Serve Record Hours; Housing Website
Canvas is hard to navigate
Registering to classes to very difficult and confusing
Myutk, navigation pages
Sometimes it is difficult to do on-line required annual learning.. The instructions are not very clear in most situations. Part of this
may be my age and not "growing up" with computers, but the instructions are very poor in my opinion.
I really can't stand using IRIS for almost any purpose
Please define the services I'm confused by the question
Duo is clunky. We were told that if we used it we could keep our password. I recently received a message that I needed to change
my password because there had been a security breach. When I was told that I could keep my password, no one said...unless
there is a security breach.
The online services have worked well for me
Many of the UT software and websites are good
Actual is quite good (8), but there is always room to improve (9). Having much less than actual (&lt;7) would be disappointing. Do
I understand the rating?
In general, most are easy to use, but our services seem a bit disjointed, on multiple platforms that require multiple logins
Services are solid
OIT wont give me the permissions to do my job. The sad thing is that I been asking for 5 years. No confident it will get fixed.
It is awesome
Most online services work well, though often pages have not been updated with current information and have broken links.
Some of the UTIA websites are very dated. Seems like no one keeps up with a lot of them
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Excellent
Paying student fees is cumbersome.
I have not had any issues with the ease of online services.
purchasing on IRIS is not user friendly!
Websites aren't too bad, I like them
Marketplace is horrible, room reservation system is very difficult to use, searches return broken links and out of date information.
Fleet management, key requests, and some admin workflow systems are OK. Banner works. MyUTK used to be pretty good, but
seems worse after the update.
Online is where most of my work is located. I need secure and reliable access for work online.
I have been able to download Matlab, but when the H-drive website was taken down I was left in a pickle for a few days
In general on-line services are not necessarily easy to find, interpret, or use. Take for instance the opening page for locating email.
For something used by all, it is amazingly small. Small type-face on a lot of pages and hidden menus that are not easily found are a
problem.
The Zoom Web site is a little confusing if one is trying to set up a new meeting to occur in the future. I've figured it out, but it took
a while.
it will be more convenient.
Sometimes the NetID Password stuff can be confusing.
whenever ive done the help desk, its quick and easy
The technology for the group rooms inside Haslam is incredible hard to get to work most of the time, there are many times the
access codes aren't accepted and scheduling a room has to be within 24 hours
Still can't figure out the steps to add eduroam to my android phone.
not all pages are available via mobile
I have very few experiences with the online services offered working poorly, but I have had a couple of outlier moments where
services were less than ideal.
The online services work. Not much to say. As for them being improved I believe they could be fleshed out more however there
isn't much that needs to be improved upon.
Out help can sometimes be confusing or the study abroad website just because they have a lot to offer and the organization is
hard to follow
Everything seems to be pretty easy
The websites always have active links that work well
Canvas and mail are the main sites i use and work well
sometimes information is buried and cumbersome to find and navigate
Confusing to navigate
We are not happy with Sharepoint with our Website. It is very difficult to update. Would like a more friendly application in which
to update our website.
The online services are usually pretty easy to use.
I like having access to Google Drive and Microsoft One Drive for sharing and collaborating with partners across campus.
The online services are great. While I am not fully happy with the Duo-Authentication system, I understand that it is for security
reasons. Other than that, I have no troubles with the online services.
I assumed online services meant the tools that our class uses such as Canvas. I haven’t used any others
myUTK and other UT websites are very complicated and usually send you to other websites instead of being on just one easy to
use website.
UT Conference center, need better access to equipment repair & maintenance resources.
Online services are useful here! Not much to complain about here.
The new format of my UTK is kind of complicated and hard to find what you need in an efficient manner.
A lot of the websites are old and outdated. When you are trying to find the solution to a problem online, it is really annoying to
have to navigate between new UT websites and ones from 2014.
I have problems off campus, especially using the library website.
I don't really know what is meant by "online services"...
Most of the websites are clearly run by people who've never asked a user how they expect it to look, and a lot of information is
just not there.
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I am not extremely technologically savvy, so I need online services that are easy to use. UT’s online services, such as the library
databases and canvas, are fairly easy to use, but it was difficult to figure out how to use them initially.
I hate the two factor identification that was introduced this year.
The computers in the library are very easily accessible and everyone who works there are helpful but I rated the actual
performance as a 6 because webpages connected to the UTK system frequently just disappear or stop being available. Although,
access.utk.edu is extremely slow and out of date and it should be updated and improved.
The Canvas site and the UTK homepage are ass.
K@te is a challenge but getting there.
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Online services that enhance the teaching and learning experience
Professors work hard to make sure materials are online and available.
Online is not available in all class rooms.
The K@TE site does not show completed training sessions, which can make it difficult to tell if you are up to date on your training.
I have never had issues with the service
Nothing specific usually for Animal Science
Canvas can be really frustrating to use in class and it frequently does not work for professors in the middle of a session or when I
am trying to get something turned it. Most of the time it's fine, but when it doesn't work, it's frustrating.
The change from physical copies to online copies of educational texts such as the chemistry lab notebooks have become a pain
and can be troublesome to navigate
Y'all are great!
I think there are many programs offered by UT that can help me lead a classroom.
the law portal isn't great
I wasn't aware of this service
Zoom is getting better, but it's still hard to deliver any kind of online instruction in classrooms, especially in HSS.
The technology used in the classroom tends to help with the quality of lectures.
Being adaptable to different learning environments helps the overall educational experience.
again, probably part of my job
Some services are more intuitive to get to and use than others
If I had better computer skills, I might understand navigation on some sites and screens better.
STOP MAKING ME CHANGE MY PASSWORD.
Canvas is frustrating
Canvas is fine now, but I still get lost with outlook access, myutk, etc
great
My instructor doesn't know how to use web assign, and therefore cannot help with questions on homework. Lockdown browser
is only supported by mac or PC, and many students, such as myself have chromebooks. I have to go to the library to check out a
PC regularly, even though I only have 15 minutes in between classes
Current service for PaymentWorks is not complete, nor is the new Amazon ESM purchases experience.
Canvas is good, but not perfect. Also, classrooms across campus have different technology, so often how I teach and my course
plan depends on which classroom I am assigned.
Y’all are great at teaching me when I’ve asked for help
The E-Books I have used for class do not have an intuitive interface, I don't know if that's you guys or not though
The online services I use for classes are not through UTK.
Same as previous answer
There are not many online services I use for teaching or learning besides Canvas, but it seems to work well so I don't have many
problems.
Zoom is great.
I do enjoy the online services, especially Pearson and Canvas. I think they do add to my learning experience. However, I don’t like
that I pay extra for Pearson just to do homework. I already pay thousands of dollars to come to UT. How greedy can you be?
canvas is much better than blackboard but i wish the email tab on my utk would take me straight to gmail instead of making me
choose between that and outlook
No issues.
Canvas is pretty okay, but man f*ck Pearson and Cengage. I don't want to pay for or use that crap, if the University could come up
with it's own solution I would be 100% on board.
it is good to learn about what you are getting into
Im not positive what this is referring to. I've seen nothing but powerpoints for 16 years.
Job doesn't directly involve teaching or learning.
all good
I have chatted via Zoom with a librarian and scheduled a phone meeting with career services. Also, my class group projects utilize
Zoom and it has been very user-friendly and helpful.
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Great online services for teaching/learning eg. Studio, Collaboration, etc.
Despite how complicated it can be, Canvas is effective as an online resource for my classes
The K@TE LMS is much better than what I used with my previous employer.
websites sometimes lag, but i blame it on the wifi here at UT
For an online program, it is really important that those services are working well and enhancing the teaching. You are paying for a
program to do that. This the minimum expectation is higher
older faculty not using
I’d prefer a well-designed setting for my courses to carry on outside of the classroom. While not all teachers use these services,
the ones that do have proven it’s reliability.
Don't really use this area very much
I suspect the system is more robust than I understand.
UT provides students with efficient and effective online services that enhance academics and learning. The professors that take
advantage of these services make it easier for their students. Some professors do not use them though. For example I have had a
few professors that do not use canvas much.
Lecture recording capabilities need to be expanded to more classrooms across campus
As a staff member, I have no experience in this category.
Don't have a lot of opportunity to use services through utk.
I am in nursing and we used virtual experiences and they were essential to my learning experience.
LinkedIn Learning is fantastic.
Canvas and google are good platforms for the most part
No problems.
Classroom/conference room IT is horrible.
Due to some things being down occasionally, I can' give it a 8 or 9.
they are available but aren't integrated enough that i would practically be able to use them
again - consistency would be nice to have
From the little experience I have with this question, I have not had any concerns!
The canvas limit for information per class has posed several issues for the CVM. In particular, classes with multiple teachers have
had to remove content from earlier in the semester to publish content for upcoming lectures. In classes with cumulative finals,
this can be frustrating.
Canvas is very helpful specifically for my online classes, which I take 3 of them right now. I have not had any issues except for
Pearson and LockDown Browser, which tend to have some issues.
Iris @Kate is pretty straight forward.
Canvas works very well most of the time I use it.
Online textbooks are awful. Online pdf readings save paper, but are more unwieldy and take more effort to read thoroughly. The
thing that maps out where the books are in Hodges is great.
ok, now this question makes sense.
I have had no problems.
I don’t think the online materials for business classes are really up to par and some of the learning modules are useless.
Strategy of subscribing to Lynda.com and calling it good is not sufficient for an R1 research university.
I have to use these online services all of the time, and they are great for learning as I have to research often.
Canvas is nothing amazing, but it is much better than blackboard. We do not have good resources to produce quality distance
education materials. Most faculty record in-class lectures using the mic and camera built-in to their laptops.
I am in an online class and am not a fan of the web player used for the website, and it is a UT website, though from the space
institute.
I am not sure Canvas is the best service for organizing classes and such.
If teachers are using websites that don’t work very well or are difficult to navigate, it provides nothing to the student.
I have had issues with on-campus students being able to connect to Zoom for an online evening class for 3 hours.
No comments
Sometimes some websites do not seem as useful as others. I don't think that some homework should be on canvas/webassign
while we have canvas.
Canvas is great, and I would like for all classes to use it. I do not like Webassign.
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being a computer science student, most of my profs make their own html webpages for lecture notes, giving them more control
over the minute details. i dont have enough experience to speak strongly here.
All our clients have tablets or cell phone and teaching tools online would be great.
If we are going to move our education to use online tools, we need to either make the switch or not. Half of my courses use
google drive for all our information, some use canvas, and some refuse to use either, leaving all communication by word of mouth
in the class room, which leads to things being forgotten or changed, with no proof on the student's side. It needs to be uniform.
A lot of websites used to enhance learning are janky and not the best
Good tips to help set up things and register devices.
Canvas is terrible. There is a problem with stale data and things magically disappearing. When we have sought out help is for
disappearing files we were told they were never posted even though we had proof.
I think this is greatly improved with expanded Canvas offerings (the video tool, ePortfolio) and support for designing online and
technology-enhanced learning spaces (even for traditional delivery courses).
Canvas could be more user-friendly.
Teachers update Canvas very well. I don’t like the two step indemnification. I have to do that every time I use UT computers
Chrome works very well with CANVAS.
I think Canvas and Outlook are pretty user friendly. From what I've heard from students, however, the need to navigate many
different websites for each of their classes can get confusing and time consuming.
As a non-teaching staff member, I would have selected N/A if it was a choice.
I think it's important to have online learning resources. However, forcing all classes to use online sources like Canvas can be bad,
given that not all professors use this teaching method. This often causes more confusion and effort for the professor and the
students, which may actually inhibit learning
I haven't used it too much.
Easy to understmd
Webassign for my math classes is very difficult to use and makes hard classes unnecessarily complicated.
I wish there was 24/7 tutors to help with questions
It is important to have resources that enhance my learning experience. If I need help I want a university who provides resources
that will help me, online services included.
I have no real connection to teaching or learning experience.
Lets just say that Canvas sucks. Whoever made the decision for our campus to use canvas has obviously never used it themselves.
Yes, it is student created, but I really don't care about that. Each teacher's use of canvas is so different than the next that I have to
relearn canvas every time I have a new class. Where one teacher might put their syllabus under the "syllabus" tab, another might
have under a random file in "files", and the next teacher might have it under pages. Its too confusing and there needs to be a
universal way teachers organize their material in canvas.
Canvas is horrible. It is a great hinderance.
The HCB Mediasite where we access lectures that professors post has very serious lag delays. In classes last semester it wasn't
that big of an issue, but for students in classes such as BAS320, where coding in involved and is very fast-paced at times, this is
very confusing and inconvenient. There is a very large amount of delay that leaves the lectures unable to be
understood/followed.
Don't use them that much
There really isnt an online service that helps with learning so far. I have used cengage, openstax, and now packback. The only one
that helped some what was cengage. Openstax is way too long and in depth and just ends up confusing us instead of helping.
i think that the minimum should be 8 because this is a university and we pay great funds to gain an education: part of this in our
modern, technology-driven world is through online services
Cengage and webassign are often a pain to enter answers into, which often results in the waste of a lot of time.
Canvas notifications have weird delays and grade updates can be sporadic
I ranked actual service performance an 8 because I find the online teaching and learning services to work very well. Occasionally,
the services have problems that are not the fault of the institution.
Canvas
Canvas is a lot better than the trash I used in high school. Easy to find assignments and submit them
UT is very forward in online teaching and learning. I enjoy canvas and it is nice to have linkedin learning access for free.
There's no online resources for any class.
Canvas is pretty good, now that I have learned how it works. It just took a while to learn the ins and outs and the venacular since
it was drastically different from Blackboard.
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Don’t like having to pay extra for Webassign or whatnot. Canvas limits what the professor might want to do and is inadequate so
profs use outside services. In turn, this makes it hard to keep up with every class effectively, since you cannot see all your
deadlines in one place.
Most of the information I try to find online using UT services is not what I was looking for and I usually resort to other sources
including other institutions' websites.
Wiley, Canvas, Webassign, and Pearson are all glitchy and slow
The website can be informative
It is awesome
Good
Canvas can be a bit cumbersome.
Canvas works but it seems clunky at times. Perhaps this is due to professors not properly using it, though.
There are so many places on campus or even on YouTube or google that we can find to explain something a million different
ways. I can always find something that aids in my understanding.
Being an architecture major, we require lots of different software and luckily the school provides a handful of them but still there
are many more that are very expensive
I'm not sure if this is considered an online service. But UT needs site licenses for Noldus Lockdown Browser with video capability.
This is the only way to ensure that there is no cheating on take-home exams administered over the internet.
all of the services have enhanced my work with students.
Most the teaching services that I’ve used are easy to understand
works great ! Excellent service
I think canvas works well and appreciate when professors use it over their own websites or just email
These online services are not often offered. Some of the in-person workshops are multi-session meetings. I would LOVE if you all
would offer online courses that are multiple online sessions, kind of like coursera. That way, I can do these things in my own time,
since my schedule is pretty irregular.
Again, I think Canvas is helpful.
The teaching and learning experience is up to the teacher not online services.
I wasn't excited about leaving Blackboard, but Canvas is sooooo much better. It works consistently and as expected.
Overall, not bad
my online course was very informative and i learned a lot more than i expected.
Online courses are very important to me as I work full time. A lot more need to and should be offered in the future. Many of us do
not have the flexibility of other students and would benefit from more offered.
Many faculty are unaware of the range of online teaching services available. Improvement is needed in advertising the services
and training.
The online teaching services are super useful to my learning
Canvas does not have large enough storage space for my courses.
Same as before. Canvas good, textbook access inconsistent, cengage/webassign bad.
Like having online options to tap into at the library
Webassign is terrible when it comes to Calculus. I have had great experiences with all of my other classes.
I think UT has more services than a 3-year graduate studnent can explore them all! Thank you to Interlibrary Loans, LinkedIn
Learning, general library services and friendliness, being able to request books online for pickup...
I have no complaints about UT online services.
Although we are getting taught something, without learning it it is nothing.
The online services does a decent job on enhancing my learning.
As more and more of the technology tools we have been using to enhance classroom instruction become monetized, it would be
helpful if UTK were willing to expend some of the technology fees to make them more readily available to faculty and students
(e.g., kahoot, padlet, Prezi)
Turning in is sometimes difficult for larger files.
Qualtrics, google applications
Tend not to use them unless required by professors, so can't say.
Still clunky.
Canvas works great, but some teachers refuse to/can’t learn it
So far, using canvas it more difficult than it should be; especially with professors who have trouble with it.
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Canvas is okay. I don't really "learn" from it.
at times this just doesn't happen
I don’t really know what this is aimed at but canvas is a great help in all my classes.
Again, most of the services I have used online at UTK are not intuitive and lag behind other top research universities.
seems to be unevenly utilized - people use different tools in different ways, causing some confusion for users
See the feedback previously
I don't necessitate technology in my preferred learning style but do feel it adequately enhances some classes.
Trainees
I am thouroughly enjoying my online learning experience
I have used a lot of applications and online tech for classes and have had no issues
Specific to Canvas, there have been changes in the past year that were not rolled out with information provided to faculty-users.
On the up-side, the Canvas knowledge team is very helpful when I call with questions.
I do not use to much the teaching and learning experience. I am planning to use LinkedIn for learning.
would like more self-paced tutorials
I don't teach, but I'm taking a class, and the online services (Canvas, library databases) have been very helpful and easy to use.
This greatly depends on the subject being taught, certain online services might work well for some subjects but less well for
others
Duo Security is a burden.
Turning Point clicker app has been helpful so I dont have to buy a clicker and it works really well
Duo security is a HUGE burden.
I don't think anything is "enhanced" per say?
Sometimes PDFs are unreadable on my computer.
I believe UTK provides wonderful availabilities for teaching and learning so much on the website!
canvas and registration can be tricky, but in general usable, after the learning curve.
I am enrolled in the RN to BSN program. It is vital that my internet connection be strong and work consistently because all of my
work is completed online.
With what I am paying in tuition, and what gets invested in our varying sports, I absolutely expect to be provided with and have
access to the latest, functioning technology. For the most part, I feel that I do. However, I am not sure that that is true across the
board in that it seems some areas in our school haven't been provided that.
Being that this is a university, I have high expectations for online services used for teaching and learning. Thus far, the main
service I have used related to this is Canvas which I find easy to use.
I've Zoomed, took online classes and surveys. All these services work great.
I think UT offers a lot of great resources for teaching and learning; I just don't think they are expressed enough.
Library Medline and other Boolian searches could be improved
K@TE works well, but I think there is some confusion prompted by the variety of hosting sites for learning (Canvas, Blackboard,
workshop.utk.edu, SUPER at UTIA, etc)
See earlier note on DMS.
Canvas sucks
This is a multi-million dollar university, I'm glad we aren't completely slacking here
Zoom is great.
Maybe streamline or offer standard recommendations to professors on how to structure and use Canvas for their class? Maybe
suggest that departments offer this to their professors?
193 Polk Ave. Nashville
I'm not sure how to use the smart screen at the top of my lectern in room 123 HSS. I've managed so far but sometimes the
mouse will be on the smart screen and my laptop is connected to it and the laptop doesn't have the mouse visible. It's irritating
and I don't know how to fix it except to turn it off and start over.
Training is an issue. I’m confident there are technologies I am under-utilizing.
We need more computers equipped with Adobe. We need a better license that allows students to have Adobe on their devices.
Why isn't this included in the tech fee? I pay hundred of dollars a year for Adobe.
Why are some Zoom accounts limited in regards to time for the session? This makes no sense
I'm thinking of Canvas, which is a pretty powerful tool with a lot of useful abilities for instruction and course admin. I suspect
there are many other services I'm not very aware of.
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We always have the opportunity to take online classes to enhance our learning experience.
The teaching and learning platform(s) that the University chooses have changed over my tenure here, focrcing users to adjust
content. They also do not offer many tools that would improve and simplify the instructor and student experiences.
The subcategories could be simplified.
Online applications at UTK just always work!
also pretty good
Sometimes, technology in classrooms does not work, and it gets frustrating not having the right equipment
Again, not always user friendly
I do use online research sources for students, not often but do use them in the classroom.
Please figure out a way to export Discussion post content on Canvas
Online learning is okay. It varies widely from professor to professor and how capable they are in using technology, but that’s not
OIT’s fault.
Most textbooks and online homeworks are quite basic or an extra hassle, however, they are very dependable/predictable to act
in certain ways.
Get rid of DuoMobile!!! It's clumsy and take more time than it's worth
Initially going back to school, I spent more time trying to figure out what my homework was then I spent actually doing
homework. I think the flexibility that canvas provides teachers could be good, but it ends up being so confusing. For example, one
of my professors puts all of her documents, including the syllabus and the homework assignments, under the "files" tab, arranged
in an elaborate and incomprehensible way. And then she has nothing under the "syllabus" or the "assignments" tabs. Also,
multiple professors have clauses in their syllabus that says they can change it at anytime with no warning, so I'm afraid to use the
printed versions of sylabuss, and instead have to memorize all the different random pathways to find the syllabus and
assignments for every class.
When I took the flipped course for Math 125 while the quality of the video was good, there were times where the audio would
cut out.
Computer training in MS office. Lynda takes too long to find the basic information needed. Google is a better resource to find out
for example how make a graph in excel or anayize data in SPSS
I have worked with youth in a few places where I did not have online service, but that was because we were in the mountains.
sometimes its on the teacher, but last year in bio chem 2, last half of the semester had often drops in clickers
The websites themselves are great, I just think some teachers use it as a crutch to teach less in class.
WebAssign is a very frustrating thing for one small, odd bug that is very disorienting: after any submission of any answer, the
website seems to randomize your place (scrolling-wise) on the site, with seemingly zero reason behind it. It's very frustrating and
I'm yet to find why it happens at all.
would like to have more offered
Sometimes the technological advancements made in the classroom are useful in expanding availability of resources to students. I
have however had a couple of classes that use this service to an extent of making lectures nearly obsolete.
Not an OIT problem I don't think, but some of the things Canvas does/doesn't do don't necessarily help the learning experience.
Or it might be that some professors don't know how to best use Canvas
I'd like to know more about what is available and good for my teaching context, but so far so good!
Thats what professors are for
Sometimes unclear
I love Canvas. I miss Canvas so much. I'm studying at Swansea University for the semester and they still use Blackboard, and now I
understand why everyone stopped using Blackboard. Thankfully, UTK transferred away from Blackboard before I started, but it
sucks and it has really made me appreciate Canvas so much more.
The problem is that every professor chooses a different online service that enhances the teaching and learning experience, and it
mostly just makes everything a massive headache.
Whatever is being used for MICR 210 right now is incredible. The calculus platforms provide video, but I'd like to see more
examples for a problem if I am stuck.
I have used several services including Linked In Learning, Zoom, Canvas, My UTK, Duo, Microsoft Online, Qualtrics.
The service performance I rated high because, on the OIT side, things are available and function. User side has some issues with
consistency in how these services are used and made available to students.
Every issue can be troubleshot on the OIT website
There are many opportunities to access these services
I am not as much of a fan of online course materials as some, but UT does it relatively well.
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Most of the training is on-line and the software is fairly friendly user.
Some of the IRIS on line training classes wouldn't load
Cengage mindtap is so particular about answers it makes it very difficult. I wish we could do Duolingo.
UTK actually does a better job at this than other institutions I have attended.
again, the majority of my job deals with online resources and being able to access these to teach students
The website used to share lecture videos cannot make the video screen full screen nor can it increase the size of the screen
without decreasing the UI of the video player. Please improve the options for display size.
It is about getting an education here and we do enjoy the adequate resources.
Sites are often too complicated at first glance with too many hidden drop down menus.
I enjoy most of my online interfaces that I have to use for class. I love OWL V2, but I hate bluedoor.
Canvas needs to expand the types of quizzes it can offer. Specifically numerically related.
Difficult to track grades due to the multiple platforms they are reported on
Better internet helps with all online classwork.
Many of the online services provided to me work very efficient.
It is very reliable
For the most part, I think systems are okay. However, there is a need for easier ways to incorporate accessibility into courses.
Online teaching programs and services often act as little more than an online quiz. If you don't know something, the quiz will
lower your grade and never give you a chance to learn the material you missed. It's a poor substitute for a real teacher or ta.
I use LinkedIn learning AT LEAST once a week. It is such an incredible resource.
Still learning how to fully use Canvas. It is quite different from Blackbaud and not as intuitive.
I love Canvas but I don’t like WebAssign. It doesn’t account for incorrect answers
I hate web assign
In the building I teach in online services work well.
Perhaps as AI continues to evolve this will allow better enhance teaching and learning. Currently I still find some providers like
MyMathLab abd MyStatLab not mature enough and the tools that would allow online courses to really work not not yet available.
some of the third party websites that have our textbooks are hard to get to - Coursepoint for nursing 201 is hard to get used to
and hard to navigate
canvas and cengage are great
I haven't used many of the online teaching services, but what I have used either works ok (i.e., sometimes Canvas is really clunky
and difficult to navigate) or seems great in theory (i.e., recording online lectures).
Other than canvas, I can't think of anything applicable. Canvas is abysmal at best.
I can access training whenever I need it.
I have tried to find training to work the computers in Bailey Ed because they are a huge challenge, and I've been unable to find
the training I need. I am fairly computer literate, but the computers that should enhance teaching and learning in Bailey Ed are
not intuitive. I do not have the same challenges in Haslam COB, so I am not sure what the issue is in the other building.
I am unable to access certain areas needed for class (such as google docs) due to my email address being associated with another
campus in the UT system.
Canvas is inconsistently utilized across campus and everyone uses it differently meaning that even though you might know your
way around, literally every single course I have taken, i have had to relearn how to use Canvas because someone used it
differently. Standards and best practices would be useful.
The tools and technical support provided by UT IT has assisted me in enhancing my ability to teach online courses.
See prior answer.
Canvas really does pretty well.
Our teaching and learning area is pretty good. I have used those and haven't had much of a problem.
Canvas training and support has been poor. Support for building online teaching and learning has not been great in the past.
Have not sought an interaction lately, maybe it's gotten better.
Flipped classrooms are the worst thing this university has ever done. I am not $80,000 in debt to watch YouTube videos and call
that a class. I took my math at Pellissippi because it is so bad here I would rather pay $700 of the little money I do have to not
have to take it here.
Many services offered at Hodges Library are not offered at Pendergrass library and are not during good hours for students in
vetmed to attend
Canvas needs to improved a lot. It is sometimes hard to find files for class.
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The sole purpose of this university is supposed to be higher education so I personally prioritize this. I feel as though it could be
much better in the aspect of teaching students how to use it.
Dabney Buehler 552
Pearson's tool are horrible and I hate using them with all of my heart and overpaying for shitty service
Again, outside of Canvas and Zoom, most of the things I use that enhance the teaching and learning experience are from thirdparty vendors, not OIT.
Lags, voice drops, lack of comprehensive video that tracks speaker and entire room for the remote audience. Very archaic
compared to industry and other peer institutions.
I am happy with my online services.
I tried to use the Turning Point mobile app in my classroom this semester. Had everything arranged around it. It worked very
erratically. I ended up having to drop that portion of student interaction. My colleagues tell me that I have to have the students
use the clicker device. The OIT person told me that Turning Point is aware of this problem several weeks ago, but nothing seems
to have been done. If I had been told from the beginning of the semester not to use the mobile app, I would have required
students to purchase the device. On the plus side, Canvas seems to be working well, even if it has some very inefficient functions.
I think they are very current and useful.
Other options makes it easier for is
I enjoy the online programs available to me
occasional issues with Canvas, more storage space per course would be nice; access to apps in Canvas is good
Definitely works well.
Canvas
Three online resources are pretty good
It works
Is there a university-wide option for skype-type lectures in online classes? I have a class right now using VoiceThread and that is a
nightmare. We used Acano and google hangout for my master's and that was much better.
Good
The email and Canvas inbox are mixed up pretty often by teachers
training
Ips
Canvas calendaring/scheduling of (for example) automatic peer review asignment, is horrible
I mean its aight
I use online teaching/learning experiences infrequently
Usually do not use something like this
KPB
Online services for the classroom are beneficial, however, some of my professors do not use the available resources. Therefore,
my expectations are very low.
My online service works almost perfectly, but in some locations it is slower than others. My apartment complex, The Standard,
has terrible Internet service, but on campus it generally works perfectly. Some exceptions to that are the Student Union and the
AMB, where the service is slow from time to time.
Canvas kinda stinks and doesn't do all the right stuff
I learn from tech
Honestly, haven't used the online services for teaching/learning.
Content is not a problem
Ok
I have a ton of options to use. Enjoy zoom when I cannot attend class
GradesFirst and Canvas are not user friendly
Some online parts for labs do not enhance my learning and seem more like busy work.
I feel that across my classes, they use too many online sources and that those sources don't really enhance my learning
experience. There could generally be some improvements in the design of these online services, as well. I feel that online services
shouldn't be used unless they significantly improve the learning experience.
typically have a large variety of options for additional tools. NEED the university to keep Qualtrics and to not drop support due to
the extensive usage by our center
If you’re talking about Canvas it works fine.
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again a lot of the ut site's links lead no where, so i can't get the information i need
Many of the opportunities are there if the desire to use them is there.
Paying for school isn’t cheap I except teachers to have access to the online portals they need for class
I can't even put into words how much I hate Canvas. I gave a test on Canvas the other day and 3 students somehow accidentally
submitted their exam before finishing. there is no way to open an exam back up and we had to do a complicated work-around in
the middle of a timed test. This is just one of a number of problems with Canvas.
I do not use many online services in my teaching, but I have found a few that do enhance the teaching and learning experience.
In most classes, we mainly only use PowerPoints in the classroom, which is not always the best use of technology, but this is fine
with me because technology does not correlate to a better education experience in my opinion.
I think the university has access to a lot of programs that I pay for via tuition that they dont advertise, so therefore I dont know
about and dont use. I think these technologies need to be more accessible especially considering the increasing technological
demands of classes
Magnolia Building
One of the only good things I've seen is when teachers are able to record their lectures and share them with students. Online
homework is horribly inefficient and forces us to look up all the answers rather than to solve them on our own.
Primary experience is with CANVAS. Site is ok, although I've had to manage files due to issues with data limits for each course.
Canvas doesn't work for me sometimes and Webassign is glitchy
overall still pretty good
I expect online tools to assist teaching work well and not have many problems. Most of the resources I've used at UTK have
worked well and I've used them in multiple classes. Canvas is a great tool if teachers choose to use it. Clickers have also worked
well in my of my classes and makes the class more interactive which is fun.
All my homework assignments and canvas works consistently well
Canvas is well integrated into the university system, but sometimes its features don't work well with the layout of specific classes.
The updates to myUTK, canvas, and housing are really great and easy to maneuver.
I think this also depends on the teacher's ability to use the online resources and will vary based on their ability. All cords and
technology in the classroom should be universal though so that if you have to travel from building to building, the technology is
the same. But maybe have multiple cords for all laptop types because there are so many different laptops students and
professors use.
The library’s resources are very helpful
Canvas has extremely limited SCORM functionality; they outsource it at a very minimal level to SCORM Cloud. We need to invest
in fully-functional SCORM access on our own.
Overall pretty good.
not all resources are easy to get to
I have been impressed with the functionality of the Zoom platform for instructional purposes.
Canvas is ok
there are plenty of online services that give us ways to learn but sometimes i wish they were just a little bit easier to access. the
tutoring services are available through gradesfirst but i didnt know where to find them until a few weeks ago. now i use them
practically every day.
Canvas
As stated in the prior questions, I think the instructions are not very clear with finding the on-line services, how to connect to
them, and how to print off the proof that you did the learning task.
Canvas is not user friendly.
Canvas is great but it still doesn't cover everything.
Most of the online services I have been provided with like canvas and other sites have helped my learning so far
Many of the required software can be slow and cumbersome
Zoom is great for teaching and learning. Access to citation software is great. I don't have a lot of other experience with direct
teaching/learning.
Online services complicate things for me more than they enhance.
The University of TN does support its IT staff across campus for IT credentialing (COMPTIA, CISCO, JUNIPER) UT is wasting its
resources CBT's that don't hold any weight.
It is awesome
Always just a phone call away
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I have had no issues with online services that enhance the teaching and learning. Thank you.
There are not any guides available in the classrooms to work the new computer projector system. I have noticed improvement in
the classrooms of having hdmi cables available compared to 4 years ago when i started here.
High rating because the library services are amazing. They deserve a raise.
Canvas is very good and continues to improve, apps site works well for students to access software during class.
Matlab download good. H-drive website take down, bad
The reason I am here at UT is to receive an education so it should be important that technology is used well to teach. The
University tried with the standardization of Canvas but many professors do not use it and I currently have four different websites I
use for homework, labs, etc.
Difficult to find on-line course listings, register for courses, etc.
While Canvas is useful, it sometimes has limitations that detract from learning. It is so powerful that it is easy to forget to publish
things. Also, it is difficult to bulk include access to materials in programs that need that sort of thing.
Convenience
Sorry I don't use online services for teaching and learning so can't really rate fairly
There has been trouble in the past with the Zoom not working connecting UTK to UTSI. Sometimes the recording of the class has
not happened like it should either.
Online services at UTK have no issues
google drive has really helped me a lot recently
I am always pleasantly surprised by the online services that are provided. I just sometimes don't know they were provided until
too late.
linked in learning helps but not always useful
Many of the online teaching and learning experiences are nice however, they don't help that much. Many of times I find myself
getting distracted due to less responsibility than in a classroom
Canvas can be a pain at times. Particularly when it comes to assignments that you have to submit.
I think they help with learning but sometimes can be pointless
sometimes the sites that classes use are very laggy or do not load as they should. It is not the internet connection because it will
do this anywhere one is
help understand outside classroom
Please have the faculty actually learn Canvas. Too many of them do not understand how to use the tool well.
We are still behind in some of the classroom getting connected and accessing these opportunities...we also dont know what all is
available to us to use
Some services do not help towards learning
We are happy with the online services that provide teaching and learning experiences.
Canvas and Office 365 are better than expected but are not seamless An orientation to tutorials would have benefited my
acclimation to digital aspects of today's trends.
i would also like a clipping system to export my readings into a working index onto my drive. for latter report writing, one that
automatically generates citations.
I use Google Drive to create and host content I share with my students (documents, spreadsheets, videos, zip files). I use Canvas
to distribute that material. Since I teach a data science class, 500 MB of storage within Canvas is a joke. I use Turning Point in class
to gauge student understanding.
I have no real issues with the teaching and learning online experience.
Again, my input is based on Canvas availability and ease of access
Canvas is probably the best option, but I struggle with inconsistencies in performance and response to actions, and limitations
(very specific to my needs) which are hard to work around
My professors require me to use certain websites to do work that are usually easy to use.
UT Conference center,
I feel we have great online learning services. The library sources work well online, canvas is organized, and more.
Bb was sooooo much better than Canvas. I've stopped using Canvas all together just because it is a pain, and students don't go to
it anyway. I can save about 100 student hours per semester by emailing class documents to students rather than spending time
putting them online and having each student having to spend time logging in and finding the docs. I'm all about efficiency - and
Canvas "ain't it."
Even though I do not always utilize these as I should, I know that UT has a ton of online resources to learn and teach yourself
skills.
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This service is so dependent on faculty and how much they use what's available. I wish more faculty would use online services.
Same as previous response.
I am able to find a lot of useful information from the library databases online, but it is difficult for me to find information on
canvas. There are many tabs that a professor can use to organize information, it every class has information in different
locations, so it is time-consuming to hunt each tab to find where information is located. A search bar where I can search the class
page for key words would make it much easier to find class information, such as lecture notes or article links. If there is a search
bar, I am not aware of it, so it would be beneficial to have it in a more prominent place.
not enough memory on canvas for lectures to be stored, it compromises the format in which teachers supply their material
Two factor identification has inhibited the ease of learning in some classrooms when my professors forget to bring their
cellphones to class and cannot login to the websites that they need to access.
Canvas rarely fails and I've never had any problem with it but I wish there was a more standard expectation for professors to use
these resources because it's frustrating when one refuses to do anything technical aside from send one email a week.
it's basic ass services. I pay way too much for this
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Online services that allow me to collaborate effectively with others
G-Suite is awesome.
OneDrive is klunky, and most people use Google. Can we switch? Also, Canvas is better than Blackboard, but I wanted my
students to be able to do more on the site in terms of creating content.
Google docs works well, that's what we use.
Email, calendaring, Zoom, and Teams are all helpful and work well. Although I need to figure out how to get sound to work with
Teams in KPB 132M.
Zoom is slow. Need more or higher level speakers in the CON conference rooms to project to those working off site.
SharePoint is awesome.
I do not use any online services to collaborate with others.
I have never had issues with the service
Zoom is awesome!
But it is still ~ 75% effective
Group Me is a life saver for group projects
SharePoint allows effective collaboration but occasionally has some kinks
Discussion posts on canvas and alerts through canvas are effective but most classes use a separate group me to communicate
through peers
Your offerings and support for them are some of the best I've experienced at a university setting.
OneDrive is not very consistent, and sometimes it's hard to easily and quickly access when working collaboratively with others.
Email & MS Teams
There really aren't great applications of this right now. Google sheets work better than anything else I've seen.
Collaborating with other universities is difficult because many of them use Red Hat and other software not available at UT. Zoom
is great for virtual meetings, but we need a way to share research files, consent forms, etc. in a secure platform.
I rarely am able to collaborate well with my classmates.
UT provides a lot of collaboration tools.
The provided school gmail and download of office are both perfect for being able to work with others
Zoom
Is difficult to use to schedule our own zoom
Sessions outside of class.
wait for it.... STOP MAKING ME CHANGE MY PASSWORD.
All I need is email.
very fine
Canvas discussion assignment in my biology class wouldn't accept my submission, and therefore gave me a zero
I don't know. We have email, google docs, there are group discussions on TWEN, and internet really makes that possible... I guess
we collaborate well.
At a higher educational institution that strives for the TOP 25, there shouldn't be any issues.
Group work is very easy thanks to OIT
There are not enough tools provided to collaborate remotely and tools that are provided there is no training or opportunities to
learn to use them.
There is an abundance of ways to commuinicate with coworkers within the hospital system. At any time I may have my personal
cell phone, company cell phone and department cell phone, personal desk phone and section desk phone, personal email box and
UTVETREF email box, SKYPE for business and people walking up. In fact- the amount of ways to be contacted can be over
stimulating at times because at any one time I am overly accessible to staff, students, faculty and clients!
There doesn’t seem to be much of an online component to campus interactions aside from advertising or coordinating events.
Latex writing services (Overleaf or similar), collaborative coding (R, Python), better Stata in lab (crashes when many users)
Google drive is awesome. Canvas is not the best. Except for when teacher establishes groups on it for group project
Canvas is the online service that I use for collaborations and it is relatively easy to use.
The options I've seen look good, but I usually just use email.
I enjoy us being able to have Zoom calls with those located off campus.
Canvas is great for discussion with others
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I'd love to have Dropbox for Business
No issues; able to collaborate with others.
Canvas email sucks, but the Outlook environment works flawlessly.
you need the internet to face time or chat with other
The google suite does a good job at making my lab work easier.
Multiple generational gaps and won't use online services
Zoom is fantastic.
Canvas is not the best platform for communicating with students, i.e. via email through Canvas is frustrating to navigate.
My class group projects have been using Zoom to have discussions and tonight we meet via Zoom. Being a distance student, this
makes it much easier.
Google docs great tool.
I have had limited need to collaborate with others online; usually we collaborate through Google services, which work fine
I have mostly used google docs for online collaboration. It works. Canvas works well for this, too.
It is very convenient having Zoom available.
i use GroupMe, so just need wifi to be able to use it. Canvas is hard to use to connect with other classmates
Again for an online program, that is the only way (in some cases) that interactions happen. So the system needs to be easy and
straightforward.
things are hit or miss to connect remotely to meetings across the state
I see no problems with collaboration on UT websites.
Canvas and Google both include avenues for students to contact each other and work together. These services are great!
Zoom is so easy that I don't know what we did before we had capability.
I was a part of groups set aside by my instructors. I was always able to reach out and connect with classmates and instructors
easily.
One Drive is supposed to be a good place to work collaboratively with others. It has lost my work more than once, and if an
interactive PDF form is in One Drive, it has to be downloaded, typed into, saved, then uploaded, which is ridiculous. I use One
Drive as necessary to move files from desktop to laptop.
Qualtrics is the predominant software in the field and one that provides opportunity for collaboration across universities.
Google Drive is alright, but it has its limitations. As it's not the best creative platform, we use it strictly for its collaboration
abilities. If we had something that was free, collaborative like Google, but with better creative abilities, that would be great, but I
don't actually know of anything like that.
Google is easily collaborative
I think our Zoom access is great, it works well, and is easy to use. I use it very frequently.
Works well for me.
online collaboration is okay, the best being google docs
Due to curriculum changes, the CVM currently has 2 classes that are shared. This means we rely on Zoom a lot, so it's nice that
the college has access. However, the internet within the CVM can make using Zoom difficult.
I have had a great time with Zoom for some of my online classes and the discussion board on canvas. Overall, these services are of
good quality and help me get an idea of what my classmates are thinking.
Canvas groups and google docs work pretty well.
Canvas's group setting can be hard to navigate, and most of the time student rely of GroupMe for planning group activities.
Google Drive is not easy to use for collaborations. It synchs very slowly. Google docs are pain to use collaboratively because they
require internet connection to even open them.
I have had no problems.
We have google for everything honestly...we don’t need add ons
Aside from a basic Zoom subscription that disconnects after 40 minutes, I am not aware of other services.
Canvas provides a great space for me to collaborate with others.
Drive is sufficient. University supported slack and overleaf would be nice. Office 365 does not seem to coordinate with Google
drive and Google calendar well.
Honestly don't know if I have "collaborated" online with a person at UT
Google Docs is good
I just use email and that works 100% of the time
Zoom mostly works for small group meetings, but it can have issues with larger groups.
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Being able to communicate on short notice a plus
Office 365, Google Drive, GitHub. Somehow the technologies are present, but the group level of understanding of how to
standardize or utilize these collaborative tools doesn't seem to be sufficient to take full advantage of them. This defaults us back
to email and meetings. Remote work options could also be a benefit if we development the work culture for it.
Canvas is helpful but flawed. Students should automatically receive notifications, yet some of my students do not.
We use outside resources such as google classroom or groupme or other platforms, but nothing through the university
I have never had issues using websites to work with others.
Zoom is fantastic and has been so helpful to have access to
Having a Google Suite account is very helpful.
I think the issues are more due to different skill sets by our instructors when it comes to breakout rooms.
again, most of my collaboration with other students is through Piazza, github, and groupme. I'm not sure if yall provide Piazza - if
you do, its a great resource. I know you dont provide access to the other two
Zoom is great
Canvas and other school sanctioned services just aren't made for group work, so we often use google drive, which is fine, but it
would be nice to keep the number of websites down.
Services are disconnected by dept. and other groups. It is very hard to find consistency or a central location to find all
information.
Greatly improved with offering Google Drive as FERPA storage. MUCH easier than Microsoft's products for collaboration.
Same feedback as the previous question.
On Canvas you can create a group. This helps with big projects that last a semester
Outlook works so well with our Internet Explorer and Chrome.
This is not something I think about often.
Live@UT Zoom is useful. However, collabing in Google is hard.
Seems fine.
Helps in classroom and project
zoom
The different platforms and lack of cross communication is still a hurdle, but at least most everyone uses Outlook for meeting
planning and email
I enjoy google drive and Zoom capabilities
Zoom meeting are sometimes lag behind
OneDrive works fine.
Online collaborative tools never seem to be cross-compatible, or easily accessible especially via mobile devices. Most folks just
use email, cloud file-sharing, or other mobile group messaging services.
Zoom doesn't work consistently all the time
My major does not require collaborations very often, so this does not really effect me.
Canvas won't send me a copy of the email that I send to my students. I can't see what my student see, and I can't confirm that
email went out successfully.
What online services does utk have
There are third party services that do great for collaboration and group projects, but UTK itself does not have very effective, easy
to use collab services.
I mostly choose to use Google Drive for collaboration (beyond zoom), because I find Canvas and OneDrive/SharePoint overly
clunky.
I use Zoom from time to time, but I mostly use Microsoft Teams (for chat and video chat and screen sharing) and I really like
Teams. It works very well most of the time and makes collaboration easy and productive.
I ranked the actual service performance an 8 because most of the online services work effectively.
Canvas, google docs etc.
I've been able to work with others pretty well
the fact that our emails are both microsoft as well as google domains help a lot with collaboration on projects. nowadays most
projects would be impossible without the simultaneous editing and sharing features of google docs
I do not collaborate with others online except with Google docs, so I cannot answer the last question.
- Zoom is good
- One drive doesn’t work (recommend canceling that contract)
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- Google drive works most times
- Dropbox would be best
Partnership with office for “free” is great.
Canvas collaborations is not easy to use at all.
I think there are probably many options available but it’s not communicated well what is available, what works best for different
activities, and how to access or use it.
Google docs makes that easy
I am new to the University- it would be great if your questions gave examples of what an online service is, what a service that
collaborates effectively is... so I know what i am evaluating. I have no idea what I am evaluating at the moment (and the last 4
questions).
I pay for my own Zoom account out-of-pocket because the student accounts have significant limitations.
The only service that seems to do this is Google Drive.
With our Microsoft accounts we are able to easily communicate and collaborate through Google Drive.
i dont know of any university services that allow cooperation with others online
Zoom and email allow me to connect as needed.
The school doesn’t really use great online services to allow me to communicate with classmates
works great ! Excellent service and support.
There are some options but it is easier to use other communication methods that we already use outside of classes that specific
ones such as canvas for communication
Zoom is definitely great, but it's a pain for an instructor to get pro access to record longer videos for class sessions. I would use
Zoom more if I could go to OIT to get trained on all the things Zoom can do as well as making it easier to access the features.
Zoom is great, as well as Canvas.
Collaboration is not important.
Relatively no prompt function, it is difficult to receive and reply in time
I usually dont collaborate on projects and when i do i usually use a shared google doc or email.
A class GroupMe attachment would be extremely helpful. I had one attached to the class through canvas and it was amazing.
Enhances understanding immensely
I have online services that allow me to communicate efficiently with others
One drive and outlook are not effective, but my Google Drive is.
Not aware of any university-sponsored/university-influenced online collaboration service, nor was I expecting any, so neutral on
all fronts
Sometimes it is difficult for the other person to receive the messages.
Microsoft Team needs to go away.
Zoom and email messaging
Cannot get Microsoft Teams to work across UT campuses.
I have no complaints about UT online services.
More group work means more file sharing
I have had problems in the past trying to collaborate with others using canvas but other than this, I have not had too much
troubles.
There is not really an easy way provided to students other than us making our own groups and emails.
The service is good most of the time.
Few standard departmental platforms online for the type of college
Group messaging is great, but gets out of hand sometimes that turns annoying.
No problems to identify
Bomgar and Zoom are very effective.
Our primary online service that allows us to collaborate with others is Footprints, and frankly, Footprints is terrible (specifically
lacking in: speed, usability, intuitive design, features that contribute to efficiency, etc.)
As an engineering student this is important, and services like google really accomplish this for me.
We way underperform in collaboration, but not due to OIT. Staff simply are not in the habit of taking full advantage of the tools at
our disposal. It's more than training, there needs to be more of an expectation that all will use collaboration technology
frequently and consistently. Until we get there, the use of collaboration technology will be somewhat constrained.
Zoom is very valuable
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When using Excel sheets on One Drive, more than one person cannot have the document open because it will not save anything
either person does. This makes the collaborative process far more tedious than it should be.
For class work and peer communication, Canvas is not the easiest form of communication. Both discussion boards, groups, and
announcements leave much to be desired.
Good conection so good comunication
I don't need much online service to collaborate. I only use Zoom for this, and I have never had a problem.
Still need to work on having Dropbox as an option, since it seems ORNL only allows this service.
Google and one drive do not always work.
I have never had an issue with the online services not allowing me to collaborate effectively.
I use the video zoom services and is very efficient. I can connect with several researchers and student to advance in my research. I
like this platform
This is pretty good, but there are so many available options on how to do this that I never know which one is the best to use for
each situation
collaboration in my field involves email and a cell phone
I think Canvas sometimes isn't always at its highest performance. This also may have to do with the internet in some buildings.
Duo Security is a burden.
Not commonly used, but google docs is good.
I use SharePoint regularly, which is effective.
Canvas can be hard to use when communicating with others.
Collaborating is a great tool, but not mandatory, but feel as though the service is quality.
canvas has options, but seen excessive and not tempting. But useful if you wanted to really get deep into the canvas system
I am enrolled in the RN to BSN program. It is vital that my internet connection be strong and work consistently because all of my
work is completed online.
Canvas does not make it easy to email your classmates in specific classes. You can see a list of people, but it doesn't provide their
email, and the discussion/group categories are not effective. They do not send notifications so most of the time, if you use
discussion/group options, the recipient doesn't often see it until much later.
I am creating many online surveys for my research and need a good program for doing this. In my opinion, Qualtrics is the best
program for this because it is widely used by other researchers, it has good IT support, and is fairly easy to use. I know that the
university (at least for ag) is trying to switch over to QuestionPro. I know some people who have had problems with had issues
with QuestionPro such as their survey not appearing for those using safari for their web browser. I think this is very concerning
because respondents are not likely to try to solve the problem - they are more likely to just not respond.
The only way I know how to collaborate with someone now is by email. If there's something out there better than email, I'd love
to see it.
Moving from Share Point to WordPress may enhance the current online services. We shall see.
There are lots of different resources and I've never had a problem with any.
See earlier note on two-tier sign in.
Again, canvas sucks
Zoom is great.
In Canvas Groups... Can the linked shared Google drive file feature allow a shared google folder instead of just a file?
Canvas sucks for that. Not all professors will use canvas email which makes things more complicated
Zoom seems to work pretty well, but it's sort of ridiculous that a PhD student cannot easily set up a Zoom meeting that lasts an
hour. I've had to have my adviser do it when we meet with collaborators.
We use microsoft but I honestly feel more people are moving to google and other platforms and wish we would invest more in
google platforms.
Split between Office 365 and Google Suite makes it challenging to work with others using a different ecosystem
Zoom is as good as it gets for video conferencing, which I still do not enjoy :)
I use sharepoint often - but it is much clunkier than the dropbox I used to use for the same purpose. Other services offered are
often irrelevant or annoying to me.
Canvas notifications should alert participants that discussion message has been posted
Again, the University has changed it policies on collaborative tools, i.e., withdrawing its support for Dropbox, after users
populated platforms with content. This wastes time and effort without real improvement in service.
I am not clear on how to use them.
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it is still more difficult than I'd like to collaborate with people outside the UT system
Don't do so much online collaboration, but what I do use just seems to work.
Collaboration isn't that important for me
obvious question
Particularly ZOOM
Google drive is the best for this
It’s hard to finish a group project when the internet is spotty.
I don't know how I ever did my job without the ability to collaborate via Google docs, sheets and slides.
Canvas groups and other resources not implemented or unsuccessfully implemented. In most classes, students create groupmes
which have problems of their own.
I would like to have access to free services that make collaboration very easy, like Asana (PLEASE).
canvas is so confusing, especially when professors don't understand it and start assigning random things in random ways
Whenever I have group projects I can easily have access to my google docs and share files with my peers.
I am not always on campus and meeting with a tech to solve a computer program issue is challenging
collaboration tools require administrators/faculty to use them consistently to be anything other than an extra hassle for students.
I think online services do a great job helping me collaborate with other on things like group projects. The only issue comes with
WiFi.
I've found no such thing.
Rarely do classmates use discussion boards through canvas, and I know many that simply do not understand how to use them. It
is beyond complicated to reach other students, and email is not as efficient because many do not check them as often as they
should.
Some programs on my computer are not up to date. For example, I can not get audio on my computer when attending Zoom
meetings.
I've rarely used the online services for collaboration, but when I have, it's worked well.
The main one that I'm aware of is google docs. If there are more, they should be advertised more heavily.
The Zoom app sometimes works and sometimes buffers for so long when I try to connect that I eventually need to quit and try
another way to connect with whomever I need to reach.
When working on group projects, basically every group I have been a part of has used Google Drive, which allows document
sharing and real-time editing and updating. I do wish Canvas had a better system for this kind of work, but it's not that bad, since
Google Drive is free to use. It's also what I used in high school, so I was already familiar with it.
Zoom is a life saver. Don't ever get rid of it.
with the occasional banner glitch, works fine
Office365 has a team share platform that is very effective in making various collaborations.
I have used several services including Zoom, Canvas, Footprints, Microsoft Online.
Google Drive and Office 365
There is typically not a problem in this area, on occasion you may need to follow-up more than once, but that's likely due to very
busy/important colleagues. I have learned of some emails I failed to receive that were quarantined or in the spam folder
They exist but I don’t really use them, nor do I know anyone that really does
I work a lot with the Graduate School and I don't feel like there are a lot of online services available that help me as I prepare
students for graduation. Forms that could be online are being delivered by campus mail.
I use outlook frequently to communicate with faculty and staff members.
There are lots of collaborative platforms that are widely used and intuitive available to me as a student, such as :groupme,
googledocs, and even the discussion boards on canvas although they are not as widely used.
I rated lower because I don't collaborate often with others.
from what I have used it works well
I use google drive shared drives in addition to shared Microsoft office files though one drive. Both are effective and easy to use.
Zoom is also useful.
Dogwood and Magnolia Residence Halls
Example, I was assigned a group and we failed to exchange contact info during class. I tried to contact them through canvas, but
could not find email addresses. I started a new discussion in our group area, but I was later told that the group members do not
receive emails to inform them of things similar to this.
Services such as zoom are very easy to use.
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This is completely correct.
On point all the time
I like Zoom and think it works well.
I am not a social media user (I did not grow up with this), so collaborations are more rudimentary for me. I have still not been in a
class where I felt truly connected on "remote" assignments
Zoom is a life-saver.
Canvas has great options for discussions and professors can easily send out announcements.
I’ve had problems with emailing professors.
There should be a UT discussion board with subgroups so we can connect with fellow students according to interests easier
The only service I have used is zoom and in my office it works well.
When the technology matched the actual person to person exchange I will be much happier.
canvas is good
I haven't used online services for collaboration, other than Google Docs or FaceTime.
I would like more control in canvas to create "private" study groups or other forms of communication amongst peers (including
peers outside of my classes). This level of collaboration is crucial.
No problems.
The use of one-drive is good for collaborating. Same with email work groups.
Teams and SharePoint work well for what we need
Better tools than Skype to IM or share screens. OneDrive is a great tool.
I am unable to access certain areas needed for class (such as google docs) due to my email address being associated with another
campus in the UT system. This is an issue for collaborating with others. I often have to 'request access' or give my email address
repeatedly during class, when we are under time constraints. This places a burden on everyone in class: myself, other students
and the professors.
This actual rating is only based on my unit's provided programs for this.
I used studio to record a meeting in Haslam and it didn't want to upload it. I sat in the room for more than 10 minutes and finally
gave up.
The ability to collaborate with fellow teachers and scholars beyond UT is invaluable.
see prior answer.
it is too many things. Teams, Planner, I don't even know what else there is. Pick something and do it, but I am drowning in too
many ways to do things. Pretty fond of OneDrive.
With this one I think of our Skype for Business. It would be much better if everyone would use it.
I feel we have a number of the best tools available to us but I am not sure we also have the training to use the collaboration tools
to highest level. It would be nice if some additional training opportunities existed to show everyone how to use all the
collaboration tools. Seems like the largest gap appears to be for Staff in using it with other Staff. The training appears to be
available for showing Professors how to use this with students.
Zoom connectivity has been great. System is easy to use.
I enjoy canvas. It is quite helpful and easy to use. Trello is also a cool service, as is google suite.
Subpar compared to other colleges or libraries on campus in reference to vet med
I don't see this as a necessary entity, as I typically use my phone, but the things I see frequently like the email options like helping
find students through our personal UT email accounts and the search options through our enrolled courses is really helpful.
Dabney Buehler 552
Microsoft tools are NOT collaboration tools, no matter how much OIT tries to foist MS Teams on me.
Zoom works better but still not as smooth as other systems
Most websites at UT have a chat feature.
I am happy with my online services.
I have not had to use any UTK collaborative services yet, except for some relating to departmental service. Those seem to work
well enough.
wish we had slack
We often have trouble using Google Docs to collaborate with other faculty or students especially if someone is using a MAC.
Not a fan of MS Teams, but as we continue to use it hopefully my perception will improve.
Online google accounts improve collaboration. However, I feel collaboration, particularly research collaboration is severely
stunted due to poor awareness from lack of information on the websites.
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No issues.
Same
everything runs relatively smoothly except shared google docs sometimes
Love the Microsoft office teams app!
Teams
It works most of the time
Again, perhaps a university-wide program similar to skype so that online classes could "meet" easier?
Transferring audio/video files usually works well
Good
All my work is done solo.
I don't think that OneDrive is the most effective collaborative system. Not as universally user friendly.
Its aight
having department calendars seams to be a problem. Also collaborating with outside designers can be a problem.
Zoom has been very helpful and works easily
KPB
SKYPE
email and instant messaging work very well.
Things like using Zoom to have meetings for the online program are super helpful, but it takes a little while to understand it and
figure it out.
IMAPs access to Exchange has low limit of simultaneous connections. I would appreciate institutional access to Overleaf.
Access to Microsoft OneDrive and Google Suite is great for me!
My online service works almost perfectly, but in some locations it is slower than others. My apartment complex, The Standard,
has terrible service, but on campus it generally works perfectly. Some exceptions to that are the Student Union and the AMB,
where the service is slow from time to time.
For some reason, when faculty use a gmail account to communicate with department staff, they keep quarantining the emails
I learn from others online
I am unaware of many services that allow this. Instead I use my own personal services because I am not aware of what services
we even have.
I'd rather not collaborate
Sometimes the hardware is difficult to use and not intuitive when trying to hold a Skype conference. I had trouble making it work
in the Jackson IPS office.
Good
Recommend simple video training on how to use collaborative software.
Zoom does not work well with remote participants interaction.
I don't use google for my UTK experience, so when I have to use it for collaborations its a pain.
All of my classes have online assignments, and the internet access on campus makes it easier to collaborate together.
The resources currently available for collaboration among students are either clunky or not effective. Most students that I know
are also usually unaware of those resources.
I’m with the online program and rely communicating with others
I can't easily collaborate with my UTM, UTC, and UTHSC colleagues without one of us having to use a personal login to one of the
usual collaboration spaces (OneDrive, Google Drive, etc) because the entire system isn't on the same services. It's really
annoying, when we're doing work, to have to use personal logins in order to collaborate.
I like zoom
Too many collaboration options. Some groups prefer specific tools and others prefer other tools. Makes it difficult to know which
system is being used and why (usually defaults to what the top of the chain wants rather than what the group needs). Many tools
aren't used effectively by users (calendar invitations, shared calendars, Office 365s' multitude of tools) or are not easily available
(shared calendars that can't be accessed from all platforms; phones). This can be overwhelming and can cause users to give up on
tools rather than spend the time to learn how to use them effectively. We should be asking why this tool is the best for this
specific job and explaining to users from the start the advantages/disadvantages. Users also need to follow through with training
and/or asking questions when they don't know how to use the tool.
I don't really do much of this.
None of my classes use any of the groups features on Canvas. Everybody uses third-party stuff like Google Docs and Skype.
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Group drafting of documents is not as seamless as it could be
Zoom is great!
Neither of OneDrive or Google Drive has a Linux client, making it a pain to sync and share.
The top item on the OIT Suggestion box regarding Overleaf campus subscription has been up for a while. A solution line Overleaf
can significantly improve writing collaboration.
Never had an issue reaching other students
Online collaboration is essential, and I feel well supported in this area.
I haven't had any classes that really require me to collaborate with others online, so that explains my relatively low expectations.
The only technology I have experienced is zoom, which I've had varying success with.
I have no bad experiences with these online services.
Magnolia Building
I've been very happy with ZOOM.
Works well to communicate with others
I haven’t had much experience with online services with others
Canvas works great for this
Email and Team Work are my primary collaboration tools. These seem pretty basic but work well. Anything beyond this I either
don't use, I only occasionally use, or don't know about.
Sharepoint is awful, the server was a mess. Google Drive is a vast improvement, but permissions cannot be set granularly enough
for our liking. Would love to continue using Google Drive to share resources throughout our entire college rather than Microsoft
365 or another system, but there are some features lacking.
There are many apps that I didn't know that UT had allowed students to use for free. And these apps emphasize collaborating and
working with others
It would be amazing to have an online option for accessing and using UT's ANDI mailing lists (with proper approvals, of course), so
that we could keep departmental mailing lists up to date.
Google Drive is great for collaborating with others and having access to it is great.
I don't need online services through the school to connect with others. there is a plethora of other resources available
Like having both O365 and Google services.
I can find people on my UTK but I sometimes get their right email or phone number
Google drive and office 365 are adequate.
It makes group projects so much easier if the technology works so that we don't have to struggle to find a time when we can all
meet in person to discuss our project
Having access to things like zoom, skype, facetime. and other internet sources really makes communicating with others easier and
more efficient
Google docs
Canvas can be kind of confusing. I like it a lot but sometimes I get confused
I love Zoom. Being located in Nashville I am very dependent on Zoom meetings.
Again, the Zoom platform encourages colleagues to collaborate efficiently and effectively.
Zoom
Overleaf is a tool that is highly requested, used to write academic papers, and used by many other large universities like OSU. This
is a beneficial addition to our online software suite.
Google drive and other collaborative programs like this have worked well for me so far
Canvas is quite useful
Need professor to get onboard with online collaboration tools
Building video chat into the culture of communication across campus might help us enhance our understanding of each other
through body language, etc. It would also help us recognize each other as we move around campus.
Communication between groups can be incredibly difficult for many projects. I have had to result to finding classmates on social
media to reach out to them.
A lot of the Actual service performance is out of OIT's control when it comes to SaaS solution
It is awesome
I like having access to One Drive, Google Drive, and Teams. I work with a lot of different people, so it often depends on the
preferences of my collaborators.
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I have to get help sometimes in collaborating with in-state or out of state universities but that is my short coming
I use zoom, canvas, google drive, and Microsoft office sharing regularly and have no complaints. Thank you.
Window networking, CIFS, SMB filesystems are not fast or reliable enough for large file workflow and transfer. Something like
NFS v4 would be.
I don't know what UT does in terms of this, but the internet for a laptop is solid enough to load up google collaborations, so that's
good.
There seem to be many options such as OneDrive, Google docs, and Sharepoint that work fairly well for some things, but all have
drawbacks.
School websites are trash. I could probably design a better oneb
Use of google drive has been quite efficient
Many of the services I use are outside sources such as Google docs and not anything provided by the university.
The veterinary college hospital system is a prime example of being unfriendly to all.
I made some previous comments about the confusion of the Zoom site when trying to set up a future meeting. Otherwise, the
Zoom service has really improved.
I just use Google Drive
Convenience
shared drives, and unlimited google drive storage make this easy
So far I have only used google collaborations and am not aware of other platforms to collaborate with my peers.
The server is great, we use it a lot in the architecture school.
i feel like collaborating w others is hard
The UTK network for working with others are effective. However it mostly revolves around google, so there isn't much that needs
to be improved upon. Maybe having a better directory for looking up students if you already have a utk email however that is my
only problem.
I wish there was an easier way to find classmate's email addresses in case you need to collaborate with them.
Things like canvas discussion boards and google docs work above and beyond
Sometimes it messes things up when it comes to group projects
This is a very important aspect when navigating college life and there are many outlets that allow for this to be conducted
professionally and perfectly.
need more opportunities to be trained on these tools so that we will use them more
Google doc allows others so collaborate easily and effectively
I am happy with Zoom. Since we are located off campus and in another time zone, it is sometimes easier for us to join other
groups via Zoom. We are happy with Zoom.
Teams is a bit hard to use, I liked community. Canvas and downloading from Mac has been a bit difficult
I like being able to contact OIT through an online chat.
I like having access to Google Drive and Microsoft One Drive for sharing and collaborating with partners across campus.
There are not many instances in which I have to coordinate with others online.
Assignment postings and other information in Canvas is helpful once you figure out how to navigate
I use Zoom (weakly - it is still confusing how to screen share)
I use google docs and slides.
UT Conference center,some email are not received specially for on line training (kate).
I do not use these frequently, but when I have they have been solid and useful.
I have never had issues working with others over technology. Zoom works well.
Collaboration is great via Google suite, not so much via Microsoft office online.
I believe I have access to great collaboration services like Google Drive and Vault. Vault has been especially useful to me when I'm
sending large files. I find that my colleagues don't always understand how to collaborate using Google or OneDrive.
I have collaborations on canvas in my leadership class, and it works very well. We all have access to the same documents and can
each edit it together like Google docs. However, the canvas collaborations in my English class do not perform as well because
there are more needs than canvas can currently accommodate. It is very beneficial that canvas will let us submit documents as a
group, so one group member can submit the document and everyone in the group has the assignment displayed as submitted. On
the other hand, we had an assignment to peer review another group’s assignment as a group, so canvas was going to randomly
assign each group’s assignment to another group. Canvas did not randomly select each assignment from a group, but rather from
each group member, and gave them to each person in the class instead of each group, so each person in my group was assigned a
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submission from a different group, causing the peer review to be a fail. A setting that can adjust if canvas sees assignments as
group-wide or person-specific when randomly selecting assignments for a peer review, if there is not one already.
we just use google docs
This is fine
I don't really know of many ways that UTK allows collaborations through technology other than giving everyone a google drive
account with their emails but I've never had a problem with it.
Zoom works really well
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RDS and SSH into Min Kao servers
Our data resources are pretty bad.
IRIS close - would like it to be faster.
T-storage is extremely slow, hard to access, unreliable.
Any data I report I can not get back or access (e.g., elements)
Iris
ACS journal articles
I have never had issues with the service
Canvas
"banner" is outdated and not user firendly at all. IRIS needs to be revamped
IRIS vs Banner... Old systems that are not easy to access for timely data.
I don't often need this, but it's been pretty prompt when I do.
Networking
The university provides little of the information we need for decision making, and it is very difficult to get any data that are
collected, and most of the data are wrong.
I always receive notifications for things like this
we are making strides toward making the results of surveys more quantifiable.
I get a lot of emails on my volmail account that sometimes hinder my ability to see the more important emails
STOP MAKING ME CHANGE MY PASSWORD.
College of Law Website, UTK website
HR.UTK.EDU
Sometimes it’s very hard to access certain portals such as housing
The reports we have in systems like Taleo or Iris that could be used to make informed decisions either lack being already created
or have bad data being entered into them to understand things like ROI on advertising for positions.
I get info I need easily with canvas
I never have problems with timely access
The amount owed for tuition and putting scholarships into the account seems slow to me
IRIS
I'd love to have Dropbox for Business
No issues; not relevant to my work.
The housing reservation site. It might have been overloaded, but that thing was slow as hell and really frustrating to use.
you don't have alot of time on the internet
2 factor sucks. 2 factor sucks 2 factor sucks 2 factor sucks. for the love of god just make us have stronger passwords.
Academic calendars and course info
Limited need for data for decision making. Important course information on Canvas is almost always accessible
This is definitely important when I'm doing research and homework.
library data base is very hard to use or find anything on
student data difficult to get to
This is also an important topic for students dealing with financial decisions, and UT provides services to aid in that.
Not applicable - this is not part of my duties here in UTIA
The only system i have used is the website when u applied for my job. Uploading supplemental documents did not work properly.
I will only say that I am very much looking forward to ADMIT being replaced with SLATE.
In serveral sytems such as IRIS, ANDI, Banner and others; the information is diparate and nonintegrated. (Have to run numerous
reports and combine information to get relevant info)
Students must at least have the ability to be informed. Sometimes teachers don't use canvas effectively.
I never use utk systems to get info, everything is 30 clicks away and it is frustrating to use
I am veery content with access to data
The computer system for the hospital is outdated.
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I often find myself looking for dates and financials and struggling to find what I need to make decisions for my housing, food,
classes, etc.
Data is soloed. We seem to lack the basic infrastructure to communicate important details across areas on behalf of student
needs.
I have had no problems.
UTLaw and myUTK portals
Data is probably available, but it exists in so many systems that it is difficult to find.
Systems such as Canvas don't always provide timely feedback.
Canvas is quick
It's difficult to acquire institution data for department analysis and use (from Institutional Research). I have had to send multiple
reminders and wait months.
easy access to archived files ls
i use wikipedia for that...
This may be available - but I don't know. I have searched for data training to no avail. It took me a year and a half to gain access to
data dashboards, and to do so, I had to fill out and submit paper forms (??). There appears to be a lot of replicated work across
colleges and departments as each college/department relies on their own data management rather than using a centralized data
system. Banner does not provide all of the data needed . . . .and looking in multiple locations for data is tiresome.
I do not use data systems
Our versions of SPSS runs well with Chrome.
The ut system does a good job of staying updated.
Most data at UTK is hidden under pages and pages of poorly designed websites. I know this is being worked on. For now, it meets
my expectations, but my expectations are low.
Data is kept all over campus in all different ways. It is frustrating trying to figure out who has what
I've found everything on UT's website.
I work with data across several platforms and it is a tedious process to get the data I need, in a timely and accurate manner;
conversations are happening to see what steps can be taken; just still a bit frustrating
Excel and Adobe
not quite sure what this means
Canvas
IRIS is difficult from a managerial standpoint, as is the ADMIT system.
It can take two weeks to get statistics from a centralized authority
Ut alert is pretty fast
Always could have more resources-databases and articles, but overall i think that UT provides a fairly robust amount of
information, resources for data collection
I ranked the actual service performance an 8 because the systems that provide timely access to important data work very well.
Canvas makes it really easy to see upcoming assignments
I don't really know what this means
PCDart would be the best example of this I can think of, without it there wouldn't be any timely decisions made.
The hours of operation for some places to eat on campus are often wrong.
Trying to find certain processes for OSP or SPA seems to be difficult. Policy is available to say what should happen but not how or
where to start.
Google docs can do this
It is awesome
Course catalog navigation is a mess.
I wish there was some form of online that we could have 24/7 to talk to someone.
there is usually never the information that i need, always some vague general statements. I need dates and numbers of things
and set in stone plans especially if i am paying thousands for it
never had access issues when i needed information quickly
Need that in the veterinary field and we have it
email, software packages
To be honest, I haven't used these features specifically, except that some professors provide average points
I can usually get all the information i need quickly through email.
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OIRA has gotten better, but could still improve
UT has systems that provide me access to all kinds of data, including decision-making
Utk website provided many options and opportunities
I think there are too many options for say, communications & notifications, that it's not streamlined often. UT shouldn't introduce
new ways to combat this (such as Microsoft Teams), but rather instruct people on how to use something like calendar invites.
I have no complaints.
The systems tend to respond rather quickly.
The Duo login causes so much more harm than good.
Data may rarely be unobtainable with no indication of recovery, such as financial aid overviews.
I feel that I know what the service is supposed to do.
Confusing question.
systems are sometimes not available.
Obtaining data on students is limited and a very difficult process. We have no access to live data, and as an advising service that
works with academic departments, that effectively hamstrings us. It's tiresome to have been told for years that no changes will be
made until we know how X software works. It comes across as a disingenuous stall tactic.
Archibus
Sometimes Banner or other student-data related systems are inaccessible or slow.
We've got a long ways to go. Most of our systems are designed to optimize transaction processing and mandatory reporting.
Traditionally we haven't had to resources to "splurge" on intuitive user interfaces and robust reporting/analyis. It goes beyond
technology: administrative processes need to get clean, consistent source data in and talented analysts need to know how to get
it out in ways that informs (rather than overwhelms) decision makers. Don't build the system until you have a process to get clean
data in and have the people who know how to do decision-support analysis.
Still very hard to get data about official enrollments in majors/minors, 2nd majors, etc, in a timely manner
Working across a VPN over 300+mi away make sit difficult sometimes to access information. Sometimes I wish it was a cloud
based system accessible anytime anywhere from any device.
Good data base
I do have access to information via the e-mail and I use it efficiently
Getting accurate and complete student data out of Canvas is a challenge.
The only system I can think of that I use for this is Iris. It works fine for me.
Sometimes getting responses from UT back to the county level is SLOW. If we need a brochure or flier...it's easier to create
ourselves than wait on the marketing team. Our stuff is usually better too. When it comes to hiring, it takes a while to hear back
or get paperwork. At a county level Knoxville often needs papers and needs them now, but if it's reversed we are stuck waiting
and waiting...and waiting.
Duo Security is a burden.
Duo security is a burden, and it really delays working on or in canvas. or ANY platform
Vital!
Argos - non-real time reports
canvas in theory could work great, but each professor uses it differently. My UTK is fine, but dense
IRIS
Lack of access to timely data reports in Argos or through OIT as identified by departmental needs (i.e., student lists by primary
and secondary major or minor and academic data points associated with students by identification numbers)
IRIS is not user friendly
IRIS, Cayuse, Marketplace
I also work in a department, and it has access to a lot of data that I can go through if I need it at any given time via a departmental
T Storage. I just wish the rest of the staff and faculty utilized it or maybe if there was a better/more intuitive platform so it would
be easier for others to know it exists or access it.
More Statistical soft ware
It would be great if this question gave an example of such systems as I am not really sure how to answer this question.
search issues when trying to find departments and information such as purchasing forms and other
It is difficult or often impossible to get the data I need from IRIS.
Most issues I have are with IRIS, which has nothing to do with you all!
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I have no idea what you are asking so I gave a neutral response of 5 for all. Data bases? Google searches? This is not a well
conceived question.
^See previous comment about communication structures? Thanks.
Again, Dual Authentication garbage
Getting real time information about students and their scholarship awards is very difficult.
Like we can get any accurate data here. No documentation most of the time and many times it is different from our program data
that we keep
Why did we get rid of Qualtrics??? Why did we move to Questionpro???
I get my emails?
Banner
obvious question
Every department on campus has an issue with getting information out in a timely manner. Maybe there could be some form of
seminar hosted by OIT on how to update information and distribute it effectively.
The university onesearch is a very well designed database search engine. I rely heavily upon it and like the features it offers.
Not really applicable to me
The danger reports,(don't remember actual name) are good
I know that the housing website crashed during room selection.
Registrar's data is very challenging to access and wait time is long (months)
I wish it was easier to find and obtain class and major requirements.
The myUTK page is a great source of information, but a notification system for my phone would assist a lot in keeping up to date.
Need to make good decisions
I don't have any specific reasoning for this.
IRIS should be replaced.
The Rider App often does not work, shows inadequate information, or does not provide correct times
I have used several services including Data Central, Microsoft Online, SAS, Argos.
Email!
The number of reports available in IRIS and Taleo are limited. It can be difficult to access needed information.
The notifications on MyUTK can get somewhat cluttered with unnecessary information.
Service is very reliable.
Programs like Argos, Banner and Grades first seem to ork well
Canvas effectively provides reminders.
Dogwood and Magnolia Residence Halls
IRIS and contract system
CEHHS HAL system.
ANDI needs an upgrade.
data definitions
canvas is timely
I am unable to access certain areas needed for class (such as google docs) due to my email address being associated with another
campus in the UT system. This is an issue for collaborating with others. I often have to 'request access' or give my email address
repeatedly during class, when we are under time constraints. This places a burden on everyone in class: myself, other students
and the professors.
I can't always see faculty or staff email addresses, departments, etc. It is very seldom though.
Sometimes not all data is available in the desired time frame.
CPRS
A lot of informational websites or just information at UT is slowed when releasing it to students. I find it a bit difficult to know
what is going on or what I have to do at times because there is a lack of information. This is especially true for incoming freshman.
The fact that I am unaware of what OIT is even doing in this regard speak volumes
In assessment needs, UTK database does not meet needs of the vet school
I am happy with my online services.
I can usually find what I need when I need it. Footprints can be troublesome at times though.
Everyone Wants things on time and effective
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EF Websites and scanned in quizzes
Seems like some data related to students/advising is not as related as it should be across systems. Clunky to use banner to locate
students, find their advisor or major program
Ms360
Love the fact we use Google Drive!
Canvas
Works
The Citrix servers are super slow sometimes. If we are to get the full learning experience out of a service it should be quick and
easy to use. For example when the entire class uses ArcGisPro in the CASNR lab in BESS building everything Lags.
IRIS format not particularly applicable or useful for extracting pertinent project-specific information in understandable format
One search
I should have real-time access to the list of my majors and minors and secondary majors without having to request it. We should
always be able to have an accurate list of those who have declared.
net
MS- outlook calendar
EMAIL
Banner
We have trouble getting access to data to help us figure out what people do when they leave our major
My
Canvus
It's fine
Academic Unit Statistics
online research library!
need to keep Qualtrics support long-term
Canvas usually updates pretty quick, and the prospective class schedules on Search For Classes are accurate.
class registration always gets overloaded and locks people out so we don't get the classes we need, same with housing
Cayuse, iMedRIS, IRIS
Always able to get the information I need fast
In general, I would like to have access to more data and have data be more transparent. Barriers to university data should be
limited.
As I mentioned previously, i think information about technology all students have access to needs to be more apparent.
Additionally it should be easy to understand and access.
yes good job in this dept.
Journal access is good, most journals I need are supported by the library
google drive, 360
Our data tracking systems are not modern and need major revision regarding data collection/input. Retreval is adequate.
no problems
See earlier comment regarding Canvas.
My UTK is at times not intuitive (e.g. informal transcripts are hard to find and payroll data is very hard to find)
Canvas notifications, for the most part come in a timely manner.
News is important for staying up to date with what's happening in the world.
Sometimes I struggle to find certain information in a timely fashion, can’t think of specifics right now
summer tuition;
Online library
When Nolij was eliminated there was an assumption that OnBase would become a repository for that information, but that's not
what happened.
Most of these services are outside of OIT's control
It is awesome
Most systems work well, except for SUPER 2, which, in my humble opinion, creates a SUPER WASTE OF TIME.
No complaints. Thank you.
The bus tracking system on the T app is great.
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The veterinary hospital system
I would like to have more access to university-wide data from OIR.
2FA provides a delay especially if I don't have my phone nearby
Convenience
IRIS
Canvas is great, wish more professors used it better.
I believe that this question could have been worded better, however the news letters sent out seem to do this effectively.
I need to know demo for my college in terms of different categories very had to access
I do not know any system like this
My MyUTK account is very helpful when trying to find important information quickly.
It is very time consuming to obtain data on student outcomes, graduation rates, demographics, etc. Much of that data isn't even
digital prior to 2010.
a little confused by this one- canvas is the main system I use and it is very beneficial.
See what I said about outdated websites.
IRIS is slow and buggy
I don't think this applies to anything I do.
Canvas usually provides timely access to data that affects my decisions, but it is a little time-consuming to access it. Whenever
there is an announcement from my professor, assignment listed, or grade changed in canvas, I get an email notification. However,
this notification only says that there is an announcement or that a change has occurred. It does not tell me what the
announcement is or what the change was. Having more specific email notifications of canvas activities would be very beneficial.
not really sure what this pertains to
Canvas is a joke.
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Buehler hall
We have had issues in our classrooms for 4 years. SU Phase 1
Difficult to schedule rooms for meetings
zoom etc
Professors often have an extremely hard time figuring out all of the cords and connections and buttons to project their laptops,
screens are hard to put down, lights are confusing to turn on.
Not all class rooms have the needed services.
Meeting spaces in my building are usually open.
I have never had issues with the service
humanities
I think the meeting spaces are usually adequate, but could be improved. Classrooms in Dabney and Hesler
Brehm
Classroom space is outdated and hard to secure
I don't really need meeting spaces with technology, so I'm indifferent. However, any time i've needed a space with technology,
I've been able to get access to one easily.
Easy to reserve rooms with requested tech
SI classrooms are ALWAYS changing, as well as times
Again, I don't often require this, and the building I'm most frequently in is on the older side, but the media options have been
adequate.
The technology in classrooms is fairly well done; however, I feel that there could be, and likely should be, a consistency in input
ports across classrooms.
Classes are on TWEN, the portal, and canvas. It would be way better to have it all on one forum
Greve & KPB
I would LOVE to have desktop computers in teaching classrooms. I have literally never used a Smartboard, but I have to bring my
personal laptop to every class period in order to use PowerPoint, show videos online, access Canvas, etc. This requires that I have
the correct dongles, that they work, that the WIFI is working, etc. I would love to have the reliability of a desktop computer in the
classroom.
First, there shouldn't be classrooms without technology. Do you know what century this is? Additionally, most of the technology
is on its last legs and you have to fiddle with all of it to make it work.
Rounds rooms in UTCVM
Meeting spaces and classrooms in Jessie Harris need upgraded!
All the classrooms I’ve been in have the necessary desired technology
I think the emphasis on classrooms seems to have died down over the last few years, particularly in the library there are less
classrooms. I think it is important to maintain these areas across campus and for them to be accessible.
Sometimes the library can be very crowded but there’s always somewhere to go that has accessible WiFi and the ability to check
out several different technology items, but in magnolia it can be hard to get something printed without asking someone else if
they don’t have their own printer
My county office and classroom
STOP MAKING ME CHANGE MY PASSWORD.
G2 is bad
Chemisty requires lockdown browser, which I cannot download. Instructor cannot help with webassign questions. Classics does
not allow technology in classroom at all
Conference rooms in Hodges Library
Some classrooms do not provide adapters for HDMI. Some classrooms are difficulty to use in hooking up laptops.
See previous comment about inconsistent tech in the classrooms.
Great prohectors
There seems to be a limitation on being able to easily access and book rooms on campus even with the new scheduling system.
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More plug in spots would help.
HSS is a disaster to teach in - we need bigger rooms with more space
It seems like the professors tend to have issues with the technology sometimes
Many rooms in Hodges library lack smart white boards
Some professors have issues in Haslam rooms to use projectors (floor 6). White boards are also very small.
I really don’t care as long as there is a projector
The availability of classrooms with technology and definitely increased, but sometimes they are not the most user friendly set ups
and there are not guides to help sort out problems.
Can not use classrooms
There needs to be more whiteboards in all classrooms. Ideally, every wall is painted to work as a whiteboard.
My concern is more about the policy of "smart" classrooms. We use classrooms that are private for our department so are not
supported by OIT. Because we have our own equipment, the spaces need to be private but we still need them to be smart
classrooms.
I am always able to meet with my groups and use technology if we need it. Exam week can be busy, though.
Some desks/monitors come with hdmi and some do not at a+a. should be provided for all just like he power strip
Technology in classrooms is getting better but differs from room to room. Adapters are always necesary.
I think it would be nice to give the professors a way to capture the audio from their mics so they could post the lecture in a nonshitty quality for students to use afterwards.
I believe more of the study rooms in Hodges need smart boards that are easy to connect to laptops. In Mossman, I like the study
areas on the common areas of the floors, but the technology there is difficult to use and I believe it could be way better
you need it when your meeting is online
some classes still only have VGA cable docks. This is hilariously outdated. HDMI or type C are the modern ways of connecting.
We are constantly having to scrape to find meeting space
A&A lecture rooms terrible learning space. Cramped, no mic, etc.
Projection systems across BEC and Claxton are unintuitive, often require troubleshooting in the middle of class
It is very helpful to have projectors, internet, computers that work in the classroom. UTK does a good job with this.
Facilities Services Complex Computer lab and training rooms.
theres very few meeting/study rooms in the library for groups
Henson Hall can have spotty working technology, specifically HH 318
PBB classrooms deficient in working tech
All spaces provided are adequate for my use.
There are plenty of places I can think of to use technology for learning and academics. However, due to the large population of
UT, these places are sometimes full or crowded, so availability is limited. For example, the rooms in Hodges are usually fairly
populated.
Could update facilities around Ag campus to better assist agriculture majors with their growing career fields.
lecture recording capabilities need expanding across campus
It is too easy
Library needs more computers and study rooms. Other classrooms need more computers and/or faster WiFi.
HDMI cables are often missing from classrooms in HPER and HSS
I know that the Registrar's Office is doing what can be done to make rooms more fairly and efficiently shared.
Very important to student health and general working environment...on such a big campus utk does a pretty good job of
establishing this I've found
Some classrooms I teaching in have no AV equipment or it is old/bad quality (e.g., AP 411)
Many rooms in Mossman.
Meeting rooms in Haslam and the Library
There are simply not enough classroom space on this campus with or without technology!
I am aware of technology that is available to me but I have never used it and im not sure how to access it or the extent of my
options
HSS classrooms should include adaptors for a connection between modern Mac laptops and HDMI ports.
The CVM has a lot of this technology, but few people know how to use it and it is frequently broken/ out of service.
Great for library rooms or renting rooms in SU for meetings!
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I am not in a teaching capacity, but I would assume that enough meeting spaces would have the level of technology needed.
Classrooms in the library are VERY difficult to book. Sometimes when you book a room, it just wont be available. Other times, it
will double book. The rooms in the library offer a great way to work as a group with the large screens and private walls but if you
can't garuntee access, no one will use them
Every semester, I struggle to find a classroom/meeting room for my weekly lab meetings which has technology in it. This
semester, I have a room which does not have technology which restricts our presentations.
I have had no problems.
In Brehm animal science, the computer lab is great, but the computers take forever to log you in.
The required technology has been available in every meeting room I have been to so far.
While law building classrooms have technology, it is either not taught to professors or too confusing that it doesn't actually
benefit the class to have it
Zoom rooms are spotty, not sure if other services are even available.
Bailey Education Building
Distance education classrooms aren't available. Many conference rooms have phones or projection systems that don't work or at
least aren't intuitive
The Smartboard in Ferris a classroom in Ferris, 5th floor, did not work last semester. Professor said he always used it to teach the
class before.
technology does not always function in all classrooms
Thompson Boling Arena Cafe Room A is horrible
UTK does a great job of providing accessible technology. Printing in black and white should be free by how much we pay though.
HSS hasn't had enough chairs in many cases, HMC has classrooms without document cameras, several math classes didn't have
classrooms the first week of fall semester.
Group participation a must
Library
For the physics building, we have a tutorial center and collaborative space which has helped me so much being a physics major
minkao has lecture halls with two separate projectors that can have different displays going. this has proved incredibly useful for
watching a profs computer screen while also seeing whats being written on the doc cam
teachers dont know how to effectively use much of the technology on campus, or it is outdated now. (HSS.)
Dabney rooms
CEHHS - teacher preparation specifically, does not have technology that mirrors the technology that teachers are expected to use
in their classrooms. Therefor, we cannot effectively prepare future teachers to use this technology.
Nielson physics, Communications
there have to be an outlet where ever there is a chair it a must
Meeting rooms and places to practice presentations in the library are great. It be nice is such spaces where clearer in where they
are.
It seems like glitches occur whenever we try to have a speaker connect through ZOOM.
It would be nice for some of the older buildings, such as Greve Hall, to be updated to have technology that matches that in the
newer spaces.
In most of my classrooms in HSS and HBB, whether or not I can plug a late-model Windows laptop in via HDMI and have both the
visuals and audio work with minimal rebooting is a crapshoot. HBB is a little better than HSS, but the sound blew in my classroom
and took a few weeks to fix, and there was no information about this save the fact that the cover for the speaker was on the
floor. I just want to know if my tech isn't going to work so I can plan my teaching accordingly!
Not all teachers understand how to use the technology, I am referring to the older teachers.
As an art students who often needs access to Adobe programs like Photoshop, Premiere, etc, having available technology and
online resources is vital. I depend on the availability of such things. One thing I wish existed in terms of meeting spaces are small
or private rooms where I could practice speeches. Something like the music building practice rooms except for any major.
The technologies in class all worked fine.
Strong, mossoman
HSS and SMC are lacking technology
Very rarely have I been in a meeting room on campus where the technology or A/V worked as needed, even in the new Student
Union
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Sometimes, you just have to be more proactive about reserving a space, which is understandable
We still have meeting spaces where teh projectors/interface/video screens have not been installed or do not function.
HSS needs work! The technology is always broken or problematic. There should be stand alone computers that are all connected
so instructors can just log in witgout having to mess with cords etc. I lose so much instructional time messing with this only for it
to not work correctly much of the time
The haslam system to set up and reserve rooms is terrible. The app is so out of date and slow and sometimes does not work. It
also will not let me make room reservations sometimes and is not clear on how to do so.
so long as the room has a projector and white board, you don't need anything else, and in fact having fancy things just confuses
some poor older teachers who don't know anything about technology. Nothing is worse then waiting for half the class for OIT to
tell the teacher how to make something work when a simpler (and cheaper) option would have worked just fine
I like to go to the library to study. Sometimes it is busy.
There are several rooms within the UT Conference Center that don't have projectors and unfortunately, our unit has never found
a place where we can rent out or borrow projectors to bring to those rooms.
Every instance of a broken presentation system is a huge black mark on OIT. JDT 410 is particularly horrible.
The technology is good in half of the classrooms on campus but most of the time, the technology is malfunctioning.
Old technology at UTIA
Online - Canvas
It can be difficult to find rooms that will fit an entire class of vet students with enough space to be comfortable
I have a laptop but most places have available computers
Brehm 263 and 265
Wish that there were more for specific colleges and graduate students. Haslam business has amazing classrooms and meeting
spaces with technology while the nutrition building is SEVERELy lacking such resources = this is not equitable provision of services.
It would be nice if all of the computers in the library had Adobe Creative Cloud programs.
All the haslam building are amazing but some locations, like perkins are pretty behind (older)
The library is a very good resource, and I have also found that computer labs on campus can be good places to meet.
I ranked the actual service performance a 7 because I feel that the availability of spaces with access to technology is not always
good. In areas such as the library and certain meeting spaces have various amounts of free space in the common areas, but more
quiet areas are not always available.
Library
I have found the technology in the classrooms I teach to be ineffective. For example, there is a smart board in a classroom I used,
but it is location in a place that is so inconvenient that I cannot use it.
I know there are spaces to access tech if I need it, but I personally never have had a reason to go there
in class tecnology and interactions is pretty good. lecture halls are probably the worst but the large projectors and voice speakers
for the professors make it okay.
literally every building
I need document cameras in my classrooms. These need to be movable or at least able to set up high so I do not have a sore back
from bending over to write out the notes/work through math problems using the document camera.
No major complaints
A lot of the charging ports on some desks in HBB are broken or there aren't any or enough of them
Some places lack technology
The group study rooms in the second floor of the library have a lot of older TVs and displays. It would be nice if all of the rooms
could play audio from the system in the room. Also, the last study room that I went to had monitors with colors that were off
(everything looked blue).
Response to technological issues in the rooms has been poor.
A lot of professors don't let us use our laptops which I hate because it's often difficult to keep up with them notes wise, and its so
expensive to print out all the handouts.
The architecture building has one main class space with a half working projector. the other room is cramped and only SOME of
the studio spaces have access to a large monitor or a pinup board for group discussion.
UT's campus needs more large lecture halls on West Campus, near HPER..
Library rooms book up quickly and I’ve never been informed where I can go elsewhere other than library to have meeting spaces
with technology
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I think the technology is there; I just do not always know how to use it.
There are lots of nice lecture halls in the new buildings such as min kao but old lecture halls that have poor temperature control
such as dougherty make class difficult
All classrooms should have these features, so I should not have to book a specific room to use certain technology resources. I am
in Strong Hall now, and I am very pleased with the technology in every classroom.
Jessie Harris building has a computer lab but not a great place to meet with technology. The library and waiting areas in Mossman
are great places for this!
Zoom - distance learner
These will allow students to better discuss each other
Classrooms are well equipped with technology.
UT has made great progress in improving classroom technology. I would like to see this expanded to classrooms that are campushosted, such as teaching laboratories, art class studios, etc.
Library always had rooms available
I have my own portable technology so I do not see a need for extra technology in classrooms (unless the course requires
computer software and not all students have computers..)
I wish the library had more group collaboration floors or space
Given a professor who knows what they're talking about, I don't believe any technology is necessary in the classroom. Overhead
projectors are helpful.
The availability is rather adequate.
Just need chalk/marker boards, but tech in class can help sometimes. The available tech is superb.
a large part of the technology issues in classrooms stem from those using the rooms changing settings, disconnecting cords, or
otherwise altering the default states; while many classrooms have consistent technology, those of us who teach in different
buildings each semester can find ourselves trying to remember a variety of access options
In Mossman my professor had to buy an expensive pen pad that displayed on the board with his money because the university
failed to provide promised supplies.
Witness frequent malfunctions with classes interrupted for maintenance, most evident in AMB or HSS.
I think that the service is good. I non't use it much.
Most classrooms are just standard classrooms and the tech isn’t really that far impressive.
Classroom and meeting space overall extremely limited, which is a challenge not directly linked to/attributed to OIT services
There are many rooms where I cannot hook up my laptop and/or the screen won't come up/go down. The system that's used on
the computers in the classroom is extremely difficult to use. I wish it were set up like a normal desktop computer with a search
engine that is much easier to use. I wish there was a way to have the information displayed on the white baord without using the
screen or make it easier to put the screen up and down without having to shut down the entire system as the screen takes up a
majority of the space on the white board. So if you were to use the screen in class, you would not have enough room to use the
white board
I think the availibility of classes is okay. I did have a bad experience with one class's lab section being on the Ag campus for no
decernable reason.
I believe UT provides adequate meeting spaces with technology, but I conduct meetings for non-UT individuals - I look for spaces
off campus simply because of parking issues for non-UT folks.
VGA input only in some classrooms is a challenge. New laptops rarely have VGA output. Every room with a projector should have
an HDMI.
this is hit or miss...
The rooms are not the issue as much as the reservation system which continually has issues including dropping reservations. The
technology in the rooms are adequate, but the reservation system is a significant issue.
I learn best by myself so my expectations arent too high but what expectations I do have are satisfied.
Rm 427 in Hesler, often the dongles have a lag or do not connect properly to the overhead projector.
Central Alarm is horrible. Getting in to a classroom should not be a problem.
Zoom is great tool to use and I love it.
Hodges and Haslam rooms are wonderful to reserve. Would not change anything.
All rooms are being modify for technology
The rooms you can rent out in Haslam are great!
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Classroom space is always a challenge when I want to offer additional sessions.
I use a meeting room for video zoom conferences and have a big screen to project the information. I have not problems when
using this space and the technology as everything is ready to use
In the classroom where my class meets, sometimes the screen pull-down button doesn't work.
HSS classrooms are lacking in updated technology. The HDMI set up is very slow at starting in some rooms.
BEC has no study room now since FUTURE moved into the study room on the 4th floor. If students need something printed, or a
place to study between classes, they only have the ISCS lab that closes at 4:00. Those of us with night classes now must sit in the
hallway between classes.
Duo Security is a burden.
These are difficult to find
Functioning printers are a MUST as well as easy to access computers. the A&A building has ONE computer lab and the printers
hardly work.
A lot of smart do not work, and sometimes the systems malfucation likein Burchfield room 301 where it is hard for the teacher to
use.
Many great locations and setup - good job!
Greve 408 has technology locked behind a glass door. Instructors can't access.
We have decent options, but I wish there was an easy list to access for them
I haven't had any issues with this, thus far. It seems that my professors have always had access to what they need, and when they
used whatever it is they needed - it worked.
there are spaces, but just so many students
I have not had any trouble thus far finding classrooms for meetings/events.
At least in my department (Entomology & Plant Pathology), this is an area that we are lacking in. There is not enough rooms
available, and it is often difficult to schedule a class time. Additionally, a lot of our classrooms lack proper technology; we have an
outdated Smart board in one room, not enough microscopes, and our main lecture room doesn't even have its own computer-faculty members have to borrow a departmental laptop or use their own to lecture. And I think it needs to be REQUIRED for our
faculty to learn how to set up ZOOM or any other necessary programs for their teaching.
Classrooms tech is uneven
I need a document camera and a projector that works. I have had problems with projectors several times this year. I suppose
that's inevitable.
We need more meeting space for groups of 20 - 75 attendees on the UTIA campus with technology and Zoom capabilities such as
cameras. need camera in 156/157 pbb
BEC
Media-friendly classrooms in the Hodges Library keep disappearing.
half the time tech in the classroom doesn't work
It would be nice if there were more meeting rooms
My classroom is a smart classroom.
Classrooms/meeting spaces are at a premium in Haslam and the new Student Union has rules that are prohibitive (must use utk
dining, etc.)
Adequate classroom space and the availability of appropriate technology in each classroom should be a must this day and age.
College of Nursing
We NEED more computers equipped with Adobe
Every classroom should have the most up to date technologies...we are an R1
Ellington Plant Science classrooms
Technology at UTPD training room is poor, there are many inconsistencies across campus and there should be specific operating
instructions for technology wherever it is located
Many times, I get to a classroom that has some type of issue -- sound won't work, bulb is dead in a projector, projector won't
connect to the podium. This is a huge disruption for classes.
I get the impression that these are available, but I haven't found need to seek them out beyond classrooms with
projector/speaker systems and white boards
Feedback from TA's and professors. Sometimes the equipment in the rooms do not work properly, and don't have the technology
needed.
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Our classrooms are getting dated tech-wise.
I enjoy most of the classrooms I have been able to teach in within BEC or AP
C220
HSS was very difficult Fall 2019. it took weeks to get the classroom usable.
CON
usually able to reserve space without concern. the technology in HPER building rooms is sub-par
Classroom technology is okay. Again, it depends on the professor.
We still sometimes get assigned to rooms that do not have document cameras in them. We need those for many of our courses.
Not many promethean boards.
My good professors don't need technology in the classroom; I haven't really experienced technology that has enhanced my
learning experience.
teachers seem frequently confused by power points and projectors, but also i don't care that much about powerpoints
no hookup for Apple and lobrary has limited laser pointers for loan for presentations if any
4-H activities in the mountains
Some rooms will have plugs for charging but they don't actually work, MOSS 212
I think that most classrooms have adequate technology.
All locations for technology use are perfectly usable, my only complaint is a lack of outlets to charge devices around the desktops
in the North/South Commons in Hodges. Sometimes classmates will be doing their homework on a desktop whereas all of your
working space is on your laptop, which makes it difficult to collaborate sometimes.
Getting better all the time
we have no technology in our meeting room
I have not personally made use of any computer labs or anything like that, but from my experience, there's no shortage of that
resource.
There are problems with projectors every know and then which makes it much more difficult to take notes, but it's
understandable why these technologies that are used so often will fail occasionally
UT Conference Center: English Language Institute
Some classrooms have tech like smartboards, but others do not, like in Henson
could be better
The library is so full all of the time that I can never find a space to study with my peers.
Systems in classrooms don’t always work
Reserving spaces on campus can be difficult, especially when trying to secure a study or meeting room in the library. I've also had
issues in which I had a room reserved and had to kick people out of the room because the rooms don't lock, the way that they do
in other places, like the Haslam Business Building. I like knowing that I won't have to be confrontational and tell people to get out
of the room that I have reserved.
Henson Hall
Projectors in every room, smart boards in many of them. These things all help.
In the past I have worked as a TA for several semesters and found the technology in each of the rooms I worked to be consistent
and functional. This made my job easier because I didn't have to re-learn or think about how to work with the technology
available.
A/V availability in Henson Hall and the library.
Most building are tech advanced but the university leaves out/underfunds the College of Social Work and similar areas of study
The Baker center tech doesn’t always work well. Also the fact that you have to bring your own laptop to hook up for
presentations is a little frustrating
I have never found classroom spaces to be inadequate.
sometimes overhead projectors don't work, or work poorly in my classes. Hessler biology room projectors are out of shape, as
well as some in Strong hall...or the technology is not working properly to run them.
I feel there are many available, but it is hard to find out about them.
UTK does really good job of installing web-based tools in the classroom.
No issues with technology in classrooms.
Dogwood and Magnolia Residence Halls
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Haslam study rooms are terrible, system used to reserve rooms is even worse. 2 separate rooms I tried to project my laptop onto
the monitor for my team to see my screen, and both rooms lacked the capability.
Still rooms on campus with outdated technology
Many times the technology in the classroom I taught in last semester (Ayres 111) did not work appropriately and I had to
improvise when the projector and doc cam would not work.
Sometimes the projection doesn’t work in my math and chemistry class
It seems that it is impossible for students to have access to power while in a classroom. Even new buildings do not provide
outlets.
Technology doesn’t always work when needed
Better internet creates a great place to properly do online school work.
Many meeting spaces across campus and especially the library have different computers, screens, and presentation technology
readily available for student use.
Most BEC classrooms are not very up to date
Most of the classes i have been in have encountered problems with A/V. My POLS class has to go to another room. Buildings I
have seen problems include HPER and HSS
There are spaces with technology, but when I have been in other buildings and tried to use a computer, they are stupidly slow. In
Hesler Biology building recently, I needed to print some class work. The printer was broken, but if I pushed the tray from the back
I could load paper and get a printout. There was no info to be able to connect my personal laptop, so I had to log onto the
computer in the study room. 15 minutes later it was still trying to open the email I had attached my work to. The computers and
printers outside of the library do not seem to get regular attention to keep them running smoothly. Very frustrating.
Every time I reserve a space with technology it has been positive. The few times things have happened, I have been able to
troubleshoot myself.
Trying to find computers or available resources (particularly at the Hodges Library) are hard to come by.
It’s very hard to find places to meet in the library and most of the rooms are very loud because they’re not closed at the top. The
student union has lots of rooms but they’re inaccessible by students?
My major does require a lot of technology... I think we do good with the microscopes and tools we have
I have had appropriate technology where I teach on campus
there is good technology everywhere
I've been placed in multiple classrooms where the technology is faulty and requires OIT to come fix it.
AYR G003
Sudy rooms in Hodges, 135 B,C,D
It can be difficult to book a room for meetings or training. due to availability.
HSS classrooms
Some older rooms still lack tech
Ad Astra is not helpful for me. I don't get responses to my requests.
hss, amb, hbb, fer
UT is doing very well with this.
As an IT staff member, I've tried to make our teaching spaces more reliable by adding dedicated computers to in-room systems.
This has been a completely worthwhile investment WRT my, my staff's, and my faculty's time.
Never enough space on campus
Haslam and the library are great
Ag campus needs a definite revamp when it comes to tech
UTCVM and Pendergrass- too few rooms
Projectors are often missing HDMI cables, making it difficult to use the projectors for the meetings. Additionally, many of the
projectors I have used are poor quality
HSS is a wonderful building for classes and meeting spaces for extra curriculars or studying with friends or peers. These spaces are
pretty available and all on campus are within walking distance which is lovely. All the spaces I have used are adequately serviced
with technology.
haven’t seen any classrooms with this
I had to teach on Ag campus due to space issues on main campus with technology
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My department has excellent spaces, but central classrooms and spaces are not flexible enough to be repurposed or reimagined
on-the-fly.
Video capabilities still seem limited
I am happy with my online services.
I wish that all classrooms could have basic access to the internet without having to bring my own laptop. I have some discussion
based classes where it would be helpful to access Canvas or the internet spontaneously during the discussion, but could not
because I had not lugged my laptop to class.
All classrooms should have multiple ways to connect computers to the projection device. Most computers don't have the port for
VGA and all systems do not have the HDMI connector available.
I'm generally happy with the Haslam classrooms. I find that the air connect software is very glitchy though (in SMC conference
rooms, etc.)
space is tight / we need technology in our 2nd conference room
It’ll bring down stress of making options easy if there are availability’
Perkins 3D printing lab
Always can find a computer to check my emails!
Library
It works
Ad Astra can be a nightmare. It is sometimes difficult to not only reserve a room, but then use it and have everything work how it
is supposed to (especially in the library).
MOSS401/MOSS404
Tech doesn't always work
OIT systems work better than third party systems
Library
Numb numb juice
Hodges library is easiest because of the services in the building
The library has helped this aspect tremendously
CONFERENCE ROOM
Spaces with smartboards are excellent
The Student Union
Sometimes the projectors are too wonky and the classroom doesn't have the AV equipment I need or I can't get access to it. I
spend too much time checking out rooms when I'm using an unfamiliar room
It’s super good bro
sometimes there are not spaces
Juj
DO level M
Outstanding
Classrooms are available all over AG campus to use.
There could be improvements to the technology in classrooms and/or meeting spaces.
Some of the technology in classrooms is older or does not work consistently.
MGH 301, MH 102
HPER was upgraded with great technology, many other buildings need to be upgraded with more upgraded items (buildings such
as HSS)
Users aren't doing a good job of leaving the room as they found it. Too many rooms with differing technology makes it difficult to
know that a new space will meet the needs. How do we keep up with what technology is currently in which room? Managers
shouldn't kick you from a room you reserved because they forgot to reserve it. This looks bad to the others meeting in the space
and shows favoritism for poor planning.
I wish there were more open spaces with a projector, especially in the Hodges Library.
A lot of scheduled rooms in the library go unused, but they always fill up quickly.
Always been able to find open labs classes or spaces for studying and groups
make sure presentations rooms have an HDMI cord
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This is very important. But we have so many different systems in operation across campus and in individual colleges. It is hard to
know/remember how to engage with them all.
I wish there were more meeting soaces available, considering everytime i need to use a space, there are generally none available.
I also wish when requesting a room (specifically study rooms) that there was an option to request technology as a part of the
space reservation.
excellent resources at Magnolia Building
Many meetings i attend have Zoom usage for off campus members. With the current amount of outfitted rooms it can make it
hard to schedule.
The ability to combine screen and board work is difficult in NEB, especially 4th floor classrooms
Classroom tech to help professors and students should be the most important tech on campus
I have had no experience with needing extra meeting spaces
Never had an issue, Pendergrass offeres everything I need for meetings
Vet Med is working on updating classrooms.
there are not a lot of places like that in Hodges and they are always filled when I go to look for a time slot
Some people reserve spaces and then don't show up
142/143 HPER, projection system is not good.
I would like to see a major effort for making a majority of campus classrooms "plug-and-play" video conferencing enabled.
everything lovely here
Need microphones (with batteries) that actually work in all rooms
The rooms that students can checkout in the library are great. They offer a range of applications and have much availability. HSS
rooms are also well equipped and available for students to use.
I expect a lot of available technology since I pay the fee. Solidworks needs to be installed on computers besides Dougherty M021,
since its only available during week business hours
HSS is getting better but still has room for improvement.
The projectors in many rooms in Dabney and Hesler are old and require diffifult-to-find adapters to be compatible with newer
computers.
Hoskins 108K & 190
Need more meeting space
Technology access campus-wide is generally good. Ayres Hall classrooms and offices could be updated from chalk to expo/smart
boards.
AA 113 - doesn't always connect with hardware properly. Can't change input method. Sound doesn't always work.
I forget to reserve rooms in the library so I'm usually kicked out by groups of people who have reserved them.
We would like to begin to upgrade our meeting space technology here at the Clyde York 4-H Center so that we can keep up with
the technology demands of our guests. Often times we find that our projectors, etc are too old to plug into newer computers. We
buy adapters as we can, but there are so many computers that require different ones.
All classrooms need to be brought up to the level in Haslam COB.
Sometimes the basic projectors don’t work in classrooms.
It is likely my technological disabilty
Limited private space at Nashville campus to do homework
sometimes the projects stop working in the classrooms and the professors are forced to improvise
Haslam
Presentations in the class-rooms have a lot of glitches.
Our classroom spaces are inadequate for the kinds of teaching that we are aiming to do, especially when it comes to hybrid or
blended classes; many of our classes lack adequate monitors or inappropriate layouts. Many classrooms lack the proper adapters
to connect.
I think the people in the room bring the technology they need. I probably wouldn't utilize meeting space technology unless it was
incredibly intuitive or especially needed.
There are often no in-room instructions on how to operate classroom equipment.
There are many rooms with computers and labs that I could use
library graduate commons
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I've heard that there have been struggles making sure every class has a classroom to use. I'm not sure if the technology is an
issue.
Wish more buildings aside from Hodges were open 24 hours.
The experience from meeting space to meeting space in inconsistent and often starting meetings on-time is challenging
It is awesome
I find it difficult to reserve rooms and spaces for my administrative work, but I appreciaite that the priority is for student spaces
On ag campus, all meeting rooms should have a good-sized monitor for Zoom meetings.
Our student numbers have outgrown our building capacity and scheduling rooms is difficult and adjusting to equipment often
requires assistance
Meeting scheduling process is terrible.
As expected there are a few issues (often due to various users, not necessarily tech) with the technology in the classrooms, but
often are minor things that are easily fixed.
UT does really good on this part
Having to take EF 105 in a class room without desktops was frustrating.
Lack of classroom and meeting space in UTCVM
For the most part, it seems that the more wealthy departments/colleges receive better technology-equipped rooms. This is
disheartening.
Strong Hall classrooms
The meeting spaces are better at UTSI. Sometimes the classroom technology can be finicky.
There is limited availability for the demand of meeting spaces with technology
I wish there was more access to rooms with hdmi hook ups. also, some of the classrooms differ in how to use things, this can be
confusing
The technology for reserving rooms inside of haslam is hit or miss. There are times it works and other times it doesn't work.
Architecture building. We don't have enough medium sized spaces available for classes that need them.
haslam business building pens do not work very well on projector computer
hard to book
Many classrooms in the HSS buildngg are lacking in technology that helps the lessons, there were many times where lessons got
delayed due to technology breaking.
It’s hard for teachers to learn some technologies even though they mean well; microphones!!!
Not many spaces with technology available
Again this is another key aspect to college life and I believe that all the resources are there if you care to find them.
I always have problems navigating these spaces and getting technology to work
There aren’t many rooms available during exam weeks
We need more technology for our employees to use when taking online K@te trainings.
Its very difficult having class in audotoriums with 300 students because I dont have any desk space to take notes and there are no
charging outlets for my laptop. This has been especially difficult for me. The class is also so packed that if im late i cant even find a
seat. It is very frustrating. I wish i had a desk so i could adequately take notes in bio 150.
UT convention center-big room- was not great
Classrooms need a combination of digital projectors/digital screens and white boards. Many do not have both, or by using a
digital projector you lose access to the white board.
Great classroom tech set up at individual seats, presentation equipment, etc
My problems with HDMI connectivity was quickly addressed, but they continue to wear out quickly. There are still
connection/communication issues with Mac concerning resolution in some rooms (405) in Tickle
when working on JPAN this past year, using technology in the rooms were quite difficult. Too many different ports and plugs
required to put up a simple powerpoint.
All of our rooms have great technology but we don't have envough rooms for our needs
It is easy to reserve study rooms in Hodges.
Strong, and HSS
I wish more classrooms had the ability to record lectures
These are adequate
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I teach in HSS 123 and HSS 105. I wish all classrooms were set-up with camera and recording equipment to support synchronous
face to face and online (distance ed) learners. Right now, I just bring in a conference web cam from our department and then
record the class using Zoom.
I really like Zoom.
Generally meeting rooms are well equipped. I have found it a bit frustrating when the technology available is different from room
to room. Myself and colleagues often have to spend a good chunk of meeting time trying to figure out how to use the equipment
because it's different in every room.
Often something will happen to the projector or the sound system in a room.
Every class I have had at UT has had all technology that is needed for the class, such as projectors with HDMI accessibility so that
professors can link their laptops to the projector. A problem I have encountered is that many rooms, such as in Ayers Hall and the
Humanities and Social Sciences Building, are not set up so that students in rows farther back in the class can see. I have to sit in
the front two rows to be able to see the projection in these rooms. The screens in larger halls are adequate for seating in any
seat, like in lecture halls in Buehler.
a classroom that could fit all the students was not to be found for the vet students that have ~185 students attending the lecture
This is fine.
I use the study rooms in the library primarily but they fill up extremely quickly and I think there is room to improve that. The other
floors of the library are more than capable of accommodating more study rooms and private space.
Training rooms have good equipment
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Getting timely resolution of technology problems that I am experiencing
I always hear back within 2 days. Usually the day of
I have contacted the help desk in the past. They were able to resolve any issue I had.
getting better, but I think OIT is getting away from its core of providing technical support to faculty, staff and students. Pawning
them off on an online tutorial is not always a solution.
Great OIT service!
Vet school IT staff are not consistent. Some staff are very helpful. Other staff act like it's the biggest imposition to help you and
you are wrong to be inconveniencing them. Still waiting for Microsoft Office 10 so I can access IRIS and we notified them in early
January of the need.
I find the OIT support staff always to be helpful
I wind up having at least one problem that is beyond our OIT capability every year.
Inhouse IT guys are great!
For issues that I am having personally, resolution timeliness is great. However, I'm often advised to report things by frantic
graduate students or faculty; and they do not seem to get what they would consider a timely resolution. (e.g. A problem resolved
before defense or class is over.)
overall good service experiences
I love the HelpDesk and Desktop Support. They are always on the spot and able to resolve my problem.
Really great help from skilled problem solvers in the college of education, health, and human sciences
Most of the time it is great!
OIT responds quickly and resolves my issue.
I have never had issues with the service
Always have a quick response
OIT is great.
Whenever I submit an OIT ticket it is usually handled within the same week if not on the same day
I have experienced excellent IT support service.
OIT doesn't feel like a service organization. Everywhere else I have worked, IT is committed to meeting service standards and
exceeding expectations. Here it feels like OIT is over everyone, makes decisions for you, inhibits progress, no sense of urgency,
and doesn't seem to care about being the best service organization on campus.
Y'all are prompt and efficient!
OIT Rocks!
Sometimes OIT cannot easily assess and pinpoint what is happening.
Warranty Repairs
OIT Statistics servise helped me a lot
If you have problems in the classroom, someone MIGHT show up before your class is over. But we wouldn't have so many
technology problems if the equipment was kept in proper working order and replaced regularly.
Had a virus and OIT helped me get rid of it super fast and the help desk was nice about it.
UTSI helpdesk very responsive, but low on staff
Our IT personnel are very busy and it sometimes takes a long time for them to resolve issues.
I am a tech person, so when I have an issue I try all the general troubleshooting techniques. It is very frustrating when I have to
contact OIT about an issue because by then I have done 99% of trying to get the problem rectified so it is annoying having to go
through triage with someone who probably knows less than I do. I don't have a solution for this but as an IT person, it is annoying
having to reach out for IT help.
I emailed about a month ago regarding a problem and still have never received an answer, at this point I resolved the problem
with the help of a professor.
I’ve had some issues before at the beginning of the year and got in contact with someone online and they were able to
immediately help me out, I believe it was an email issue
It has taken weeks and multiple (4) phone calls just to get OIT to resolve an emailing issue with my portal.
Had prompt service when I got logged out of my accounts
OIT has always worked tirelessly to fix my issues.
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STOP MAKING ME CHANGE MY PASSWORD. STOP MAKING ME CHANGE MY PASSWORD. STOP MAKING ME CHANGE MY
PASSWORD.
Support is very uneven. Often I can reach someone at OIT quickly, but sometimes it has taken hours, literally, to get through.
Tech support is generally great. I regret the forced upgrade to win 10 and especially to outlook. It's bad.
It takes a long time for response to emails
There are both tech people in the library and very pleasant tech people via phone.
Most support personnel are terrific.
My problems are usually solved
There is wide variation in quality of Help Desk assistance. And not having assistance available at all times is a problem. This is
especially problematic when UT is closed, because if there are significant problems it can be a major issue for completing research
deadlines that may not match UT's schedule.
I always get quick help
Ive always received speedy assistance. The only issue I've faced has been lack of knowledge sharing so one seasoned person will
know the answer but anyone new hasn't had that information passed onto them to help them be effective in their role.
When I go to the OIT help desk they are very helpful. Sometimes the waits are long.
Issues with password and 2 step authentication take too much time.
Can’t do any assignments for classes without computer. So it’s urgent
Support does a magnificent job
I have always had problems resolved in a timely manner whenever they occur.
I just call the help desk and they do a great job. No complaints.
Timely solutions to problems I might encounter is so important. I have always received the help I needed in the past.
I have had very good help from the helpdesk on issues. Getting help after 5pm or on the weekends has on rare occasion been an
issue.
I usually get my tech problems solved quickly
Great service from IT!
Any technology issues have been resolved really quickly, and I only felt like a complete idiot for some of them, which is a
complete win for me
My issues are usually resolved while speaking/chatting with OIT staff.
Being given Iris access has a temp to have it taken away as a full time employee was silly.
Great group with IT
Issues with new door readers for access to Undergraduate Labs was never responded to in January.
OIT has been helpful with tech issues I had in the beginning as a new student. Video tutorials are really helpful, too.
UTK IT best team ever for timely, helpful, friendly support. Every. Single. Time.
Have had limited need to get help with tech problems. I've rented videocameras in the library a few times, had significant issues
with equipment and software compatibility, staff on site were either unavailable or not prepared to help, which required me to
figure it out myself, which often took hours
OIT has always helped me when I call them. Always.
Anytime I have had to call OIT to resolve an issue, they easily help solve the problem quickly.
those working on the 2nd floor of library are always very helpful and fast in resolving my problems
many tickets lost or ignored this year. Very slow response to get new computers imaged this year.
I have had crises in the past with technology and received decent help in a reasonable amount of time.
OIT is "on it" immediately. The best department at UT as far as I can tell.
I haven't had any experiences with technology problems so far. I am sure the services are available though.
When something is broken it is usually looked at within a couple hours. When the printer is out of ink or labels I wish I could just
grab the stock and refill myself. Sometimes we have to wait a few hours to be able to print.
There is some "passing of the buck" when you use the service. I have issues where people write back without resolution. They ask
for others to be involved. Situation is resolved once my boss gets involved. Some solutions are "you need to contact someone
else." I contact them and they say "you need to contact this other person."
Customer service is adequate.
I've had great experiences with the it department.
I only experiences one problem while in school and it was sound related. OIT walked me through how to fix it quickly online.
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If my College IT staff can fix the problem, it's usually fixed immediately. If I have to call OIT, sometimes the response is immediate
and perfect, but sometimes I get someone who doesn't know what I'm talking about. Case in point is Graduate Blueprint. It's a
long story, but I'll shorten it to saying that not everyone at 4-9900 knows what the Graduate Blueprint is, which caused a very
frustrating few days for me. Oddly enough, I never got a survey about that phone call, so I was unable to bring that particular
person's lack of knowledge to the attention of anyone.
Going straight to the Helpdesk is quick problem solving, but there is no place for me to troubleshoot online or chat with someone.
I can only submit a ticket, which is limited, and then that takes a while to respond to.
I have more than once had problems that OIT said they could not help me with even a little because my teachers were working
through third party networks. One of these cost me about $80.
OIT is great
I'm always impressed with the response (quality and time) from OIT folks.
I usually find that the help desk can resolve my problems.
I dont even bother coming to OIT to get help anymore
Every time I have reached out to OIT, they have responded within a timely manner and are (usually) very helpful.
I have had a pretty quick response time from OIT when I am having trouble. For example, I had to set up my google home mini
and it was having some issues and someone training had messed up and typed the wrong numbers, but the office apologized and
it was resolved eventually.
I have had issues with the OIT desk at the library in the north commons not being able to efficiently help me with my technology
issues, but I have also had some very helpful interactions with this service.
the BEST staff EVER
OIT is hard to find, and often do not get back to us in a timely manner about tech problems.
I have had no problems.
Oit in Hodges never actually solves any of my problems. I just go to my computer science friends.
do not have live 24/7 tech support. can only access people in person on main campus, which is not practical for all graduate
students
This has improved drastically over the years. Much appreciated!
Printing issues in the law building (maybe on main campus) occurred for several weeks to months after making people aware of
them (printing only double-sided)
Usually OIT is great with responding and improving my problems.
OIT help desk is very responsive and does what they can to support any problems
OIT is ALWAYS quick and helpful and generally solves the problem immediately
OIT is good
OIT is fantastic. I have used them multiple times
OIT is amazing at timely responses to tickets! Thanks!
OIT is always available and responsive. Example: recent required password update due to possibly compromised employee data
hampered mobile access to email/ exchange services. OIT representative resolved problem over the phone easily.
never got timely resolution of these sort of problems
The only tech problem I consistently have an issue with is the digital display on our floor. Hypersign malfunctions so much more
frequently than any other system I've had to deal with and the guy who addresses these issues is so difficult to get to answer
emails/when I request via the IT Helpdesk that they tell him that I'd like to speak wiht him when he visits our floor to fix the issue,
he only lets me know he's there half the time.
Information heavy projects need immediate access to archived files
not enough times available
OIT is generally pretty helpful with technology issues but speed could be increased.
More Mac-savvy tech staff would be helpful
OIT has been prompt and responsive.
oit chat is always fast. almost immediate response
FootPrints is inadequate and inefficient. It is extremely difficult or impossible to get issues resolved with this product.
Sometimes it takes a while to connect to the t link. When trying to reset the password, the reset link doesn’t send until the next
day and expires almost immediately.
Generally, OIT is incredibly helpful, though they often have a bit of a wait on the phone lines, and everyone thinks OneStop is the
same thing..
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Depending on the person answering the phone at the OIT help desk, resolutions may come quicker or longer than expected.
Have had minimal problems but they have been quickly addressed.
I've always gotten quick responses from OneStop and OIT when I have questions.
The building-level support in BEC and Claxton is AMAZING. They respond in a timely manner and keep all of us running. It's just
not optional to have technology that does not work . . . . again, it's 2020.
The HelpDesk genuinely does a great job in assisting when they can.
When I had to register a different phone for the two step identification, someone got back to me really quickly
The people have always been able to resolve my issue.
It is very easy to contact OIT.
Great service to any problems.
Usually have been impressed with the classroom team. I don't usually experience problems with my office computers.
OIT is doing a great job
I went to the OIT place at the library several times and they were helpful.
Wait time is long sometimes
One time, it took OIT ~4 days to get back to me
I have not had much need, but l have come to the desk a few times and have always been helped.
I've not had issues with timeliness
I've had really great phone and in-person support from OIT re: computers. Reaching AV support is a nightmare.
Never fixed the new and broken design of myutk
2fa isn't optional yet, get rid of it for people who don't want it
I've had really great experience with timeliness and overall quality of service from OIT - thank you!
Great services when I can't figure out what I'm doing.
My experience with the help desk has been fantastic
I like going to the OIT student help desk in the library because they help a lot.
In particular I am having issues with phishing scams that continue to be sent to me even after I have reported them to your office
repeatedly
OIT Help Desk is excellent
Every issue I've had at UT has been resolved quickly.
Matters remain unresolved.
OIT is the best
Support on campus is usually very professional and prompt.
Computer Science majors are a great help
I ranked the actual service performance an 8 because I have always had timely assistance with technology problems.
Issues with printing, in particular, often take a long time to resolve.
Western Region IT folks are great
I know I can usually walk in and get help at the OIT, which is a wonderful resource on campus.
OIT was quick to Bootcamp my Mac for me,
My explorer screen not showing preview of emails. Now it does after changing outlook but other files don’t show in preview. I use
several excel sheets at the same time. Sporadically my sheets will change while I’m entering data and I may not catch it until I
have entered data in the wrong sheet deleting information in error. The only way I can get back to enter info in my original sheet
is to save another file.
The website it always available
Always very prompt in helping solve problems!
Getting my netid changed took longer than I would've liked (about a month). Other than that, y'all are pretty good at timely
resolutions.
not helpful enough as wish with non apple laptop users
OIT is always so helpful.
I havent had too many tech problems, but the architecture tech help department is usually good about solving computer
problems and broken/damaged tech. However, when it comes to the printing services it is always a major pain to see or wonder
why a $40 print failed and then having to wait a day to receive money back to only be able to use it at that exact printer and only
after having to deposit ANOTHER $40 to get my print at the time I need it
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OIT is AMAZING! I have had issues with getting started with certain services as have my students. They are always fast, always
friendly, always resolve the issue or let me know the answer. So many IT departments are full of cranky people that make you
feel stupid. So thankful OIT is the total opposite. They rock!
Usually resolved fast
OIT is normally very prompt
Help is great and fast!
works great ! Excellent service and support.
The kids in the OIT help center are helpful in-person. I appreciate that if they have the time to help me, they will spend more time
than they are supposed to help me.
Also, the help person for the ACF always answers my emails for troubleshooting in a very short period of time, which is so helpful,
because he can help me as I am having the problem, so I can share the error codes and everything. And his emails are always
short and to the point. Perfect!
I have not had many problems, but when I have, the responses have been prompt.
The problem that I could not pay by e-check was not solved for several years
The staff usually handles issues that arise in a timely fashion.
Need to start offering support for smart phone services that are essential for our jobs. For example, I take 100s of work related
photos on my smart phone, but am having great trouble transferring them to the cloud or my computer, where I work with
them. NO ONE WILL HELP ME! This is essential for my job. The core of the problem seems to be use of my personal iPhone for
work and my use of a UT purchased Dell computer for work (which is strongly recommended for those in administrative
positions at UT).
There’s a help desk at UT that quickly and efficiently helps me with my technology problems
OIT is usually timely about solving issues.
Either they can fix it and fix it fast, or they direct me to the people who can.
Issues were solved relatively fast
Calling OIT has been so easy and quick. Visiting OIT has not been successful as being connected to the expert on the line.
My mac did not work and I made a trip to the apple store becasue I was unaware of the offered services
I have not really had that many technology problems but I believe if I did I could get it resolved quickly.
sometimes it is less about timely resolution and more about the fact that the same issue has to be resolved multiple times (e.g.,
access to eduroam)
Have only had one complication and made an on site appointment.
For the most part my tech questions get answered fast but some parts of the website like the h drive page are outdated and have
bad instruction.
I am always impressed and appreciative of the speed in which issues are resolved.
The staff in OIT do an exceptional job providing help with UT computers
When I go to OiT (or whatever it's called) they're very helpful.
Response varies - most of the time it is excellent. Twice, over the last three years, I've had no response to a request submitted
online.
Tech problem support is wonderful. Project support is poor.
Help desk is always very responsive. I love the fact that they can "take over" the computer to find the problem or setting that
they need to diagnose the issue.
My experience with desktop support from OIT has been exceptional: always prompt, always on-task until the issue is resolved.
Lori Epperson is a jewel.
OIT staff have been extremely helpful
The only thing that I wish that the feature for ungraded survey to have access to multiple choices with the correct answers. I do
not want to have the points or grade for a particular assignment.
I couldn't be happier with the support I receive from both UTK and UTHSC IT
I have found the OIT department to be very prompt and helpful.
Email the oit unit
any technology issues have been on my end and not the university
IT does a great job both on Ag Campus and through OIT
I have always gotten timely resolution when experiencing tech issues
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When I have a problem with the technology I use the chat service with OIT and the personnel is helping me. They are on line and
waiting until I solve the problem.
Never had negative experiences with OIT
Most things are resolved quickly. I've had one or two issues that required OIT to bring in extra help from VolTech.
The OIT desk at the library was very helpful with solving my problem earlier last semester
Duo Security is a burden.
OIT help desk is great and I have had great experiences with WebAssign web support
Customer service is great.
I have only had a technology problem once or twice, and it was always resolved very quickly.
HelpDesk is prompt and very supportive through all technology needs. Thank you!
Support with OIT is exceptional. Support via Student Life sub-par. It takes forever to get anything and stuff accomplished through
them.
Help Desk does a good job responding promptly to issues.
Robin Wisecarver is a fantastic support person. She will come to my office to help. I give her 100% in the rankings. Another very
helpful person is Cary Springer. She walked me through (step-by-step) how to set up Qualtrics surveys, how to create and
populate the mailing lists and best practices for sending the surveys and reminders. Thank you!
Honestly, I have never tried to contact OIT, even though I have heard it is very accessible
The OIT office is amazing! They are always willing to help and they provide services quickly and efficiently.
The OIT HelpDesk is great!! They go above and beyond to help solve problems. They are very knowledgeable and always
professional and helpful.
I haven't had any issues that needed fixing, so I cannot speak to how this service is. Again, I have high expectations for UTK in light
of tuition and fees.
I once emailed about an issue I was having, and it took 2 weeks for someone to get back to me. I had already figured it out
I know that with a campus this big it can be hard to help everyone but I believe it is important to try to do so as quickly as possible
because in some cases it may prevent a researcher from being able to move forward thus delaying the project. I have not had
many issues that required me to seek help but when I have, I was responded to fairly quickly.
I am a system employee so every time I have an IT issue, I have to jump through a lot of hoops to get help. I will call the help desk
and they will patch me through to UTK but then UTK will send me back to the UTHSC help desk and usually my issue never gets
resolved.
Pleasant, helpful people will correct all technology problems I have.
This is another area that I think is lacking. It isn't terrible, but getting a resolution to any tech problem via OIT just takes waaayyyy
too long. I've wasted several hours of work (paid work) of just waiting on an issue to be resolved by OIT. They do a great job, but it
just seems they are stretched too thin to help everyone. I think Ag Campus needs its own OIT help desk.
I have received excellent support except for issues where I also have to use an outside company, like with clickers. OIT should
have directed me to our TurningPoint representative more quickly. I didn't get help until that happened.
I have had multiple issues in the past with registering devices for use with Eduroam where I needed to call OIT to manually
register a device because the tool did not work properly.
Usually very quick and helpful
OIT responds quickly and efficiently.
OIT has ALWAYS been extremely speedy and helpful when I had a problem
It takes so long to get anything fixed
We have great response time/ customer service
If I have a problem or need help I call Robin Wisecarver and the issue is fixed pronto.
Always top-rate!
I've consistently received excellent help from OIT!
When called, the standard answer of, "Put in a ticket" during urgent issues is unacceptable!
OIT help is incredible
Oit can’t fix everything
I had an issue on a Saturday, called the help desk, and they couldn't resolve the issue. There should be staff available who are
capable of resoling issues on the weekends.
The IT service we get in CEHHS is abysmal. Half the time they don't respond to emails so we have to resend the original request or
get an admin to help us get services. I'd rather just put in a ticket and get help from central OIT
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Already described before.
OIT is slow to respond and rarely knows how to fix the issue. They also tend to treat people like we're ignorant and haven't
already tried "turning it off and back on" before we call them.
the OIT help desk has been very valuable to me and my students
IT is always willing to troubleshoot to correct any issues I am having.
OIT helpdesk personnel are uniformly very good.
The Computer Hotline is wonderfully staffed.
OIT often refers student to Registrar's office or Bursar's office or Graduate School for problem resolution. If OIT had immediate
connectivity to the specific office, problems/issues could get resolved much more quickly.
OIT is extremely helpful
Pretty effective at resolutions
good job
I consistently good speedy and effective support with IT issues I have asked assistance on.
concerns can be met easily over phone or OIT helpdesk online, but in-person issues is more of a challenge
OIT does a pretty good job at getting things resolved quickly.
OIT is always helpful and usually quick. There have only been a couple of issues related to my having a mac that have not been
adequately resolved. One improvement would be to have more people knowledgeable about mac and how it interacts with
microsoft products.
Folks at the help desk are very helpful. I greatly appreciate this service.
The majority of my technical problems have been too specific for those who answer the phone (likely work study students) to
answer. I have rarely gotten a secondary, more competent, response.
y'all are so nice and patient &lt;3
internet has been bad all semester
Training offered in in advanced systems but not always in the thing I use daily like converting DAT to Excell and how to be more
efficient in MS Office and how to use T Storage, Citation manager software, how to keep SPSS updated on my computer, how to
learn R statistics ect.
I call in when I have problems and OIT has ALWAYS helped me out, quickly and accurately.
not many, needed computer with lockdown, went to hodges, only on pc laptops, but none worked
I haven’t had an issue myself yet but I’ve heard mostly positive things from friends.
As mentioned in a previous response, I've been having the same consistent issue with connection speed since the first day and no
one's been able to give a me a resolution that lasted more than one day.
When I call OIT they are very helpful
When 2FA was first implemented, I had several problems and contacted OIT for help. The people I was in contact with were very
slow to respond and did not actually solve my problem. I have had very good experiences with the service desk employees
though.
Nice OIT staff
We have equipment in our two classrooms that have had problems since we moved in 4 years ago. Equipment was brand new
and still had issues and continues to do so to this date. Matter of fact problems today in one classroom.
I haven't had much experience with this, but I did take my computer to the computer place in the student union, left it for like
three days, and all the information that I got back was that I needed to take it to the Apple store and then they still charged me
like $150. That was frustrating, especially since I still had to pay for it to get fixed by the Apple people.
Many times it takes awhile to actually reach someone for service
Every time I ask OIT a question, someone gets back to me super fast, which I appreciate
The OIT Help Desk is extremely helpful and usually resolves problems quickly.
The people in the library that help me with software or even hardware issues at times are awesome.
For every technology issue that I have experienced, the support available were well trained to resolve the issue. This includes
issues that I have had with Duo and network connectivity.
My organization called OIT into the law school to fix a projection problem and the person responding was AMAZING
Our Administrative Specialist is often able to assist, but sometimes it's beyond her ability. It can be inconvenient to have to rely
on a phone call from Knoxville, or wait for them to come here
I’ve never had problems but I’ve also never really had to use the service
I have always found OIT to be helpful and available.
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Fast response to repair requests.
OIT Help desk has always been so reliant to answer my questions and help with my technology needs.
When you call, someone always helps immediately.
Very good service
Unless there is a system wide issue, my expectations are higher than normal. Our system is the heartbeat of what we do, and we
do not care for being at an impasse with a problem and only you are experiencing it. We expect for IT to be able to resolve it
within a time frame that is acceptable and within reason so that we do not have to struggle in getting information out to the
public.
My tickets are mostly on time.
I have never had any issues with timely resolution of tech. problems.
OIT support has been excellent the 2 times I needed it. Dogwood and Magnolia Residence Halls
Our internal IT department is very good at fixing our problems quickly. I don't have to deal with OIT very often, but the few times
I have they have provided good customer service.
Many times I spend more time than necessary explaining an issue to one staff member, only to be passed to a series of additional
individuals (with the accompanying explanation) before the issue is resolved.
OIT and TIS are AWESOME!
I appreciate the help desk after hours, that helps with technology issues after hours via the phone.
I understand that they are students, but often times I have gone to OIT to get help and they do not know the answer. We need to
have real, trained professionals to assist us that can actually answer questions.
Computer assistance not always helpful
I had to contact OIT twice and both times they responded quickly and helped me resolve my issue.
It is easyto connect the OIT service for help in case of an emergency
OIT overall = excellent. I call frequently and usually get help with issues in a very timely manner. Getting tech help from my
college tech support sometimes is not timely.
The OIT Helpdesk (both telephone and in-person at the library) has never disappointed me, and always worked hard to help me
resolve any problems.
The technology services should be expanded in the AA. Troubleshooting is a major issue in the architecture department and there
needs to be a better route of communication execution.
The OIT office has helped me many times and while I had to wait to be answered- they solved my problem in minutes.
Lori and Robin do a great job helping us out in Andy Holt Tower!
OIT is very helpful and there website is helpful
I dont have that many issues
Quick response by OIT when there are issues.
There are too few knowledgeable technicians available. When my problem arrives and the technician is available the problem is
resolved quickly.
havent had many problems
It can be confusing to know which office to reach out to for assistance (campus-wide tech services vs. Haslam-specific tech
services).
Most of the time the issue has been resolved quickly, but sometimes we have had to wait.
Every issue I have submitted has been resolved to my satisfaction and in a timely manner
I am unable to access certain areas needed for class (such as google docs) due to my email address being associated with another
campus in the UT system. This is an issue for collaborating with others. I often have to 'request access' or give my email address
repeatedly during class, when we are under time constraints. This places a burden on everyone in class: myself, other students
and the professors. I raised this issue at the beginning of the semester, and it is my understanding it has been raised in years
passed. Although I believe they are working on the issue, no solution or work-around has been reached as of yet.
The IT support we have is awesome!
I always get a quick response!
Technical support is consistently fast, professional, and courteously provided.
Having to submit a request online or call in and be put on hold or assigned a caller number can delay the time needed to
complete the job task with the client.
I do not ask many things from OIT help desk, but they are all about it when I have needed help.
Sometimes it takes several sessions to correct whatever issue I may be having, but OIT staff is timely and attentive.
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My request have been met with speed. I have been satisfied with all the times I reach out to OIT for help.
IT has increasing become more mission critical to everyday tasks. Therefore, when it doesn't work getting things resolved in a
timely manner is more important. For the most part the HelpDesk does a great job.
OIT is always very helpful when problems arise.
The only time this has been an issues is for live distance education issues. I've implemented alternate policies to work around this
problem, so the limited real time response is no longer critical.
Excellent support
The OIT Help desk is fabulous at resolving problems that can be dealt with online through Q&A or Bomgar. Help for physical
problems (e.g., infected CPU, power button not functional, etc.) is not very good.
Definitely always receive timely help when I go to voltech
The internal library staff do an excellent job on resolving the library related technology problems and the computers involved.
OIT has set up the login process so that the staff like me can easily follow the steps. I appreciate everyone who helps me stay
online so that I can do my job.
OIT at vet school is only open during 8-5p most days vet med students have limited access during these times
OIT is a wonderful place to take care of any technological issues that arise. The few times that I have had this happen, it has been
solved relatively quickly and easily.
PLEASE continue to offer real time telephone support. This is an awesome service that has satisfactorily alleviated 100% of my IT
problems quickly and efficiently.
I have been working on resolution of a listserv question for a few weeks. I have now been passed along to the 5-6 person and still
no closer to an answer.
I had problems with ethernet connectivity last year in Morrill hall, but other than that I have no complaints with the speed OIT
works
Outside of the _very_ routine annoyances (passwords, etc.), it has been my experience that OIT is more in the business of telling
me what they _don't_ support than they are in at least trying to help me out.
I have always received prompt help.
The UTCVM IR and IT staff are very timely
I am happy with my campus services.
The Help desk has generally been able to direct me to those who can help me. The Knowledge Base should be more robust,
however.
My experience with OIT is they are able to solve my issues in a very timely manner.
It does not seem to be for lack of trying on computer operations part, just that they are understaffed.
Response via email is excellent, as is phone response. However, when faculty and students are having issues in a conference room
or classroom, the problems are not often solved in the time frame needed for them.
Always good to have more training
No fix available
Almost immediately receive a response from our IT guys when they are contacted:
Password resets
Works
It can take a while to get things resolved in the library. Sometimes it seems like people are taking their time to respond to issues,
and this is when they're coming from their office, not elsewhere on campus. Meanwhile, an entire class can be sitting there
waiting for help.
Problems with programs on the Apps/Citrix server are fixed quickly after they are reported.
Mike Berger and crew usually respond within a few hours or less and fix the problems.
Very quick to respond
Good
Emailing OIT sometimes can’t solve emergency problems
Love the HelpDesk, especially Eric & Jet.
9-5 is sometimes problematic
Fastbusually
I understand that yall get a lot of requests so i dont think a 9 is crucial crucial
we use theatrical lighting systems that we are often the best experts in the area other than the manufacture.
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Once I locked myself out of my school accounts because I didn't change passwords in time, and the service to get it unlocked was
quick and friendly :)
I worried about problems with the two-factor authentication but it has also been fairly easy to work with
Someone has always been able to help me through in an appropriate amount of time
OIT IS ALWAYS RESPONSIVE AND KNOWLEDGEABLE
My computer was working poorly and Corey from OIT upgraded me to Windows 10. Things work beautifully now.
Many issues I have had, have been resolved quickly.
Sometimes, with UT being a large campus, it is harder to get problems solved in a timely manner. With persistence, I am usually
able to solve a problem by the time I need it fixed.
I love it
Have never really had any issues with getting assistance from OIT. Think everyone does a great job with the number of students
and faculty/staff at UT.
I am always waiting longer than I expect to receive help, even sometimes when I call, there is a long line or some reason like
"everyone is out at the moment" which is not helpful at all. Another reason is due to my busy day, I am limited as to when I can
call most days and the call center is usually already closed or on lunch when I need help.
Canvus bugs
I have usually found support very helpful on those rare occasions when troubles arose.
It's fine
Outstanding service!
Always a fast response for my issues. Even used the chat feature instead of calling, very easy.
I have a hard time with the OIT Help Desk. I'm in the Libraries, and often when I open a ticket, I'm referred to someone in the
Libraries (please don't do that, I already talked to my internal people!), I'm parrotted misinformation about what the Libraries
does (I know what the Libraries does, it's my organization), or I get stuck in a loop where my ticket doesn't seem to make it to the
correct person for ages. It's really frustrating. I know the Help Desk higher-ups receive information from the Libraries higher-ups
about what systems we use, what services we offer, and what information we use, but it doesn't seem to make it to the Help
Desk staff. I hate having my time wasted like that.
Every time I’ve needed tech support I was able to get somebody to help at my dorm in a very timely manner.
Calendar issues.
My experiences with OIT have almost always been positive.
Dealing with software and Net ID issues.
This is a more complicated question than it seems. I know that a timely resolution varies greatly on the problem and what's
involved. Some issues I've had get solved right on the spot, whereas others have taken weeks, if not months, to have a
resolution.
OIT always answers and helps ASAP
One-stop works well when its not the beginning of a semester.
I typically can get technology problems solved promptly.
I haven't experienced this on campus. If I have, I asked a professor about a simple technology problem.
The tech problems disrupt classroom activities
Magnolia Building
Always have had prompt responses and resolutions to any issues I've had.
OIT is always available and quick to help me resolve any issue I have
The help desk is a good front end for OIT. Sometimes, you have to guide the person answering the phone away from their
scripted answers to look deeper.
would like more support for specific applications
I find the OIT staff are very timely in their response and extremely helpful every time I've needed them.
Lori Epperson, Robin Wisecarver, Lucas Nicely, Jane Gaby, and Naomi Breeden are amazing!!!!! They absolutely could not be
improved upon!!!!!
Sometimes because of glitch I can't get my homework done on time
OIT Help Desk is a bunch of rockstars.
OIT is amazing at responding to tickets, identifying the issue, and effectively addressing it. I cannot stress how much I appreciate
their efficacy in this regard. I have never been disappointed.
Shawn and Brad do a great job
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OIT help is sometimes vague about when someone will come help with an issue, but I have a schedule and need to know when
they will come in advance so that I can plan.
Any technological problems I've had at UTK, OIT has been quick to resolve the problem.
OIT has helped me in a timely fashion many times
Help desk has usually been good about quickly getting back to me on technology issues.
OIT staff has always been incredibly helpful when I have called.
OIT provides adequate service. Generally make the fix remotely
Oit is helpful
I think people respond as quickly as possible, but if you are dealing with problems in a class any delay can mean cancellation.
Calling or emailing OneStop can be annoying and slow, but actually visiting OneStop is very helpful.
I have had something pop up on my computer that I asked OIT to help me get rid of and it still keeps popping up so I ignore it and
just delete it when it shows up
Being off campus, we are often overlooked when it comes to technology problems. We still have a couple access points that are
not working for about a year now.
OIT has been super helpful
OIT does a great job on problem resolution.
The times I’ve had to ask for help, i was helped quickly
To date, I have never needed to solicit assistance for a technology problem.
NetID
OIT is really good with resolving any problems
My recent experience was taken care of quickly. The only problem was the person who helped me thought that I had good
knowledge of my I-phone which I did not so it took me some time to figure out how to do what he suggested. Need to remember
older employees are not as adept at using I-phone as younger people are.
OIT is very responsive and helpful when I need them
Haven't had to deal with any tech problems that requires calling a OIT
OIT helps really fast
Issues with health portal online appointment making for a year now
Love the OIT Help Desk. I did come across an issue recently, though, when my computer wouldn't connect to the internet, so the
desktop support person for staff couldn't remote in. It would be nice to have an in-person option for issues like this.
Timely resolution is average at best.
The OIT Help Desk is the best help desk I've worked with in my career
It is awesome
I get quick responses from OIT (usually within 24 hours of my request) most of the time. There was one request (captioning and
editing of a video by webcasting services) that took several months.
I do not recall any time I asked for help that wasn't resolved in a timely manner.
many times I have to go to our regional IT people to get my problem taken care of. going to UT takes more time. it was much
better when we could call our regional IT person
Always respond very quickly
OIT has always been timely and helpful. Thank you.
You guys do much better than facility services in regards to response time and actually fixing the problem, rather than a 2 day
bandage.
The NE department's IT person is phenomenal, Ashly does a great job of always helping me.
Being an arch student, I’d my tech breaks, I need it the following day or sooner. I pay for your support services and I end up
having to go somewhere else due to poor staffing
OIT staff is prompt and helpful
OIT is very good at responding to questions and or problems.
Customer service is amazing, and it continues to get better every year!
I contact Lori Epperson or call Help Desk and both are exceptional
OIT does superb work!
Comm 293 has computer issues and printer issues. Sometimes it doesn't let me log on and print what I need, and I can't get
timely help like I want
when I had to use voltech, it was a quick day or two turn around
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I received a timely response when connecting an fire stick tv to the wifi. I wish directions were more specified on website. It could
be confusing if not very technologically advanced. My mother at orientation had trouble connecting her phone to the wifi at
orientation.
OIT is great about getting back to me in a timely manner.
Receive excellent tech support from Lori Epperson!
i had to have something installed on my laptop and it took a long time. made class hard
Rather high quality service and most is performed in a rather timely manner when necessary.
Getting timely responses for problems is a must. UTK provides that, I'm very happy with their service and believe that there isn't
much to change.
When my laptop would not connect to the campus wifi, I had to bring it in to get it resolved. I have no issues with my service.
They are very helpful here at UT
I’ve gotten quick replies when I need help
It is important for technology to be fixed as soon as possible as many students are on several deadlines. I have never heard
anything bad about the speed of fixing these problems. When I have called OIT to resolve the login issues or other technology
problems I have had they have always been able to resolve it during that phone call or by the end of the business day.
Very quick to respond, especially on security matters
They are very helpful on the phone and try but follow up is lagging if we are not able to get problem resolved on the phone. I
called twice about an issue and was assured it was completed and it wasnt I had to call a third time and then it finally got resolved
it was a listserv owner issue.
Cengage and other online hw access takes a while to load or does not load at all
Good job OIT! I feel that we get immediate help where needed.
OIT is very helpful and has been able to quickly solve any of my technology problems or answer any of my questions. I can also
contact them in different ways which can speed up the process.
OIT has timely response to help tickets.
The Haslam school provided outstanding responsive, pleasant, and helpful people!
Jonathan Turnmire is amazing
Asked for help once through email, I got an email responding to it in 12 hours.
the help provided has always been great!
I have always figured it out on my own or tolerated the issue, so I would like to say the actual service would be useful but
honestly not sure how efficient it is.
i feel like the apple at the bottom of the student union does a great job but the process is very slow, I know people who weren't
able to have their laptops for weeks.
The help line personnel really do try to help with computer problems, but often make suggestions that I've already tried or know
will not work, but insist anyway. Also, it's annoying to get all those follow-up emails; one that records the assistance, the other
that asks "how was your experience?"
I cannot answer this well. I have never really had issues.
The help ticket process online and by phone is efficient and works well.
Fred Kelley is a rock star. He is extremely knowledgeable.
Always very good.
Staff always able to help me figure out my issues.
Specifically on the Student Life tech team, there is an individual who is very argumentative and makes "resolutions" 10 times
more complicated and difficult than they need to be, which affects the timeliness of the resolution.
very timely resolutions to issues I inquire about. I've been happy with support team.
Rated it a 1 because there should be a "not applicable" choice.
I have not had any technological problems aside from setting up the internet connection or WiFi connection on my laptop, phone,
and iPad, but when I went to the OIT Help Desk at Hodges to have the internet on each of these devices set up, it never took
more than 5 minutes, which was very quick.
The tech support from OIT, both by phone and by office visit, has been remarkably satisfactory.
support for the vet student classrooms is lacking, we are told that things are coming and they don't come. our classroom needs
don't always seem supported
OIT is great at resolving issues.
Sometimes there is a delay in reach OIT by phone, but almost always your people are helpful and courteous.
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The only time I needed help, I was seen immediately and the problem was solved
OIT has become a joke.
OIT most times resolve the problem
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Technology support staff who have the knowledge to answer my questions
Many of the technical staff are very good, but getting to the correct person after talking to 10 of the wrong ones is frustrating.
Learning how to use Camtasia was very informative and helpful.
Always knowledgeable and helpful.
I love the HelpDesk and Desktop Support. They are always on the spot and able to resolve my problem. And if they don't know
answer right off, they go find it.
when I call, I get great help
Great People!!
Some people seem confused or unwilling to help
I have never had issues with the service
facilities tech support is very very slow at getting anything done.
OneStop
Tech staff have helped me work through a number of problems
Although OIT works with every department on campus, they are not experts in everyone's field, nor should they be. Therefore,
they should listen more to what people are asking for and be facilitators of progress with data, technology, and finding a better
solution to our problems on campus.
Even when I need to be redirected or checked-back-in-with, my questions are answered knowledgeably and in a timely manner.
I think that the support staff should have adequate experience with both PC and Mac, and some don't.
VolTech
They were highly knowledgeable
If I'm actually connected to desktop support, I get excellent, knowledgable assistance. The research computing staff is also
awesome. The people on the phone need A LOT of work. Telling me, "Well, that's all I know," is NOT a sufficient answer. I'm
here to work, and the people on the phone need to be there to make sure that I can work. They should be going the extra mile,
not seeing how quickly they can get people off the phone.
Our IT staff are very knowledgeable, but busy. When I try other people, it is clear that they do not have the expertise needed.
Anytime I have reached out to OIT, very seldom is my issue resolved with a tier 1 analyst but once my issue gets passed to
someone who can fix or help then the issue is always taken care of. It is just frustrating sometimes in that intermediate phase.
OIT works expertly and do not make me feel lost.
STOP MAKING ME CHANGE MY PASSWORD.STOP MAKING ME CHANGE MY PASSWORD.STOP MAKING ME CHANGE MY
PASSWORD.STOP MAKING ME CHANGE MY PASSWORD.STOP MAKING ME CHANGE MY PASSWORD.
Tech support is very uneven. Some groups are excellent -- Course Delivery support for Canvas, for example, definitely does a great
job supporting a mediocre product. Others, like the Clicker Support group, are slow to return phone calls, do not resolve issues
promptly, and often do not follow through.
Helpful, but not in a timely manner
Hodges Library IT Staff extremely helpful.
Some are better than others
Part of the problem is with the software available. Even excellent support staff cannot overcome problems inherent in Microsoft
applications.
Due to our own limited access to update or change things on our systems, such as connecting a printer, we have to stay on the
phone with OIT. At times, I have been on calls for "trouble shooting" that have lasted over 30 minutes to only have the matter left
unresolved.
LORI EPPERSON IS ALWAYS QUICK TO RESPOND AND SOLVE ANY ISSUE WE MAY HAVE.
Staff always help me.
They are paid to be tech support so they should know how to fix things
I have not had much experience interacting with the technology support staff, but any issues have always been resolved quickly.
IT staff is always supportive and I have talked with many over the years.
OIT folks have been very good and if they do not know the answer, they have passed the question along until help as been found.
OIT always helps quickly
oit messaging is my favorite feature helps me get things done quickly
Excellent folks at the HelpDesk! Rose, Travis, and the team all do a great job.
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Always get great service.
I've only asked basic questions but they knew the hell out of them. Like my WiFi card just quit working once and they walked me
through the troubleshooting
The support staff are very knowledgeable and helpful. My issues are usually resolved on the same day that I contact them.
they answer my questions fast
I have the knowledge to solve my own issues, but cannot install software without using people from IT with a password.
Great group with IT
When I was new, they answered my questions and understood/empathized.
OIT is great!
IT support staff always know how to solve my problem. And they don't make me feel like an idiot.
Have had limited need to get help with tech problems. I've rented videocameras in the library a few times, had significant issues
with equipment and software compatibility, staff on site were either unavailable or not prepared to help, which required me to
figure it out myself, which often took hours
If the first person I talk to doesn't know the answer, they always know who to send me to for the answer.
OIT help desk staff have proven to be very knowledgeable and helpful.
hose working on the 2nd floor of library are always very helpful and and know exactly what step need to be taken to fix my
problems
We've been passed around a lot.
There have been instances where staff were not exactly able to answer my questions, but most of the time there are no issues.
Whenever I have had to ask questions, even if it was about the UTK Library website, staff have always been helpful.
Only experienced one true problem and it was sound related. OIT answered my questions online quickly.
9 times out of 10, my questions are answered quickly and my problems are solved quickly. As heavily as UT is pushing to have
things online and electronic, the remaining 1 out of 10 times should not be as painful as it usually is. New IT people should have
their own training requirements and should be tested carefully before being set loose on the rest of us.
I haven't met anyone who wasn't able to help me yet, so that's great!
A school this large should be able to hire staff informed on their softwares, but like I said this has not been very much the case in
my experience.
They usually know the answer--or can Google it.
Sometimes they can help me with totally random things like astronomy idk
The CVM would not function without Royal Paschall.
Besides the experience with the trainee and google home dilemma, I believe that the staff is very knowledgeable.
Tech people will help you but can be a bit uppity about it.
I give daily thanks :)
I have had no problems.
Same as before
Again, a drastic improvement over the years.
Helpdesk staff are fine. Working with anything beyond that is a nightmare. There is little indication of who performs what
function, Org chart is buried somewhere in the OIT website, and there is little help from staff once they are identified. Specifically
I am thinking of working with setting up an enterprise system and having to struggle to identify the 20 people I needed to talk to
when doing so.
Our OIT staff at facilities is wonderful!
Tech support is SUPER
Good support staff
Like I said, OIT is great.
Your help desk phone personnel are excellent. Your other staff, or staff which works by e-mail, could use some help.
Any time I have a tech issue, the IT staff dedicated to Engineering and to OIT have always provided a timely, effective solution.
Network Services, Desktop Support, IPMGR, and the Windows Support team continue to provide fast, efficient, and accurate
resolutions to my issues.
Lori Epperson is the IT person I most frequently deal with and she's INCREDIBLE. BEST CUSTOMER SERVICE EVER. SO NICE. SO
KNOWLEDGEABLE.
I have OIT on speed dial...ALL staff have been incredible especially with my plethora of Canvas challenges! Especially Fred and
Robert. I have had others but I consistently talk with them.
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The best always helpful
I’ve only had one question and it was about a password change and it was answered well
More Mac-savvy folks
Staff are helpful and tolerant of different abilities.
i rarely have questions for oit, but the two times ive had to get help from yall it went well
These are hard-working people who are knowledgeable and doing the best they can with what they are provided. Well done.
The staff usually knows what is happing
I got one woman on the phone who was of no help. I didn't know what I was doing (which is why I called) and all she did was tell
me what I was doing wrong and that I needed a certain code or number and when I asked what it was/looked like she could not
give me any further assistance. I was quite unsatisfied.
Only had one interaction but it was good.
Again, amazing support in BEC and Claxton. Also OIT chat is great!
The OIT HelpDesk is very knowledgable.
The person assisting me always see the issue to completion.
When I do need help, OIT usually knows what to do.
Again, great staff that respond quickly.
I gave this a 6 instead of a 5 because when I ask simple questions, I get fast service. When I ask complicated questions, I don't
usually get good answers until I press to get a higher level employee.
Just duplicate Rosie Sasso and all OIT customer service problems will be solved.
OIT is doing a great job
I sent an email to Onestop and they replied with a message saying I needed to contact Onestop.
The people at the library know what they are doing.
Some people are clueless and give wrong information
Sometimes, there just aren't any answers but they usually do their best to find a solution
I have never had a tech problem so I do not know.
I am not very knowledgeable about technology so it is very helpful to have people who are and can help. Again people at the OIT
desk have known how to help each time.
Staff has always been helpful
I haven't had many issues if any
I've only had one experience with this in my time at UTK and the person who I was on the phone with didn't have any idea how to
fix my problem with cable in the dorms.
A couple of the OIT people that I've spoken with do not understand the needs of an educator - practicle things.
While it is important great the OIT staff are able to answer my questions, they were very unfriendly and I don’t really want to visit
them again for any other issues but don’t really have another choice on campus.
It would be unrealistic for staff to be prepared for every situation, but a database similar to what call centers use would go a long
way in improving this service I believe. Kind of along the lines of a click and retrieve Q/A database.
They are just college students working a job and if they cant answer or help me they just dont
The majority of the time, the staff at UT are able to answer my questions or guide me to someone who can help me althoguh it
has taken a fair bit of time on certain occassions.
Most of the kids that work at oit are pretty smart, but I knew some of them, so I know theyre not perfect
OIT folks have never let me down
I ranked the actual service performance an 8 because the technology support staff has always understood how to assist me in a
timely manner.
OIT at north commons.
I am clueless in technology, and the employees at oit always seem to know exactly what to do.
Ibid
Great staff in Haslam!
The one time I had technology problems, I called OIT and they solved my problem without problems
They know what they're talking about
Everyone is awesome
Steven Lewis is great. Extremely supportive and patient.
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Great, knowledgeable staff
non apple knowledge
OIT is amazing.
My questions are usually answered if i have any. I am familiar with most problems i have but with software my questions can
most times be answered
They have always been able to answer my tech support questions.
always provided an adequate answer, usually on the very first try
Some people just tell me they can’t help me
Any time I go to OIT they always get my questions resolved quickly and correctly.
works great ! Excellent service and support.
I do not like how the ACF does not have a phone number for technical issues, just an email. And I do not like how the OIT people
cannot help me over the phone with ACF issues. A lot of the issues I have with ACF are not super technical, I am just doing
something simple wrong.
The staff is very knowledgable.
In most cases, they can answer my questions in a timely manner
Staff is knowledgeable
UT has experienced staff at the help who help me answer my questions
OIT is usually timely about understanding and solving issues.
Haven't asked many questions, but the ones I have asked have been answered, and I would expect them to be able to be
answered unless they're really obscure/complex.
Library and IT support were knowledgeable
I have had nothing but positive experiences with OIT staff over the phone. Once I figured out that the phone support was better,
I've never visited in person. I think I had one experience in person and it was okay.
I expect people who are employed as 'technology support staff' to be able to answer any general technology question. I haven't
had to use their services at UT yet.
Seeing as most of us are in 5 courses, online things as well as technology is a big part to that. We need all the help of information
we can get
I have not had much interaction with support staff.
Staff have clear understanding of technology and troubleshooting, though I think it only applies to PCs and laptops.
The OIT service is great.
Staff is knowledgeable.
The team is great, especially Lori Epperson.
Sometimes the call has to move up to a different tech depending on the situation.
If they don't have the knowledge, they know who to pull in that does.
Megan and Jack are always super helpful when our Hypersign monitors have issues
We have in house IT personnel staff who are awesome.
Some IT support staff that I've dealt with have known less about technology (and basic actions on a desktop) than I do.
depends on who I ask
I have had wonderful experiences and service with OIT
Good services
Andrii with OIT is fantastic!!
They have always been very helpful!
The technology support staff can always answer my questions right-away or get back to me with solutions almost immediately.
The staff of the OIT is well trained to solve the technical problems that I face with the technology
usually, but not always
Sometimes OIT has had to get help from VolTech to figure out the issue.
Within Extension we had IT support staff, but with all the restructuring we got told we had to use OIT. They are NOT helpful with
county related issues. Our IT guys often won't get involved unless we've contacted OIT first; so it's a struggle to get things fixed.
Duo Security is a burden.
Research assistants in the library could be slightly more helpful but OIT help desk is great!
Every person in technology support has been very knowledgeable.
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When there is a problem, I enjoy working with others who know more than me!
OIT support and response time so much better than Student Life response time and support.
I've always had a good experience with IT support staff at UT.
Never tried to contact OIT, but Ive heard they are always ready to answer
The OIT office is amazing! They are always willing to help and they provide services quickly and efficiently.
Helpdesk has been extremely helpful. The only reason for rating them down 1 is that they have had to refer me to others at
times.
I haven't had any problems yet that required assistance, so I cannot speak to this service. Again, I have high expectations for UTK
in light of tuition and fees.
OIT is helpful and they are knowledgeable. Even when I can't convey information clearly of the problem to meet their
understanding. They suggest techniques for me to try that may solve the issue.
So far, I've been able to get questions answered in a timely fashion.
Best service folks ever. I've always be helped quickly and they provide great solutions.
Almost every time, OIT can solve the problem with ease. May take them a bit to get to it, but they certainly solve most problems. I
am thankful we have their service, and they should receive more praise for their hard work. Just wish there was more of them.
See answer to previous question.
In calling OIT in the past, the level of knowledge of the person that I am talking to can be a bit hit or miss. A colleague
recommended to me to try calling OIT at a different time in order to get someone more knowledgable.
Usually very helpful
They have always been professional and knowledgeable
very helpful!
No problems from me
I call Robin Wisecarver and things get done.
Again, consistently wonderful.
I don't know that they actually DO have the knowledge to answer some questions!
Again, OIT help technicians and college based IT in TCE have been superbly helpful and knowledgeable.
not on weekends
I wish these questions were split by the services we get from our college (CEHHS), which is terrible, and the services we get when
we work with central OIT (always timely and stellar)
Told me to contact someone out of OIT.
staff have always been able to help me with my questions
From what I have seen if the first person I talk to can't fix my issue they transfer me to someone who can. I don't have a time that
I have called in that my issue has not been resolved. We have a great staff in IT.
OIT staff seem quite knowledgeable and willingness to be helpful. Very positive experience with OIT. Just wish OIT could be able
to immediately connect student to the specific department online to the specific department that could resolve issues quickly.
I am sometimes surprised when OIT does not have an expert or even someone who supports parts of our Microsoft suite.
They are always very helpful
OIT staff support has always been outstanding.
have had really helpful interactions with online HelpDesk personnel
Sometimes the staff can misinterpret what’s being asked and sound somewhat condescending, but I think that’s an overall human
issue and not just UT OIT.
Need more mac people
Good service reps at the start of classes for online textbooks
i dont have complicated tech problems, but everyone has been very helpful with my dumb problems
oit is great
The knowlegible people are there it is how do I find time to sit down and get hands on training. The online help and share scree is
wonderful.
back to previous, knew it was due to updating, said some were already but didn't know which
I’ve seen OIT staff fix issues for friends and they always know what they’re doing.
I have no reason to complain.
OIT has been very helpful
As aforementioned, I haven't made use of this resource.
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Helpful OIT desk staff
Staff at OIT Help Desk are great. Professional and helpful.
Stats consulting is uneven. Sometimes amazing sometimes they give incorrect guidance or it takes them weeks to figure
something out.
It is very hit or miss
My experience with Central OIT staff is consistently very positive; however, my experience with College/department level IT
support has been poor and generally unhelpful.
It's annoying to ask someone a question and they don't have an answer to it, when they should be knowledgeable on the subject.
The people at OIT are very knowledgeable and helpful.
OIT has been excellent
For every technology issue that I have experienced, the support available were well trained to resolve the issue. I would like to
specifically mention that Jet Toomey is great to work with. He has a deep understanding of how to support the OIT systems and is
able to provide clear instructions and information that help others to understand.
With some program-specific questions, the OIT staff has been mostly helpful, but I have still been able to stump them.
Every time I have ever emailed or called OIT, my problem has been resolved
I feel like it can be difficult to explain when I'm not computer savvy or up on all the terms. They have the knowledge, but I do
not.....it creates a communication barrier
My questions have always been answered quickly by technology support staff.
Again, I’ve never had problems but I’ve never really talked to them either
Staff with whom I have interacted have been helpful and well informed.
We have very knowledgeable technicians for support.
I've never approached OIT with a question or problem they couldn't solve.
I have never had bad customer service with the OIT Help desk
They have all the information I need.
Here again my standards are higher,. We need people who are knowledgeable in the area so that issues are handled effectively
and efficiently. It is not good to be transferred back and forth between people and departments.
I appreciate the IOT help desk and that there are workers there everyday to assist with issues in a timely manner.
Staff are usually very helpful, but sometimes aren't familiar with my specific questions.
Dogwood and Magnolia Residence Halls
My problems have all been very straightforward and fixed quickly.
Not sure I have ever had a problem they cannot solve. This university would fall apart without them!
Thank you OIT help desk for all you do!
And it is important for the staff to be friendly.
Not experienced with PC when I went for computer help
it is very accessible
OIT helpdesk usually is great. I cannot provide enough praise to Fred Kelly for his assistance over the years for several issues.
see previous question
I have always had good experiences through VolTech
As said, before they have always had an answer to my problems.
Very helpful knowledgeable staff
Not enough people.
I have heard OIT is great
Ryan Pierce in Haslam is great!! He is always so friendly and helpful which is much appreciated.
No complaints!
I have simple issues but I know of times where there were not sufficient software knowledge to assist staff.
Every issue I have submitted has been resolved to my satisfaction and in a timely manner
Awesome OIT folks. Very friendly, capable, and conscientious. ALWAYS very helpful. A BIG thank you to all of them.
I am unable to access certain areas needed for class (such as google docs) due to my email address being associated with another
campus in the UT system. This is an issue for collaborating with others. I often have to 'request access' or give my email address
repeatedly during class, when we are under time constraints. This places a burden on everyone in class: myself, other students
and the professors. I raised this issue at the beginning of the semester, and it is my understanding it has been raised in years
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passed. Although I believe they are working on the issue, no solution or work-around has been reached as of yet. I don't believe
this to be an issue with the support staff, but rather with the system itself.
I've never had a problem that they couldn't solve in a timely manner.
People like Fred Kelly, Miriam Bender,Cary Springer, and Mark Rash, to name a few, are exceedingly generous with their time and
assist me in becoming a better teacher.
Staff has not been found to be very helpful or knowledgable regarding using the systems they should be trained to use. The few
times I have had to ask a question to them, they do not have answers for me.
There should be more people who have expertise with Macs. John is great, but he's just one person.
The OIT staff are excellent!
If I need external assistance I've never had a problem getting expertise from OIT, once the correct person has been located. On
occasion that person does not exist, and I end up becoming that person.
Very few OIT available in UTCVM
I've had multiple hardware and software problems that the support staff did not know the answer to or spent the entire time I
was with them googling the answer (which I had already tried)
I believe this is not a challenge with the emergence of google, but when I have technological questions, they are answered
efficiently and correctly.
See previous response.
While I have spoken to many OIT professionals who are very knowledgable and helpful, I have had recent experiences that I have
spoken to someone that I had to teach them about the system. (Specific to Canvas). This person spent more time reading a help
file than actually helping me resolve the issue.
IT training can be difficult, but giving people a better checklist of things to try first before coming in would dramatically improve
service because most things can be fixed by the end user themselves. Time is taken up by things that are simple to fix, and giving
people a better list of things to try first would help with that.
Again, if it is even slightly out-of-wheelhouse, I get the "we don't support that" message.
Robin Wisecarver is fantastic
CVM IT is very helpful
I am happy with my campus services.
Those who answer and solve issues are able to know how to deal with the problems I have.
That will take away stress when one know it’s stuff
They make it possible to get everything done I need done!
They’re helpful most of the time
Able to resolve issues every time contacted
Good
When I have issues typically OIT is good at resolving them, but only on one occasion it took about a week to fix something which
was annoying.
I don't expect them to know everything, but be able to point me in the right direction.
Jet and Eric have been able to help with all my questions!
You guys do great!
I went to oit one time and they had no idea what I was talking about
I honestly wanna work here bc i am A+ certified so i know a good bit of troubleshooting. I wanna make some money ya feel?
Staff has always been able to help me with my problems
LORI EPPERSON, ROBIN, COREY - ALL ARE VERY HELPFUL AND RESPONSIVE
Sometimes, with UT being a large campus, it is harder to reach staff to help me solve my problems. With persistence, I am usually
able to reach someone who can help me.
Ben McFall is the best. He should train the others on technology know hows.
Muy bien
Do come across at times with an issue that may take a couple of folks getting involved, but a resolution is usually found.
OIT help in Hodges library broke my computer
Iot
They are doing their best
mac support is severely lacking
CTAS IT personnel are amazing.
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Very knowledgable staff
Anyone who has helped me is very nice and knowledgeable of their field.
Because of my job and the types of tickets I open, it seems to take a while for my ticket to get from the frontline help (who can't
help me) to the specialized staff who CAN help me. I wish I had a fast-track to the specialized staff, especially when it would help
me do my job better.
Anytime I have called OIT, they have been friendly and efficient
Tech support was always available to help and they have been able to help every time.
People have been knowledgeable when I've needed the help.
Nearly 40 thousand students and you guys have always been able to help me
pretty knowledgeable and have been able to obtain great help
I get conflicting suggestions on how to do things on Canvas all the time. I know there are multiple solutions to the same problems,
but it does seem that this happens quite often and then when I follow up with a question, we start by "redoing" the work I did
with a previous OIT help member.
We do very well in this area. Occasionally, I find someone who needs to refer me to someone else. But that is rare.
I feel like technology is highly specific and that I dont know much about it so I would like the people representing OIT to have a
good knowledge of it, including the technology rental people. Multiple times I have asked for a chord/technology for a
presentation and havent recieved the correct thing.
Magnolia Building
Support staff has always been able to solve any issues I've had
OIT people are rockstars
Lori Epperson, Robin Wisecarver, Lucas Nicely, Jane Gaby, and Naomi Breeden are amazing!!!!! They absolutely could not be
improved upon!!!!!
See previous. Outstanding group!
If I contact a support staff with a problem I am having I expect them to be confident and capable of solving my problem. So far,
OIT has done that. I haven't had any problems with them.
The staff is always very helpful and knowledgeable
They know how to help
See previous answer but I am not quite sure they knew what was wrong. They have been extremely helpful in the past though
with other issues I've had with my computer and downloading SPSS and such
I can always rely on the OIT desk staff to help me with any issue I have at any moment of the night
David Yates is my go to person for technology questions. He is always polite and helps the best he can! OIT help desk is always
super easy to deal with. Its awesome to have quick help for problems!
theyre awesome
Same
Great work.
Overall pretty knowledgeable staff that I’ve experienced
Support staff seems to be very knowledgeable.
OIT helps quickly
When I call 4-9900 knowledge is good.
When I am in a classroom with failed a/v system, assistance & knowledge is poor.
Great support through OIT Help Desk.
Leaves something to be desired.
OIT has great people with broad and in-depth knowledge of technologies.
It is awesome
Technology support staff are very knowlegable, resourceful and courteous.
OIT support staff is knowledgeable, friendly, patient and helpful. Keep up the good work!
Staff are exceptional. I always tell them as long as I am here I’m their job security. I was doing a lecture at another prominent
university in TN. Their OIT staff could not answer my question or help me. Even though it was a Saturday I call UT OIT and they
solved the problem quickly. That gives me peace of mind.
OIT and the CCI tech team have always been incredibly helpful. Thank you.
Robin Wisecarver is excellent
Oh yeah, OIT in the library kicks butt, they are rock stars and always great.
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OIT staff is prompt and helpful
Main campus support staff have always been helpful and on point to any questions asked.
Same answer...I contact Lori Epperson or call Help Desk
I have gotten a lot of my questions answered
Staff should know how to assist technology problems and I think for the most part they do
all my questions have been answered
OIT staff have been wonderful and are always kind to me.
Lori Epperson
Very rare exceptions, but some staff have a bit of difficulty pinpointing exact problems and decide to prolong experiences by
troubleshooting certain aspects of machines that sometimes are very obviously not beneficial. I understand troubleshooting is
necessary, but when I have already checked general troubleshooting, I would prefer that information be trusted rather than
double or triple checking my findings because I have already done so.
Other than very specific questions I believe the staff are able to answer all my questions that I have regarding technology.
Everyone has a good grasp on knowledge of technology
If the person I was talking too did not know how to resolve the issue they immediately got in contact with someone on staff that
did. They were always kind and professional.
online instructions to fix a computer problem or help access a site
We hve tech staff who will support me? All I do is search OIT site to find my answers. There are real live people I could go see?
What about those of us off site?
there are somethings like listerserv that are more specialized and not always being able to speak to someone who knows about
the listserv slows down the process
Tech support staffs are very helpful
I feel that UT is strong in hiring individuals with the needed knowledge to help us with technology issues.
The OIT staff have been knowledgeable on whatever I needed help with.
OIT staff have been able to solve every issue I've needed help with.
The Haslam staff helped with all kinds of questions/issues
See last question, re: Jonathan Turnmire is amazing
I think my question was just worded weirdly in the email.
if someone doesn't know the answer they find someone who does know the answer
I have never been to OIT, but it appears they are aware of their information and have been useful to other students.
Most are real experts with any questions I have but there was one person who had a real long learning curve. I feel she could
have been trained longer.
Fred Kelly exceeds expectations every time.
Great resources!
I use a Mac desktop and my experience has been that almost no one in OIT understands Macs. When I've needed a "timely
resolution" to a Mac issue, I've ended up contacting directly 1 OIT individual I know personally (who is not assigned to my
department) and asked for his advice because he's been the only person I've encountered who is knowledgable in Macs and can
get things up and running in a timely matter. This individual ends up doing way more than his fair share of support due to
everyone on campus knowing him as the one and only "Mac guy." Please hire more people who know Macs inside and out!
There's Macs all over campus and no one who can service them appropriately.
Very supportive and knowledgeable when answering my questions.
When I went to the OIT help desk in Hodges to have the internet connection set up on my laptop, phone, and iPad, the
technology staff was extremely knowledgeable and they helped me get everything that I needed to accomplished while helping
me understand what occurred during the process.
Again, the technical support staff have been very competent and very cordial.
I have met Rose on Friday 28th to ask her for help about weird emails that I have been received ever since my laptop was hacked
while I accessed donation website-related to campaign
vet student support staff are very useful
OIT is doing a good job.
My answer would be 9 except for a rare instance where your support staff was surly.
Same answer as previous question
OIT provides timely answers to my questions
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Receiving communications regarding technology services that I can understand
We have great IT staff! In working with other campuses and hearing their stories, I feel blessed.
This relates to the college of vet med only. The staff are annoyed when you don't know computer terminology and how to do
things. This has NOT been the case when I have called the main OIT line where I have always had an exceptional experience.
Is this about more email? I don't want more email and feel it's overkill when I do contact OIT.
Need to dumb it down a bit more
when I call I get great help - other communications are often difficult to understand.
Sometimes I have to call for support.
I don't frequently see updates on technology services I use.
I have never had issues with the service
OIT leans heavily on a "DIY" system of help. I have struggled with email communications. OIT is spending too much time figuring
out a way to not interact with me and have all my answers on a web-site, than helping me quickly resolve my problem.
Sometimes I'll get responses / ticket reports when I've forgotten about the problem; it's very convenient!
I've never had difficulty understanding communications about technology.
Outside/3rd party support
Overall satisfied
I think clear communication is key, especially in issue resolving. I think the emails from footprints are not very easy to read or
understand.
Sometimes written or screen shots of instructions assume I know what the sender knows.
Say it with me folks: STOP MAKING ME CHANGE MY PASSWORD.
I must ignore lots of stuff because the instructions aren't clear or I can't log in at a link I'm supposed to access.
I'm required to get outside help for the technology services I use for help
In my experience, the staff have shown up to work on a system, but did not call ahead or communicate with us, which means we
might be in the middle of a meeting and their expectation is we stop our work to address their need.
Tech can be confusing so easy language like password emails to reset.
OIT usually gets back to me quickly if I email them with a question
Great OIT newsletter.
I can google stuff I don't understand, but they've always explained issues in a way that I don't need to
they are very easy to understand
Great group with IT
Technology support personnel must be able to communicate in plain every-day English - they can't. Too much jargon!
I am amazed at the level of organized information setup to help me- it is empowering.
Great website: user-friendly!
Haven't received many communications regarding technology services, the ones I have received were understandable
They send fairly straight forward messages when they need to communicate to the masses.
i dont receive any information that makes it clear to understand how to better use one of the technologies services.
most of it is over my experience
There are no issues in my opinion.
Emails are very informative and we get them about lots of things that don't even apply to us.
Classrooms are equipped with new technology with no training offered to instructors.
Frequently, we get blasted with "watch out for phishing" and "look for things that are out of the usual" messages, and then we
get emails from Administration that look like phishing. K@te is horrible to use, especially for people like my husband who do not
have a desktop computer and are not tech-savvy, but still are required by UT to take online training. Lynda/LinkedIn has confused
me so much that I gave up trying to use it. I don't have time to waste figuring out these things to then have them be rearranged.
Sometimes it takes a little "translation" between me (a not very tech savvy user) and an OIT worker, but eventually, we get there.
The information sent out is generally comprehensible as it should be.
The email system has worked effectively at this
I wish i knew more of what was available to me
The staff do pretty well at explaining technical difficulties and relates issues.
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It is important to understand all the changes in UT's tech, so the delivery must be simple to follow.
I have had no problems.
All messages are written in a clear manner.
Emails re: changing ID card technology were useful
Without specific examples, I am not able to rate highly. Are you referring to the "phishing scam emails" or the woefully
uninformative ACF emails?
Communications in general are not clear, but talking to the help desk usually clears it up
Good communication
I am so bad with technology and OIT always helps in words I understand
when I ask the answers are easy to grasp
We get a lot of OiT emails
Most emails that I have gotten have been easy to follow along with
most of that is through the online textbook provider themselves. not yall. still 8 tho
Lately, there have been a large number of correspondences which has been kind of overwhelming.
The library does a great job at letting students know what is available and answers questions about the technology
The IT people always can explain it to where I can understand it and not make that error again.
Using Canvas is great. Sometimes dismissing the notification does not dismiss it, however. If I've read it and processed it, I don't
want to see it again. David Allen and all that.
Process of reporting possible spam emails could be made easier (e.g., online tutorial)
I don't remember receiving any information regarding technology services.
The more simple, the better since it's not my world
satisfied
I am enrolled in the UT Alerts through email but not text because my cell phone provider does not show up. It would be more
convenient for me to be enrolled through texting because I check that more often.
see previous
Could have more informative emails regarding decision-making by OIT, because some choices appear to not enhance security but
rather diminish it (e.g. changing the door locking mechanisms to one that can use an app and a cell phone, not requiring that all
volweb sites use https)
I ranked actual service performance an 8 because I can understand the communications regarding technology services most of
the time.
Being informed of the things in the ICS has been helpful
the technology is relatively easy to understand
Maybe make it more readily known (like, painfully obvious) to students that office suites or HBO Go is available?
Same as before; it's not been relevant
The OIT newsletters are very beneficial
They are good at explaining
I feel as though overall UT is very communicative with what is going on. Such as the emails we get about Canvas getting hacked
into, or instructions on how to change to double authentication.
I feel that there are many services that i have no idea about because they are hidden under layers of text and subcategories in the
OIT database
instructions on the OIT website are clear
Sometimes too much jargon.
works great ! Excellent service and support.
Generally, OIT emails are over-complicated and wordy, but the responses I get from ACF help people are succinct, clear, and
always help me with my problem. I don't need fancy graphics in my response emails or fancy language, I just need someone to
answer my question.
The technology help is very clear.
Not bad
I usually understand what is going on.
The UT help desk does a great job at this
Ironically enough I don't understand what this question is asking. If it's a wordy way of saying "me being told about online
services in a not-wordy way," then eh. I can ask for clarification if I don't understand.
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OIT was helpful with getting my computer fixed
I'm not sure if I have received such communication. I'm not sure what this question is exactly asking. I am also of the camp that
everyone should learn some basic computer literacy first, and then we can use the shared language.
I haven't had trouble understanding any emails.
Like at the Drs. no big words we can't understand
OIT Weekly is one of the best newsletters I subscribe to--it has relevant information with easy to digest explanations for almost
everything tech related
Not really tech savvy, can't say.
I have no need for technology service.
Staff is good in this area.
Dont know where to find the team in campus
They already answer the phone when I have an issue and are able to resolve it
I do not remember that I receive communications about technology
get too many emails/newsletters - it's hard to distinguish which ones I should read. Maybe newsletters with just topics that I
could click if I want to and then go to the detail
I don't recall getting any communication that I couldn't understand.
I have seen emails from OIT that are too verbose.
Duo Security is a burden.
I don't pay all that much attention to communications
The website is lack luster, humans are great.
I don't anticipate knowing all there is about technology, but I do find support with those who do know a great deal to share and
teach me about services that help me understand and execute!
As a person whose brain doesn't click with technical language, I would need some real simple explanations
The OIT office is amazing! They are always willing to help and they provide services quickly and efficiently.
Some user guides on the OIT website were a bit confusing but I was still able to understand them after a few reads.
Again, you have great telephone and face to fact service folks.
If I need help, OIT or someone else can usually describe it to me plainly enough for me to figure it out. From my experience, they
are capable enough to know the nitty-gritty details or simplify it. I just don't think this side is known enough, particularly by our
older faculty and staff. I think we have the resources, but it seems like some employees should be forced to seek out help from
OIT to answer some of their questions.
The services provided by the technology center is under-emphasized, and could be marketed better to students and staff
This may be more related to the way I word things so I can't really answer this one well
Depends on the issue. Some things are clear, others require translation to general speech.
I'm confused bc I just received and email asking me to change my password from OIT and I thought double authentication was
supposed to fix that so we never had to change it again.
The OIT weekly enews is easy to understand and useful.
I have understood all the help I've gotten from helpdesk staff
Sometimes I would say if you don't have technical experience it is hard to understand what you are being ask to do.
I've never had any trouble understanding...
When posting inquiry to OIT online, almost always takes days to get reply.
When contact OIT at Hodges library, response time is much quicker.
I would love to have a class that is dedicated to teaching me how to use the online database.
I do not like receiving the OIT weekly emails. I do not need them and never read them. Sorry.
OIT emails are helpful
I don’t really care about technology services. They’re helpful, but I don’t need much.
Do not recall receiving such emails, however, most university emails are well structured.
Sometimes the staff go to fast in explaining things on share screen
Occasionally response isn't as good as most of the time, but those times are rare.
I am technologically deficit, but that's not UT's fault. I get emails I don't understand sometimes.
I always understand the changes OIT implements.
It's difficult to rate this as I already have a very solid grasp on IT systems. However, what I've been told definitely has been
comprehensible.
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QuestionPro is terrible (long wait and challenged access to answers) but typically Canvas support is spot on. Canvas is something
less than intuitive.
It is beyond unreasonable to ask for students to return checked-out computers from the library six hours after the check-out time.
I have had to return my computer at 3 AM because of this rule. It affects my safety and my ability to efficiently get my work done.
It is a horrible rule that should be changed immediately. Students should be allowed to return a computer the following business
day with no punishment.
there are many trainings for online programs , oit is very helpful
I'm signed up for the OIT newsletter.
I didn't even understand what a lot of these questions were referring to
Sometimes the technobabble in emails from OIT is too jargon-specific for me to understand.
I find your newsletters a bit overwhelming
I think it is important for any instructions to be simplified to make it easier for me to follow. I am not super knowledgeable with
technology vocabulary, so keeping it simple is really helpful for me.
The IT information I have received in the past have provided clear information that both technical and non-technical people can
understand.
I never feel like OIT communication is heavy in jargon
This has been a struggle on occasion. No one is to blame necessarily. I just feel it's challenging for a technology guru to explain
things at an elementary level.....and I'm a bit embarrassed to admit that's what I need sometimes
Information I have received has been straightforward and useful.
OIT and Biology Service Facility do a great job in letting us know about scams that hit our server.
Like the Duo security email, it seems really easy to understand.
Its hard to figure out what online training I'm supposed to do. I get emails and when I go to the page I can't tell if things are
required or just extra.
I wish there were more online options for training because the times don't always fit into my schedule as well as I wish the type of
trainings were easier to find online.
Most of the things I get from the OIT staff are carefully written, edited and easy to understand.
I have had no issues regarding understandable communication
Dogwood and Magnolia Residence Halls
System wide emails from OIT are easy to understand
Communication regarding technology issues, updates and changes is poor.
Communication is always timely, professional and thorough.
I am not very tech savvy so it is nice when someone can explain my problem so it is easy for me to understand it.
it works well
I do not remember receiving many communications regarding technology services. Generally, I can understand them.
I usually have to ask for things to be "dumbed down", and have always eventually understood in any face to face conversations. I
rarely understand printed materials (emails) regarding technology.
The website had screenshots so I could visibly see what I was supposed to be doing.
If I can't understand it, i dont think many people can. But, I think the questions i've had have been answered wonderfully
These technology issues typically can't by resolved through instructions.
OIT is quick to respond
The advice has always been very helpful!
To be honest, I skim the weekly OIT newsletter, but I rarely engage with it.
OIT and Lanman communications are always good and on target
The OIT folks do the best job at explaining everything to a lay person. I have no clue what happens behind the scenes, and they
do the best they can to help me to understand.
At times I have needed assistance and called and was directed precisely "step by step" what to do to resolve the problem.
Extremely Satisfied!
The itweekly and oittalk listserves cannot serve as the only way to inform about services OIT offers.
Sometimes it's over my head.
there was that one email that looked very phishy, turned out it was legit.
This is unimportant to me.
I don't have much of a problem with understanding the services. Usually. If I do, I ask for help and OIT will help me.
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Joel's email news is great, providing important updates and information on various types of support.
CPRS is a terrible and old system for communication
I'm pretty techy so I already know most of the things OIT can tell me about any issues I have
Sometimes communications are not fully sufficient when describing new technology or initiatives
I am happy with my campus services.
Not everyone can understand but if they can explain better then it’s good
Love the updates!
They don’t know what’s happening either
Changing the OIT password notices are confusing, without much information and without any way to stop receiving them.
Great explanations
Timely and relevant communication
Sometimes I don't know why I'm being asked to (for example) change passwords
Good
Not everyone is computer literate
I have been able to understand all communications regarding technology services
EVERYONE ALWAYS MAKES SURE I UNDERSTAND HOW THINGS WORK
I do not want to receive any information from you. I want to be able to find it easily if I need it.
Explanations about technology issues have been great
Sometimes, with UT being a large campus, it is harder to receive communications regarding technology services I can understand.
With persistence, I am usually able to receive answers, but sometimes the answers can be easily found online.
No puedo
Great
The email about cybersecurity breaches was great. Simply, but informed the user to change his/her password and why.
People who have helped me make it understandable and dumb it down a little which is great appreciated.
Overall, I can understand the communications.
Is there a master list of all the different communication channels for technology services at UT? The OIT website is improving but
we lost a lot of resources when we switched web hosting and failed to redirect old pages to current equivalents. I'm sure the
information is out there but I don't know how to find it easily anymore. Is there a web page that shows recent updates to the OIT
website so we know where to look for new information when it does become available? The newsletters are helpful but a change
history would be better.
I don’t really get many emails about tech services. I don’t usually open the ones I get.
There is a significant amount of jargon that bogs down progress occassionally.
Communication through email is very helpful and it appears adequate in my estimate.
Good job, no compaints
I don't understand half of what OIT sends me -- and what our CCI reps send me. And I am pretty savvy with technology. I have
colleagues who have no clue how to access a google doc or SharePoint, so I have no idea how they are following along with
communication, either.
The whole technology registration system is not always easy to understand. But most communications are understandable.
Alot of the instructions are vague and confusing. Making video walkthroughs could be better.
All emails have been comprehensive.
the emails are too long
Magnolia Building
OIT does a good job through email informing me of current information
Emails and policies need to make sense without having detailed knowledge
I understand the newletters and emails.
Lori Epperson, Robin Wisecarver, Lucas Nicely, Jane Gaby, and Naomi Breeden are amazing!!!!! They absolutely could not be
improved upon!!!!!
sometimes it is hard to understand the instructions
the OIT newsletter is off brand and way too wordy. I don't read it, there's too much to look at. Could be streamlined and easier to
skim.
Classifying computers and surveys need to be simplified.
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Most information I receive regarding technology services are via emails. It might be interesting to see more ways to convey
certain technology updates or services.
I always understand all communication regarding tech
The OIT Weekly email should be sent to all staff
The library tutorial presentations given in English 101-102 were a bit confusing, could have been communicated better.
I can also rely on the OIT support staff to help me understand my issues and am not afraid to ask questions
Overall good
I have trouble understanding what they tell me to do on some occasions. Again, I think this Is related to my age and the fact that I
have never had any formal training with using these services other me learning by doing.
I don't understand why I have to change my password even with the dual security.
It wasn't quite clear when I was supposed to receive clearance for an I drive, but after calling back we figured it out.
OIT is trained well
I subscribe to the OIT newsletter. It does a good job of making things easy to understand, but I often just skim it because there is a
lot of text – sometimes on topics I don't relate to. I think a monthly update with shorter blurbs that you could click on for more
info would be easier to keep up with.
It is awesome
This area has really improved in the past three or four years and is getting better. Occasionally, email newsletters or website
instructions are vague or confusing. Most of the time, though I would rate it as "just the right amount of information"
Staff always relate to me in a way I can understand
I have not received many communications regarding technology services, but the few I have had have been easily understood and
clear.
OIT is clear and helpful
The two-factor authentication implementation was terribly confusing for me. It wasn't clear that a cell phone would be needed, a
new app would need to be downloaded. I had to call an internal person and ask him what it meant. For a brand new term like
two-factor authentication, a little more needs to go into explanation up front. Mainly, people want to know--how does this affect
me, and what do I need to do.
most things are put into terms for us common folk
Most technology problems have been something that tech can fix without having to involve me. They were handled in a timely
manner as well.
OIT staff are very knowledgeable about their fields, but are able to dumb it down when I need it.
All the information I have received has been clear and simple enough for me to understand.
communication is a jargony as the actual products
I love the calendars we get from David Yates from the Eastern Region office. He is good to offer us tips to help ease troubles we
might have. He also keeps us updated on OIT policies. Mark Spangler in the Eastern Region office is also good about sending
emails to help explain technology issues. Kudos to both David and Mark!
My only negative complaint is that there are so many resources for classroom use like Canvas, Turning Point, Screen/video
capture/sharing, that it is hard to be proficient with each and utilize them all effectively. There also don't seem to be enough
classes for people who need assistance beyond an introduction.
I receive UT emails
Besides the OIT email newsletters, I cannot think of any to rate
some people have reading issue do to dyslexia, should have audio assist software available .
Usually I understand what information I receive on technology.
Often too much information that isn't relevant.
Communications regarding tech services, particularly the instructions for various operations listed on the OIT website, are often
out of date or do not accurately match the prompts that display. This makes following said instructions a bit challenging.
The OIT help desk always makes sure that I understand what they are doing when working on my technology. I feel safe trusting
them with my technology because they work so hard to keep me informed while being very knowledgeable themselves.
i don't feel like we get any communications, I don't use social media so if that is used- I am out of the loop. there are too many vol
emails too so if that is used, those emails are overwhelming and have so much irrelevant information to me, a vet student, that I
just delete most after a quick skim
I don't feel that a lot of the communications are important to me. I suppose that they could be better if they were obviously
relevant.
I am less tech savvy than I would like to be.
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I just get way too many random emails about technology services that aren't conveying any real information
Luckily I know how to do most of the tasks I need done through a computer already, praise god for that,
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Getting access to training (self-help information) that increases my effectiveness with technology
I have not seen any place to get these nor has any one mentioned it
KB is great. So is LinkedIn Learning.
Sometimes it is hard to find the locations.
I have not received any training, and am not aware of any.
I have never had issues with the service
training is very poor, not available
No good technology training offered.
Sometimes I can't find what I'm looking for right away, but I usually dig it up after clicking / searching around the OIT website
There is plenty of self-help stuff that has helped me fix my own problems.
LinkedIn Learning
I'm sure k@te has plenty, but i don't feel like i need training
STOP MAKING ME CHANGE MY PASSWORD.
I find the Knowledge Base confusing and sometimes out of date.
workshops are great, but often I teach or have meetings when they are held.
Self help is great here like with the book store
I just use google or YouTube
Several of the trainings are at times when I teach, so I am not able to attend. I would like more online training courses to be
offered.
There are a few opportunities, but their could be more. I'm pretty decent with computers and technology, but some colleagues
still struggle.
The Career Center can help with Excel training which I appreciate
Need more Ag Campus classes or online - It's difficult to go to main campus and park for classes.
Homie we have Google you're good
they are very clear on the information that i need
Haven't had much time to actual take the courses
I have accessed the video tutorials, which have been helpful. But I know that additional help is available if I need it.
Love all IT learning opportunities.
Limited training required. My program uses VALT recording, online instructions were useful in using service
K@TE and LinkedIn Learning access is awesome!
there's none that I have been made aware of.
I don’t require much training, so I do not desire much training.
The access to training is great, but I have to do it at home, on my own time, which isn't reasonable. The self-help for IRIS is
sometimes very good, and sometimes non-existant.
I tend to use LinkedIn Learning for this.
Even if I did not feel that I needed them, I can recall that there were opportunities to become more informed about the
technology.
I don't think all the IRIS online help is either easy to find or sometimes use
My expectations are much lower for myself than for staff/faculty of the CVM. There have been near-constant issues where
professors don't know how to use canvas/lecture capture/Zoom.
more offerings for regionally-based staff
I normally do not have trouble, but if I did I would want to be able to train myself before asking for help on the phone or in
person.
I wish there were more online workshops for staff.
I have had no problems.
No problems with accessing any needed training
Where do you even go for this?
Lynda
Good
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OIT is great
I am not a proponent of on-line training.
We could have more targeted technology training opportunities that are specific to small classes or large classes, utilizing Zoom,
advanced Canvas features, etc.
no comment
IRIS, Lynda, microsoft, OIT website
More courses and lectures should be provided with greater incentives
Repetitive required training is unnecessary
i use the help pages (like for file storage options and email clients) often. these resources are incredibly helpful
Personally, I do not think it is necessary for staff to teach us how to use technology but it would be convenient for those who do
not know
I don't recall ever seeing any advertised. I would love training on environmental chamber usage.
I would love more information on how to increase my effectiveness with technology! Actually wondering if this should be
mandatory - I see lots of time and energy and effort wasted by folks not having a basic understanding of things like cloud storage,
collaborative document, online calendars, even just basic proficiency with a spreadsheet. We waste quite a bit of effort by NOT
mandating 21st century processes.
I know the library has lots of workshops to train students
The UT Extension Western Region IT staff always do a great job training us with things that are pertinent to our everyday mode of
operation.
I feel like I could be more proactive in this
googling how to use microsoft products to much more time and money efficient then going to a class. If someone can't figure out
how to use a spreadsheet, they should keep doing what works for them
Wish there were more Zoom trainings or video tutorirals
My lack of knowledge regarding any self help training makes me feel like it isn't well advertised. If this section is referring to OIT
help webpages, then I feel like they are sometimes not specific enough or may not contain all of the solutions to my problems.
I ranked the actual service performance an 8 because the institution is very good at providing access to training.
there's a lot of self help info out there
It is hard to find information sometimes. I often have to go to three or four sites before I find what I need.
Never been offered "training" so I don't know
They are willing to teach
Needs work
For the most part, while downloading BootCamp the first time the OIT workers, described and explained to me how to do it so I
was able to install it again if need be.
If i recall, there are many subscriptions included with being a student here to help. I have been using Mango to learn a language
maybe I do not knwo all the sources. I just end up googling answers a lot.
I need help with ACF navigation, and there are not any videos or step-by-step instructions to help me with this like there were
with Newton. The ACF website basically tells me if I don't already know how to navigate the structures, then I am hopeless. Like if
I have to ask, I won't get it... For most technology issues I have, I will scour the internet for people who have posted similar issues,
and that does help. Because ACF is not something the whole world can use, I can only look to the ACF website for solutions to my
problems. I am first and foremost a researcher, and I need computing power to accomplish my goals. So, I need a lot of the ACF
part of things explained to me in simple, step-by-step instructions for dummies. I would also love mini-workshops for using the
OnDemand interactive sessions in a more practical way. We have such amazing resources as UT, and I want to take advantage of
them!
I was not trained until this semester (last semester of senior year) on how to operate the research, database, and Endnote.
Sometimes self-service doesn't understand what I mean
I have been able to receive help in a timely manner
I have no complaints about access to technology information.
while there is plenty of information available, it can sometimes be difficult to find what you need when you need it
Access to training has always been there.
I'm so happy that so many different trainings are offered to faculty and staff! I've already registered for a few since being here in
the beginning of this month :-)
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I have had trouble in the past searching available online training. I typically have to call someone to find out what it is really
available when.
I honestly don't really know what all I have access to in regards to technology training.
I tend to play around and learn how to use it without the tutorial
They send the traineeship by mail
I believe the resources are availalbe; however, I don't always take advantage of those resources as much as I should (time
contraints on my behalf).
Sometimes I am exploring how are working the platforms of technology and I learn may aspects. I feel a friendly platform for
learning
as stated before, need more self-paced tutorials - but these should include a contact number or location for additional questions
Self help for setting up email and problems that arise from doing it on my smart phone are inadequate. I was not able to get it to
work and gave up due to frustration and inadequate information..
The Cengage person that comes and talks to my classes each semester about online access is very helpful
Duo Security is a burden.
Self help information is not great, often times i can't find what i need. If i search Lynda on the site nothing comes up?
I believe in troubleshooting and solving issues rather than someone always doing that for me. I grow when being shown how to
help myself if I can't help myself initially
LinkedInLearning needs to have videos that are more in-depth. I have watched probably a hundred courses and they all lack
enough detail.
What I have had has been good, but there could be more. When I first came to UTK, an instructional video on how to use Canvas
would have been nice.
I must be current and looking ahead in technology for my work
Access is great. I can send an email, I can go online to check if there are workshops, I am usually notified if there is a workshop
coming up. It's just other employees do not take advantage of this and instead ask me or someone else who does not work for
OIT.
I would like training on HTML, CSS, PHP, and Javascript for creating web-based instructional material.
That training is out there but I don't have time to look at it.
I wish more emails or a easy to access calendar was available to find this information
I have attended training sessions but some of them address issues in the developmental stage and those can be a waste of time. I
wish they would save workshops until the new technology is perfected.
If it exists, I do not know where to find it.
My biggest complaints about our training that we have is that most is in person, which then makes it not available to the
countless students that work during the day and take classes at night. We need more online training options as well as recorded
training that can be accessed on demand. Also, there is no documentation for any of the software that you support...none! There
should be handouts, guides, and on-demand videos to support us learning all of the software that we have available here on
campus
where is self-help info?
I haven't made use of these services, but I plan to learn more about them after this survey, my ranking is completely uninformed
I can pretty much have access to training in any area I need.
Getting assistance from OIT at Hodges library has been very quick.
All of my responses are based upon access to the law school's Chris Bombardo. My answers would be very, very different without
having access to him.
Generally the training is beneficial
these are very helpful resources
I don’t actively seek out help but I can usually figure things out.
need more classes on sharepoint maybe online learning modules for some of these things
I know that programs are offered but have yet to utilize them.
Watching Lynda requires more time than I ever seem to have available
Calling OIT is great.
I loved the LinkedIn learning that we have access to.
OIT cares about helping teachers use technology to be better teachers :) I wish my colleagues would do more to take advantage
of those services. (Read&Write, Canvas, PowerPoint)
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Technology is important so educate the people
I honestly am not aware of all the training available to students.
I took an online Bloomberg Market Concepts course through one of my classes, and that was nice.
Please record training sessions or do zoom
Use of Canvas
Linked In learning has been invaluable to me.
Wordpress, Canvas
I am baseline competent in technology so I don't know that I have become more effective as a result but I have seen others
improve their skills
self-help guides have not proven effective for me in this situation.
I don't thinkn there is a lot of training made available. Or if it is available, I (and possibly others) are not aware of it.
It would be nice to have more information on what technological resources are available to me.
It's difficult for me to find information about training sessions. The information doesn't seem to be widely circulated around
campus or through regular emails.
same as last question
All tutorials I have used were effective
Dogwood and Magnolia Residence Halls
More training could be provided
Self-help in Canvas can be difficult to navigate. iMedRIS self-help is clunky and lacking.
There might be some of this training available but I am not aware of it... I'd like to know more about it for sure.
i've never asked for help, but i am sure if I needed it, I could get some training
Two short
always available
I have yet to attend a training offered by UT IT that wasn't most beneficial
OIT offers several courses that apply to the job duties in my role, but most are at a very basic level. I would like to see more
advanced classes for Adobe CC programs.
I have used the training modules when I don't understand things. I have also used the training for Outlook and Excel that is
offered here.
Sometimes I have to go outside to find what I need to learn.
Any time I've sought training for IT it's been there. Some of the training is better than others, but maybe its just repetition is
needed. Trainers seem to genuinely care.
I do appreciate the online Linda (etc.) training that is available at all times. I have also taken Excel etc from training when I
needed more help
Most aids are availabe at Hodges library- not Pendergrass
I mostly use google.
The security training is really bad, most of the things can be answered without watching or reading anything. I would know
because I did just that
There should be more times for the OIT workshops, I'd like to attend them.
I am happy with my campus services.
As noted previously, I think that the Knowledge Base and help areas of OIT could be more robust, especially when a system or
technology is not working (see answer about Turning Point)
Good training and confident to do it ourselves does help
Loved the technology training we received!
Works
There's some training geared towards students that I think would be good for staff too
I haven't really asked for training
Good resources
I have found tutorials on IRIS access confusing, opening new windows that kead in the wrong direction.
Cool
UT has lots of sources to help with this
THe information in the web is sometimes outdated and sometimes hard to use. Most it is OK though.
never received anything for tech training
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Ayúdame
Would like to do more online training but time just doesn't seem to allow it.
Perkens 208
The step-by-step IRIS trainings have been very helpful.
Good
Better understanding of collaborative software and platforms
I have used several videos about endnote
I get most of my training from colleagues or places other than OIT. What OIT offers isn't always relevant to the Libraries.
Since I don't work on the Knoxille campus, there are a lot of workshops I can't come to
So many tools/systems. What is the baseline effectiveness expected with each? How about training tools for catching up on a tool
that we are familiar with but need a refresher? Could we have more pre-test options so we know if the training being considered
is at the level of training currently needed? I like the self-paced training but dislike needing to click through unnecessary training
that I should be able to test out of.
Qualitrics, Ad Astra
When I needed to install a program for my class the instructions online were helpful.
There is always self help classes being offered for new tech at utk
I often wish for more trainings and more time for trainings.
Online self-help is sometimes written by IT people and for IT people, and can be hard for non-IT people to follow
I never really hear about exoeriences like this, so if they do exist id like to hear more about them.
Magnolia Building
Access to safety training that I've taken has been easy
Great options!
There are plently of online tutroials and classes available
There is a lot of good training available via OIT&gt;
the oit website is still hard to navigate even after the redesign.
Endnote, matlab, Canvas
Having Linkedin Learning is a great assett.
I'd like more frequent Adobe suite training options
Things like Linda, LinkedIn, and even special training help on campus are great learning opportunities for people who need them.
I feel that within engineering i have lots of technology information accesible
Sometimes it takes referencing multiple pages to find the desired answers.
the required online courses (like the technology safety course) were easy to use
I haven't done any training recently
I just don't understand technology and I need someone to walk me through how to do things.
Can we please offer some training for advanced users?
I’ve never thoroughly looked into it but what I’ve seen is good
Lynda.com
there are no ways for us to learn about new technology that i am aware of. most of it is classroom based so if you arent in the
class you cant use it
Many of the websites do provide good instructions
Workshops offered are great! It's just hard to make the time to attend. It would be neat if groups within offices could sign up to
have a class in their common office area.
Most of the services I use are outside of OIT's control
It is awesome
The OIT website has been particularly helpful.
It is sometimes difficult to find online programs such as Inventor or Solidworks and difficult to find ways to teach yourself.
There is so much stuff online now that a Google search can find anything. But I appreciate when you guys offer training.
SAP
Web site development
I have no comments
Still upset about the instructions to add eduroam to my mobile android device, but other than that super.
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i feel like getting help is harder than needed
Google is great but can be so confusing with the amount of help available
I don’t really think we have gotten much training
the anticpation of what our needs might be and suggestions as to what we should spend out time learning to make our jobs
easier would be good
There is no guide
I have thoroughly enjoyed taking technology trainings with David Yates. I always come away knowing much more than I did when
I entered his classroom.
Excel, wotd, powerpoint
My only negative complaint is that there are so many resources for classroom use like Canvas, Turning Point, Screen/video
capture/sharing, that it is hard to be proficient with each and utilize them all effectively. There also don't seem to be enough
classes for people who need assistance beyond an introduction.
I would much rather have a clear and expansive set of information such as a FAQ available online with common problems
available online than have to call OIT myself. Often, I do not wish to deal with having to call to have an issue resolved, but being
able to look online and see quickly how to fix an issue I will be pleased to fix it myself.
Not much that I could find about my question awhile ago.
wish more trainings were offered and promoted better
Need a better menu setup.
I normally talk to my tech Dad or find it myself through Apple. Not through our services- not sure if they are beneficial.
We are lucky to have all the onlin training even though I don't tap into that
K@TE is good for this! I love the K@TE system!
There are plenty of resources for people to learn how to use technology if they don't know how to.
Love Linked in Learning and in person classes
Canvas help guides are helpful. The OIT trainings have also been helpful.
Linkedin learning is great!
Communications regarding tech services, particularly the instructions for various operations listed on the OIT website, are often
out of date or do not accurately match the prompts that display. This makes following said instructions a bit challenging.
There is a lot of access to trainings that help me better navigate UT sites, such as with canvas. The e-portfolio training on canvas
in particular was very helpful. It not only had the steps to accomplish whatever task was required with your portfolio, but it even
had pictures with important parts circled, which really helped me be able to create my portfolio on my own, increasing my
effectiveness with technology.
I haven't completed many trainings.
I have taken training on LinkedIn
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G-Suite is great
I have not encountered any issues while using office365
It would be nice if faculty and staff could use Gmail like students.
no problems
Do we integrate gmail now?
email is a great service
Office 365 can be quirky; specifically with the search functions. For instance, you might search for an email that you sent two days
ago, and the search results (using a phrase you KNOW is in your email) will provide you with emails from 2016, 2017, and
irrelevant emails - but not the one you sent two days ago.
Office365 is a pain in the butt.
I just plain expect email (O365) to work, and it just plain does.
Sometimes it just doesn't work.
Office365 and Gmail are supreme over any other services.
I have never had issues with the service
I have had great success with office365, and Gmail.
The hacking problem where someone asks for itunes gift cards from high up faculty needs to be under control.
Love the combined calendar and email
I just want email without all the other things 365 offers.
I prefer Office
I'm not fond of Outlook, and sometimes Outlook and Gmail don't cooperate / talk to each other well, which causes trouble for
student / gmail accounts vs staff / outlook accounts.
I wish there was a universal email system used across campus.
It works
2-Factor can sometimes be annoying
I would like control of the quarantine aspect of office 365
satisfied
The computer-based version of Office365 is okay, but now we have to use the Outlook app to access our email by phone, and it's
horrible. The amount of time it costs me because the search function is crappy is ridiculous.
2FA overly restrictive - unable to access without phone
I think email is crucial to our organization and needs to be top notch.
I’ve had some issue with my email but they’re all good other than an influx of university sent out emails, and I’ve had no issues
with office through the university
STOP MAKING ME CHANGE MY PASSWORD.
Office 365 is one of my least favorite software packages. I don't know why faculty don't have access to Gmail, which is far
superior.
Outlook or office365, whichever I was forced to adopt, is bad. Very bad. I want thunderbird back.
great
I use gmail for my utk email. It works well
I appreciate that I can link my university email to my primary email address. I don't use outlook, but I have tried to use it and
found it confusing. That's probably my problem not yours.
Usually no problems
I don't like Office 365 and the way it collects junk mail so that I can't see what was flagged as junk until I get the email. If there is a
way to check, it isn't easy. THe junk folder where I would think they'd go doesn't collect it.
Office 365--many problems with effectiveness (e.g., search function is extremely ineffective, contacts list has many problems-such as not being able to pull up contacts in the list). These problems lead to reduced efficiency and increased frustration.
Perfect
It doesn’t always load when I need it to
Great email service
Email is main mean of communication. Has to work 95% of time
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The dual point authentication has been a frustrating addition to the access of email across campus.
Spam filter is filtering away important emails from my advisors and external emailers.
I think we have the best e/mail at the university.
My gmail works great!
Office365 lacks features in its Mac version -- e.g., Office automatic delets emails once replied to an event; this cannot be disabled
Your spam filter is great, never had an issue with the server being down or something either
Sometimes things can get messed between the @tennessee email and the @vols.utk.edu email. In one of my classes this
semester, a group of students didn't have access to the online textbook because it was registered under the @tennessee email
and not the @vols.utk.edu email
Gmail is pretty good, but Office365 is difficult to navigate/link to things
very understandable
2 factor ruins everything, please get rid of it. Actual service would be a 9 without 2 factor.
There was a tiny glitch in the beginning, but it was an error I made. There have been no issues- I like that email works quickly and
the directory is streamlined.
Gmail just works. I haven't used office365
My experience has been awesome up until a month ago when my emails no longer come in through my phone app. It worked for
years, but all of a sudden stopped. I have tried everything to fix it and cannot make it work now.
Accessing my work email from anywhere at anytime is very easy with Office365.
had it only been OFFICE365, rating would be much lower. OFFICE365 barely worked
Gmail does great!!! very pleased with gmail!
hacking / abuse email seeping through to often.
I have no issues with my email.
I really appreciate access to Gmail through the University as it opens various other avenues and also includes other great services
and programs.
Tedious to login for email through google just to be redirected to Microsoft to login again.
Great system
Email was secure and prevented spam by filtering it so I didn't have to.
I hate Office 365. Mostly because it is so complicated and unfriendly. Updating the system so that "Clutter" was on by default is a
good example of how frustrating the system is. The Office 365 app is tolerable, but still frustrating.
Microsoft is not as intuitive as gmail
I prefer Gmail, but it has its limitations. I prefer it to 365, which I have used before and hated.
Works well enough
I rarely have a problem.
Most of the time it is fine, but glitches suddenly occur for no apparent reason.
I have used both and found them really reliable for elegant collaborations
Never had issues
It's google, I have high expectations that are almost always met
The provided email is great! I appreciate the large amount of data storage.
Gmail has been fine besides the fact I wish I could unsend emails if possible. I know that is not very common, but it would be a
nice asset. Besides that I had not had too much trouble with the email service.
Mine freezes up sometimes "(Not Responding)"
Office 365 is a great tool, however receiving invitations from those outside your group or work department is a primary issue.
Love it, except when it logs me out for no reason at all.
take away two factor
I have had no problems.
TWO FACTOR SUCKS. Other than that they work great. Just super frustrating that I always have to enter my information twice and
then also always have my phone on me to let MYSELF into MY ACCOUNT.
With Office365, Mac users are second class citizens. That is a concern about Microsoft, however, and not OIT.
No major problems with University e-mail so far
This is fine, Microsoft and Google do a good job.
I really like the convince and efficiency of gmail and other Google functions through the University.
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Faculty and staff need access to Gmail as an email provider. For people accustomed to Gmail and the Google suite (eg, all the
millennials and younger), transitioning to office is a serious hinderance to work flow. There has never been satisfactory
communication about why you will not let faculty and staff use Gmail.
Gmail is great, my undergrad school used Microsoft Online Outlook email services and I like Gmail much more.
Adequate
I like the university email
I don't like Outlook for e-mail.
I'd love to be able to use Gmail as faculty. The search feature in Office365/Outlook is terrible (it's hard to find items despite
searching for key terms).
The only thing that irks me about Office 365 and the mobile version is that it lumps all email exchanges into one. It makes it
difficult to track things down and sort through older messages to find the info you need.
O365 is just all around terrible. It's not the fault of OIT, but it is what it is.
Office365 continues to notify me of forwarding email every time I log in.
learning curve shallow
Gmail is amazing but I’ve never used office 365
Filtering out malicious emails and junk mail is inefficient and ineffective.
Gmail is super easy to use.
The Google account is great for me.
2fa is integrated beautifully with gmail
i dont use office, but i use gmail, and it is really efficient and nice to have all my school work and emails in one place.
Emails are sorted into a seperate area when flagged and no notification is sent. Very important emails have been lost this way.
Unfair to limp these two together. Functioning, searchable, and taggable email is an absolute expectation - a non-negotiable.
Outlook/Office 365 is a nightmare and Google is a dream. PLEASE ALLOW FACULTY TO USE GOOGLE. PLEEEEAAAAASSSSEEEEEEEE.
I feel like the junk filter is simply too harsh.
I have never had any issues. It works well through Internet Explorer and Chrome.
The ut gmail works just like any other email.
I use Office365 and find it user-friendly and efficient for what I need it for. I like the calendar aspect and am easily able to keep
track of my meetings and commitments. It's also easy to sort through my emails and move them into different folders when
needed. That all being said, I much prefer the desktop version of Office365 than using it online in a web browser. I don't think it's
as user-friendly in a browser.
I have a pocket gmail account through which all my UTK email is routed. It is not my personal account because of FOIA and FERPA,
but it also is not directly connected to my UTK google apps. This means that every calendar request, google drive invitation, and
google collaboration takes two steps to complete (I can't reply to calendar invites from my email), and I often find I have a
document in the wrong drive or an event on the wrong calendar because of course that gmail account has its own associated
apps. I also can't connect my email to integrations like Asana--I have a google form for my students to use which *could* directly
write to my to-do list, except that it is sending from my @utk.edu address and Asana doesn't recognize that address because I
don't have gmail at that address. My students are all enmeshed in the Google ecosystem--they don't use Office, no matter how
much I ask them to. I need to quickly jump from my email to the Google Docs and Google Slides work they send me. gMail was
always designed as the hub of the GSuite apps, and without it, my work is hobbled. This is bonkers, and costs me time that I don't
have.
I use my email multiple times a day and depend on it. I'd say it's pretty good, though I never was able to log into Office 365, I
think. Im not even sure what it is.
It works just fine.
Better than I thought
I would prefer less emails from outside sources, I often get irrelevant emails. Also, I am unpleased with how often we have to
change our passwords.
Not a fan of outlook; would prefer a gmail option as there is still glitches in trying to sync both on mobile devices
looking forward to when able to have shared email accounts for departmental emails that multiple people need access to.
I have my email set up, but I have yet to receive any emails whatsoever.
2fa makes it take a minute to log in to check my email, a task that used to take seconds
fuck that shit
It's not always clear where which application is esp. for document sharing.
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I've recently had some difficulties with encrypted emails failing to send - otherwise, the email has been working well.
Email is a basic service, and for the most part I expect it to not interoperate with other services. But the current system can be
horrible with professors using Office365, students using Gmail, and cannot calendar share. Additionally, if I use an email alias,
someone who sends me a calendar invite to the alias address causes issues with accepting when I login to my Gmail account.
Its good because its gmail, but I HATE that I have to sign in twice half of the time
Had to change password due to security issues that arose.
It's Gmail, not much you can do wrong.
Two-point authentification is annoying and frustrating. There has to be a better way than this to secure email and other vital
services.
I don't know if it is a setting or what, but a continued conversation between two people gets buried in the email server in the
original email date. I have missed fundraising opportunities and job intern opportunities because my original email expressing
interest is PAGES deep in my inbox. It is a little impractical.
Pretty responsive
I loathe having to have Skype for business on my computer as part of the Office 365 package that I need to fairly often for my
classes. It is enough to lower my rating; not much more to be said.
Having to sign in twice with Duo on top of it is a lot
I ranked the actual service performance an 8 because the email system works very well.
I would prefer to use Gmail, but I was told that faculty are required to use Office.
I don't like having to log in twice whenever I sign into my Gmail. I would rather not have to log into Office365 as well, it just takes
up unnecessary time.
Don't really understand why its both Office365 and Gmail, but it works fine so I guess it isn't a big problem
I love gmail. I don't really use office email.
I have no problems with it.
Adequate
That's one thing that works
The 2-factor authentication is frustrating. As a working adult who often is unable to have my phone due to work constraints, I can
no longer email with fellow students or professors during down time during the day.
Sometimes I have @utk.edu emails go to quarantine
I like using Gmail and have no problems
Awesome
Hate the Duo Mobile thing
For some reason, Office 365 email changes fonts after I use bullets. It's annoying because the email looks disjointed, and I need to
reset the font for the entire email.
I have had no problems with emails.
I mean it is an email that is handy with all emails having the same @vols.utk.edu. It would be nice to have the database of people
in your college so you can email if needed (i know that is sketchy for safety reasons though) and i REALLY hate having to do the
duo sign in EVERY week if i had a button or something convenient or a semipermanent code that changes monthly instead of
every time i sign in or that doesnt require me to find and unlock my phone go to the app and wait for it to load and then click the
button
Works great for me. I do wish we could have more integrations, but understand that the university has to make decisions.
I use outlook.
works great ! Excellent service and support.
I should be able to delete any folder in my UT email. I don't like how you all created a Clutter folder I cannot delete. My brain
doesn't work the same as whoever created this, and I don't like being forced/pressured to organize my correspondence in any
certain way. That's a control issue for whoemever designed our interface with Office365.
Most of the time it is fine, but sometimes it has glitches where it will not let me log in.
This is the most vital and most time-sensitive system I use on a regular basis. Having it work is crucial, and it does.
I use the office 365, it's well.
works great
I use the Gmail version
The University email is effective and always keeps me up to date
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unable to search emails effectively along with alot of missing emails and since I do not always have a phone on my person, 2
factor authentication means that I am unable to check my emails in a timely manner
Office365 is very difficult to navigate and is not effective at re-finding emails. Gmail is much better, but this was not an option
available to me.
No complaints
Gmail was always helpful
I wish everyone just used gmail. I also don't understand why I can't send emails to a listserv on the gmail end. (Are listserv groups
exclusive to outlook?)
I haven't experienced any problems with my Official University Email.
Office 365 has been working rather well when I use it.
I wish there were a way to access all of our previous email messages without having to continue saving and transferring
downloaded outlook files; each time there is an issue with a computer, some of those messages get lost in the transfers
Too many unnecessary emails.
Am unsure as to what this question is asking.
I have found University Email to be all that I need.
Performs well.
I have issues with using Gmail not due to service, but do to third party service providers and controlling my personal data.
I haven't had any issues with Office365
I wish I could have chosen between office 365 or gmail when I first got here but I had to set it up using gmail. I then had the
option to switch to office 365 after but that would mean setting up a whole other email account. I wish there was the option up
front.
It's okay. I don't like that new "external email" pop up. It's not helpful and it's distracting.
I find our email much easier to use with Outlook as compared to logging in from off campus.
I have been having trouble adjusting to new features due to a recent upgrade, but OIT is helping and I'm learning
I do not use University Gmail. Office 365 performance is very good. I don't understand why with my system locked at night with
Outlook open, Outlook closed down two days in a row overnight recently. No other applications were impacted on the system I
use.
Messages are occasionally lost, both outgoing and incoming. Also, the brand-new addition of "External" to incoming emails from
off-campus is distracting, unnecessary, and insulting. We constantly collaborate with people from other campuses, and we know
already that most of our email is "external". This feature is not relevant to higher education (though it is clearly quite fashionable
for IT types). For ORNL people doing classified work--maybe; but they shouldn't be writing about secret things via email anyway.
Please remove this awful "feature".
I´ve been working with office 365 so I already expected a good services
I have had no issues
The Email services is very efficient. I have not experience any problem. And I receive some information about how to protect my
account by changing the password
I prefer office 365/outlook over gmail
I've never had any trouble with these.
I dislike Office365 but it works as it is designed and implemented
I enjoy having an email linked to google, so this way I can use Google Drive to keep all of my school things nicely organized and
out of my personal email.
Duo Security is a burden.
Duo security ://
I believe email is an important line of communicating on campus and having access and security and I see UTK doing a great job of
that!
Gmail works just fine.
No problems with this whatsoever. I have been satisfied thus far.
I use Office 365 webmail, and occasionally it gets a little twitchy, but nothing serious has yet occurred.
I sometimes work at home and to be able to do that, you need good access. Ours is the best!
with 365 I can use web browser, desktop application, and I can have 5 copies so I aways have access to my mail and schedule
The email service is great! I like having access to it and getting all of the Office programs associated with it. My only issues are
with Office itself-- I don't understand why there are so many differences between the browser-based Office and the desktop
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applications. How come I can check my departmental calendar on the desktop app but not on the browser version? But UT giving
this access to us is amazing, and I am very thankful.
Gmail and its associated suite of apps is fantastic to use. I love having the option of choosing Gmail over Office365 as I have had
issues with Office365 in the past.
I wish the faculty had access to gmail.
Annoying that I now have to have an entirely separate app on my phone for my Outlook email, but I understand that is because of
improved security.
See earlier comments on two-tier sign in
Office is god awful, I'm glad we have gmail as an alternative
I like it. Outlook is just too busy for me.
A bit of glitchiness with Office365
Again, see above communications comments. Possibly offer training and organization recommendations, or platform/discussion
threads for discussing email organization solutions.
Again, the web application versions of Office 365 are very slow. The desktop Outlook app is also very slow, so I use Apple Mail and
iCal to conduct business. I wish it was all in one app, but I don't have a choice when things don't work at a required speed.
access to outlook off campus is terrible
Gmail works fine. I don't use Office365.
Bad question.
I dont love office365, its just not that intuitive
I wish we had gmail across campus instead of Office365 and outlook
it does everything I need it to, I like that I can create alias email addresses
It always works great.
I never use the webbased Office 365 - it is clunky and unpleasant. Outlook on my laptop works well enough, but there are issues
with receiving meeting invitations that were sent via apple mail. My pc received invitations from Mac users who use outlook, but
does not receive invitations from Mac users who use apple mail. I only get their invitations on my phone.
Too many email addresses for the University, i.e., utk.edu, tennessee.edu, vols.tennessee.edu, etc. It is very confusing.
Pretty much live and die by Email communication, very critical to me. Fortunately UTK Email system just always works, 24x7
"365" (yes, pun intended).
I think there should be more overlap between the two providers.
I like Office and having access to everything, like word and excel. They run really well, and I do not experience issues.
Not always easy to find things
I have another Office email, so it is hard to stay logged in to both. it keeps kicking me out
I wish faculty could use gmail.
Sometimes down.
I am so annoyed with how they don't transfer back in forth, how they don't have built in features that allows for importing lists of
emails to be sent in pass but that are personalized (you have to use a third party site for that), how you can't get open rates and
data about interaction with your email, etc .
our dept. is gmail based
It is nice having a university email since it helps me separate emails from my personal one.
sometimes overcomplicated to sign in to my gmail from multiple platforms
How to use features in email like archive, search and other things. A training session would be great
never used office, gmail is gmail
I think Gmail generally does a good job. The only issue I have is sometimes changing between my school and personal accounts
easily.
One major complaint - there are a couple of UT emails that give me emails that I'd frankly consider to be spam. In most cases, this
wouldn't be an issue as I could easily mute these, move them to another inbox, or mark them as spam. However, I'm MANDATED
to see emails that I don't care about in the slightest, such as basketball games, wrestling match tickets, and other events that
don't appeal to me at all. I should be able to subscribe to topics I care about rather than being given random topics that don't
matter to me at all.
Improved as password situation improves.
The gmail account provided by UTK is endlessly helpful in keeping up-to-date with my classes deadlines.
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It is annoying that when using my university email for services such as Cengage that there's a difference between the
@vols.utk.edu and @tennessee.edu email addresses. So there are two logins for several systems and I have some textbooks, for
example, under one email but others under the other. I don't see what could be done about this but that's really my only concern
I hate using Outlook, although I'm getting used to it now. I really wish we could use Gmail.
I use Gmail and it has been as solid as my personal account
If you use Office365 you can't switch to Gmail, which is frustrating
I have never had any problems with my school email. I use it in the Gmail form, which is nice that we get to choose, because I've
always had Gmail accounts, so I'm familiar with the system already. The university where I am currently studying abroad only
allows for the Office365 format, which was frustrating because I had to download new apps and I have to switch between
websites, rather than just switching between my Gmail accounts.
365 is crap. We should be provided free Outlook desktop. Thank god for GDrive
Sometimes emails will not come in
I am able to access email at any point in time.
sends important mail to spam occasionally
Office365 is missing some of the functionality of the old Outlook, specifically, and there is the annoying disconnect between using
Gmail as my student e-mail and Outlook at my workplace on campus.
Gmail is the best in the world. However, the [external email] thing HAS to get outta here
I don't recall using Gmail. I don't run into many problems with University email though
I have to use two accounts - one for a project I’m working on and my personal account. And it is constantly logging me out of one
or the other. It’s hard to use both.
Too much junk mail.
I cannot stand the amount of spam and emails I get that do not interest me from the University. Only email me when it is
important, not when you just want to spam me with something.
Reliable
Sometimes gmail "loses" email responses from people.
It has a few extra steps to log in but it is not too hard.
It must be 100% since it is our most logical way of being to communicate system wide.
No issues with gmail
Dogwood and Magnolia Residence Halls
Good experience so far
I have had no real issues or problems with this system.
I enjoy using Google for the drive, email, calendar, everything is easy and accessible so I would like to continue using that.
Easy accessible and protected
I wish that the Outlook mobile app for iPhone had more advanced search functionality -- e.g., the ability to filter email searches by
folder -- but I know that's a Microsoft issue, not an OIT issue.
Very fast service
Email now is essential in being responsive to student needs and staying on top of faculty responsibilities. For the most part,
Office 365 is fine. I have to use the online platform due to corruption of the software on my PC. However, I am having issues
with Outlook calendars syncing and cannot get a resolution.
I feel comfortable with using all those services in terms of security and ease of access. I love that we can connect with google.
I’ve had a LOT of problems with email- sending it and receiving it. Accessing it and such.
I don’t use Office365 or Gmail often at all.
I love my gmail, but also if I log into chrome it can mess up web assign because of the settings that I don’t have access to change.
No issues with university email
Rarely have problems with it. Although, everyone should use one system.
works very well
Online courses
I love using Gmail for my personal UTK email, but hate using Office365 for department's center email. It is clunky and doesn't
allow my coworkers access to things like our shared calendar.
The emails I received prior to the gmail account don't appear in gmail. Portability of accounts is wanting. Duo causes my email to
be inaccessible at times. That's unacceptable.
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I am unable to access certain areas needed for class (such as google docs) due to my email address being associated with another
campus in the UT system. This is an issue for collaborating with others. I often have to 'request access' or give my email address
repeatedly during class, when we are under time constraints. This places a burden on everyone in class: myself, other students
and the professors. I raised this issue at the beginning of the semester, and it is my understanding it has been raised in years
passed. Although I believe they are working on the issue, no solution or work-around has been reached as of yet.
I think Office365 should have better features in the area of searching and more options of colors for areas that need to be
catagorized.
Not a fan of Office 365
I don't always find Office 365 intuitive. Younger generations seem to have no trouble with it, so it's probably operator error.
It's fast, efficient, and allows the user to identify and block spam and unwanted emails.
Unable to access and use some of the features needed with Office365 remotely.
Office365 has mobile app issues for Android
The system is riddled with phishing scams and it's taken the university this long to begin to label external emails.
I don't like the format of office 365- i find it difficult to navigate, I cannot find older message by subject, the to: and from: do not
work for me, the option to keep messages highlighted has disappeared, the folder sections is so inconveniently unmanageable...
I don't have any trouble getting to my email at any time.
At least 4 times per day my inbox freezes and won't let me look at anything for a solid minute, or it will be one click behind.
Can't make everyone happy all the time. I've implemented workarounds for my specific issues.
When the wifi does not work I have to access on my phone, instead of my laptop where I would prefer to view my email.
Sometimes the emails sent through canvas do not show up immediately, for example the canvas weekly updates.
Works well minus the 2 factor authentication
I absolutely dislike the duo or dual authentication system. If you don't have you cell phone you are SOL and they tell you to call
OIT for a passcode should this happen- but with what phone?!
Until recently, Gmail has been great. Around December, most emails that did not come from UTK were sent directly to spam,
despite me having a history of emailing that specific address multiple times in the past. My thesis research is funded partially by a
government agency, and all of the emails I received from them in the past month have been sent to spam. These emails are very
important for the success of my thesis and to think I could miss one because of the spam filter is unacceptable.
I frequently use gmail, which is wonderful, but I do not use Office 365
stop making me log in twice
I don't really understand how to use Office 365 (I use email on my phone and my computer only) Would love to learn more, but
many of the training are offered when I am teaching.
Works fine
I haven't used official University email technology in years. I forward everything to a service I can rely on.
The Microsoft suite is cumbersome compared to outlook
I am happy with my email services.
emails that show up as quarantined then click the block sender button but will get email the next day from same sender
I have had trouble with messages staying in my outbox and not being sent at times. Quarantine files are not consistent and don't
seem to keep my preferences...sometimes it filters it and sometimes it doesn't. I have had emails from UTK addresses that have
gotten into the quarantine file and I often don't get these back for a few days. I have also had trouble with people that I
frequently email getting dumped into the quarantine files. There doesn't seem to be any pattern.
I want Gmail email for faculty
No issues.
O365 is what it is.
Office 365 and gmail work great. Outlook us cumbersome and difficult to use though.
Office 365 is quirky re: search results.
This is very popular and easy to use
called twice to change how name is shown - no resolution
Database across platforms is horrible
Love our email system!
Worked well
Some external collaborators say that emails with large (&gt;5 MB) attachments sometimes bounce back to them, or don't get
sent.
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No issues
Gmail works pretty good. It’s rather annoying to log in to my UTK then click the link for volmail and half to retype in the email
address for gmail. I understand it’s probably a security thing but that’s really lame and time consuming.
Web client Office365 is sometimes difficult to use/clunky but overall very good
Poorly worded ?
I use normal Gmail, not UTK sponsored gmail
I don’t know
I can't stand Outlook, but that isn't OIT's fault.
Its lit
Our administration use a pdf calendar instead of office365
This email is used all of the time, so it is very important that it works and I have never had any issues
Gmail is powerful especially using with chrome
Works very well - easy to find addresses and quick response times.
I use gmail and office all day
Sometimes my Thunderbird connections break due to too many simultaneous IMAPs connections. I would appreciate if you could
raise it.
My email works just about perfectly. From time to time I experience Internet service issues, but I am generally happy with the
performance of my University Email.
it keeps blocking faculty who use gmail for the UT ID email and when I block a sender, I keep getting the emails with quarantine
but never removing the actual email and stopping it from being sent.
Exchange is weird. I DO NOT like being told every time I get external email - duh! I heard you're considering phasing out IMAP DO NOT DO THAT PLEASE!! It will massively disrupt my mail management system and I would probably largely stop using my UTK
email.
No sé
for the most part, Office 365 client is great! Granted, it will lock up at times but it's easy to use. The website version isn't all that
great but that's a Microsoft issue.
No problems at qll
Gmail would not work so I made a 365 account
It's fine
Once I found out I had to change my Office Outlook from gmail it made receiving emails so much easier. (actually getting them, I
accidentally changed to gmail)
My email has always worked, and I check it everyday so I am very happy with the accessibility.
My email works perfectly and I expect as such in the future.
It seems to be harder to search and find emails since we have migrated. Doing a search on a specific person's name or work in
the subject line will produce a much higher volume of emails or doesn't pull the desired email at all. Also when doing a search of
emails you cannot move the emails into a folder (or at least it is not obvious that the email was actually moved).
I wish employees had access to Gmail! Outlook is antiquated and "holds on" to emails sometimes, dumping one hour of emails all
at once. (I get a lot of email, it's a problem.) I try not to use Office365 because the interface is more difficult for me than Outlook.
Works great!
items such as "Junk Filter" do not work in Office365, I have tried to mark items at "Not as Junk" and it continues to mark items as
"Junk"
Seems like I have a lot of problems with passwords, or outlook just not connecting to the server
I’ve been able to sync my email across all my devices. I’m always able to stay in touch with Gmail.
Intermittent calendar issues - otherwise this would be a 9
It works well.
Office 365 online through the web, specifically outlook, is not the easiest to work with. The software version downloaded on the
computer works much better.
My email has always worked perfect!
Excellent overall, although I had trouble understanding recent changes that affected the fluency of a switch to a new android
phone . . . .
University email has worked well
Magnolia Building
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No issues.
Easy to use and communicate with
Never had an issue
Doing away with basic authentication killed my Samsung email :-( I'm making peace with Outlook App. The integrated nature of
all the Microsoft products is good.
office 365 is fine, I really really really hate the new yellow box that says "external email". how do I turn that off? It's covering
actual email content and looks like sh*t and I hate it. I really hate it. I don't care if it's supposed to help prevent phishing. I hate it.
MS outlook
Let everyone on campus use Gmail!
I mainly use Gmail which has worked great but, I also use Office for OneDrive and Microsoft Office applications.
I have not had any problems with my university email
I hate Office365! It is so much more limited than Office Pro. I am not a fan of Outlook either but I have come to accept it as a
necessary evil.
I'd prefer a Gmail option for employees but could see where staff having different mail/calendar platforms might cause problems.
When using shared calendars it can be hard to tell if I am editing a shared calendar or my personal calendar.
It works great!
Top-notch service is to be expected from companies like microsoft and google. The systems are well integrated into the
university.
I don't like how my email is randomly generated because I applied UTC first before UTK so I don't have an email that is connected
to my name. And it's hard to find some people unless you actually have their email address.
Love office 365
Storage & search are messy & confusing
Office 365 is okay - it's a little clunky and 2005-ish in it's design and UI.
My messages quarantine emails that I do not want to be quarantined and it is difficult to retrieve them.
I’ve had some problems but it is probably user error
I wish the spam system filed more effectively.
Very poor experience with Office365. Very strong preference for Gmail and Thunderbird and need both for my job
I have a lot of issues with Outlook. Namely, it is very, very frustrating that I cannot export my outlook calendar. In addition, I'd
prefer to use Gmail, instead of Outlook, if possible.
Please remove the "external email" from every single email. It's unnecessary
Works Great
Everything is synced up well
Sometimes (rarely) emails seem to get lost in Office365 and I don't receive them.
Office 365 is horrible
difficult to use; slow
Great integration with calendar, access to Google and Microsoft suite, plenty of cloud storage.
Adequate.
Office 365 has provided the highest level of up-time for an email service I’ve experienced in my career. I rarely use Gmail.
It is awesome
All email services are accessible and work effectively.
The integration with Gmail has caused issues for me.
I use Gmail and have had no complaints.
does not reflect all contacts when using a cellular device
I love outlook and spend way too much time doing emails. Outlook makes it less painful and UT's directory is great.
Generally works very well. Limits on file sizes force the use of other ways to transfer files, and these do not always work well.
Spam filter is overzealous. Mobile outlook is horrible, and I am now forced to use this rather than apps that are more suited to my
needs.
My email has been reliable and efficient as my regular gmail account.
Office 365 does not allow me to search email addresses over one display page, so if a name starts with "M" I will never be allowed
to see it (will only see the first part of the alphabet). This has been looked at by the UTCVM Computer Operations staff, but were
unable to resolve. Sorting for actual names leaves a lot to be desired.
it is hard to link the two different softwares together
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Its a pain in the ass having to use dual authorization, especially since we still have to change passwords every few months
it works well
It even hooks up to our phones now so I can get updates there
So glad we have gmail now since it’s so much easier to use
I have never had a problem with my school Gmail account.
always accessible and has all my information saved and easy to use
I understand why we offer two systems, but not being able to access calendaring on Gmail is wasteful and annoying.
Office365 is easy to use and timely to send information, though it keeps quarantining from the same sender. I haven't found a
way to mark that sender as always okay
there are a lot of holes and send/receive issues. When I check my email on my phone sometimes it doesnt show up on my
computer. that is a major problem with my follow up
Signing in is easy and the program isn’t hard to use
I am pleased with Office 365. I feel we should have some trainings on Office 365. We use our calendar daily and it is VITAL in
booking incoming groups to camp. I also like that we can copy and paste content of emails on a calendar event. It is easy for us to
refer back to.
as per the previous frame, I am unaware of training opportunities for targeted/ refresher training to take better advantage of
these tools. I can't make my Gmail school account distinct from my personal Gmail account.
I don't have access to Gmail as staff. I am disappointed in the maximum file size that can be sent via email. Many of my colleagues
don't utilize Google Drive or One Drive and then I have to use UTK Vault to share large files.
The only downside I have with email is when people do not know how to unsubscribe from a LISTSERV so they reply all instead of
just hitting the button that says unsubscribe. I realize this is not on OIT at all.
Outlook is hard to work with and often will not find emails which are in front of me with a search. It sorts them poorly, and the
folders could be utilized a better way to make the process seamless. Managing the quantity of emails I receive is a major
problem.
University email works great.
UT Conference center,do not receive all emails
Gmail, Word, Excel, etc have all been great for me connection wise!!
I'm happy about the quarantine - catches much spam. I know it's difficult to catch all the junk, but I sure would like it to be
sharpened, it possible. Also, I have blocked many spam senders but I've reached my limit. I'd like the limit expanded so we can
block everyone we need to.
Never had issues to be honest.
Always works, never had a problem with it.
Works well
I use Gmail primarily. I prefer it because it groups emails together based on their subject whereas office365 doesn't.
I've had no issues with Office 365 or Gmail. I'm happy to have access to both. Please keep them both!
I am a DE student, and I am not able to access the class syllabi within Canvas. I get an error message telling me to authorize it with
my UT Gmail account, but each time that I click to authorize it notes, "failed to authorize, try again." This issue isn't prohibiting me
from obtaining materials for learning, just from accessing the learning materials via Canvas. I can download and save the
materials, so I do that.
I feel safe using my email, especially with the 2 factor authentication. I use gmail, and it is very easy for me to navigate and
organize my emails. I also get timely notifications.
seems acceptable
The spam filter is hit or miss but I'm happy with my university email other than that.
I don't use Gmail. I still use Eudora because it provides services that I don't think Gmail provides.
I've never had any problems with it.
It's annoying to sign in so many times.
Office 365 is few issues.
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I don't always love the way Canvas arranges information.
Duo authentication has made this really hard--i have to have my phone with me at all times and it seems to kick me out fairly
often, even after the remember me box is checked.
Canvas is helpful when it works properly, but that is often more the professor's fault than the tech's.
Can be a bit confusing, but works far better than anything used before
I have never had issues with the service
Unable to log in with DUO if no phone
Canvas is impossible to use from both a student and an instructor standpoint. I have used 2 other similar systems (moodle and
blackboard) which are both way more user friendly.
User friendliness is dependent upon Professor. Having a professor that is new to online teaching and/or canvas can make canvas
very NOT user friendly
Canvas is NOT user friendly like at all
Canvas isn't the best LMS, but OIT is good at supporting it / keeping it running.
Canvas is horrible at being transparent with students and can sometimes be finicky.
Professors are sometimes ill-equipped to make good use of Canvas
As a teaching assistant, it is ridiculous that the canvas doesn't let me hide scores before grading. Even sometimes the hidden
scores get revealed even after clicking on hiding scores.
I love Canvas.
Canvas is not user friendly and is not a very attractive or interactive classroom management system.
I literally just had canvas terminate a session for no reason, it had not timed out or anything, I was in the middle of using it
canvas doesn’t have an intuitive ui and has different settings that aren’t available on a desktop that are on a phone. It’s also hard
to try and figure out my gpa based on what’s on canvas
Timely and effective.
STOP MAKING ME CHANGE MY PASSWORD. PLEASE.
Despite its promise, its strong rollout, and the excellent group providing support on campus, Canvas is frustrating to the extreme.
It changes unpredictably, has a confusing structure, and has some real shortcomings in terms of basic capabilities. Add to that the
plethora of outdated information on the Canvas official site and you have a really frustrating situation. I wouldn't say Blackboard
was better, but the sum total of the experience was similar to what I have using Canvas.
Somewhat difficult to use. Different classes require different registering accounts
I like it better than Blackboard, but there are a lot of other things I wish it would do or allow (e.g., allow me to rename the links,
change the look of the modules page)
Notifications system is strange and cumbersome. Sending messages is not as good as Blackboard.
Also perfect
Canvas is great, rarely have issues
Everything is done in canvas for my classes.
Canvas has always seemed to work well and there are always timely notices sent out when any maintenance is due.
Canvas does not let instructors create enough features. The "streamlined" approach for all classes that was supposed to make it
easier to use makes it even more difficult for students to find where information is for each course. Many courses are completely
disregarding Canvas (a paid service) and using Google Docs, Sheets, etc and only using Canvas to disseminate these additional
links that can be bookmarked. Thus, students only need to access Canvas once throughout the whole semester.
Please add a link to Office 365 from Canvas. I think it would be much easier for students to find.
I love Canvas and never have problems
It's okay. 2FA is kinda wonky sometimes with different DNS or VPN but that's easily fixable on my end
Some of the functions do not make sense! It is confusing at best and if you have never had experience with a program like Canvas
coming here and using it 24/7 is difficult to learn
2 factor makes me take an extra 2 minutes just to log in. service would be a 9 without 2 factor.
Canvas is totally inappropriate for multi-section courses and for courses that have multiple lecture courses in the same semester.
Canvas is not interested in providing our department with what we need and OIT does not care that Canvas does not support out
needs.
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Canvas is extremely user friendly and fun to use. I love it and it is ten times better than Banner Web!!
Canvas can be overly complicated, I haven't had much trouble with it but we sometimes have to troubleshoot. Some of that
complexity is due to the platform's flexibility, which is a reasonable tradeoff
Canvas works great!
I thought I could not hate a LMS more than Blackboard until we adopted Canvas. It may work well for the science and social
science (all those modules) but it's not great for the humanities. Also, things randomly stop working and scheduling student
appointments through it is a nightmare.
PC version is good
the app is mostly good, however the todo lists stays at the beginning of the semester instead of whats due today, and the
calendar tab, never shows anything on there.
I believe Canvas is integral to student success, and all professors should be required to utilize it.
Canvas is pretty helpful and I have not experienced major problems with it. However, some professors do not use it much
Averaging of grades on canvas gives students a false sense of what their actual grade is. Also canvas should have a GPA
calculation function. Hard to use modules on mobile canvas, and sometimes notifications are false (for example, grade posted
notification but grade actually not posted).
I've used it a few times for classes. It works.
Canvas was helpful and very easy to navigate. Used it the whole time I have been in the nursing program.
It's better than Blackboard, that's for sure.
Very confusing to use
Primary tech for communication should be very effective. With comprehensive teachers, this is the case at UTK.
some processes are very 'clunky'.
Canvas does not seem to be working as good as Blackboard, especially for faculty/staff
For the teachers that make it available, we are unable to see the grade breakdown (low, mean, high) on the canvas mobile app
Canvas and the Duo authentication are so annoying
Connecting textbooks is not a consistent process on Canvas. Also, needs to have an easier tool to copy courses for multiple
semesters, i.e. copying a course from the spring to use in the fall.
Canvas is not user-friendly and it is WAY to easy to forget to publish something (the material is published, but not the module). I
think the idea of Canvas is good, but the website needs to be easier to use.
Canvas has not had many issues for me this year. Occasionally, it messes up but not nearly as much this year.
You have to get rid of 2 factor. Please. It is fabulously annoying. Heck, make it optional for people who think there are hackers
determined enough to try and log into your canvas and fail your quizzes but not determined enough to bypass the 2 factor.
big improvement over Blackboard!
take away two factor
I have had no problems.
limited storage space for our lectures
Besides the two factor, canvas is fine.
No problems
Not something I use on a regular basis so I'm not sure what my actual service performance score should be.
I think Canvas is a great collaboration space, organized, and easy to access.
Canvas is disorganized
Canvas is easy to use.
no so user friendly but have good sync. speed between different platform
Canvas mostly has features that I like. The default setting on Canvas for grades (under more settings) should be to "Hide grade
distribution graphs from students." In addition, the Discussions board would be great if it allowed for the option of anonymous
posts.
(I'm primarily staff but am also in an online graduate program at UTK) I'm sure Canvas is great in a perfect world, but I've only
ever had one professor who could competently use it. This is beyond frustrating when the program is online!
no comments
My job is to harvest Canvas Data every day so people can generate reports with the data. Only having a massive Canvas Data
Warehouse to access the data through is problematic because of its size. I don't know why they feel the need to convert the data
to a warehouse before giving it to us.
I am a staff member and an online UT Martin student. Canvas has only had a few times where it has been hard to log in.
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It could be more user friendly
canvas can be hard to navigate
Canvas doesn’t even reflect grades correctly. It’s not canvas fault it’s just how the teachers are using it and most teachers I’ve had
don’t even know how to use it.
Canvas is super easy to use and navigate and makes it easy to find all that I need for my classes.
i rate this a 1 only to draw attention to the fact that it is incredibly annoying how canvas only acknowledges our
&lt;netid&gt;@tennessee.edu email and the student id number. this is a source of a ton of troubleshooting in classrooms that use
external resources linked to canvas where students have to sign in with a canvas authenticated account AND akindi. just make
akindi work with our netid please -- everyone knows their netid
Canvas crashes a lot or things don’t load properly
Canvas is often buggy, and notifications especially are buggy.
As stated files disappear and stale data issues with the grade book when there are multiple instructors.
Sometimes, teachers don't know how to use Canvas properly. If they don't understand how it works when they set it up, it makes
it very difficult for us to find any information there.
Online, functioning LMS is essential. I wish all faculty had the professionalism to actually use their Canvas pages.
The system seems unreliable at times, and the fact that each course site on canvas is so vastly different I feel hurts my ability to
navigate. I understand that professors have autonomy to create the sites the way they please, but I believe that there should be a
more standard layout than there is now.
Sometimes there are problems with uploads but I think teachers are really starting to utilize this tool effectively
I love it as an Instructor. It's rather easy to use.
I dislike canvas.
Canvas was a great choice for an LMS. I am actively involved in the Canvas user community and most of the problems I have with
Canvas are not immediately solvable by UTK; they are issues with the base software. I appreciate that UTK has been responsive to
adding new features added by Canvas like student names, crosslisting courses, and renaming courses.
I often find that the Canvas app does not load on my iPad Air 2 in HSS, so I've abandoned using it for attendance. I wish that
worked better, especially since we've finally integrated 14-day attendance with Canvas.
Not all teachers use it, but it is very useful for students. Their main excuse is "Whats the point of using it, they will change it as
soon as i learn it, just like black board." these professors are the same professors who do not use technology in the class room.
It gets confusing at times.
Canvas is helpful, but it can be annoying on two ends of the spectrum. Forcing professors to use Canvas who are not comfortable
using it or it's just not their teaching style to use it can actually make learning more confusing and inhibiting to students. On the
other hand, professors can overuse Canvas. I dread those classes because I do so much more work to just complete useless
assignments and yet learn very little. I also end up sacrificing time in other courses that I care about and need in order to do long
busy work assignments on Canvas. But overall, I'd say my experience with Canvas has been good.
It works fine.
Helpful
Canvas should send an automatic email to all professors when the site is down because it is unfair to students who cannot access
the site and for them to be penalized for missing an assignment when it was canvas's fault
It's fine; I just don't use it very often
Please update all laptop (loan) and PC so canvas can work on windows
Canvas works very well. If there are ever issues with it, it's typically due to a professor's lack of knowledge on how to use it
The online courses that are available form EHS are minimal and rudimentary.
I do not like how when I was done with a class it just disappeared from my canvas page. i would like to go back and look at my
previous classes because there was information that was attached to the canvas page that I do not have anymore that I would like
to have. That is the main thing. I have not had any other major problems that I can think of right now.
See previous comment about canvas
Canvas itself could be improved in some ways, but overall it works well with UT
Sometimes PowerPoints in Files will not load. When this occurs, it takes multiple times opening it for it to load completely.
Still learning the process, but Canvas has been beneficial and convenient.
Canvas falls far short of the needs for practical usage, and, thus far, OIT has not been willing to collaborate with me to make any
changes.
Slow login and two step authentication takes to long
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Easy to use and reasonably reliable
Not OIT specific but the complete lack of organization of many of my professors makes me suspect that Canvas is not as easy to
use from that end as it should be
Canvas sometimes has issues that may make assignments difficult to access, or it may provide only semi-accurate information
(e.g. averages are sometimes off by a little bit from what they are actually supposed to be), and it is frustrating when professors
have access to a class canvas page and don't take advantage of it. A tool, no matter how functional, is bad by default if people
aren't willing to use it.
its better than Blackboard and Edmodo. Canvas notifications are odd
I ranked the actual service performance an 8 because Canvas works very well.
I do not find that Canvas has the flexibility that I would like for organizing my course, which has a nontraditional grading
approach. So I use other platforms.
Canvas makes everything very easy for the most part. Sometimes different teachers organizing differently can be tough to
remember where stuff is for class, but that's a minor thing I get over pretty quickly
I love canvas. I used it in high school so its easy but it is also intuitive. from what I hear it isn't the easiest to use as a teacher, so
many improve on that front
Smooth, but not quite where it should be. Lack of control/inadequacy for the teacher sometimes causes them to move to outside
services.
Most of my problems with canvas are due to the ineptitude of some instructors here. But still, it could be better. I encounter
strange glitches all the time.
Canvas sucks, and I'm not sure what this question is after, if it is for an email for help with canvas, I have not used it
Sometimes its slow
Awesome
Hate duo mobile thing
I like Canvas very much, especially grade statistics when teachers make that available
professors and students could be closer on the same understanding of canvas uses and possibilities
I love canvas, its an easy way for our professors to communicate with our whole class easily and we can get notifications when
something is sent out.
Canvas works well for the most part, its easy to use and files are easily accessible. A problem again is the duo sign in as stated in
the previous question
I am still figuring out all the in and outs of Canvas. Most I like. Grading is an issue always.
Had small problem transitioning schools and to Canvas.
Works great
I understand why instructors do not have control over whether students have their notifications options switched to 'ON'. That is
the right thing. However, when students tell me they are not receiving notifications from me, but they are receiving notifications
from other professors, I feel helpless to fix the problem, and I am not sure to whom I should refer the student or if this is
somehow something I should be able to fix.
I really enjoy the Canvas site; it rarely has issues.
Nice, better than blackboard
works well
I hate canvas. Everyone hates it.
Needs some improvement. Not very intuitive.
Online@UT is always there when I need them and can easily answer any questions I have
Cannot do some very simple things. Grades are never weighted correctly.
Canvas does not have nearly enough storage space for my large courses.
Considering that's how I turn in my assignments, I would hope it always works. It has so far, but we'll see if that stays the same.
Easy to navigate
Having set up some Canvas courses- I'm actually impressed at how easy and streamlined Canvas is! Probably the best online
classroom tool I've used so far.
I have no complaints about Canvas that don't regard the professor's use of it.
Canvas is our main source of eveything when it comes to our classes, that is a must
each semester Canvas gets better; there are still aspects of the platform that are not ideal for instructors (e.g., the number of
clicks necessary to get to important information, hiding information from students until it is needed)
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Occasional issue turning in large files.
Purposely performs slow to keep me occupied and extremely difficult when reading documents. Some teachers have no
understanding of how Canvas works either.
Better services than canvas are out there.
Same issue as earlier stated: some teachers can’t/won’t learn how to use different features
Difficult to use, especially if professor is not well versed in it.
It is difficult to respond to this question when you don't use this service
There are some mild issues for connecting a clicker to my account when only one class requires a clicker and that class does not
use canvas. There are also some issues when each class does not link to its textbook. I have yet to be able to access one of my
textbooks because that class is not on canvas.
In student capacity, Canvas is very easy to use.
Email interface is lousy. Gradebook is bad. Quiz building is slow and tedious--not worth the time.
See the comment about needing feature to provide VIDEO feedback in sign language within the comment timestamp.
It´s kind of confusing some times
Canvas is great. I have never had problems except due to primairly user error.
Used it in high school so have no issues
pretty good, but would love to be able to do more with linking assessments to the new Canvas Folio!
Easy to use, never gives me any trouble.
So much better than blackboard. Would like a short tutorial on things such as studio inside, and an actual training for professors
so they know how to unlock assignments
Duo Security is a burden.
Canvas is great but sometimes there are difficulties in getting grades transfered into Canvas from other platforms
duo security once more is such a burden.
Sometimes Canvas is hard to deal with because of bugs.
Canvas is new to me, so I am still getting familiar with it. As I learn, I can see the benefits. I think the platform Canvas built is
sometimes hard to navigate, but those who are assisting Canvas for Faculty, Staff, and Students are truly helping that navigation a
smoother road!
Every instructor uses it differently, making it tricky to get the handle on, or the possibilities for it's structure
No instructional video/doc/pdf was provided to figure out how to use Canvas was provided, which made it difficult. We can't
always get rid of notifications in the side bar. It doesn't tell you right away when you've received a message. While it will tell you
who is in your class, it doesn't provide a means of contacting them. There's more, but I cannot think of it all right now.
I find it user-friendly and easy to use
I think Canvas is a great tool. It organizes things very well. Just wish our faculty was FORCED to use it. We have all these old farts
who refuse to learn it or use it.
Not intuitive
I don't have much experience with Canvas at UT.
I must say that I preferred Blackboard.
Sometimes it glitches or the software in the library says it will not support it, and It would be nice if professors knew how to use it
to their full capacity.
Canvas is useful and better than all of the external websites some classes use
The biggest problem with Canvas is my lack of knowledge of what it can do. I'd like to see an expert come to a music faculty
meeting and show us. That was done with Google Drive and I'm all over that now.
Overall good features. Please - a customizable dashboard experience, compiled grades tab, and clear dashboard
notifications/mark as read. Also can it just start on today's date so I don't have to hunt for today? Then a back button to navigate
back from notification content to same place on the dashboard notification list?
Some features on the canvas mobile app aren't available so if I need to assist a student from my canvas app on phone sometimes
that has been an issue and I've had to wait until I'm in front of my computer to assist them.
Need better training.
Certain aspects of canvas cannot be accessed on the app
We need an option for subfolders in modules in Canvas. Otherwise I think it is better than BlackBoard
it's better than blackboard
rarely use it, it isn't very important to me
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Canvas could be much more effective if email message or text message was issued when a posting has been made to Canvas.
Ordinarily I do not check Canvas every day to see if any postings have been made. I would check more often, if I knew a posting
had been made to Canvas.
Very difficult platform for users - it is NOT intuitive, wit very limited tools.
pretty good
I like Canvas. Sometimes, as an instructor, it is confusing, but I like it overall and prefer it over Blackboard.
Not always user friendly
Discussion board posts need to be able to be exported. Fairly user-friendly.
Canvas has been very slow lately and not many professors know how to use it effectively.
Have had issues with canvas quizzes. Other activities are unaffected however.
Get rid of DuoMobile!! I would much rather change my password than have to rely on a second device in order to log in,
especially in situations where phones are not allowed to be in the room.
i hate canvas. maybe only because my professors use it wrong? but they all use it differently and its so confusing
canvas works great
soem functions never used, teacher will post but miss thing to allow us to see
Canvas generally does a great job but has not worked a couple of times.
It's an online homework platform. Canvas is fine for what it is, I wouldn't change too much.
Canvas works.
It does not always appear to be straightforward to use for professors
Canvas is always finicky about sending out notifications even though I have the correct ones turned on.
I like Canvas. I'd like more information about how to use Badges for non-module based face-to-face classes, and I wonder if we
have any say in investigating the benefits of some add on apps (such as Hypothes.is) in Canvas. I know sometimes those add ons
cost money, but I'd be willing to be involved in pilots or learning more about ones that are free.
Canvas crashes/goes offline several times a month.
Pretty user-friendly once you get used to it
could be better for grading
I love Canvas. I have to use Blackboard this semester while I'm studying abroad and it sucks.
better than Bb, but clunky and not user friendly.
It's very important for Canvas to work correctly because that's where all my classwork and assignments are. So far, it has been
great, and made my academic life a little bit easier.
My overall experience with using Canvas was positive.
This lower rating is due to inconsistency with how Canvas is used by professors.
Canvas is very efficient as long as the instructor is well-versed
This is an area where training would be extremely beneficial for both faculty and staff.
Relatively easy to use. Can be confusing if the professor does not set it up well.
Canvas updated between the 2018-19 academic year and the 2019-20 academic year. It would have helped if the service had
flagged features that changed on the course websites between years. Instead, there were a few serious instances where a Canvas
update had changed to the point that an assignment needed to be fixed (with OIT's assistance) or scrapped altogether because it
was no longer compatible.
There are a lot of features available on canvas that are not used in most of my classes. Some of the tabs are used in the same way
(i.e. "modules" "files") and seem redundant (i.e. "inbox""announcements") and a lot of times the link to click on a tab "like
modules, announcements, files, etc" doesn't actually line up with where it is on the screen. I just feel like the user interface could
be optimized more. Or get rid of features that instructors don't widely use.
The calendar never works because teachers dont know how to use it. Teachers don't check their inboxes.
It has limited capabilities as far as adding content, refreshing, and utilization. I don't like how I have to go through each
announcement to indicate that I have read them if they already come to e-mail.
I have had no issues with canvas, except that some of my past graduate-level enrollments have disappeared.
Good experience
I wish that canvas was more customizable.
The app is messed up. It doesn't let me view my submission and shuts down often.
There are features that Canvas lacks relating to the grading of large classes and numeric quiz options.
Difficult to track grades
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Always has what I need
very accessible
Not everyone uses canvas
There have been a few times Canvas has been down when I really needed it (e.g., last semester when I was ready to input grades)
and there are a few things I would like changed in Canvas, but I think it is fine overall.
There does not seem to be a consistent method of professors to use the program. This can make finding information or knowing
expectations confusing.
Ugh. It seems clunky and difficult to use at times. I also wish there was some consistency in how instructors used the service.
Every semester, productivity is lost in the beginning because it takes a little time to understand how the instructor uses Canvas
and how they communicate through it.
For the love of God, make the canvas email and individual class announcements the same thing. Tens of times have I missed
something because a teacher said, it's in your announcements, but she really meant to say our canvas email or even our real utk
email. There is absolutely no need for three separate places to exist where teachers can message us. It's confusing for students,
confusing for teachers, and leads to poor communication and missed assignments.
Canvas is SO much better than other systems of communication. However, I can never calculate a grade correctly because canvas
doesn't allow professors to customize their grading scales and it is horrible at calculating extra credit. Honestly I would say 90% of
my of professors say to ignore canvas completely in terms of grading.
It’s not the actual platform that is wrong but I’m disappointed by how some professors have an udder lack of knowledge of how
to use it.
The platform is just not as intuitive as Blackboard. It takes a lot to remember all the things you need to do to prepare for a course
on Canvas.
love canvas!
It took me awhile to learn about all the features but it works well. We have an instructIonal designer at our college who helps a
lot
When you only use Canvas once in awhile, you have to constantly rely on the folks in Gibbs Hall. They always respond with the aid
but I feel bad always having to rely on them.
very easy to understand
Canvas is ok, it gets the job done. More of a formatting thing, sometimes it takes awhile to enter grades because you didn't enter
them in "all at once", and navigation is a pain at times.
It is overly cumbersome in its application. The Android app is great for some classes, and nearly unusable in others. Sometimes,
features are finicky. Since access to materials is 100% essential for success in classes, that's unacceptable.
There are several mistakes in my information profile. Wrong graduation/attendance dates, with no way to change/update.
Canvas itself is 'ok' however, classes should be 'published' earlier than the start date of class so that students can do things such
as order books and see any other important information needed before classes begin.
Canvas is inconsistently utilized across campus and everyone uses it differently meaning that even though you might know your
way around, literally every single course I have taken, i have had to relearn how to use Canvas because someone used it
differently. Standards and best practices would be useful.
This is especially frustrating when your entire program is online. Yes, the flexibility is nice but has turned canvas into a monster
that just leads to a frustrating learning experience.
It would be nice if Canvas would communicate with our Research Management Platform (BioRAFT) so that we could easily see if
safety training is completed and/or up-to-date.
As I increasingly teach online classes, Canvas has become an invaluable tool.
I have had no difficulty with Canvas. it is a little awkward, but really only a little
Canvas is great
Somewhat clunky. Has limits to parsing data, eg can't indicate on the gradesheet that lowest quiz score will be dropped, etc.
Students sometimes take the gradesheet too literally. Too many items are popping up on the tile page, ranging from information
updates to compliance training: the use of Canvas for so many things obfuscates the use of Canvas for teaching purposes.
It has a sharp learning curve especially if you started your degree out on blackboard or worse....vetnet
I like it a lot better than Blackboard
Canvas is extremely easy and useful now, except that it isn't collaborative with many of the platforms professors use like
WebAssign, so many due dates are not uploaded unless the professor goes out of their way. However, now that I am used to
everything and utilize my planner, it is much easier.
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Canvas can he non-intuitive at times. At other times my classes have not appeared on my dashboard. The main thing is to please
keep it consistent. For faculty one of the main gripes is when teaching, planning, assessment, etc platforms change every few
years.....we just barely get comfortable with one system only to have it change to another.
Canvas is pretty awful.
get rid of duo
feel somewhat unqualified to comment on canvas; not an application commonly used in my duties
I consider myself very knowledgeable about Canvas. I use it extensively for my classes. Overall I am pleased with it. However,
there have been some glitches/issues that are random and only seem to come up unexpectedly. It often takes a lot to figure out
where the issue came from and how to fix it.
Canvas is pretty convenient but not all teachers use it, I think it should be mandated that teachers use canvas.
OIT does an acceptable job. I wish there was a way to streamline the LTI vetting process, but otherwise OK. Hard to mess up
Canvas.
I am a TA and so I help design/operate Canvas for a course, Canvas itself has issues. But this is not a UT-specific concern.
I want more color options in the color you can apply to each individual class.
Fairly easy to use but interface with other systems (i.e. banner) could be better
I am happy with my Online@UT service.
I have many issues with Canvas. I have discussed these with OIT people and basically have been told that changes might be
incorporated in the next update. I am not going to go into all of them here -- it would take quite a bit of time.
Effective product
Sometimes lags
Canvas is usually alright. The biggest issue with canvas is getting professors to put everything up on canvas in a timely manner.
Sometimes the notifications are not immediately available, like when grades posted, teacher said in the morning, but I got my
grades in the afternoon
Boo
some glitches, especially with the automatic features
Canvas is kinda buggy sometimes
Canvas is pretty functional, albeit fiddly at times.
Straight up
Canvas is easy to navigate, individual professors however sometimes make things hard to find (but no technology problems)
I have never had any issues with Canvas
not simple enough
I love the Canvas tool for my classes, and it works great on my iPad and computer. My ONLY concern is that sometimes my
teachers make the due dates at random times and it does not translate clearly to Canvas on my end. But that isn't really an IT
issue.
Canvas is OK. I liked the Blackboard better, but I can live with it.
Professors have been hesitant to adopt Canvas
Canvas generally works well. From time to time I experience Internet service issues, and canvas is sometimes slow itself, but it
generally works well.
Por favor
A lot of teachers dont use it because it's not easy for them to use
Great
Not very mobile happy with it.
Does not work at The Golden Roast and it is right on campus. I love to work in coffee shop settings but do not have a car to go
elsewhere.
Canvas could be improved on mobile devices.
I rely on canvas and use it for everything since I do not attend a physical classroom
Canvas does everything I need it to, though I don’t get a lot of the modules on there. Some of the stuff like “Groups” never gets
used.
Canvas works very well in my experience.
Canvas can be tricky at times but no major issues
I do not like Canvas! See my other comments as to why.
It's better than Blackboard in many ways. But it still takes too many clicks to do some things . . . .
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Great application, but a search bar would be nice to find stuff quicker and maybe cut down on all the sections on the side.
Canvas has worked well with my classes for the most part. I might recommend making sure all professors know how to use all
aspects of Canvas, especially the grades portion.
I still think a lot of teachers have issues using the canvas technology. So I think it would be worth it to go over the various
functions of canvas with instructors so they have the ability to effectively communicate and distribute information and class
materials
None of the grades are weighted correctly and teachers upload information to the wrong section (Most commonly the Syllabus
page is blank but the syllabus itself can be found in Files or Modules)
As stated earlier, could use more file storage, especially for recorded lectures
strong program but a few bugs to fix to help students and staff
Canvas meets all needs and expectations
I used Canvas in High school so, its pretty natural for me to continue it in college. But, it has worked great. My only issue with it is
that I feel like some professors don't know how to properly use it and that can make classes more of a struggle that they already
can be.
I think Canvas is very organized, and it all works well
I have found Canvas very difficult to work with. Setting up courses at the beginning of each semester is time consuming and
frequently frustrating. Roster updates are way too delayed making student access in a timely manner impossible. I will not use the
gradebook because it doesn't weight things correctly.
Sometimes canvas can be clunky to use but otherwise it is a helpful system.
I find this system much less user-friendly than Canvas. One can't import files and grading structures from the last class (or I can't),
for example, so you end up reinventing the wheel each time you teach a course. All kinds of little glitches occur unexpectedly, and
there is no adequate support for Canvas. The online manual is terrible.
It's better than blackboard but I have to do an eportfolio for my minor and it is really hard to navigate and is slow when changing
pages. I like how it has previous classes so that I can access materials from previous courses.
Viewing grades with accurate weighting is hard and responses to quizzes are hidden with respondus which makes it hard to use
past quizzes as study tools
should make canvas mandatory for all professors
Sometimes confusing. Each instructor sets it up different
We should have stuck with BB, as especially when it comes to online classes and SCORM
I like canvas, sometimes teachers set it up to where it is confusing but the actual website is great
Some instructors seem as if they haven't been fully trained in Canvas. Sometimes, their pages can be more confusing to find.
announcements need to be much clearer in canvas because sometimes i dont get the information i need in a reasonable amount
of time because i didnt know they said anything about it.
I find Canvas to be basically average, and would be open to another platform.
The emails I get from canvas are too wordy and don't transfer well to outlook. I would like those emails be legible at a glance
Some issues with layout which can be confusing for freshmen who have never used Canvas before, but otherwise it's a good
supplemental learning tool for the classroom.
It is useful but definitely has some bugs
The Engineering professors should be in charge of the student website as the engineering student website is extremely userfriendly.
canvas is clunky to use; too many clicks required to perform routine tasks
Teachers need to be held accountable on using/updating their Canvas platforms. I have had multiple professors keep their's
completely bare, even without a syllabus.
It is awesome
Staff always available to answer questions and help related to updates in Canvas
I like canvas and have no complaints.
I grew up on blackboard but canvas has grown on me a lot
It is very good. For my use some functions, in particular the quizzes and the gradebook, take longer to use than Blackboard and
are not as easy to customize. The collaborative work space has improved greatly.
Canvas could be better
Two step authentication is frustrating. The website has some user interface problems on my iPad Pro
Canvas doesn't quite meet the needs of a professional school. It is nice that we have been given some control over parts of it, but
we need a little bit more flexibility.
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Space for class storage needs to be increased. 500mb doesn't begin to cut it.
the notifications can get annoying at times
There was an instance were Canvas had crashed and I was not informed when it crashed so I wasn’t sure what was happening till I
talked with me peers. I would appreciate a mass email if something is not working properly for a majority of students.
Canvas is great, professors just don't know how to use it to its full potential, which isn't the staff's fault.
it works well
Comes down, largely, to professor use. The service is high quality and works well, but some professors refuse to use canvas for its
utility functions and if there was a way to make it more accessible for them so that it was ubiquitously used, that would be ideal.
Some teachers use canvas as a link to their own personal websites
It sometimes can be difficult logging in on certain devices
The website itself only works as well as the professors do. Lots of professors I have do not understand canvas and it results in a lot
of unneeded stress.
very easy to use
Canvas works fine, it's the users (faculty) that don't take time to learn it.
I just like Black board better
Canvas is helpful keeping track of what I need to do
I enjoy using Canvas as a learning platform.
Canvas is limited by the individual instructor's choice to not full use canvas featyres99 e.g. blank course calendar's, publish class
ppt slides, etc,
500 MB is insufficient storage for Canvas.
No issues with Canvas. Certain professors use it better than others, but overall, I am able to access all the material I need in a
quick manner.
The program seems to 'glitch' frequently where I get different responses to the same series of clicks or actions. It is frustrating
when dealing with students and grading/posting quizzes/using modules. Additionally, the operations which can be done on the
mobile teacher version are very limited, making it virtually the same as using the student version.
Canvas works fine.
I LOVE CANVAS. Organized so well for the most part and connection is more often than not, on point!
I like Canvas
see my earlier email regarding Canvas - I don't like it one bit - I don't even bother using it. Bb was much better.
Never had issues
Sometimes has performance updates but majority of the time, I am able to utilize it whenever I want.
I feel Canvas could use some reorganizing. Things hide in spots where one doesn't expect them to. Also find that, if an
announcement is updated via Canvas, it doesn't always get redistributed to the class email list.
I am a DE student, and I am not able to access the class syllabi within Canvas. I get an error message telling me to authorize it with
my UT Gmail account, but each time that I click to authorize it notes, "failed to authorize, try again." This issue isn't prohibiting me
from obtaining materials for learning, just from accessing the learning materials via Canvas. I can download and save the
materials, so I do that.
I enjoy using canvas, but there are many aspects of it that can be improved. It was difficult sat first to become comfortable
navigating canvas, but I eventually adjusted. The tutorial videos were very helpful. Canvas has many options for professors when
organizing their class pages, but the variety of options makes it difficult for students to find information since there are so many
places to look and since it differs between each class. Additionally, my professors stress that we must not submit any google docs
because they cannot view them on a Mac, so if I have any assignments on google docs, I have to save them as a pdf and upload
the pdf. It would be beneficial for this problem to be resolved, because I often use google docs and google slides in group work,
and it is tedious to download a pdf version or transfer the document to word and then submit one of those files. Canvas also does
not always accurately display the overall grade in a class because it often does not weight the assignments correctly. It would be
helpful to have a way to manually enter the grade weights if my professor does not put the weighted values into canvas directly
so that I could find what my true grade in the class was.
not enough memory, teachers are not properly trained- they always have trouble publishing things. each teacher uses it
differently. would be nice to have some uniform use
I enjoy canvas. I think it makes learning easier.
I need help every semester getting my courses set up on Canvas. Fortunately for me, the Canvas support staff is very gracious
and helpful. I still don't understand Canvas well. I use it only minimally. I don't find it to be at all intuitive.
It hasn't crashed or failed yet this year so I think it's going well
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Canvas crashes like a drunk driver on New Year's Day.
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We understand that the data is only as good as what is put into it, but the process and results are spotty at best and a larger
integration would be nice.
Andi is superb!
ANDI is wonky, small-printed, and needs improvement in user-friendliness. With that said, it does what I need--it just takes more
time to do.
very clear on how to use it
Does not provide accurate financial information or integrate with other systems
I have had no problems.
It is clunky and sometimes does not always provide the most accurate data
ANDI glitches regularly. I often have to log off and log back in to gain access.
We need more reporting staff! Also sometimes they don't seem to actually read the entire report request form when we list the
column headers/data we need... Also I wish there was a way to have the online report request form auto-fill info
ANDI works great.
It's good because it's what we have and we need that info; there are concerns - again - about its ability to cross over to other
platforms or to more modern needs
I need access to ANDI. We accept donations from Alumni and want to be able to thank them properly. I am in Army ROTC and our
department is always actively recruiting.
It is a powerful tool. However, I would like to trust the reporting more. There are still a lot of errors, particularly in the coding of
automatically generated reports.
Very little use
I am sure it improving annually. Dogwood and Magnolia Residence Halls
We need a cloud based alumni and donor record database with an app where work can be done remotely easier.
I am not on ANDI everyday. The training that is given is awesome and the staff who work through problems are very helpful and
pleasant.
Awesome!
Use ANDI almost daily - maybe not all day - but do use throughout the day. Constantly logging in is kind of a pain especially if you
have a donor on the phone.
ANDI is super clunky. There should be a central database that depts can access and build their own sub-databases within, so that
depts are updating mailing lists separately from ANDI, can integrate people who aren't students/faculty/donors/alumni, and don't
have to have Development pull lists. Also, lists need better detail - e.g. if someone wants to pull all English alumni who specialized
in a certain field, that option isn't currently available at that level.
My only experience with ANDI is waiting for donor lists to be pulled for mailings. It seems the process has many steps and the
timing is unpredictable, which makes it hard to plan and execute the mailings.
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UT System Services - Cayuse SP/424
Horrible interface, not user friendly, hard to search, documents hard to find. Hate it
A Cayuse is a worthless horse, which pretty much describes this software. This is another one of those things that the university
spent a lot of money on without actually having real IT people investigate first.
Although much better now, there are still some problems with this platform.
As a platform, it is still very clunky
Cayuse is terrible. Period.
Same here. I never use Cayuse.
slow and quirky
Generally works well
The website can get confusing to use.
I have had no problems.
It is not an intuitive system for people who do not use it frequently.
This is a horrible service.
Cayuse is clunky and not user friendly
no comments
I pull the Cayuse data into Elements, but the process is extremely complicated. I wish for an easier way to get at the data.
Cumbersome
Support folks here in CEHHS do a great job of making Cayuse easy to use!
I have never had any issues with it.
This system is a NIGHTMARE. I've only had to use it once, and honestly, it has made me not want to seek external funding again. It
is so confusing and frustrating and the routing is very slow. I'm only rating it a 2 because my NSF application did eventually make
it to the NSF.
Cayuse is really helpful. Top request: show project title in proposals tab. "Project name" is pretty useless as it is now. Second
request: add something about environmental and ecosystem healthy to the community benefits tab. a healthy environment is
important, too!
I do not find this system to be user friendly at all.
This system has improved since we first started with it.
Cayuse can be difficult to navigate/customize.
this is by far one of the most frustrating programs I have ever used; it is almost enough to want to never apply for a grant again
No problems with Cayuse
Great way to obtain award info.
Function on MAC inferior
We should have in-department support for using this system and submitting grants
seems to go down for maintenance a lot
Very difficult to find things
Cayuse support from Cayuse (Not UT) is not very good.
Very much dislike this system.
used in my previous position
I find it difficult to navigate.
The little bit I have interacted with Cayuse, it was not easy to navigate and is not user friendly.
I use Cayuse on the admin side and it is ... adequate
Complicated to work in---font/icons too small, not always logical
Completely non intuitive system that I was thrown into with no training.
very cumbersome and difficult to use
It is complicated to use
Perfect
Awesome!
hate having to log in 3-4 different times and people not linking account numbers to award numbers
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There are too many redundant things to do to get proposals approved
use every day, somedays it doesn't perform well or has glitches. I know our office tries to fix, report problems to Cayuse as soon
as possible
Cayuse is not a user friendly system. When trying to find an existing proposal or award it is a slow process. The back button in
the software restarts a search and does not take you to the previous screen. This is a waste of time to have to constantly input
the same information over and over again when searching for specific awards or proposals. The software is also slow to load
documents when a specific award or proposal is opened. There are also screens that have no useful information or no
information at all, so should be removed.
Not intuitive or easy to search
Access to all proposals and funded grants is good. Learning curve wasn't instantaneous, but once you go through it a few times, it
works.
It is not intuitive.
It could be more user friendly
Hard to use and not much that tells you how to use it
I use for reference only, but getting information is tough.
Wish it could have some tailored abilities to UT
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Hard to use and uderstand.
The system itself isn't the best. NOT OIT's fault.
Can't download w2 and other forms.
Not user intutive; no training
Works consistently
I only use IRIS employee self-service.
The system works
IRIS is difficult to navigate.
It needs to be updated. SAP provides many modules we don't use and newer and better interface. My friends who work at other
companies who use SAP have a very difference user experience.
Quick, well crafted action responses.
It is a very clunky , nonintuititve system
IRIS is not super easy to navigate
Leave entry requires double proof-reading. (Starting the calendar on Monday?) It does the job, but requires care in working with
it.
It is time to move on from this software and the weak support and structure for it.
IRIS is a bit finnicky, and it's not terribly intuitive.
Have you ever had to do your own expense reports in IRIS? I'm just sayin...
SAPgui works well.
Really, really clunky.
I do not like the new format. Harder to use.
I don't work in IRIS for my job, but the web area used by staff is very clunky and not very mobile friendly. This is for viewing pay
stubs, benefits, w2's, or managing leave time.
IRIS is extremely clunky to navigate and very frustrating. I wish we could have something more intuitive. not intuitive
IRIS is often confusing
UT needs to offer more IRIS options to all employees
usually good
When I use IRIS, I can't change information it looks like I should be able to and can't see the online statements without
downloading the PDFs (tried on Safari and Chrome); the interface isn't easy to read either
Truthfully, this system isn't user friendly
Information is too scattered in Iris.
This is mainly where my job duties occur. IRIS is very effective for making payments and looking up information I need.
I do not use IRIS a lot but have found it to be not the most user friendly. And I hear a lot of complaints from those that do use it a
lot. One example is checking Conflict of Interest forms for employees. Always a struggle to figure out how to see how they filled
out the questionaire.
Would be nice if you could download more data to excel format
It isn't the friendliest interface, e.g. to look for things or to move up and down the structure.
Iris is not user friendly
I was given access has a temp to have it taken away once I became full time
IRIS is very difficult to use; is very particular about the Browser used for various functions.
IRIS functions as needed, however how-to pages within HELP sites are mostly ineffective or outdated. Step by step examples are
occasionally helpful but not often. In dire need of more robust information and updated program interface within desktop and
Help sections.
hate knowing that in a few years we will be moving sites
Difficult to navigate the menus. I camt view my entire paystub in one screen, its in a smaller screen and i need to scroll up, down,
left and right to view it. Very inefficient.
When my job status changed, IRIS was not updated and it caused problems for two different pay periods.
It would be better if the training/self help/documentation online was easier to search and use. Jenifer is wonderful and is alwasy
helpful.
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I would have liked the email about access sooner
Cumbersome interface. Seems outdated.
IRIS is extremely difficult to understand/navigate
The site is not extremely user friendly. I’d recommend a reorganization of employee resources.
Sometimes it can be hard to find items that I am looking for
This system is not user friendly and can be hard to navigate.
lack of training/logical process
I have had no problems.
The system is cumbersome and hard to learn
No problems accessing and navigating through it
As the financial service for the university, this should be perfect. However, I have had issues with journal files being
rejected with no notification sent. Internal audits caught the error, but could have created real problems as federal grants were
involved.
Iris is clunky and not user-friendly
It could be a better user interface
I usually want to scream and shout when using IRIS
Some employee info is hidden, but otherwise, it seems to work well.
IRIS is a horribly inefficient, unintuitive system. Using its search features is always a chore (who requires asterisks before and after
search words? Again, not intuitive). The workflow process is usually slow and vendors often don't understand why payments take
so long to process. Petty Cash reimbursements make no sense whatsoever. IRIS always requires a set of tedious, secret steps to
complete a necessary task. I could go on, but I'll stop there.
IRIS Helpdesk needs a phone number!
no comments
not user friendly
NOT very user friendly
Not user friendly
It needs updating to the most recent SPS changes
Frequently glitchy
Its only as good as the knowledge of the user.
I find IRIS pretty easy to use and navigate.
IRIS web is confusing and convoluted and looks like it was made to operate on Windows 3.5. IRIS mobile is much cleaner and I
appreciate that, so I gave it a 5.
IRIS can be hard to learn and difficult to use
I would probably rate it higher if I used it more often than once or twice a month and became more familiar with the functions;
just seems cumbersome each time I certify leave or put in requests
Difficult to use.
So many things that I do not know
Effort Certification is ridiculous - its not clear how to fill out the form and we should just be able to click "yes this is correct". i
really need a better way to interface with grant budgets than the financial summary and unversity ledgers provided. They are so
confusing. Coudl we find real banking software for this?
IRIS is not very intuitive. Even actions like approving travel payments are quite difficult.
Too much information here; it's hard to find what you are looking for
This system is also not user friendly. For example, I find it really challenging to figure out how to access ledger information.
Learning how to use it!
I only use this to see my paycheck stub from direct deposit.
IRIS is very user Unfriendly. The information for WBS research Account’s is current only in the beginning and end of the account.
Trying to find reports or screens to provide the information needed is not intuitive at all. It seems you have to access 3 different
areas to get information.
It's not that user friendly.
I have trouble seeing information even in different browsers. This is especially true for payroll information.
IRIS can be difficult to navigate and the interface is outdated.
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The new IRIS is a little difficult to see the highlighted areas. For example, when you are reviewing a line in IRIS you can't tell if it is
highlighted. This should be darker.
This is the most user-unfriendly software I have ever used.
IRIS can run really slow at times.
Not user friendly
finding the information is a pain if you do not know the exact transaction name
Menu is bad, moving within the site is difficult
IRIS is the most confusing webpage I have ever used. It looks like it was built in the 90s and is NOT intuitive to use. There should
be training on how to use this portal.
IRIS is what it is - a brutally efficient transactional system that gets the basic job done with zero regard for user ease or business
intelligance. Obviously designed by German software engineers in collaboration with German accountants. I look forward to our
next generation ERP, while at the same time dreading the death-march that it will require to convert to it.
IRIS is not easy to update with correct information. It is also annoying to have to repeatedly fill out personnel forms just to have
basic information such as your education correct on IRIS.
IRIS seems archaic and dissimilar from normal Windows functions.
Really good and easy to understand
I'm not a good pers on to assess this serivice. My use is limited to only my personal use. For my level of usage, it is great.
I think that this services works efficient
Issues I had with IRIS were related to human error, not the service itself - meaning, my information was input incorrectly by UT
employees when I was transferred to a regular position. IRIS is not the easiest service to use, but usually I can figure it out on my
own.
Iris is a little difficult to use. Too many buttons that say similar things.
It would be great to have an explanation of the abbreviations used on my pay stub!!
Some parts confused me at first, but once I got the hang of it, it's fine.
I'm brand new to IRIS...I know it works well, I just don't know how to use it or what all it functions as
interface is really clunky
IRIS is new to me as well, but I don't seem to have any issues with it
Useful system for employees.
This is not an easy program to use.
To date, I have only used IRIS-related systems for self-service with my job appointment. The system is a little clunky and counterintuitive to use, but that hasn't impeded me getting the information I needed, or registering responses as needed.
Searches are not user friendly
Don't mess with my most used tool. IRIS works great. In the beginning we had a tough time with IRIS, but now she is great.
Difficult to use
hard to get what you need out of it
I like IRIS for travel reimbursement but the confirmation step that we as faculty must do is not intuitive. I'm never sure if I did it
right or not because the system doesn't verify our completion.
Can be hard to access and use
IRIS mobile isn't as mobile friendly as it could be. Sizing of documents is an issue usually.
VERY hard to navigate
Interface is confusing. Often takes hunting through various menus and screens to find how to desired action.
It would be nice to be able to search for transactions or functions of transactions within the IRIS interface. Even after 10 years, I
still have difficulty finding what I need from IRIS.
IRIS is the worst, it is so user unfriendly. I hate using it
It would be ideal for non-admin users to be able to change more of their own information such as office number, phone number,
etc. I've never been able to get that to work even though I've followed the online guide.
Again, bulky and not user-friendly
IRIS is confusing and badly outdated
My annual time within the system is not up to date.
Not easy to use
I can do what is required.
VERY challenging and requires great depence on finance staff which is frustrating for all
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I get my paycheck, so I am guess it works!
Slow and very confusing
Iris is much too complicated
IRIS is cumbersome, slow and very hard to navigate
I have minimal experience with IRIS but have had no issues when I have used it.
seems to be handy and convenient.....our Administrative Specialist has referrred me to this source on occassion on
Obtaining information can be difficult and take longer than expected.
Reliable when needed
IRIS Help desk has great customer service
This tool is great to have, but not always easy to understand. Requires extensive training and understanding of processes.
for waht I need it for it works fine. I dont work in iris daily though
Step by step instructions for everything - update online training
If one has extensive training, you can use it. Not user friendly though.
I Don't like the Marketplace Ordering System
Iris is had to use and the online resources are not sufficient for self-learning. I wish there was a basics course on K@TE for those
who cannot or do not need to attend a full training for their roles.
Can be very convuluted. Blanks to fill in where you really don't need to. If you do fill them in, things just don't work
correctly.
I only use it for payroll related information
I have seen many improvement in IRIS since I started using it in Aug. 2016. The one thing I can think of at the moment is how
when you need to go back into a misc. reimbursement request and it won't allow you to save it unless you add ... after one of the
typed entries in order to save.
It can be cumbersome to use. I only use it for my personal leave reporting and payroll.
not user friendly. Shortcuts, codes makes it hard to identify what you need to reference.
I wish I understood how to get the most out of IRIS.
IRIS works great.
IRIS is a very well designed and run system. It is just too cryptic for the occasional user. Needs a simpler user interface for the
uninitiated.
Need better training materials
This system is so hard to use...not user friendly at all!
How old is this system? Can we seriously not do better than IRIS? The hoops one has to jump through to accomplish anything on
this dinosaur is phenomenal!
Difficult to use - not WYSIWYG by any means
I am happy with my IRIS service
It can be tough to navigate.
It's sometimes confusing to get where I need to go if I'm not following a direct link.
Yeah!
IRIS is clunky, not intuitive to use
Payroll not intuitive
Great program! Very helpful!
IRIS is NOT user friendly.
very unintelligible
IRIS is cumbersome. Information is hard to find. But it is there.
THERE ARE A FEW GLITCHES BUT CANNOT THINK OF ANYTHING SPECIFIC
It is ugly and bureaucratic and it makes it too hard to submit & approve expense reports. The ledgers for grants are unnecessarily
hard to read.
Seems everything is going IRIS so having it perform at a high level is necessary.
IRIS is fine.
This is the MOST unfriendly, un-intuitive software I have ever used. I never look forward to doing expense reports because of the
user interface.
IRIS is difficult. Not intuitive
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Terrible
There are a lot of outdated transactions in IRIS that need to be updated. The outdated transactions have extra boxes or
data fields that aren't used so it can cause confusion when trying to complete a transaction. It is also frustrating that the new
systems that UT has adopted are not very compatible with IRIS. The new contracts system requires you to log into a seperate
service to look up information.
I really really don't like IRIS. It's incredibly antiquated and difficult to use. We need a better system!
Only do timesheets/requests
works fairly well, wish that IRIS would send email EVERY time that a new message comes into the IRIS inbox, despite items sitting
in inbox
IRIS is not exactly intuitive, but I've gotten used to it
Ease in navigation would make it better
Without significant training, it is difficult to search
Uptime very good; IRIS admin team nice to work with.
IRIS is clunky and user-unfriendly. Although we continue to improve it for our use, in general, it is a difficult system to use.
Often incomprhensible and non-intuitive
Magnolia Building
the annual review system needs work to make navigation easier.
IRIS interface is a complex and somewhat dated one.
Jonathan Ruth is amazing!!!!
What an awful interface. I despise having to use IRIS. Please pick a different system that is easier to understand.
It could use updating to make it more intuitive and a smoother interface.
IRIS is not user-friendly. There are so many fields that don't have to be used, but are still there, and others that do need to be
used but are hidden. Same with rules like when to use all caps or not. I've used IRIS for years and still do things wrong because it
is so not intuitive.
Finding things in "Shop" is unnecessarily difficult.
My paycheck can't easily be seen on a smart phone. I have to scroll around on it to find the information I need. It would be nice to
have deduction etc on an easy to read mobile format.
Marketplace is extremely difficult to use in terms of getting orders completed in a timely manner, searching for products, etc.
Having a photo of the product, not just the description, would be helpful.
As intuitive as a bar of soap in a meatloaf.
This is the worst software I use on a weekly or daily basis, and is one of the worst software I have ever used.
IRIS is fairly useful and straightforward, but opens too many browser windows.
IRIS is a bit clunky and sometimes difficult to understand for someone without an accounting background.
IRIS is the most complicated program I have ever used
I like being able to check my leave balances and payroll info at any time.
Very cumbersome interface.
Out of date interface that isn’t intuitive
worse system I have ever seen.
Some transactions do not allow for mistakes to be corrected, which forces the user to abort, back out of the transaction and start
over.
little clunky still but getting better. Transaction codes are a little much sometimes.
Easy quick access
purchasing not user friendly
IRIS is easy to navigate
not intuitive
I love the IRIS tips. Since I use IRIS for many functions in my job, it is important to have self guided tutorials. Plus the IRIS help desk
ROCKS!
Have you ever tried to use the shop system on IRIS? What is up with new windows for everything?
Does not interact well with Mac OS
constant usage
The web interface is clunky and very slow. It is not a well designed user experience. The FIORI app that goes with it is better, but
still clunky.
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I use this frequently; knowing the transactions to use and saving information for analysis is difficult.
IRIS works just fine, but I find IRIS to be very complicated to navigate. Particularly the time entry process would be impossible to
figure out without someone to show you step by step.
sometimes confusing to navigate
Iris has it learning curves
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Student Information Systems and Online Class Registration (Banner, DARS, MyUTK, Gradesfirst)
Variable credit courses are unintuitively set up
The question answers itself--patchwork, confusing, bad interface, etc. etc.
DARS has never remembered my degree information in four years of utilizing the system. Even when advisors have "fixed" it, it
always defaults back to an empty field. GradesFirst is confusing at first. MyUTK looks good.
Works great.
Run into registration problems for no reason sometimes
Sometimes adding grades is awkward and difficult to determine if they have been finalized
Banner is often messing up and confusing, there is little to no training on it. GradeFirst is constantly an issue and the company
does not provide support.
I have never had issues with the service
The changes to these systems over the last year or so has made these sites more difficult to navigate and use
Banner is terrible. I can't even open and use two sessions at the same time. I hate this software. SAP makes a module that does
what banner does, why don't we use it. Banner needs to go.
Banner is old, and to some extent it works, but the data needs to be simplified.
GradesFirst has a tendency to crash, but I've had no issues with Banner or MyUTK.
Online class registration has given me issues with registering for classes.
My undergrad system was way better than MyUTK in particular.
satisfied
These are more complex interfaces providing less information than they could.
"Academic hold" advisories provide no real information on how to resolve and can impede class registration.
Banner seems very clunky and outdated.
Somewhat complicated to use at first but extremely helpful and valuable tools
Often find banner to be confusing when I want to move forward and backward between pages
STOP MAKING ME CHANGE MY PASSWORD.STOP MAKING ME CHANGE MY PASSWORD.STOP MAKING ME CHANGE MY
PASSWORD.
I feel sorry for students who are trying to navigate their studies using DARS, MyUTK, etc.
I prefered the old MyUTK Interface.
Can be helpful but students are not educated on how to use these services
Our first year courses are chosen for me so I haven't really experienced this yet.
The new class search implemented thisyear doesn't work and requires too many clicks. I wasn't thrilled with the old one (which I
can still get by going in a round about way) wasn't great but the interface was much better than the new blue design and course
information layout.
My UTK needs a fresh update
It’s changed quite frequently so it’s hard to always find things easily
Very easily accessible information
As long as I can see my status and schedule I’m fine
It ks improving
don't like the changed system for registering for classes
Banner's interface is terrible. GradesFirst has had some glitches in the past.
Restrictions on getting into classes are quite limiting, and there should be a way for professors to lift bars from classes remotely.
Banner is the worst. The new navigation makes no sense and cannot easily access the things that I need as an instructor.
MyUTK has become a little difficult to navigate, and the integration with Banner is certainly rough around the edges. The
registering for classes tab has text that flows out of the box often, making it so you can't click links on mobile
These service can be tricky to find and use at first if you’re not used to them. I never use DARS without my advisor
Is tricky and not straight forward. have to click through too many options to get where you want
I only use it for basic stuff and so far I haven't been let down
DARS and Banner are my mortal enemies. DARS is confusing to navigate and it takes a few tries to pull up my uTrack. Banner is
not that helpful. I feel like instead of the bare minimum that is hard to find, more features could be offered on it
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good systems
Do you know anyone who likes having 12 tabs open?
MyUTK for faculty is OK. Banner needs to vastly improve its platform or have its contract terminated. Banner assumes each
course is composed of a single section. Multi-section courses are an enormous burden to build and maintain since one can not
make changes in multiple sections at the same time.
Everything works good, but I get confused sometimes between which one to use. Maybe it is because I am new. But it feels like
there is too much or it is spread out too much.
I've mostly only used MyUTK. My undergrad used a much more antiquated system, so this is a walk in the park. Checking grades
and transcripts is too complicated though, the interface is overwhelming
Registering for classes is simple and easy.
ALL ARE VERY DIFFICULT TO NAVIGATE. its one huge headache to try and sit down and figure it out hoe to operate the system. My
UTK is probably the best out of the four, while GradesFirst the worst. havent heard of Banner
No major issues with these services, other than perhaps a notification system to receive reminders of time-sensitive information,
or changed information pertinent to student finances.
Generally works well
Menus are confusing.
These services can be confusing
Too much information on one screen for DARS. Could have better interface. Banner could also have a better interface so we could
easily see class meeting times, locations, professors, and more directly relevant information. The overload of things on the screen
makes it hard to read everything without expanding it. MyUTK interface improves, but important deadlines for the specific
student should be included (payment due, advising open, holds, etc).
DARS is messy and hard to understand.
Easy viewing of grades and transcripts from my homepage.
They are all convoluted, confusing, and frustrating. And very user-unfriendly. Why does it have to be so hard to use these very
integral programs?
Does not integrate well with IRIS, but is a useful system
The new MyUTK view is harder to see as one picture, so I do a lot more scrolling now. It seems like less is offered.
Has become more confusing over time. It is hard to use now and takes me a while to register for classes and check my schedule
Sometimes these can be annoying/confusing to navigate but these are generally helpful.
Cumbersome. Hard to find needed and most used information.
MyUTK became much harder when it was reorganized this year.
I use Banner9, and there are a couple of things that I cannot do that I used to be able to before switching to Banner9. I have to
call the Registrar's office and have them do it.
often you have to jump all over the place to find something simple
It seems like these could be consolidated and not require as many logins
These services are helpful in general, but I wish myUTK was better centralized. Sometimes I need information and I'm not sure
which heading it falls under or where to start looking.
I feel that DARS could have a little more instruction because it is kind of confusing. Also, adding and dropping classes can be VERY
glitchy at times which makes sense because of how many people are signing up.
I find these websites hard to navigate many of the times that I need to use them in planning and understanding class schedules.
take away two factor
I have had no problems.
too many portals. there should one portal from which you can access all your information instead of having to jump through
multiple websites
Currently the Banner deployment seems inconsistent. Banner pages open as versions 8.9, 9, 9.11, etc. A standard format would
be useful to provide continuity between pages.
convoluted services
MyUTK can be confusing. They can kind of be unorganized
Banner
The attendance tracking feature needs a UI update. It's confusing to have items that look like you can select them but you can't
(unless that specific date is selected).
no comments
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Sometimes it’s very hard to maneuver and class registration crashes often
I wish there weren't so many different systems.
Hard to use, can't find what I'm looking for. Not always updated
The new website, one stop shop makes it all much more simpler. I can verify information at my fingertips as opposed to
previously having to click and search in several places.
finding information on myutk is just about as far away from being intuitive as it gets. the myutk homepage has been updated to
look better, but now links are hidden. also, these links still go to pages that look like they were designed in the 50's. if you're going
to update the look of a site, update it all.
My myUTK does not work on safari but it works on chrome
When too many people get on the site, it basically crashes over and over again, which is strange because you guys should know
how many people are going to be trying to access these sites at a given point. There should be no reason these sites crash if you
accommodate for the amount of students who are planning to use it.
I was not enrolled in the classes that I enrolled in. This caused me endless trouble and fees even though I had proof of
enrollment.. I
Banner was updated but still is not used to its capabilities.Im not sure if just not willing to use all it has to offer or UTK does not
update all the possibities the program has to offer.
I wish that audits were a little easier to understand, in regard to which classes you need to take to satisfy a requirement.
It can be difficult to know which category what you need falls under. It requires a scavenger hunt sometimes
I have never had a bad experience with registering or viewing my grades.
All are easy to use.
There are things I would change about GradesFirst, but I know changes are coming so it may be improved. I have been using
Banner for many years so find it easy to use.
Why are the banner menus not customizable? And if they are not going to be customizable, could they at least be in an order that
makes sense? I'm sure "My Resources" and "Academic Support" make sense for the functions students need to use, but for a
faculty member with advising responsibilities, which functions are located where seems to be completely haphazard. I need an
organization which reflects the major things I need to do: personnel, teaching, advising. Grades First is also clunky to use. Why
doesn't my undergrad office have the ability to see the files of every student declared as a major in our department? I need for
my DUGS to see the advising notes I put in. This seems basic, and I know other institutions have such access.
too many different systems; Banner is sometimes complicated to work with
the new system is horrible and i now have to email every professor to get into a class. This is a waste of money for the univeristy
and you all should switch to something else.
There is so much information crowded into this section, that it makes me overwhelmed and I struggle to find what I am looking
for.
These are extremely vital places for being a student here at UT. Unfortunately, it can be hard to use these sites if no one explains
how to use them effectively. UT websites are also kind of not great. Navigating them can be rather tricky and annoying, not to
mention the layout is poor. It's also not great when formats keep constantly changing because it takes a lot of effort to
understand one format but then it changes way too often. It just needs to be simple and good quality that you don't have to
change for a good long time.
It works fine, but myUTK was confusing at first. There are so many tabs on it.
Crashed occasionally
Works well, but some things are not especially intuitive
Plan ahead feature is great
can't ever find anything in a timely manner in the new messed up myutk used to be able to control+f dars for when I needed that
now I need to click through 50 different menus to find it because its hidden so it can't be found with control+f
I have not explored DARS and Gradesfirst that much but it seemed a little confused by it but I just need to look at it more.
Sometimes GradesFirst is complicated to find what you need
This service is so confusing as someone who didnt literally desgin the website. There are WAY too many words and links to links to
links that its impossible for me to find what im looking for without asking for help from someone else or just giving up.
MyUTK is completely unfriendly to users, it needs much better UX design. Banner suffers from the same problem in the " being
too complicated for a simple transaction" direction
MyUTK
Some of these interfaces are not user friendly. There is a lot of room for improvement.
These sites crash very easily
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myUTK is great!
The Student Information Systems can be a little difficult to navigate and is not extremely user friendly.
There's a lot of separate random placed to get information. Why aren't they in one
The online class registration in particular is awful to use. It is often really slow when registration opens up for a group of people
which can make it a pain to use. MyUTK can also be frustrating sometimes because the page doesn't always load correctly.
I ranked the actual service performance an 8 because the Student Information Systems work very well.
MyUTK has helped make the online systems more user friendly by providing a central way of accessing different systems. But at
times, it is still hard to navigate.
I don't like the new layout of the website because everything is compartmentalized into little menus. I liked how I could see all the
links at the bottom of the page before.
If I don't know how to do something somebody around me normally does
these are good and easy to use programs
It is much harder to find info about my students than it was before. Trying to find their class schedules for scheduling make-ups
and what not took an extremely long time to figure out. I broke down and called someone to find out. I tend to get better help
by calling someone instead of trying to dig for it online.
Not bad.
GradesFirst in particular is frustrating to navigate and use. My UTK is also very far from what any reasonable person would call
streamlined. Class registration is a headache as well. The UI for it is terrible.
Really easy to navigate.
I don’t use it much by banner is not clear on information available
Sometimes its slow
Awesome
Hate duo mobile
Banner, DARS, etc. can be rather confusing. DARS is pretty good, I don't even know what Banner is, MyUTK is decent, and
Gradesfirst I assume is just our Canvas
could be more clear on what they all do / which to go to in order to acess x,y,or z
Extremely difficult to navigate. For example, I have been trying to determine which classes are Summer 1 vs Summer 2 and it is
essentially impossible without going to an advisor for help.
As far as registering for classes it was kind of difficult second semester freshman year because we didn't get to see how the
system worked until we got here and it doesn't get explained to us either. So maybe include it in orientation?
the new format is slightly confusing I like having everything spelled out instead of hidden in tabs that i have to sort through. The
best part is the area for financial stuff and the class schedule
Banner tends to shut down and me overloaded whenever I try to register.
I do not use some of these since they are very confusing!
the dars report is hard to understand how to use and takes time getting used to
I do not like how you can build a schedule on one part of Banner, but that can be separate from the class registration part of
Banner. Often, I have created a schedule and that takes time, then I have tried to turn that plan into my schedule by registering
for those classes, and it turns out I just spent a lot of time in pretend-land and I have to go to an entirely different part of Banner
to register for courses.
I have not experienced any issues.
The new interface is confusing. I'm very frustrated at not being able to see information about students in my classes, including
addresses and majors.
works ok
That stuff is really helpful if you know how to use it
Waitlist could be improved vastly. Should not be dropped when classes start.
I love using these systems because they are so easy and I can check all my statuses
Sorta confusing but figured out after looking around
It's ok. It's not an issue of the old interface per se, but all of those have too many buttons to navigate through.
I like how these services are ran
I have no real complaints. Banner could be made easier to use by formatting all class information (credit hrs, meeting times, etc.)
to appear on one page at once.
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it would be really nice if faculty could customize their landing page to eliminate all of the student resources and focus on what
they need most in myutk; like so many other aspects of technology on campus, it takes too many clicks to get to the most
important information in banner/DARS
Banner needs to be simplified by major.
Achieves more than enough to provide services, a little overwhelming.
These are really lacking and could use streamlining and a whole redesign but are functional as is.
Interface is strange; not intutitive. At times, hard to find information.
There should be a student ID search bar on every page. There is a lot of unnecessary clicking involved to get to one page
(Academic History for example). Getting logged out constantly is frustrating - I can actively be using the page and it will log me
out.
It's a little confusing trying to find everything
It's okay. A bit hard to figure out where to ask for a transcript.
So clumsy, redundant, and scattered.
Unannounced Banner changes need to stop. Advising needs to be in the conversation about Banner changes that affect SSB
because we use it on a daily basis. We have lost multiple functions and information points that require retraining and rethinking
our advising practice. It's more than an inconvenience.
Some systems work best in Chrome and others work in IE. Having to work in 2 browsers is doable but annoying. I have to switch
between Banner and Banner 9 frequently.
These systems are sometimes difficult for students to navigate. Furthermore, access to systems for myself is sometimes hindered
by poor connectivity. Finally, additional uses of these systems would greatly enhance my efficiency at my job, such as the item
listed in a previous question about students being able to print certain student record information from their MyUTK account that
feeds from Banner.
MyUTK performance degraded after recent changes--hard to navigate
I used MyUTK as a parent to pat bills for my kids who attend UTK. It's fine.
Banner and myUTK updates are not good.
too many steps to get through to the roster, grading, or finding their majors, etc.
Clumsy interfaces, often confusing
I wish more class section offerings were released sooner so I could plan my schedule sooner and more efficiently, rather than
planning in hopes of more sections to be added.
Banner isn't always as intuitive as it could be in terms of navigation.
Amazing
So far, every term I've had to register, the site has crashed during at least one time slot. Thankfully, it has not been my time slot
yet, but it still happens all the time when people are trying to register. That is so stressful and could potentially ruin someone's
semester or force them into taking summer classes just to graduate on time.
entering info is a PITA!
Attendance tracking has been greatly improved. Thank you.
I use My UTK services and I have not experienced nay problem
there are some glitches that are frustrating
Registering for class as a non-degree-seeking student was more complicated than I anticipated on this system. I haven't used any
of the other features.
myUTK's organizational system is not intuitive, the information is there but there are too many menus to navigate in order to
perform simple tasks
Duo Security is a burden.
Very stressful to register and one time the website wiped all my choices
Since I am not faculty or student, this isn't my biggest expectation, but do believe the system is build very well!
It hasn't been bad, thus far. I had to be taught how to use it by some friends who had luckily done it before, but if not for them - I
would have really struggled. It would be nice if DARS and registration were connected - maybe registration could show you a list
of all classes that would meet the requirements for the classes you still need/have not had.
It is a bit confusing and could be more user-friendly.
Need for consistent training programs in Banner and appropriate update to DARS as influenced by catalog and curricular changes
It isn't perfect, but it has definitely gotten easier and better each year. Wish the teachers would decide on a time a lot earlier than
they do.
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Entering grade is difficult.
Why does it seem to change so often (grades) and cross listed courses remain a problem
Inconsistent as hell and struggle to show you what you want to see
All are exceptional contributions to advising. The inability to access basic student information other than our advisees is really
frustrating, however. I'm speaking in terms of majors in other areas of our school who may come to us for advising. We need to
be able to give blanket approval to lead advisors for all of the music majors.
Need better training materials
Finding anything is like looking for a needle in a haystack. Why aren't faculty offered training on these systems?
Online class registration is weak
why were there changes to MyUTK without notifying folks about the changes and how to navigate changes
my undergrad institution had a much better system for searching classes via a timetable, and sorting for level, department, partial
course numbers, elective credits, times and other useful abilities. I have struggled to find the courses I'm looking for on Banner
I use Banner,a nd MyUTK they also seen to work pretty well.
Banner is terrible. Not user friendly and UTK does not provide adequate help.
The systems are mostly fine but as a student, I miss the printed timetable - it was easier to see and browse courses that way.
Similar to what you lose when you search a library catalog online rather than looking at books on the shelf near the book you are
looking for. Lose the ability to "browse"
They are really confusing to access as an advisor.
Can we please have one system. One for Banner and one for others. Please combine Banner, MY UTK, Canvas and Grades First.
Having to switch between them is a pain.
GradesFirst doesn't work all the time but it might just be me. Sometimes I have a hard time scheduling an appointment.
I find the user interface unappealing
Class registration - make it clear students need to click "Register" or it won't turn green/go through
Again, it’s kinda slow.
MyUTK is a very good set up. Unfortunately, class registration and gradesfirst has a complex system that sometimes freezes up
and is prone to user error/frustration.
It's too overwhelming with the resources--I think y'all can make a much more user-friendly design that students can engage with.
And I really don't know any student who actually uses Gradesfirst? What's the point? If there is one, students are missing it.
i wish DARS and banner were linked better so i could search for classes based on what I need, instead of having to do a ton of
research and write it all down before looking up classes. Also i think a lot of students don't really know what DARS is or how to
use it and end up not taking classes that they need
There is not a notification that tells you whether or not you are able to register for classes on the day you are supposed to. There
is also not a notification that tells you if you have documents needed that prevents you from receiving your FAFSA.
my utk is very complicated
Searching for classes and actually finding an up to date class description is lacking. The meanings of TBA and 12:00-12:01 seem
mysterious. A key for abbeviations and codes would prove most helpful
MyUTK front page does not clean out old messages - such a misleading mess
can be tricky to learn
The website wasn’t working during my first day of Fall Registration.
Seldom use Banner or DARS but MyUTK typically works well
Hard to navigate
I've never had any issues with these services, and their usefulness is understated.
sometimes changes are made to Banner and it is harder to navigate/find things; registration issues
Sometimes it's hard to find the classes I'm looking for, to find my transcript. There are a lot of clicks and similar kinds of
information are in different places.
Registration is confusing every semester and not intuitive
Gradesfirst in particular is challenging for me to navigate.
For banner, it would be nice to have it compatible for phone usage
GradesFirst is not my favorite thing, but that's mostly just because I feel like it should be a part of Canvas or MyUTK, and it's a
separate website.
this system looks like something form 1993. Is there not anything with a better UX than this?
Very hard to navigate. often do not remember what each does
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the majorityof the time these work fine. there are few things that are not very user friendly, but for the most part, it's ok
I have had not issues with using any of these systems. I have no experience with Gradesfirst.
Hard to find spot to change number of credits for dissertation hours
Easy to use but not particularly intuitive
These can be a little hard to navigate/find the information I need at times
A bit cumbersome, and very difficult to use on a mobile phone.
The system is kind of confusing.
Interface seems outdated, not streamlined
It is hard to log back in if you get logged out. Other than MyUTK they are clunky and kind of hard to use.
Registering for classes is not user friendly
MyUTK has improved in the last year
No issues with any of the listed websites
Not very mobile friendly, but everyone is expected to have a laptop
Some of these systems are clunky, not intuitive and hard to navigate. MyUTK is the best on this list- that is pretty easy to use.
The way the GradesFirst system organizes the classes is ridiculous and unnecessarily confusing.
Banner does not always work appropriately when I try to register for classes. The format seems outdated.
The window to see my planned schedule is not large enough to see my full schedule
The layout seems to change often.
Difficult to navigate
I have never had a problem with any of these services.
Sometimes confusing or doesnt work
Banner is terrible. The "new and improved" version is not user friendly (timetable, getting class lists, etc.) MyUTK and DARS
could be a bit more user friendly. Gradesfirst is fine.
I have always been able to complete my task, but I often have to repeatedly search for the right way. I would like to see more
instruction or help in navigating the complex systems involved. And by the way, what is DARS?
Learning to navigate these was difficult coming from another college.
All the systems are pretty user friendly but the updated version of MyUTK isn't as clear as the previous version. It is way harder to
find the information needed without using the search bar.
can be confusing about what each link does. there should be clearer titles or something. or a description of what each one is.
It works well but I feel sometimes I need more information on how to use it more efficiently.
Rarely have a problem
Even as a sophomore it is hard for me to find certain things that I am looking for with the lack of descriptions on each tab. For
example, I spent longer than I'd like to admit searching for my cumulative GPA because I didnt know which tab to look under.
easy to navigate
Sometimes hard to navigate these services.
DARS can't return Major / minor combo reports. With the new gen-ed requirements pushing for more minors, this is critical.
Banner isn't super easy to use, but myUTK is fine. No experience with DARS or Gradesfirst that I am aware of.
I am unable to register for classes, because every couple of months I have to send in my transcripts from another UT campus.
There should be an internal system where this information is shared. It is ONE system, but all of the campuses operate as their
own little world and do not communicate with one another. It needs to be a more cohesive system and union of the campuses.
Students should not have to pay a third party to get transcripts sent from UTC to UTK or vice versa.
Implementation of MyUTK has been horrendous until last year. Like most University websites, UTK was stuck in the 90s until last
year. Now it is disorganised but modern.
I hate ad astra!!!!!!
Some students have a hard time understanding MyUTK. I don't.
Wasted keystrokes since it reverts back to previous student ID#'s , also Banner shuts down while working in it.
Can't access some components that could be useful
Difficult to locate desired areas like T-1098
Banner often has trouble loading. The online class registration system is hard to use if you do not know the exact code for the
class you are looking for.
Gradesfirst was extremely hard to use at first until someone explained it and I still think it could be much easier, Banner and
MYUTK are useful and relatively easy and I've never used DARS so I have no comment.
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The system feels like it was designed in the 90's but other than that it works
Depends on the program. Does not capture complex systems like the CVM
I am happy with myUTK and related services
There is not enough help available for problems with DARS. The advisors do not give enough or have enough information in
understanding or changing issues with a DARS.
Can’t wait to use this feature!
Lags
It all works fine but Banner can be clumsy. It would be nice if you could see upcoming course offerings sooner than the week
before registration opens.
Works well most of the time. However for Dars getting a petition put in and approved takes weeks which is ridiculous.
I don't know why we changed the clear advising screen. It is not at all more helpful to those of us with 300+ caseloads. I also
should be able to pull all my majors, whether or not I am their primary advisor.
this is for myutk--sometimes lacking in user friendliness
Hard to navigate
Its coo
There's a lot of info in one place so it's hard to find specific info sometimes
I have never had any issues with these systems
Took a little getting used to, but is very helpful
These service work well for undergraduates, however, many of these services do not explicity help graduate student and their
understanding of how close they are to graduation.
Sometimes, it is difficult to access and understand, and some of the buttons are finicky. Sometimes, if I click on the wrong class, I
have to start all the way back over. Also, it is nearly impossible to see my week at a glance, unless I pretend to add another class.
Gradesfirst is awesome, except it can be hard to find information. Banner is a nightmare - it's hard to find the right information or
to get it to work the right way. It's nearly impossible to find things in MyUTK and there is an error message which erroneously
comes up every time I look up a student record - it does this for other people too. It just makes my job a lot harder.
Supper ken
Hard to use
Tons of different websites, sometimes hard to figure out where to find specific information
Sometimes crashes when a lot of people are on it, but that is to be expected.
I have not experienced any trouble
Banner isn't any easy to use program and we need more training and an actual manual..
Some facts are incorrect or it takes a long time to update information
Banner is not user friendly to me & I'm having trouble getting override access!
not enough information is provided in these systems to explain exactly why you would use a particular screen.
It works but it’s confusing to use. A lot of the time when I need to do something I need to go back and ask my advisor how. It’s not
very intuitive.
You
My UTK can be hard to use in some cases.
I've not used Gradesfirst
Myutk site is usually always up to date and provides easy access to all my materials
The display is outdated for myutk registration
Our student information systems are generally, like IRS, clunky and not-so-very user-friendly. They are not constructed with endusers in mind.
Often hard to find what I am looking for - not user-friendly
I think adding a section for regristation that pulls classes that fit gen ed requirements would be nice.
After learning how Banner worked, I had no problem registering for classes.
difficult to navigate
Magnolia Building
sometimes unreliable
Grade and attendance entry is poorly designed. Would be happy to show how it could be improved
Confusion to navigate at times
Signing up for classes has been fine
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MyUTK harder to navigate
I haven't had problems with it
MyUTK has improved, but I really don't use it that much. I don't use Banner or DARS at all.
Gradesfirst can be difficult to use for scheduling appointments at times
There is some duplication accross systems that cuses confusion.
I expect the Class Registration system to work well and it does. Only thing I wish it had was a way for when you have waitlisted for
a class. For it to automatically enroll you in it when it becomes available. And possibly remove you from another based on that if
needed.
Sometimes the site can be confusing to register for class, but it usualyly all works well
It has been less helpful since recent changes. I am no longer able to see a student's schedule which has been an issue scheduling
make-up tests.
It is really hard to find future course schedules. I want to look at courses to see if I want to take a class and I have a hard time
finding the schedule.
MyUTK is nice, but banner, DARS, and Gradesfirst is not user friendly or aesthetically pleasing,and needs to be updated.
I'm not sure that this is relevant but uTrack has always been a pain. It would always tell me I was off track and try to prevent me
from registering. I was not off track and I disliked the hindrance.
Fine. It can be a little difficult to navigate sometimes.
I love the new schedule format thing where you can make drafts of your schedule and you can see where your classes are in the
day like in a calendar. DARS is confusing because it keeps kicking me off of the Leadership Studies Minor
1985 called and they want DARS back. GradesFirst is a pain to use - surely we can do better.
I was confused when I first went into all of that, I had to ask for help but it’s overall okay
confusing, jumping through loops, hard to get to resources
myUTK can be difficult to navigate, I still doin't quite know what's the point of Gradesfirst
there needs to be a clearer layout of MyUTK that is easier to use because there are so many resources on there that no one
knows exist so they never use it.
Not good experience with MyUTK. have not used the others.
I find it very hard to search for available classes; could Banner be improved?
The new format makes the tabs harder to access
Can sometimes be confusing to navigate.
They can be a bit annoying to work with, especially banner and myutk
issues with web-browser on banner, banner is just not great to use
Do not use any but myutk
Clunky access to student registration and email addresses
a terrible platofrom; very difficult to locate needed information
Too many errors without explanations lead to frequent emails to advisers for help.
It is awesome
Not always the easiest to use
MyUTK phone app is not easy to navigate. The MyUTK website is a bit messy to navigate for students who also are faculty.
Somehow, the new system for registering for classes became more confusing than before.
All of these sites work well on computer and mobile
Banner integration with Canvas needs to happen. The clunkiness of Banner is a huge time suck.
It can be confusing to navigate.
Registering for classes is often difficult and slightly confusing, i have never been able to access gradesfirst and eventuallu gave up
and used canvas
Barely use MyUTK
Convoluted steep learning curve
sometimes it gets confusing on where to find things
it works well except booking advising never has ever let me
Courses drop out of my DARS and I need to petition them for them to show up even though they fit the requirements
I have never had an issue.
can be confusing to use
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I detest having to log into so many different systems! Since I only do it once, maybe twice a year, I never know what is were.
Very annoying and time consuming.
learning new platform
Dars is confusing
banner , myutk not inyuayive and no backpage feature
These work as expected.
I am not a fan of the MyUTK redesign that took place last year. To me, it seems harder to find the pages I need. Once I find a
service on MyUTK such as Banner or DARS it is great, but I have trouble finding those services with the current User Interface. An
option to opt in to the old design would be nice. OR, the option to customize the right side where it says "frequent pages" or
whatever that everyone is using, if I could customize that with what I use the most, it would greatly enhance my MyUTK
experience.
As a grad student I can’t take advantage as much as I live in another state
They are complicated and on too many separate sites that are individually apart from each other.
Only issue is when the system gets frozen when registering for classes. STRESS! Happened last semester and it was a mess!
It's not intuitive but once you have the steps it's okay. I wish when printing the class roster from the registration portal the print
was bigger. I think the font is 4!
I have had Banner crash on me when I was registering, and it was very annoying.
Lots of room for improvement here. As an instructor, I cannot see how many credit hours a student is registered for. We have an
internship course that is variable from 3 to 6 credits, and it is important that I be able to see how many credits students sign up
for. Also, the "system" does not tell me when a student drops my class. I teach large, multi-section lectures and online sections.
The roster and Canvas people do not always "agree" on who is currently enrolled. This is confusing for me and for my TAs when
grading students who may have dropped the class but are still in the Gradebook. I wish there was a "push" notification to alert me
when a student drops a class. As well, I do not understand why sometimes when a student drops a course they will be removed
from Canvas (after the midnight sync) but other times the student stays in Canvas. It is a quagmire to sort through.
It is difficult for me to find information in myutk, but I can usually find what I am looking for after a few minutes of hunting the
numerous links. I enjoy using Banner, especially the plan ahead feature. Gradesfirst is adequate, but getting started with it has
been an issue I face.
adequate
I love DARS. MyUTK and Gradesfirst are sort of confusing, though.
MyUTK seems to work well for me. I don't find my way around Banner well.
Very out of date visually. Text doesn't fit into text boxes and the whole system for registering for classes looks like it was coded in
the late 90's
Very non user friendly
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LiveOnline@UT (Zoom) virtual classroom environment support
I use this for Spanish and have never had a problem
Zoom works pretty seamlessly.
So far so good!!
I have never had issues with the service
Zoom is awesome! But there are still sometimes problems with connection
I've only recently discovered Zoom, and I'm very grateful to OIT's support of it and its features!
I have never had an issue with Zoom.
Loses connection more than it should.
Love using Zoom
STOP MAKING ME CHANGE MY PASSWORD.
I don't use it in class, but it's marginally okay for meetings.
good
Not enough training surrounding zoom.
I’ve only used it twice. I prefer email or office hours
Zoom is great. I love that we can do breakout sessions, but every now and then the sound goes a bit in and out and I know it's not
my internet. I checked.
I use Zoom a lot and have had fairly good success with it. Greatly appreciate this being available to us!
I hardly use zoom but when I do it works well
Some faculty seems to have problems using.
Zoom usually works well; technology in classrooms is sometimes an issue.
good when you can look at someone you talking to
Easy to use if you know how to use product
Can't hear the teacher very well
Functionality of Zoom is fair at best
I don't love taking classes that require Zoom, but when I have had to use it, it works flawlessly.
Cant give an answer for performance...havent used
instructors not well trained
The service works adequately, but displays some lapses in performance.
Zoom is not accessible across Ag Campus due to issues with WiFi
When a human just reads Powerpoint presentation, it is not helpful.
Zoom is nice when it works, but it seems to require higher-speed internet than the CVM has available.
I use Zoom every week and have no trouble with it. .
Great service. Would not be able to function without it.
I have had no problems.
Zoom doesn’t work on every professor’s computers.
audio is terrible
Zoom rooms are touch and go as far as availability goes.
Zoom is good enough, but would be immensely better for course delivery with dedicated distance classroom resources
I believe this is the website used for my online class, and the web player is absolutely awful.
Zoom doesn't always work well for on-campus students or for large groups. Students have had issues getting disconnected or not
being able to join breakout rooms (this might be more of an internet connectivity issue than a Zoom issue).
I don't use Zoom for classroom purposes, but for conferencing needs, it's been great.
no comments
ZOOM cuts out a lot
Tech folks seem really good about problem solving with instructors.
Mary Lee is awesome!
Quality of video not always the best. Lags.
Mary Lee!!
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There are certain zoom features available that we don't have access to, polling? and some other that would be valuable to
improve a learning environment.
For whatever reason, it does not work well whenever a presenter is in Knoxville and the group is in Jackson.
This is a good service. I use it rarely but find it useful and easy.
I ranked the actual service performance an 8 because Zoom works very well.
Used once for an english class and it worked well
Awesome
I've used it twice, it meets my expectations and is pretty good
Zoom is always up and working.
I like zoom but can't always get the meetings set up in advance to work.
Please see previous responses for my opinions about Zoom
It has been a great resource.
This semester I took a ZOOM course, which is generally okay, but I ca n’t seem to put me into a group when using a browser. I
have to use the app
It works but it's not amazing, but video calling someone never is.
Used zoom once, it was pretty easy
I'm not sure how to use Zoom on my own, but it seems to work well when it's been used. I prefer Zoom over skype or the
dreaded gotomeeting.
Still have difficulty setting up a Zoom meeting longer than 40 minutes
Connection can sometimes be choppy.
Zoom is great.
You have to have a paid account to support actual length staff meetings.
Sometimes, there are problems with audio - i.e., Min Kao Building
No one ever gave any training or setup for me on Zoom. I kind of learned it as it was brought to me.
Good ways to learn
Zoom will fail randomly at times, but again may be due to user error.
It was akward to initally get setup, but works great.
I use the Video Zoom and is very efficient and I have not faced technical problems
very good but would love to find some info on successful online strategies to use!
Duo Security is a burden.
Zoom has never been reliable for me
Zoom is a great tool and believe UTK does this well and makes it very easy
I love Zoom classes. I have difficulty leaving the building, but I can still attend classes with Zoom.
Slightly lacking. Zoom is cool, I just feel it is a bit clunky to use and NONE of the faculty know how to use it. They should be
required to be trained on it so they can set it up themselves.
Uneven performance
still need consistency in meeting rooms
Serves its purpose
Zoom is awesome.
Generally works well, occasionally has hiccups but not significant.
Zoom is nearly impossible to access. It is never explained how to use to students. Teachers don't tell students how to access it.
You need to do a better job of showing us how to use this resource.
It's ok for what it is.
use Zoom for meetings often, works quite well
not very intuitive
Sometimes, it is difficult to connect mic/ video
can be very spotty
Participated in a practice run of the software and was satisfied.
I zoomed once and had to figure it out on my own
I’ve used it in one class and think it does a much better job than Skype could.
Just dumped out today -- atypical but not perfect.
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Zoom was really awkward to use last year, I don't know if it has improved
Zoom sometimes cuts out
Please advertise the enhanced version to all facutly, staff, grad students
I have limited experience with this, and most has been self-taught.
I frequently use Zoom for education and work. I have had no issues and find it completely useful in doing my job.
Zoom is frequently unable to be supported on campus wifi
very convenient for meetings I can't physically attend or with people out of area
audio and video often have issues. Usually either the video freezes but audio can still be heard, or audio cuts in and out while
video is fine.
Makes communication possible virtually and keeps things moving without any hold ups.
I like being able to re-listen to lectures that I have missed
Zoom blows every other collaboration tech out of the water. Can't say enough good things about this tool
No issues with zoom
Only issues I have faced are connectivity issues which I do not associate with Zoom
Love this- easy to use, great support from OIT
The microphone was laggy sometimes.
It's not the best on my personal laptop, but the app works great on my phone.
I have only used this once, and the GA had to walk me through getting set up
zoom has been very helpful in meetings
Zoom has worked well for my needs.
great quality
Zoom is fine.
I haven't had any problems with scheduling meetings and my DOD's have not told me of any problems.
It is incredibly unclear how to utilize a meeting space that doesn't expire every 15 mins.
The ability to bring, into the classroom, speakers, etc., who cannot physically attend is invaluable.
I have attended several sessions with Zoom. No problem.
again unless I go to Hodges Library limited help is available to VETmed students
Not on UT side, but Zoom always tries to "innovate" with some of these new features. In my experience, the new features never
work and just cause more headache for me in having to teach faculty members how to use.
This is done right. Blows everything else out of the water.
Our students have moved to lecture capture because the zoom and video quality is so poor. Hesitations and gaps in the content
with a mistimed voice at times
I am happy with my Zoom service
Awesome tool!
Glitchy
Can’t wait to use this!
Really pleasantly surprised with the ease and functionality of Zoom
One class I had utilized zoom all the time, it was a great way to hear from lecturers from all over the country
ALWAYS SEEMS TO WORK WELL
Zoom is handy and a great feature to have for online school!
Use Zoom but not for classroom - more for conference calls.
has crashed before
This is fine. Better instructions (how to record sessions?) woudl be helpful
It's fine
Works great when the professor knows how to use it.
I use Zoom frequently for meetings and collaboration. For the most part it works when I need it to.
Wish there were more webinar licenses-- I hate using the classroom for webinars
More users need to know that they can record their own videos with this tool.
Zoom is great!
In general, Zoom is excellent! I use it more and more. But some aspects of it are still not as transparent as they could be.
Magnolia Building
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ZOOM is a better conferencing tool than lecture tool. The capability for annotations or board work (hand written notes) is not
good.
Zoom is a great service
Zoom is great for internal and external use.
We use zoom often with much success.
It is likely the best service on the market, but I would like to have access to cloud recording and easier access to webinar-enabled
accounts (maybe one per department).
I do wish students could meet longer than 40 minutes on our own accounts - for group projects it's sometimes necessary for
distance students
I didn't have many problems that I am aware of with online zoom for classes
Does not work well from desktops
ZOOM's great and they keep adding more features.
Works well and does not lag much
self organised zoom meeting have 40min limit, Zoom app takes 100%+ cpu usage on laptop
zoom works pretty well for me
I love having Zoom as an option for meetings.
Most problems related to local hardware, perhaps not the responsibility of OIT.
Excellent product
It is awesome
Zoom is an incredibly useful tool, and I love having this on campus
Using zoom more and more
Zoom is great.
Zoom has many problems dropping calls in my experience
Zoom is fantastic.
I have only used this a couple of times and it has been laggy the times I have used it on campus
Taking my first online class. I hate it. Faculty need to share their expectations. Do we show our video? Always mute? No best
practices shared. That being said, Zoom is awesome for hosting one on one interviews for my research...
Zoom, good for conferencing
Zoom is a great tool for us to use as part of the extension team.
Zoom actually works really well.
I have had one class that used Zoom frequently. I had no problems with the service, I was just not a fan of having class over the
digital format occasionally.
Zoom tends to drop me for apparently no reason during distance learning even when I have strong WiFi...it does auto connect
again but can be frustrating
I find it difficult (even with excellent training) to screen share and move seamlessly (confidently) between a powerpoint, marking
up a document, and a video feed.
sometimes difficult to connect in classrooms
Zoom works well.
I am uninformed about what is included in virtual classroom environment support.
I think Zoom is great!!
lots of trouble
I've only used zoom once. It was fine.
I'd like to be able to use it but I don't know how.
Zoom is a great tool.
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Customized help with developing course materials and lectures for online teaching
Classes seem to be about pedagogy when I could use accessibility assistance--not instruction, but actual help.
I have not had any need for assistance developing course materials in this way, but I know that the resources are available and
have heard good things.
the BEST!!!!! Hooray for Robert Tanner!!!!
I tried to use help with online teaching before, and it didn't teach me anything.
As faculty with some experience with technology, I must prefer to design my own course material.
I have never seen this advertised.
very little support relative to other universities
I think you all really exceed expectations here - it's so helpful that this service is available!
Lately help has been great but in the past it was really "do it on your own."
I would love if more of these could be entirely online like coursera to accommodate my irregular schedule.
Is there a drop-in or scheduled 1:1 workshop I could do with a Canvas expert?
the help with online materials has improved dramatically over the past few years; for those of us who teach online, the lack of
policies and easily found/accessed information can be frustrating at times; unless, or until, online teaching becomes a larger
component of our campus, this is not likely to improve
The students are able to view the materials provided in Canvas and all communications are found in Canvas which makes the
grading easier and students have access to the assignments, tests, discussion boards and materials.
This one (actual service performance) is one me. There are resources, but I have not had time to access those before I needed
them.
Unable to simulate interest in MOOC development
I've tried using before but the depth of the help available isn't great -- and not specific to my discipline.
How to set up a laptop to a smart board????
I have found some on staff to be very helpful, others have not been a valuable resource.
I am not aware of ANY help for developing online teaching material
We have great resources in our college to help with IT.
The assistance provided by IT staff greatly enhances my ability to provide my students with a first-rate, online learning
environment.
UTCVM- enough said
This is something I haven't actively sought out but I am aware that resources are available when I am ready to do so
I have never had help with developing course materials
I have not yet used these services, although some day, I will want to.
The online toolbox includes helpful resources. I also benefited from Iryna's consulting and ability to checkout the Yeti mic for a
semester in order to record my online lectures.
I don't do any on-line teaching at the moment.

